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In memory of my grandparents





The precision of pain and the blurriness of joy. I’m thinking
how precise people are when they describe their pain in a doctor’s office.
Even those who haven’t learned to read and write are precise:
“This one’s a throbbing pain, that one’s a wrenching pain,
this one gnaws, that one burns, this is a sharp pain
and that — a dull one. Right here. Precisely here,
yes, yes.” Joy blurs everything. I’ve heard people say
after nights of love and feasting, “It was great,
I was in seventh heaven.” Even the spaceman who floated
in outer space, tethered to a spaceship, could say only, “Great,
wonderful, I have no words.”
The blurriness of joy and the precision of pain —
I want to describe, with a sharp pain’s precision, happiness
and blurry joy. I learned to speak among the pains.

Yehuda Amichai
(Translation: Chana Bloch and Chana Kronfeld)

דיוק הכאב וטשטוש האושר. אני חושב
על הדיוק שבו בני אדם מתארים את כאבם בחדרי רופא.

]...[
טשטוש האושר ודיוק הכאב

ואני רוצה לתאר בדיוק של כאב חד גם
את האושר העמום ואת השמחה. למדתי לדבר אצל הכאבים.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Overview
This study investigates the person marker (PM) system in Spontaneous Spoken 
Israeli Hebrew (SSIH) at the beginning of the third millennium. The most 
general definition of person in the field of linguistics distinguishes between the 
speaker or speakers of an utterance (“first person”), the addressee or addressees 
of that utterance (“second person”), and the party or parties talked about (“third 
person”) (see Siewierska [2004, 1]).

The PMs are generally found in closed sets called paradigms, sets of linguistic 
expressions that occur in the same morphosyntactic slot in the language. Moreover, 
each member of the paradigm is in complementary distribution with every other 
member of the same paradigm (Siewierska 2004, 4).

Prosody plays an important role in spoken language; therefore, according to the 
theoretical basis of this study, the basic unit in speech is a prosodic unit (PU).1

1.2. Person markers in Hebrew
Hebrew is a Semitic language consisting of several layers, a term used for historical 
periods (Biblical Hebrew, Mishnaic Hebrew, Haskalah period, and so on).2

In most of the literature on the grammar of Biblical Hebrew (Gesenius 
1909; Joüon 1996), on the history of Hebrew grammar (Kutscher 1982), in 
Hebrew textbooks (Bahat and Blau 1970), and on Modern Hebrew grammar 
(Schwarzwald 1981, 1997), the PMs are described and classified as two separate 
paradigms: independent pronouns and dependent pronouns. An independent 
pronoun (in verbal units, also called an external PM in this study) refers to 
a PM that can be distinguished in speech as a phonological word3 and that 
is shown in the written medium as a distinct orthographic word. It functions 
mostly as a topic and takes the subject position. A dependent pronoun (called 
an internal PM in this study) is a morpheme affixed to either a verb, a noun, 

1 For more information about the theoretical basis of this approach to the units of spoken language, see 
Chapter 3.

2 For the characteristics and PM systems relevant to these periods, see Chapter 4.
3 See the definition of phonological word in Section 5.4.2.
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or a preposition.4 In most of the literature, the two paradigms are considered 
distinct from each other.5

Almost all the comprehensive literature on Hebrew grammar mostly describes 
written Hebrew, in all of its layers. There are not many sources that describe 
spoken Modern Hebrew;6 they are sporadic, are not particularly systematic, and 
are generally based more on the researcher’s impressions or examples rather 
than on a recorded corpus of spontaneous speech.

This study provides a systematic (morphological, syntactic, and prosodic) 
analysis of person and the PMs in SSIH7 and describes their morphological 
structure, their phonological shape, the changes they exhibit with respect to 
previous layers of Hebrew, and their syntactic behavior. It also, of course, 
examines the speakers’ choices of the PMs in changing contexts. Also, this 
research explores how the PMs in spoken Hebrew have evolved from how they 
have been represented in grammars of Classical and Modern Hebrew8 and how 
they have been described in most of the literature.

1.3. The Hebrew verb and Hebrew sentences9

The Hebrew verb is a morphological complex consisting of the subject and 
the predicate stem. Therefore, it is not obvious that an external pronoun would 
be added as an explicit syntactic subject, in cases in which there is an explicit 
verb in the unit — that is the subject is inherent in the verb — and there is no 
other explicit nominal subject in the sentence. There are two main approaches 

4 In Classical Hebrew, and even in Modern Hebrew, researchers have used the term independent pronoun 
or independent person marker to indicate the PM that can take the subject position (and, in third person, 
the copula position as well). The term dependent pronoun or dependent person marker refers to a PM 
that is embedded inherently within the verb or that is attached (and is conjugated with) a noun or a 
preposition. In this study I am using terms more indicative of form than of function. An external PM 
is a PM that is outside, not inherently embedded with, the verb; it can be either an independent PM 
or a clitic PM, and it always takes the subject position; in the third person, it can be the copula. An 
internal PM is a dependent PM that is affixed (either as a prefix or a suffix) inseparably to the verb in 
the subject position, or separably to a noun or prepositon. For example, in the verb שמעתי ʃama~ti ‘I 
have heard’, the ti at the end represents 1.sg and is inseparable. In the noun גיסי gis-i ‘my brother-in-
law’, the i represents the 1.sg possessive and is separable; one can use the noun גיס gis ‘brother-in-law’ 
without the suffix to indicate just the referent of the noun itself. That is, with the noun, there is no 
obligatory PM. In the preposition שלי ʃeli ‘of mine’, the i again represents the 1.sg and is separable; 
one can use the preposition של ʃel ‘of’ (possessive meaning) without the suffix to indicate just the 
meaning of the preposition itself. That is, with the preposition, there is no obligatory PM.

5 See Chapter 4.
6 See definitions and explanations on terminology in Section 3.1 and in the footnotes there. 
7 For a discussion of PMs from a discourse-analysis point of view, see Polak-Yitzhaki (2006–2007).
8 Chapter 3 defines the distinction between Biblical Hebrew and Classical Hebrew.
9 For a definition of verbal structures in spoken Hebrew, see Section 3.9. 
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in typological linguistics to describe how the external pronoun can be related 
to the subject in the explicit verb complex:10

• In one approach, the independent (in this study: external) pronoun is 
considered a necessary component, and if it is not used, the sentence is 
considered elliptical (Holmstedt 2013).

• In another approach, any independent (in this study: external) pronoun 
added to the verb complex is considered redundant, from a purely syntactic 
point of view (Goldenberg 1985).

1.4. Gender in Hebrew
English and other European languages have three alternate genders: masculine, 
feminine, and neuter. Classical Hebrew, however, has a binary gender system: 
masculine and feminine only. When describing something that is not human, 
one uses the PM in its third person in the grammatical gender of the noun —  
for example, when using the noun חתונה xatuna ‘wedding’, a feminine noun, 
in a sentence:

אתמול הייתה החתונה. היא התחילה באיחור  (1)

etmol ajt~a a-xatuna

yesterday was~sc.qal~sg.f def-wedding(n.sg.f)

 i   itxil~a be-ixur

 3.sg.f   start~sc.qal~sg.f in-late

‘The wedding was yesterday. It started later than expected.’

However, when using the noun שולחן ʃulxan ‘table’, a third-person masculine 
noun, in a sentence, the speaker would use הוא hu 3.sg.m ‘he’ to describe it:

קנינו שולחן חדש. הפעם הוא ממש גדול  (2)

kani~nu  ʃulxan  xadaʃ

buy~sc.qal~1.pl table(n.sg.m) new(adj.sg.m)

 a-paam  u  mamaʃ  gadol

 def-time 3.sg.m really  big(adj.sg.m)

‘We bought a new table. It is really big this time.’

10 See Sections 1.5.1.1–1.5.1.3 and 1.5.2.1–1.5.2.3. 
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This binary system applies to the verb system, too. The Hebrew verb contains a 
PM that conjugates in either masculine or feminine in second and third persons 
(the first person has no gender distinction). For example, ירדוף Ø~irdof~Ø 
3.m~chase.pc.qal~sg11 ‘he will chase’, and תרדוף t~irdof  3.f~write.pc.qal~sg 
‘she will chase’, but ארדוף ɂ~erdof 1.sg~chase.pc.qal ‘I will chase’.

1.5. This study
In this study I investigate and present the findings, and I lay out the paradigms 
and rules according to which the PMs in SSIH are arranged. I present and 
discuss the morphosyntactic behavior of the PMs, the way they are organized 
in a system, and how the relationship between morphology, prosody, syntax, 
semantics, and pragmatics affect their performance and appearance.

The system that is presented in this research is based on findings from a corpus 
of SSIH. Even though the sample designed for this research is of a modest size, 
the findings should be considered as indicative of the directions of development 
and change of the PMs in SSIH.

1.5.1. Research questions
There were five main research questions for this research, and all hypotheses were 
reinforced. The following subsections briefly describe the research questions.

1.5.1.1. Person marker paradigms in SSIH
Is the PM system in SSIH the one described in textbooks and in the grammatical 
literature on both Classical Hebrew and Modern Hebrew? If so, I will explain 
its structure; if not, I will describe the new PM system.

1.5.1.2. Gender system
Is gender in the SSIH system of the PMs binary, as described in all textbooks 
and the grammatical literature? If not, what is the new system?

1.5.1.3. First and second person versus third person
Is there, as in many other languages, a difference in function between the first 
person and the second person, on the one hand, and the third person, on the other 
hand? Is the conversion paradigm (the components that could replace the PMs 

11 The tilde sign (~) indicates that the affix is obligatory and cannot be split in the explicit verbs, whereas 
a hyphen is used in all other cases (that is, to indicate the affixes to nouns and prepositions that are 
not obligatory). In other words, a hyphen is used in cases in which the stem word can be used with no 
person affix or with other completions, and it also indicates the affixes in participle verbs, which do 
not contain a PM but rather a number and gender indication only.
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in the same syntactic position and function) for the third person the same as the 
one for the first person and the second person? Or are there different syntactic 
functions and different conversion paradigms for the different PMs?

1.5.1.4. Person marker morphemes and their behavior in SSIH
Is there a morphological difference between the external PM in the subject 
position, the internal PM in the verb structure and the affixed PM in any position? 
If so, are there distinct paradigms for the PMs? Or are the different PMs simply 
allomorphs and thus in complementary distribution with one another? If this is 
the case, is the choice of the PM triggered by syntactic, morphophonological, 
pragmatic, or other factors in the grammatical environment?

1.5.1.5. A theoretical question: pro-drop or pro-add language
As a conclusion from all previous questions, a theoretical question should be 
determined: Is SSIH a pro-drop language or a pro-add language? In other 
words, is it obligatory in SSIH to use external PMs in verbal PUs next to the 
verb? If so, it is a pro-drop language; if not, it is a pro-add language. Also, 
if SSIH is a pro-add language, every addition of a PM to a verbal PU must 
be explained: does the use of the PM derive from the meaning of the PU, its 
prosody, the pragmatics of the utterance, or from other reasons?

1.5.2. Research hypotheses
The arrangement of the hypotheses presented here, supported by a first 
inspection of the corpus, is parallel with the research questions provided in 
Section 1.5.1.

1.5.2.1. Person marker paradigms in SSIH
I hypothesize that the PM system in SSIH is not the same as that found in the 
literature on Classical and Modern Hebrew grammar, which asserts a binary 
system of independent and dependent PMs. I hypothesize that there are three 
main paradigms of the PMs in SSIH: external PMs, clitic PMs, and affixes. I 
will show that some of the components in the paradigms are not identical to 
those described in textbooks and in grammar books.

1.5.2.2. First and second person versus third person
I hypothesize that the conversion paradigm for the third person is broader 
than the paradigms for the first and second persons. Whereas first and second 
persons can be converted by the PMs only, the third person can be converted 
by demonstrative pronouns as well as by the PMs.
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1.5.2.3. Person marker morphemes and their behavior in SSIH
According to the research questions here, there are four hypotheses, all related 
to the PM system of SSIH:

1. I hypothesize that particular structures require specific uses of PMs. 
Therefore, I hypothesize that external PMs are not obligatory in verbal 
structures in SSIH, since the subject affixes within the verb complex serve 
as the main sentence subject. The participle (“present tense”) does not 
carry a PM within it, so it is expected that an external PM will appear next 
to the participle in its verbal use. Structures in which both an internal PM 
(affix) and an external PM appear are not tautological but explainable. If 
so, SSIH is a pro-add language (not a pro-drop one, as most linguists have 
suggested).12

2. I hypothesize that there is a morphological difference between the external 
PM in a verbal unit, on the one hand, and the internal PM in subject position 
or the affixed PM in any position, on the other hand.

3. In addition, I hypothesize that the different occurrences of the PM morphemes 
represent an organized system of allomorphs that appear in complementary 
distribution.

4. While coding the corpus I established for this research, I suspected that a 
new paradigm regarding the third independent PM has arisen in SSIH — 
that is, that the third person displays a tripartite gender system rather 
than the binary one described in the literature. I hypothesize that this is a 
dominant phenomenon, that it is not a mere trend but a widespread feature 
characterizing a language in change and moving toward a grammaticalization 
of this system.

1.5.3. Research methodology
This research is corpus-based. I created the corpus used; it includes recordings 
made during the years 1999–2002. It was specifically designed for the research 
project reported on in this thesis. It contains approximately 50,000 words uttered 
by 20 main informants and their conversation partners. The informants were 
chosen according to sociodemographic parameters, and there is a complete 
correlation of gender, age, ethnic origin (Sephardi or Ashkenazi), and education 

12 There are different meanings for the same components when they are arranged in a different order or 
in diverse segments of the utterance into PUs by the speaker. Prosody accounts for the focalization 
and extra-position structures and can, in some cases, replace the external PM where it is expected.
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parameters within the groups investigated. All analyses are based on this corpus, 
and all examples are actually spoken data.13

1.5.3.1. Presentation of examples
All data were transcribed in Hebrew orthography, transliterated phonetically 
according to a wide IPA transcription, and translated into English. In some 
cases, a specific phonetic transcription was added (see Section 2.3.2.3). All 
examples consist of four lines, including an interlinear morphemic translation 
according to the Leipzig Glossing Rules.

Note that [h], [ˀ], and [ҁ] are used in the Hebrew orthography and in many cases 
have a morphosemantic function: they indicate person, vocalic form, or tense. 
However, they are usually not pronounced. Since the transcription is phonetic, 
these consonants are transcribed only when they were actually uttered.

All data were analyzed with Microsoft Excel® and with a Java® program that 
was specially designed for the current research project. All findings are based 
on these data.

A sample of the corpus transcriptions and glossing is provided in Section 2.3.2.7.

1.6. The structure of this thesis
This thesis provides a detailed description of the research performed and its 
results.

Chapter 2 describes in detail the methodology that was used for this research.

Chapter 3 provides relevant terms as well as a brief survey of the aspects of 
Hebrew grammar.

Chapter 4 provides a detailed survey of the history of person marking in Hebrew, 
in all its layers and from several theoretical perspectives.

Chapter 5 provides a detailed background description of SSIH.

Chapter 6 provides the findings of this study concerning the PMs, both external 
and internal, in subject position, both in verbal and in nonverbal units.

Chapter 7 complements Chapter 6. It introduces and discusses clitic PMs in 
SSIH. It provides specific rules and describes the grammatical environments 
in which either external independent PMs or clitic PMs are used.

13 For a detailed explanation of the creation of the corpus, the informants, and the theoretical basis of 
the analysis of the corpus, see Chapter 2.
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Chapter 8 discusses the behavior and use of affixed PMs in all cases and 
syntactic positions in SSIH.

Chapter 9 presents a summary of the findings, including conclusions.
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2. Methodology

2.1. Overview
As mentioned in Chapter 1, this study is based on a corpus consisting of 
recordings of conversations in SSIH. One of the objectives of collecting a corpus 
of a spoken language was to analyze recorded speech in order to understand 
the nature of how the language is used in various contexts. Other noteworthy 
objectives not reported here included analyzing the corpus for technological 
or pedagogical purposes.

The corpus I established for this research includes recordings made during the years 
1999–2002 as part of the Corpus of Spoken Israeli Hebrew (CoSIH)14 as well as 
recordings made for personal use. The corpus employs a uniform theoretical basis 
for sampling, the main principles of which are presented in Section 2.2.1.

The transcription in this research is of the “added transcription” type (see 
Section 2.3.2.1), an approach that I adapted to Hebrew. All these principles 
and their application to this research are presented in Section 2.3.2. Sections 
2.3.3–2.3.5.4 describe the statistical processing and the various linguistic 
analyses implemented.

2.2. The corpus
The corpus I compiled for this research was selected from the pilot recordings 
compiled in establishing the CoSIH as well as from private recordings that I 
initiated. In order to avoid a possible influence from other mother tongues, 
which could bias the findings, only native speakers of Hebrew were selected 
as informants.15

2.2.1. The sample
The population represented in this research is a miniature (though not 
representative) sample of the Israeli population. When establishing the CoSIH, 
Izre’el et al. (2001) created clear statistical criteria, as well as the relevant 
parameters, for choosing suitable informants. In determining these criteria, 

14 See Izre’el et al. (2002). 
15 Hebrew-speaking minorities were not included in this research, since Hebrew constitutes a secondary 

language for them; although, unlike recent immigrants, they know Hebrew well, there are still risks 
of influence from their primary language that might have biased the findings.
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they intended the corpus to represent the variety of lingual options in spoken 
Hebrew in Israel at the very time it was compiled.

When approaching the research of a spoken language, one should recognize that 
various factors influence, or might influence, the way the subjects of the research 
(the informants) speak. Such factors include geographic affiliation, ethnicity, 
religion, gender, age, education, and professional affiliation. Furthermore, 
the channel by which speech is conveyed is an important consideration; for 
example, a conversation over the phone is different from one that is carried 
out face to face. Another substantial element, of course, is the circumstances 
in which the discourse takes place: both its content and its location, as well as 
the emotions involved.

2.2.2. The informants
The informants chosen for the corpus used in this research submitted an “informant 
questionnaire” in which they supplied sociodemographic information, first about 
themselves and later about their various conversation partners. The responses 
to this questionnaire made it possible to assemble the characteristics of the 
informants whose speech was sampled for this research and the circumstances 
in which it was recorded. Out of all the recordings, 20 informants were chosen 
(along with an additional 20, who were their conversation partners) — all native 
Hebrew speakers — divided into three age groups.

2.2.3. The sociodemographic parameters
Included in the informants’ classification into subgroups are the following 
sociodemographic parameters: education (by number of years in school), ethnic 
origin (Ashkenazi or Sephardi), gender, religious affiliation (according to the 
informant’s own statement), and age. The age groups I established for this 
research were 18–25, 26–39, and 40–55 years of age. The most important 
reason for this division into age groups was to enable the singling out of the 
age factor, since the language of an 18-year-old is unlike that of a 55-year-old 
(and this difference does not manifest itself in the lexicon only, as is customarily 
assumed).16 After selecting the recordings for transcription, I added additional 

16 The age-group division that was established by Izre’el et al. (2001, 2002) for the CoSIH was not 
implemented in this study for two reasons. One reason was technical: neither the recordings that I 
made nor the recordings that were made for the CoSIH contain all the “cells” originally determined; 
therefore, I had to determine a reassignment of the age groups. In so doing, I relied on the accepted 
categorizations in other corpora worldwide. The other reason was to ensure that each cell comprised 
informants equal in all the relevant parameters.
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parameters during the analysis, such as home town, type of discourse, and the 
characteristics of partners.

Not all these parameters were actually used in the final analysis itself: cross-
comparisons of findings between particular informants’ data are not always 
given, not only because of the limited scope of this study but also because the 
number of texts was limited, a fact that did not always enable statistically valid 
conclusions in the comparison of groups of informants. A substantial portion 
of the conclusions presented in this research is comprehensive, considered as a 
single unit. But in cases where there are big differences between certain groups, 
these will be signaled in this study.

2.3. Methods and procedure
2.3.1. The recordings
The recordings were made during the years 1999–2002. The recruitment 
and classification of the informants was done randomly, according to the 
sociodemographic classification scheme presented by Izre’el et al. (2002). 
Once agreeing in writing to participate in the recordings, an informant was 
required to carry a recording device on his or her body for about 24 hours, so 
that the entire course of this day in the informant’s life was recorded. Naturally, 
various conversation partners of the informant were recorded as well. Because 
the recordings were made during specific years, the findings reflect directions 
and processes seen at the time. The current spoken language may vary somewhat 
from these findings; that is, a phenomenon apparent in the findings may have 
become more or less prevalent (or may even have disappeared).

Out of every full recording made by each informant, I selected a conversation 
segment of 8 to 20 minutes of continuous discourse, and a total of 2,500 words 
were sampled and transcribed from this segment.

2.3.2. The transcriptions
2.3.2.1. The Hebrew transcription
The Hebrew transcription used in this research is an “added transcription”; 
that is, the underlying theoretical approach is that presented by Chafe (1980, 
1988, 1993), Halliday (1989, Ch. 4), Halliday and Hasan (1976), Du Bois et 
al. (1993), and Brazil (1997, Ch. 4). The principles of this method, as well as 
modifications and adaptations I made not only to the original one but also to 
the one proposed for the CoSIH, are presented in Sections 2.3.2.2–2.3.2.7. The 
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basic theoretical premise in this approach is that speech can be divided into 
prosodic units (PUs).17

The recordings were transcribed in several stages:

1. The sections chosen were first transcribed in Hebrew orthography.

2. The texts were then divided into PUs.18

3. In each unit, the final tone was marked.19

4. Additional symbols were inserted, including phonetic transliterations to 
clarify a relevant issue, background remarks, and symbols identifying 
elements that are not strictly speech (laughter, background noises, and so 
on).20

5. Since my research deals with additional morphophonological issues, 
every instance of a PM in the text, as well as its immediate context, was 
transcribed phonetically at this initial stage, and an expanded phonological 
transliteration was added later on.

2.3.2.2. The Hebrew orthography representation
The spelling applied in Hebrew orthography is standard, based on the 
orthographic words in the language.21 Of course, when dealing with spoken 
language, some linguists argue that speech should be presented as performed —  
that is, phonetically. Others argue that representing speech in standard Hebrew 
orthography constitutes an unwarranted intervention in the speaker’s choice 
of performance or knowledge of the spoken register. In my view, however, 
accepting this burden is preferable to impeding the ability to analyze the text 
and draw conclusions about the language and its behavior that would be caused 
by a system of writing that adheres to the speech. When approaching the study 
of language and its behavior, we should be able to search for all the occurrences 
of this or that lingual form, whether a lexeme or a syntactic structure of any 
kind. I believe that a “mistaken” spelling from the researcher’s point of view, 
or any spelling that misrepresents the intention and specific meaning beyond 
the lingual performance itself, misses the entire purpose of the research and 

17 Prosody is defined in this study as “elements adjoined to the speech, such as intonation, prolonging, 
pitch,” and so on. See Mixdorff (1997) as well as Sections 2.3.3.2 and 2.3.3.3. 

18 PUs (prosodic units) — as well as my reason for using this particular term — are explained in Section 
2.3.3.2. 

19 For an explanation of final-tone types and their nature, see Sections 2.3.3.3 and 2.3.4.1.
20 See Section 2.3.4.2. 
21 An orthographic word is different from a phonological word. For example, two distinct orthographic 

words can appear as a single phonological word in Hebrew. Also, a combination of grammatical words 
can be represented by a single orthographic word (also see Section 5.4.2.).
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seriously hampers the searchability of the corpus. The primary and important 
advantage in such a transcription is its systematicity in contrast to the diversity 
in speech. The transcription thus greatly facilitates the work of those using 
these texts in future research; when they search for phenomena and specific 
lexemes or grammatical forms, they will need no prior knowledge of specific 
transcription techniques, and they will not need to search for a variety of 
spelling possibilities or forms whose pronunciation is different in the spoken 
language. In order to overcome the disadvantages of the standard orthographic 
representation, that representation was complemented by a phonetic and a 
phonological transcription.

For clarification, I indicate here some specific areas in which the Hebrew 
standard orthography was accepted over the individual performance of the 
speaker:

• For the external markers for third-person-feminine plural, as well as for 
the various internal PMs (that is, all cases in which the speaker intended 
the meaning of such a pronoun), I used the Hebrew morpheme הן hen or 
conjugated forms with the [n] suffix, even when the speaker used הם hem, 
forms ending with [m].

• I transcribed the first-person marker in prefix-conjugation verb forms with 
the beginning consonant א <ʔ>, even when the speaker instead said י [ji] or 
[i] or a different consonant or vowel.

•  I transcribed numerals according to the standard grammatical gender22 
relevant to the spoken context, even in cases in which the speaker associated 
the feminine number word with a masculine noun or vice versa. For example, 
if the informant said, שתי ילדים ʃte jeladim rather than שני ילדים ʃne jeladim, 
meaning ‘two kids’, I transcribed the grammatical element that would be 
used in the standard Hebrew orthography. Then I noted the actual phonetic 
realization next to it as well as in the phonetic transliteration line.

•  I presented the Hebrew definite article as required by its standard syntax. 
For instance, in a construct state construction, I adjoined it with the 
compositional morpheme, even when it appeared in speech in the first 
part in the construct state construction.23

22 Hebrew numerals agree in gender with the noun they combine with. The current spoken Hebrew, 
however, does not always adhere to this standard use; the usual difference from the standard is using 
the feminine form with nouns whose gender is masculine — for example, שלוש שקל ʃaloʃ-Ø [num-f] 
ʃekel instead of שלושה שקל ʃloʃ-a [num-m] ʃekel for ‘three shekels’. 

23 In Hebrew, the definite article adjoins nouns. The Hebrew construct state comprises two adjoining 
nouns in an idiomatic combination, or in a relation of possession, jointly indicating a single meaning. 
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The standard spelling used in these Hebrew transcriptions adheres to the rules 
set out by the Academy of the Hebrew Language regarding unvowelized Hebrew 
spelling.24

2.3.2.3. The phonetic transcription
In this study I used the IPA phonetic transcription system, which I show on a 
separate line below the Hebrew text. This is as broad a transcription as possible; 
that is, it is not a phonological transcription as regards the separation into 
phonological words. Clitic words are clearly marked as such in Chapter 7. In 
other places, the transcription is aligned with the orthographic words.

An accent symbol [’] precedes the syllable with the primary accent of the 
transcribed word in relevant cases; \ in Hebrew and / in English represent 
the appeal final tone of the PU. No other prosodic symbols are used in the 
transcription.

2.3.2.4. An internal and partial transcription
In the body of the text, I sometimes provide a partial phonetic transcription.25 
The Hebrew unvowelized, or plene, spelling does not allow for the denotation of 
pronunciation options; for example, שלי can be pronounced either as ʃe’l-i or as 
’ʃl-i poss-1.sg ‘mine’. In cases of a unique pronunciation or when performance 
deviates from the expected normative pronunciation, a broad phonetic 
transcription is provided in curly brackets within the Hebrew orthography line, 
following the relevant word. This transcription is different from the one given 
on a separate line beneath the Hebrew orthography representations in that it 
describes pronunciation deviating from the expected or standard pronunciation 
(and is actually a phonological transcription).

2.3.2.5. Informants’ names
The names of informants and those of their conversation partners were omitted 
to maintain confidentiality, the ## sign replaces each proper name, family name, 
and factory name. Place names are given in full.

To make a construct state definite, the definite article is added to the second noun only, which makes 
the entire structure definite — for example, בית–הספר bet ha-sefer, even in cases in which the informant 
said, הבית–ספר ha-bet sefer meaning ‘the school’. 

24 The Hebrew spelling is composed of consonants; the vowels can be expressed in symbols above or 
below the letters (nikud ‘punctualization’). Sometimes there are differences in the use of certain letters 
in cases of vowelized and unvowelized Hebrew spelling. The main differences are in the letters י 
(which can represent [j] or [i] or [e]) and ו (which can represent [v] or [w] or [u] or [o]), each used in 
Hebrew either as a consonant or as an assistance to a vowel — for example, both ִאמא and אימא <ʔima> 
(both pronounced ima) mean ‘mother’. See Academy (2002).

25 For symbols and other annotations, see Sections 2.3.4.1 and 2.3.4.2.
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2.3.2.6. Glosses and translations
A gloss of the PUs is fully presented on the third line, below the phonetic 
transcription. I use the Leipzig Glossing Rules for these morpheme translations. 
A free English translation is provided on the fourth line, below the line with 
the gloss.

2.3.2.7. An example
Here is an example showing all four lines of representation:

 ראיתי את ## בבית שלך {ʃ=xa} אתמול  (3)

rai~ti et ## ba-bait ʃel-xa etmol

see. sc.qal~1.sg acc  pn in-def-house poss-2.sg.m yesterday

‘I saw ## at your house yesterday.’

2.3.3. Programming, electronic applications, and unit boundaries
2.3.3.1. Programming and electronic applications and tools
To produce the transcription, the text was put into several formats by means of 
various programs. First, it was entered into the Microsoft Word® text processor; 
later it was transferred to both the Microsoft Excel® and the Praat (freeware)26 
programs. Use was also made of a JavaScript® program, in a format especially 
built for the statistical analysis of the corpus.27 For transfer between the various 
programs and for analyzing speech, the PU was considered the basic unit of 
the spoken language.

2.3.3.2. PU boundaries
Before transcribing the recordings, I needed to determine the boundaries of the 
basic units I would use in describing the language spoken by the informants 
and their conversation partners. Since the PU (with the various names and 
terms applied to it) is considered by most researchers of the spoken language 
as its basic unit, and since the PU is defined as “a brief spurt of vocalizations 
within a single intonation contour”28 by those employing this term, I needed to 
demarcate the precise boundaries of that “contour.” Various researchers have 
demarcated the boundaries of a PU, each in his or her own way:

26 The Praat program was created by Paul Boersma and David Weenink of the Department of Linguistics 
of the University of Amsterdam.

27 I would like to thank Y. C. for building this program and for being so kind and patient through all the 
analysis process.

28 This is the operational definition of an “intonation unit” (PU in this study) as given by Cahana-Amitay 
and Katzenberger (1999, 202). It is based on the definition given by Du-Bois et al. (1993).
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Chafe (1993) defines six parameters for demarcating the boundaries of the 
“intonation unit”:29

• Changes in frequency, manifested by pitch changes or by a reset
• Changes in duration, by either the extension or the reduction of a syllable
• Changes in speech intensity
• A pause
• A switch to a different speaker
• The contour of the intonation unit and its final tone

Du Bois et al. (1993) establish that “usually, the end of a single intonation 
contour is delineated with a pause, pitch reset, or an extension of the last 
syllable.” In other words, they follow the previously specified criteria and 
conceptualizations (Cruttenden 1997, Chafe 1993).

Hirst and Di Cristo (1998) consider the pause and pitch changes as indicative 
of the unit boundary.

In this study, I applied a small set of criteria for determining PU boundaries, 
including the foregoing.30 I put most emphasis, however, on the criteria provided 
by Laufer (1987, 63; 1996, 279), since he proposes a system for Hebrew. In 
addition, I adopted criteria proposed by Cruttenden (1997, Sec. 3.2), Chafe 
(1994, 57–60), and Du Bois et al. (1993), to produce the following three primary 
criteria for demarcating the boundary of the PU in SSIH in general, and for 
this study in particular:

• a rush at the start of the unit, and a slow production of syllables at its end, 
especially a lengthening of the final syllable;

• a pitch reset between PUs, in preparation for a new starting point (that is, 
a change of pitch to the highest or the lowest range limit);

• a pause.

Demarcating the PU boundary is, indeed, no simple matter, and it requires great 
proficiency, especially when relying mostly on auditory perception, as in this 
research, rather than on an instrumental assessment.

Laufer (1987, 63) asserts that the realignment of voice pitch is the most important 

29 In the past, intonation was the primary word for describing the characteristics we now associate with 
the word prosody. In general, both terms are used without an accurate distinction between them (Hirst 
and Di Cristo 1998). In the current academic jargon, intonation no longer describes the complex of 
prosodic components in speech; it is now dedicated to pitch fluctuations only. The parallel acoustical 
term of intonation is the basic pitch curve — that is, the frequency of speech voice, punctuated by 
nonvocal sounds and pauses. Prosody, on the other hand, is a general term, encompassing the entire 
complex of prosodic components in speech.

30 Compare with Amir et al. (2004).
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criterion among the three, since according to his findings, it is the one present 
in every intonation unit. In contrast, Amir et al. (2004, 677) argue that intensity 
dominates the hierarchical establishment of the “prosodic group” boundaries.

In this research, I used all three criteria, neither analyzing their relative 
importance nor positing one as more substantial than another. Whenever 
auditory perception did not enable me to distinguish where the boundary was, 
I used the Praat program, which produced a speech spectrogram, enabling me 
to identify the boundaries visually and with certainty.

2.3.3.3. The final tone and its role
Important information is conveyed by the speaker’s prosody during speech 
performance. Although a discourse transcription cannot fully present all details 
of the contour, it can at least supply an adequate representation of the critical 
aspects of the intonation by creating wider contour groups.

Du Bois et al. (1993, 55–60)31 point out that the representation of pitch 
modifications, the importance of which is crucial in the analysis of the speech 
unit contour, can be marked in two critical places in the intonation unit:

• at the end of the unit (a place Du Bois et al. call the transition point);
• at the end of the primary accent, where there is a change in contour from 

the unit’s nucleus to its end.

A different notation is used for each position, in order to maximally represent 
the auditory structure of the unit.

A basic research premise in the analysis of intonation (both its auditory character 
and its content function, if present) is that when a speaker ends a speech unit 
and considers whether to proceed to the next, the intonation contour provides 
credible information about what the recipient expects of the speaker. This 
information is called “the transitional continuity between units” by Du Bois 
et al. (1993), which they define as the denotation of the continuity stage at the 
transition point between the end of one intonation unit and the beginning of 
the next one.

Laufer (1987), Du Bois et al. (1993), Hirst and Di Cristo (1998), as well as 
Cahana-Amitay and Katzenberger (1999) consider that the tone of the final 
syllable determines whether the unit is continuing or merely pausing.

The PU’s final tone is also noted in this study. It is useful both in describing 
the nature of the expression and its final intonation and in demonstrating the 

31 As well as other researchers of various schools, among them Laufer (1987, 63).
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importance of the final tone in determining the structure of the expression and 
its functionality.

2.3.4. Annotations and terms
The text was divided into PUs. Each line of text holds only a single PU. The 
division into PUs and the demarcation of the boundary between them was made 
on a perceptual basis, supported by the Praat program where necessary.

Various symbols and other annotations are used in this study to describe the 
character of the PU. Punctuation marks and formal “staging” (tagging), valid 
in the written language, are not applicable in the spoken language. Therefore, 
no punctuation was implemented in the transcripts, nor are the sentence types 
and syntactic structures constituting the text determined.

2.3.4.1. Basic symbols
There are four basic symbols used to denote the final tone type:

| A continuous tone, a boundary of a PU with a 
continuous accentuation, usually a stable accent or a 
slight incline or decline.

|| A pausing tone, a boundary of a PU with a pausing 
accentuation, usually a declining accent.

\ [in Hebrew]

/ [in English]

An appeal, a boundary of a PU with an appealing 
accentuation, usually a rising accent. (Functionally, the 
symbol is used in a unit containing a question with no 
interrogative word,32 or to ensure listener attention and 
to show that the speaker expects a response.)

-- A truncated PU.

2.3.4.2. Additional symbols and other annotations

Space A boundary between words.
- A truncated word.
… A pause.
## A placeholder for an informant’s name (to protect that 

person’s privacy).
@ An unidentified syllable.

32 See Cohen 2004.
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(says) The transcriber’s comment or unspoken words (or words 
not spoken outright) that nonetheless constitute essential or 
required information.

{∫te’ki} A phonological transliteration, the accent marked by an 
apostrophe before the accented syllable. This transliteration 
appears in the Hebrew transcript body itself.

<laughs> Nonverbal elements or the transcriber’s remarks.
taco’xek A complete phonetic transliteration displayed on a separate 

line under the Hebrew text. 

2.3.5. The database and its encoding
2.3.5.1. The database text
I compiled the database for this study by transcribing the conversations of 20 
informants into Hebrew orthography. Altogether, the corpus used for this work 
contains about 50,000 words. The transcription was divided into PUs, after which 
it was transferred to an Excel program so that the data could be encoded.

2.3.5.2. The encoding
Each PU was encoded according to 55 different parameters to enable it to be 
analyzed. The parameters are grouped into several main content categories:

• sociodemographic affiliation parameters (gender, age, education, religious 
status);

• prosodic parameters (final tone, focus inside the unit);
• morphological parameters of the PMs (the presence of an external pronoun 

or its substitutes and their characteristics);
• semantic properties of the verb (concept, feeling, message, or movement 

verbs);
• syntactic properties of the verb (transitive or stative);
• time, aspect, and mood of the verb;
• syntactic analysis of the unit (type of unit and its structure);
• specific parameters for the analysis of third-person markers;
• phonological and morphophonological properties of the verb and of the 

PMs (clitization, vowel changes, phonological variations, and so on).

During the encoding, any PUs that were defined as “truncated” because of 
their final tone were not selected for later analysis. These units lack a complete 
message, for both speaker and listener, and hence cannot be used in analyzing 
the relationships among their components.
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Furthermore, units containing verbs and nouns that are Hebrew idiomatic 
expressions — such as ‘Could be’, ‘What does it mean?’, and ‘What’s 
up?’33 — were not encoded, because these “frozen” idioms cannot reveal 
anything about their phonological, morphological, or syntactic behavior in the 
speaker’s language. However, the prosody and phonology of the corresponding 
PMs were analyzed, and the idiomatic expressions themselves were considered 
a distinct category.

Moreover, units composed of a negated verb — such as ‘I didn’t write’34 or ‘Don’t 
write’35 — were encoded as a single PU consisting of a single phonological 
word, since the informant considered them as such, performing them in one 
main stress.

2.3.5.3. The processing
After each PU had been encoded and analyzed in detail, a Java program was 
built, the purpose of which was to enable statistical analysis. The processes 
chosen were adapted to the research questions and hypotheses of this study.

2.3.5.4. Statistical analysis
A statistical analysis was conducted according to the various categories: 
morphological, morphophonological, syntactic, semantic, and more.

From the results of the statistical analysis, I deduced the regularity of the 
performance modes, the specific structures in which each PM is used, the 
regularity of the circumstances determining the PM’s selection by the speaker, 
and the effects of those various uses. In specific cases where differences resulting 
from ethnicity, gender, or other affiliations are significant, an explanation is 
provided.

33 The Hebrew for ‘Could be’ is יכול להיות jaxol-Ø lijot can.part.qal-sg.m be.inf.qal; for ‘What does it 
mean?’ is מה זאת אומרת ma zot omer-et what dem.f.sg say.f.part.qal-sg.f; and for ‘What’s up?’ is מה 
.ma niʃma-Ø what hear.part.nif’al-sg.m נשמע

 .’lo ka’tav~ti neg write.sc.qal~1.sg ‘I did not write לא כתבתי 34
.’al t~ix’tov~Ø neg 2~write.pc.qal~sg.m ‘Do not write אל תכתוב 35
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3. Some relevant aspects of Hebrew grammar36

3.1. Introduction
Hebrew is a Semitic language37 and therefore uses specific structures common 
to all Semitic languages as regards verbs, nouns, and sentences.

Most philologists have based their description of Hebrew grammar on Classical 
Hebrew,38 consisting mostly of Biblical Hebrew39 but also of Rabbinic Hebrew.40 
There is almost no conclusive or comprehensive literature or research on Modern 
Hebrew41 grammar and even less of SSIH.42

36 This chapter describes specific aspects of Hebrew that characterize all its layers. Therefore, the term 
Hebrew in the chapter title denotes the general nature of the language, regardless of the specific layer 
or context. 

37 Though linguists agree that Hebrew is a Semitic language typologically, there are some who claim 
that spoken Hebrew (or “revived” Hebrew) is not a direct development, or descendant, of Biblical 
Hebrew but is rather a mixed language. See footnote 41.

38 The term Classical Hebrew, as used in this study, comprises Biblical Hebrew and Rabbinic Hebrew. 
39 The term Biblical Hebrew represents the Hebrew of the Bible and other written sources (archeological 

findings and so on) during the period from the tenth century BCE until the second century BCE. 
40 Rabbinic Hebrew is the general term comprising Mishnaic Hebrew, the Talmudim, and the Midrashim; 

all are literature sources dating from the second century BCE until the fifth (and some scholars 
even extend it to the sixth) century CE. The language used in these sources is also known as “Leʃon 
xaxamim.” There is a “transition layer” from Biblical Hebrew to Rabbinic Hebrew, which is the 
language of the Dead Sea Scrolls, which date from the second century BCE until the second century 
CE. 

41 In Israeli linguistic research as well as in general linguistic research, there are many terms for indicating 
the Hebrew of recent and current generations: “Modern Hebrew,” “Contemporary Hebrew,” “the living 
language,” “Israeli Hebrew,” and others. These are not different names to mean the same language. 
Those who use “Contemporary Hebrew” or “Israeli Hebrew” are referring to the Hebrew of the current 
generation or to the Hebrew of the last 50 or 60 years. The term Israeli Hebrew itself has been used 
lately by some linguists to describe the “new” Hebrew, or the spoken Hebrew of nowadays. They 
separate it from “Hebrew” and consider it a new language, a mixed language that is not a pure Semitic 
one (see Zuckermann [2008], Dekel [2010]). Others use “Israeli Hebrew” for current spoken Hebrew. 
Those who use “Modern Hebrew” are referring to the Hebrew representing the revival of the Jewish 
nation, its culture, and its literature from the eighteenth century until today. Finally, those who use 
“the living language” are referring to the period from the end of the nineteenth century, when Hebrew 
started being spoken again, after almost 1,700 years during which it was not used for everyday life. 
(See also Bar-Asher [1992, 21–25; 2002, 203–9]. For a comprehensive survey of the research and 
theories of investigating these different Hebrews, see Bar-Asher [2012, 70–92] and its bibliography.) 
This thesis uses all these terms, according to the use of the various linguists’ terminology. I use “Modern 
Hebrew” in general to refer the Hebrew spoken and used from the beginning of twentieth century 
(when the Hebrew Language Committee was established by Eliezer Ben-Yehuda in order to make 
Hebrew the teaching language in Palestine and the spoken language in Jews’ everyday life). But I use 
“Spontaneous Spoken Israeli Hebrew (SSIH)” to indicate the language I research and present in this 
thesis (for definitions and differences between Israeli spoken Hebrew and SSIH, see, for example, 
Cohen [2004, 3] and chapter 5 in this book)

42 Most research on the “revived” Hebrew of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries has been applied 
to the written language — that is, each researcher investigated a specific writer’s or a group of writers’ 
use of the language but arrived at almost no general, comprehensive conclusions. As for Modern 
Hebrew, most philologists have investigated specific issues, and in most cases, they have treated the 
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Hebrew consists of various layers, distinguishable by specific grammatical 
aspects. Contemporary Hebrew, denoted in research also as “Modern Hebrew,” is 
considered to be the Hebrew used since the beginning of the twentieth century.43 
Most researchers studying it (e.g., Ariel [1990], Bolozky [2003], and others) have 
described sporadically encountered elements, phenomena, and trends that they 
noticed in their everyday experience. Most research of Contemporary Hebrew 
has not been systematic and has not relied on statistics. The descriptions are 
usually based on isolated instances and sparse examples. In any case, the analyses 
generally take the perspective of the “model language”44 — that is, examples of 
spoken language are compared with the way they “should have been.”

In approaching the research of spoken Hebrew, as with every other spoken 
language, I examine the language in its own right. I do not compare it with the 
written language or with the “model” language, nor do I judge or evaluate it. I 
observe the existing system of SSIH, recognizing its differences from written 
Hebrew in various parameters.

evident structural changes in the spoken language from the written Modern Hebrew as “mistakes” 
(see Bar-Asher [2012, 70–75]). The history of Hebrew’s “revival” and the fact that this revival was 
implemented into everyday life through writing and the education system rather than learned organically 
in early childhood, as are other mother tongues, has influenced the way Hebrew is conceived. Hence, 
researchers have focused their attention on the written rather than the spoken medium. There is some 
research, however, that attempts to describe some aspects of the grammar and syntax of Modern 
Hebrew. As mentioned in footnote 41, the difference between Israeli spoken Hebrew and SSIH should 
also be taken into consideration when referring to relevant linguistic research. Up to now, there has 
been no comprehensive research of SSIH relying on statistical findings and a recorded corpus (or, for 
that matter, any research at all), except for Dekel (2010, 2014). (For a detailed literature survey of the 
research of Modern Hebrew and “Spoken” Hebrew, see Cohen [2004, 1–10] and Bar-Asher [2012, 
70–92] and the bibliographies there.) In this research I investigate only SSIH. Terminology introduced 
in other research is employed according to how it is used by the linguists quoted. 

43 See, for example, Bar-Asher (2012), Efrati (2010), Rozén (1966, 1977, 1992), and Ben-Hayyim (1953, 
1992).

44 Model language, correct language, and normative language are the terms used to indicate the language 
that “should be used,” written or spoken. The Hebrew Language Committee (ועד הלשון העברית) and the 
Academy of the Hebrew Language (האקדמיה ללשון העברית), which replaced it, have been the formal 
institutes in Israel to determine and “direct” the correct structure of Hebrew and the proper way the 
language should be spoken. This policy of directing the language is the main underlying reason for 
treating deviations in the spoken language from the authorized written language as mistakes and, as 
a result, for not investigating the spoken language in its own right but rather comparing it with the 
written language and judging it as “wrong.” Among the most prominent scholars of revived Hebrew 
in the first half of the twentieth century were Lipschütz (1920, 1947–1957), Avineri (1965), and 
Klozner (1949). (See Bar-Asher [2012, 70–72].) However, as Bar-Asher (2012, 72) has pointed out, 
because all of these researchers championed the “model language” and were determined to “uproot” 
the “mistakes” from the speakers’ language, their material provides contemporary researchers with 
important source material: even though we do not have any recordings of spoken Hebrew from the 
beginning of the twentieth century until about the 1950s, the early research (as well as a number of 
publications from the period) provide an important and precise view of the spoken language at that time 
(see also Reshef [2004, 45–52]). Lately there has been a shift in attitude toward the spoken language, 
and linguists consider spoken Hebrew a legitimate language to investigate and describe for its own.
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In describing the aspects of the Hebrew language structure relevant to this 
study, I rely mostly on the existing literature, and hence focus on Classical 
and normative Hebrew. Spoken Hebrew as well as Modern Hebrew have not 
been sufficiently studied, and texts describing them as complete and ordered 
systems are scarce.

The (classical) Semitic languages possess specific characteristics found in 
orthography, phonetics, morphology, and syntax. The following subsections 
describe the major characteristics.

3.1.1. Orthography and phonetics
Consonants in Semitic languages carry the main meaning of nouns and verbs. 
Semitic languages are noted for their guttural consonants, but such consonants 
are currently almost nonexistent in spoken Hebrew,45 although they remain in 
writing —  both because writing is more conservative and because the gutturals 
provide differentiations in meaning as well as the assurance of comprehension 
in context.

3.1.2. Morphology
The most important properties of the morphology of Hebrew, and of Semitic 
languages in general, are the following:

• The construction of both nouns and verbs is based on roots, usually 
triconsonantal, referring to consonants only, which carry the essence of 
the meaning.

• Forms (vowel patterns, or constructions) — mishkalim (in nouns) and 
binyanim (in verbs) — determine specific denotations.

• Verbs are conjugated with prefixes and suffixes.
• The language is synthetic.
• The gender system is binary; there are only two genders: masculine and 

feminine.
• There are three grammatical number categories, referred to linguistically 

as number — singular, dual, and plural —  singular and plural have either 
masculine or feminine gender.

45 However, there are still populations in Israel that use gutturals not only in writing but in pronunciation as 
well. Those are mostly speakers who made “Aliya” from Arabic-speaking lands — for example, Yemen, 
Iraq, and Morocco — as well as Israelis who grew up in Jerusalem from the 1920s to the 1970s. There 
is evidence for the loss of gutturals in Rabbinic Hebrew (see, for example, Sharvit [forthcoming]), 
however. In the nineteenth century, Eliezer Ben-Yehuda and other revivers of Hebrew determined that 
the “Sepharadi” accent was the original one for Hebrew, and so they decided that Sephardi, including 
its guttural pronunciations, would be the accent of Hebrew in Palestine. 
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3.1.3. Syntax
The most important properties of the syntax of Hebrew, and of Semitic languages 
in general, are the following:

• The word order is preset.
• There is an agreement of gender, number, and definiteness between the 

nucleus of a noun phrase and its complements.
• There are both nominal and adverbial sentences (that is, verbless sentences 

containing nonverbal predications).

3.2. Consonants versus vowels: The root
In Hebrew the root is the simplest element of a word, the basis on which 
nouns and verbs are constructed. Unlike the stem in Indo-European languages, 
the Hebrew root is almost invariably triliteral — that is, composed of three 
consonants (comprising a consonantal group). Those consonants carry the basic 
meaning of the word, whereas the vowel patterns that these consonantal roots 
are inserted into, mishkal (for a noun) or binyan (for a verb), gives the word its 
specific meaning. For example, from the root כת"ב (k-t-v), we can derive ּכַָתב 
katav~Ø write.qal.sc~3.sg.m ‘he wrote’, ִהְתּכֵַּתב hitkatev~Ø write.hitpa’el.sc~3.
sg.m ‘he corresponded’, and ּכְִתיבָה ktiva write.qtila (n.sg.f) ‘writing’ (noun). 
Roots form an essential part of the language.

Within the same consonantal framework, the vowels introduce meaning changes, 
so that various semantic modifications of the same stem can be expressed. The 
same root can have either a verbal form (binyan) or a nominal form (mishkal) — 
as we see with ּכַָתב katav [v.] and ּכְִתיבָה ktiva [n.] in the preceding examples.

Note that in Classical Hebrew, there are words and word forms that consist of 
two consonants only (biliteral). In SSIH, however, there are many denominal 
roots that are quadriliteral. The creation of denominal roots was already pointed 
out in Biblical Hebrew grammars. (see, for example, Gesenius [1909, 3–4], 
Sáenz-Badillos [1996, 6–8], and Joüon [1996, 109–10]).

3.3. The form
According to the descriptions of Modern Hebrew, there are seven verbal forms 
(binyanim), which are standard vocalized patterns. In order to create a verb, the 
root is “cast” into one of the forms with the following names, which themselves 
illustrate the pattern: qal (ַקל), nif’al (נִפְעַל), hif’il (ִהפְעִיל), huf’al (ֻהפְעַל), pi’el 
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 ;Ornan 1960, 67–70; Blau 1972, 126–28) (ִהְתּפַעֵל) or hitpa’el ,(ּפֻעַל) pu’al ,(ּפִעֵל)
Ben-Asher 1972; Rozén 1977; Berman 1978, 83–88; Schwarzwald 1981, 63–
70). Five of those forms have an active meaning (two of them are reflexives), 
while two have a passive meaning.

3.4. The verb
The Hebrew verb consists of a number of conjugations. As explained in Sections 
3.2 and 3.3, the verb is created by putting the triliteral root, which contains the 
general meaning of the word, in a “form” (binyan, pattern), which gives the  
verb its specific meaning. There are seven verbal forms in Hebrew, and the 
meaning of their conjugations can be in one of three voices: active, passive, or 
reflexive.

Most philologists (e.g., Berman [1978, 239–41]) assert that in Hebrew, tenses 
rather than aspects are used to express time reference,46 and they claim that there 
are only two tenses in Biblical Hebrew, usually called “perfect” and “future.”47 
The Modern Hebrew that is described in Hebrew grammar textbooks considers 
two more “tenses”: “participle” and “imperative.”48

Classical Hebrew has moods. The perfect and the imperfect are indicative; 
the future has two other variations: jussive and cohortative (yaktel and ektela, 
respectively). There are no moods associated with the participle tense. Modern 
written Hebrew has almost none of those uses of the future, however, and SSIH 
has none of them at all (although the “future” conjugated forms have another 
use and meaning: the imperative one).49

46 In her PhD thesis, Nurit Dekel (2010) investigates time, mood, and aspect in SSIH. Although I don’t 
agree with the conclusion she draws about SSIH not being a Semitic language and that it is not a 
direct development from classical Hebrew, but rather a mixed language, I do agree with her about 
the meaning and usage of tense and aspect in SSIH, and from my research (presented in this thesis), 
I also arrive at some of her conclusions. 

47 Although there are grammarians who label those tenses as “perfect” and “imperfect” (see Section 3.7 
and Gesenius [1909, 125]). 

48 See Section 3.7.
49 The Academy of the Hebrew Language has published its standpoint about this issue: ״אין מניעה להשתמש 

 גם בצורת העתיד לציווי, בין השאר כי מורגש בה יסוד של רּכות, החסר לעתים בצורות הציווי. ההיתר להשתמש בצורות העתיד
 נשען על דוגמאות מן המקרא ]...[ לסיכום אין לפסול את השימוש בצורות העתיד למשמעות של ציווי לצד צורות הציווי,
 :(Academy 2012) שנועדו לתכלית זו. עם זה חשוב שלא תיעלמנה צורות הציווי, ורצוי לשלבן בשידורים ככל האפשר״.
“There is nothing to prevent using the future conjugated form as an imperative mood as well, among 
other reasons because the future form provides an aspect of softness or tenderness, which sometimes 
is missing in the imperative form. Authorization for using future structures in the imperative sense is 
based on examples from the Bible [...] In summary, one should not reject the use of the future form in 
an imperative sense as well as the use of the standard imperative mood, which was originally created 
for this meaning. However, it is important that the standard imperative mood not completely disappear 
from the language, so it is recommended that it be used as much as possible in broadcastings.” 
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Two more conjugated forms that are ascribed to the verbal system of Hebrew 
are the infinitive — that is, an action noun with the force of a verb — and 
the participle, already mentioned as one of the “tenses” described in Hebrew 
grammar textbooks. The participle has properties of verbs, nouns, and adjectives, 
and for that reason it also has a very special conjugation.50

The verb in Hebrew is constructed not only from a root and a form (pattern), 
but it includes within itself the PM, which indicates the agent of the  
action signified by the verb form.51 The presence of an agent within the 
verb form is one of the reasons for considering the verb in “past tense,” in  
“future tense,” or in “indicative” as a “finite verb”:52 because the agent is 
expressed.

3.5. Gender
All grammar textbooks describe the gender system in Hebrew as binary: 
masculine and feminine only. Typically, a noun in Hebrew is either grammatically 
masculine or feminine; a few nouns are considered to be both masculine and 
feminine. However, one must be careful, since gender marking is occasionally 
confusing; a distinction should be made between grammatical gender and 
morphological gender. That is, there are specific morphemes that indicate 
gender in Hebrew, but the morphological gender morpheme does not always 
correspond to the grammatical (i.e., inherent) gender of the noun: The suffix 
 ot, for example, is considered a plural suffix for feminine nouns, but there- -ות
are cases where it is appended to a masculine noun — for example, שולחנות 
ʃulxan-ot table-pl ‘tables’. Thus, grammatical gender and the gender suffix are 
not always correlated with each other.

The Hebrew noun (and adjective) is not the only grammatical element that has 
gender. The Hebrew verb also inherently includes the gender of the agent. There 
are masculine and feminine conjugations of the verb, but this distinction is visible 
in the second and third person only. In Classical Hebrew, in Medieval Hebrew, 
and even in “Modern Hebrew” (from the eighteenth century), (as defined and 
described in grammar books and textbooks [Kutcher 1982; Gesenius 1909]), 
as well as in “Israeli Hebrew” this distinction between masculine and feminine 

50 The usage of participle and infinitive and their meaning are not the same in different layers of the 
language, as is discussed in the following sections.

51 For a full description and discussion of verb formation and conjugation in all Hebrew layers, see 
Section 3.7, and for an even more detailed presentation and discussion, see Chapter 4.

52 The definition of “tenses” and a discussion of what is considered a “finite verb” are discussed later in 
this thesis. 
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exists in the plural persons as well. However, some scholars have pointed out 
that in Contemporary Hebrew and in SSIH there is no gender distinction in 
the plural; instead, the masculine morpheme applies to both masculine and 
feminine plurals (e.g Schwarzwald 2003, 72, 83–84). That is, there is only a 
“masculine” plural morpheme in the verb system.

The orthography used and found in written texts, even nowadays, is somewhat 
conservative and normative, and for that reason there is still a complete distinction 
between plural masculine and plural feminine persons. This distinction is due 
to linguistic education as well as to editors and proofreaders. In a literate 
society such as Israel, the linguistic education is dominant, so most Israelis 
learn the normative verb system and verb orthography.53 Furthermore, most 
formal written texts in Israel undergo editing and proofreading by professionals 
who adhere to the normative orthography, so that even if the writer did not 
consciously differentiate between the masculine and feminine genders of plural 
verbs, the text that eventually reaches the reader will appear as if he or she had 
differentiated them.54

Another important aspect of Hebrew gender is that there is no neuter, as there 
is in several Indo-European and other languages. Therefore, inanimate forms 
are subdivided in masculine and feminine ones; in some cases, there is a 
formal indication of the grammatical gender, whereas in other cases there is 
not. However, if a noun for an inanimate entity occurs next to a verb, the verb’s 
conjugation is adjusted to the noun’s grammatical gender. Therefore, we find 
these structures in Hebrew:

המזרן כוסה בסדין  (4)

ha-mizran       kusa~Ø  be-sadin

def-mattress(in.sg.m) cover.sc.huf’al~3.sg.m  in-sheet(in.m)

‘The mattress was covered with a sheet.’

53 For the conjugation paradigm of the PMs that is described in textbooks, see Section 4.5. 
54 The Academy of the Hebrew Language (Academy 2007) published a booklet with its linguistic 

decisions, in which the scientific secretariat noted that “the Academy does not see a need to set a rule 
that allows the use of masculine for second and third person plural feminine in future and indicative, 
since this is the regular use in Mishnaic Hebrew, having a basis for that in Biblical Hebrew as well, 
therefore this use is allowed” (Academy 2007, 55n1). In simpler terms, the Academy actually said 
that it is quite acceptable to use the masculine plural for the feminine persons in those verbal forms 
in those tenses. 
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המיטה כוסתה בסדין  (5)

ha-mita  kust~a be55-sadin

def-bed(in.sg.f)  cover.sc.huf’al~3.sg.f in-sheet(in.m)

‘The bed was covered with a sheet.’

 (in=inanimate)

In structures that do not contain a verb, such as nonverbal sentences,56 in which 
the predicate is an adjective or another nominal form, the adjective is adjusted 
to the grammatical gender of the subject. In some cases, the third independent 
PM (pronoun) is used somewhat like a copula57 between the subject and the 
nominal predicate of the sentence. In those structures, too, the person will be 
used according to the grammatical gender of the subject, even in cases of a 
nonhuman subject:

הילד )הוא( חכם  (6)

ha-yeled-Ø (hu) xaxam-Ø

def-kid(n.sg.m) (3.sg.m) smart(adj.sg)-m 

‘The boy is smart.’

הילדה )היא( חכמה  (7)

ha-yald-a (hi) xaxam-a

def-kid(n.sg)-f (3.sg.f) smart(adj.sg)-f

‘The girl is smart.’

הספר )הוא( מעניין  (8)

ha-sefer (hu) me’anyen-Ø

def-book(in.sg.m) (3.sg.m) interesting(adj.sg)-m

‘The book is interesting.’

55 The preposition ‘in’ in Hebrew is ב [b]. The vowel added to it is conditioned by morphophonological 
rules of the language. It can be [i], [e], [a], or [o]. 

56 For Hebrew sentence structures, see Sections 3.9 and 3.10.
57 This third-person performance in Hebrew is not fully understood, and there is an argument whether this 

PM’s status in those cases is that of an agreement marker or of a copula. See also Section 6.1.4.5
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הכתבה )היא( מעניינת  (9)

ha-katava (hi) me’anyen-et

def-article(in.sg.f) (3.sg.f) interesting(adj.sg)-f

‘The article is interesting.’

3.6. Synthetic language
Hebrew, like every other Semitic language, belongs to the group of synthetic 
languages. As defined in linguistic typology, in a synthetic language (unlike 
in an “analytic language,” such as English), different grammatical components 
are expressed in a single word by changing the form of that single word by 
adding a suffix or a prefix, by modifying the core of the word, and so on. In 
an analytic language, however, the same grammatical aspects are achieved by 
adding separate auxiliary verbs, particles, or pronouns while the actual word 
remains unchanged. In Hebrew, one might find an entire sentence expressed by 
a single ortographic and phonological word, typically a verb. For example:

ֲאַהבְִּתיָה  (10)
ɂahav~ti-ha

love.sc.qal~1.sg-acc.3.sg.f

‘I loved her.’

This morphological word contains five different morphemes: root אה״ב ɂ-h-v, 
form [qal (ַקל)], person [1.sg], tense [sc],58 and the accusative feminine suffix 
[acc.3.sg.f].

Likewise, all explicit verbs in Hebrew are synthetic: a verb includes a root (basic 
meaning), form (extra and specific meaning), tense, person and gender.

3.7. Verb formation: tense, mood, and aspect
In all Hebrew layers, the verb is a morphological complex composed of at least 
four morphemes. The root is generally the same in all derivations, but the final 
form of a conjugated verb depends on the form, tense, gender, and number59 
used. For example, לַָמד lamad-Ø learn.qal.sc~3.sg.m means ‘he learned’, 

58 Suffix conjugation. For a full explanation of this term and the reason for choosing it, see Sections 3.7 
and 4.2.3.2.1. 

59 Person can be identified by the combination of gender and number.
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and לְָמָדה lamd~a learn.qal.sc~3.sg.f means ‘she learned’, but לִֵּמד limed~Ø  
teach.pi’el.sc~3.sg.m means ‘he taught’.

The grammatical tense is a formal means used in a language for expressing 
temporal content. Grammarians have outlined several systems and have used 
different terminologies to denote the tenses in Hebrew. The Classical Hebrew 
grammarians identified two tenses — either perfect and imperfect or perfect and 
future (Gesenius 1909, Kutscher 1982, Joüon 1996). Kutscher (1982) refers to 
the “tenses” in Classical Hebrew as “aspects,” and he asserts that the tense and 
mood system of the verb in Biblical Hebrew changed decisively in Mishnaic 
Hebrew. The imperfect lost its aspectual function and began to denote future 
action, whereas past action denoted only by the perfect. A third change was 
that the participle in Mishnaic Hebrew came to be employed to denote present 
or future action.

It seems that this transition in Mishnaic Hebrew established the tense system that 
is reflected not only in today’s grammar textbooks but also in grammar research, 
which focuses on a system of tenses rather than aspects in Modern Hebrew 
and onward. The tenses identified and being taught in the education system are 
the past, participle,60 and future, each carrying morphological characteristics 
(prefixes and suffixes) distinguishing it from the others (see, for example, 
Schwarzwald [1981, 71]). In today’s textbooks, the imperative is also considered 
a tense (Bahat and Blau [1970, 22], Blau [1978, 38–47], Sharabi-Aviram and 
Ganel [1993, 17–62], and others).
A few linguists have pointed out that the Contemporary (or Modern) Hebrew 
morphological system parallels the three major time categories — past, present, 
and future — but, in fact, each of the morphological categories is also used to 
indicate other temporal reference points in Contemporary Hebrew.61 Dekel 
(2010, 92–94, 189–90) has shown that, in fact, SSIH today has only five 
productive forms (the two passive ones are not productive) and that the Hebrew 
verb system is an aspect system, expressing perfective and imperfective only.

The Hebrew verb inherently expresses the person, gender, and number of the agent. 
The person is expressed in the verb by means of affixes (prefixes or suffixes).

The perfect (or “past” tense) is referred to in textbooks as a morphological 

60 The “present” is usually defined as a noncontinuing point that demarcates the past from the future  
(Jespersen 1924; Schwarzwald 1981, 76n1).

61 In addition to the formal affixes of the verbal conjugation, there are formal components that indicate the 
sentence’s tense. For example, the copula ‘be’ (not considered a verb in Hebrew) can modify the tense 
of the sentence. There are also other lexical means for indicating tense with such time constructions 
as prefix+be ('יהיה'), be+suffix ('היה'), and so on (Rozén 1966, 227–28; Schwarzwald 1976, 248–50).
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complex conjugated by a suffix appended to it. The suffix indicates the person, 
the gender, and the number of the agent. For example:

ׁשָכַב  (11)

ʃaxav~Ø

lie down.qal.sc~3.sg.m

‘He lay down.’

I use the term suffix conjugation (SC) for this structure in this study.62

The imperfect (or “future”) tense is referred to in textbooks as a morphological 
complex conjugated by a prefix (and, in certain persons, by a suffix as well) 
appended to it. The prefix indicates the person, while the suffix indicates the 
gender and number of the agent. For example:

ִּתשְּכְבִי  (12)

t~iʃkev~i

2~lie down.qal.pc~sg.f

‘You (sg.f) will lie down.’

I use the term prefix conjugation (PC) for this structure.

It is important to emphasize that it follows from the preceding that the Hebrew 
verb — specifically, the explicit verb — carries its own marker for the agent, so 
that it is not necessary to have a PM or an external subject next to it in order 
to create a predication.

3.8. Noun phrases and prepositional phrases
A noun phrase is a phrase that can act as an argument. Noun phrases play a 
minor role in this study, but a relevant fact about them is that in Hebrew, a noun 
can be combined with a PM in the genitive, thus producing a possessive noun 
phrase; such a conjugation of nouns creates one or more orthographic words.63 
An example of a possessive noun phrase is given in (13):

62 For more discussion about the terminology used in this thesis, see Sections 4.2.3.2.1 and 4.2.3.2.2. 
63 For information about the distinction between different kinds of “word,” see Section 5.4.2.
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ִספְָרּה  (13)

sifr-ah

book(in.m.sg)-poss.3.sg.f

‘her book’

Prepositional phrases are also relevant to the research questions addressed in 
this study, because they can also be conjugated by the PMs. There are three 
types of conjugated prepositions: accusative, dative, and genitive ones. An 
example of a dative preposition is given in (14):

עליו  (14)

al-av

on-3.sg.m

‘on him’

Grammarians of Biblical Hebrew term this structure prepositions with 
prepositional suffixes.64

3.9. Verbal sentences or clauses
A verbal sentence or a verbal clause contains a subject and a predicate, a finite 
verbal form. The subject is usually situated before the verb in a sentence or 
clause. However, because of structural or pragmatic reasons, there may be a 
change in order.

3.10. Nonverbal sentences or clauses
A nonverbal sentence or clause is the general term used here for “noun clause,” 
or “nominal clause,” terms used in grammar textbooks. The predicate of a 
nonverbal sentence is a noun or its equivalent — a participle, a pronoun, or 
a preposition with a noun — rather than a verb (Joüon 1996, 564; Gesenius 
1909, 451–54). Linguists of Biblical Hebrew included participles in the “noun” 
category. However, in SSIH, and already in Biblical Hebrew, a distinction 
can be made between a participle that is employed as a substantive and one 
employed as a verb.65

64 For more information and paradigms of prepositions with suffixes and dependent pronouns, see, for 
example, Sections.4.2.3.3.4–4.2.3.3.2. 

65 For information about the participle in Hebrew, see Section 3.7. 
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4. History of Hebrew person markers

4.1. Introduction
Typically, the grammatical category of “person” is associated primarily with 
the independent pronoun (in Hebrew: kinuy parud). Person is generally defined 
as a distinction between the “speaker” (or “speakers”), the first person; the 
“addressee” (or “addressees”), the second person; and the object or party that 
is being talked about, the third person (Siewierska 2004). Research of various 
European and African languages reveals a distinct fundamental difference 
between the first and second persons (the speech act participants), on the one 
hand, and the third person (the non-speech act participant), on the other hand 
(Siewierska 2004, Lyons 1977).

There is an important morphophonological dichotomy between independent 
pronouns and dependent pronouns. In Hebrew, in general, there are also two 
kinds of PMs described in grammar books:

• The so-called independent pronoun (kinuy parud) is usually distinguished in 
speech as a phonological word. It appears as a distinct word in the written 
medium (where it is considered an orthographic word).66 The independent 
pronoun functions mostly as a topic, and it is placed in the subject position. 
It can also function as a predicate, in nonverbal sentences.

• Dependent PMs are morphemes affixed to either a verb or a noun, assuming 
all syntactic functions according to morphosyntactic paradigms. Dependent 
PMs are generally referred to as kinuy xavur.

4.2. The person marker system in Biblical Hebrew
4.2.1. Introduction
In research on Biblical Hebrew (which for many years has constituted the basis 
for research of written Modern Hebrew, as well as its school instruction), it 
has been customary to refer to independent pronominal markers as “personal 
pronouns,” which constitute a grammatical category of their own, but to refer 
to the dependent subject pronominal markers that are obligatory components 
in the Hebrew verb as “grammatical agreement of the verb” (Blau 1972, 118). 
Blau treats them as components whose original and primary function is deictic. 

66 For more discussion of the different types of “word,” see Section 5.4.2.
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He also distinguishes between independent and dependent personal pronouns 
that are not subjective, from the standpoint of their possible status in a sentence. 
According to Blau, the separate pronouns are likely either to fulfill the function 
of a grammatical subject in both verbal and nonverbal sentences or to take the 
role of a nonverbal predicate in nonverbal sentences, whereas the dependent 
pronouns are designated for any other syntactic role (ibid., 90).

Joüon (1996, 170–79) and Gesenius (1909, 105) consider the dependent 
subjective PM as an integral part of the verb. Each of them discusses the 
issue of independent personal pronouns in a separate chapter entitled “Speech 
Particles.”

4.2.2. The personal pronouns: the independent person markers
4.2.2.1. Introduction
The independent pronoun67 appears in both verbal and nonverbal sentences or 
clauses in Biblical Hebrew. In both sentence types and clause types, it takes 
the syntactic subject position. In nonverbal sentences, however, it could also 
take the predicate position, and the copula position.

Since a finite verbal form in itself indicates the person, whenever a verb occurs 
with a pronoun, the independent PM is ostensibly redundant. Some researchers 
have indicated this and have assumed that some nuance is intended in its use. 
Generally, philologists of Classical Hebrew have assumed that the addition of 
a pronoun in verbal structures provides some special prominence to the entity 
or entities it refers to, placing it as the focus of the sentence or clause.

Philologists have explained the use of an independent pronoun next to an 
inflected verb by providing pragmatic, syntactic, and semantic reasons for 
using it. The following considerations are noteworthy:

• The pronoun manifests an antithetical contrast between the participants 
mentioned in the sentence or clause; that is, one of them is focused upon 
against the background of the others. Usually in this structure, one participant 
is expressed through an indicative sentence, whereas the other, the one in 
focus, is referred to by way of negation:

67 A different terminology is used in this study to indicate this PM. In all Hebrew layers, it is known as an 
“independent pronoun,” both in verbal and in nonverbal predications, sentences, and clauses with no 
further distinctions. However, in the description of SSIH, I choose the term person marker to indicate 
these components and I use four separate terms for describing their morphosyntactic structure. See 
the definitions in Section 5.4.3.
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לא אמשול אני בכם ]...[ / ה' ימשול בכם  (15)

lo ɂ~emšol ɂani ba-ḵem […]68

neg 1.sg~rule.qal.pc 1.sg in-2.pl.m

 ɂadonay y~imšol~Ø ba-ḵem

 God 3.sg~rule.qal.pc~m in-2.pl.m

‘I shall not rule you […] the Almighty shall rule you.’

• The personal pronoun is also used in cases of comparison or disjunction: 
he is X, and you are Y.

• The first-person pronoun is well suited for a boasting style:

אני בניתי את הבית  (16)
ɂani  bani~ṯi et  ha-bayiṯ

1.sg  build.qal.sc~1.sg acc  def-house

‘(It is) I (who) built the house.’

• Not infrequently, the separate pronoun serves to strengthen the emphasis 
on a person already expressed by a suffix, whether it is attached to a verb 
(as accusative) or to a noun or preposition (as genitive). In English, such 
an emphasis on the pronominal reference can generally be rendered only 
by laying greater stress upon the pronoun. Compare also the repetition of a 
pronoun in such French examples as mon livre à moi (see Gesenius 1910: 
438).

ברכני גם אני  (17)

barḵ~Ø-e-ni gam ɂani

bless~piel.imp~2.sg-1.sg.acc also  1.sg

‘Bless me (I) as well.’

Cohen (1992) notes that in the later books of the Bible, a new sentence structure 
arises, in which the independent pronoun appears next to a finite verb, but after 
it (unlike the regular order in Hebrew, where the subject precedes the predicate). 
This structure, according to Cohen, is different from that of the regular order, 
since the pronoun does not carry a specific meaning or emphasized value.69 

68 The transcription provided in all chapters of this thesis is an IPA wide transcription (as was explained 
in section 2.3.2). In Biblical Hebrew, Rabbinic Hebrew, and the Hebrew of the Enlightenment period, 
I used a “Semitic transliteration,” because we do not have a pronunciation tradition for these texts. 

69 See also König (1897, 7n18).
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Philologists who dealt with this type of sentence explained it as a trace of the 
spoken language;70 others considered it a feature of a dialect that was spoken 
in the period of the Second Temple of Jerusalem.71

4.2.2.2. The independent person marker system
The following table presents the independent PM system of Biblical Hebrew 
as it is described in grammar books and textbooks:

Table 1: The singular independent PMs in Biblical Hebrew

Singular יחיד

First person Ɂanoḵi, Ɂani ָאנֹכִי, ֲאנִי

Feminine Masculine נקבה זכר

Second person Ɂatt Ɂatta ַאְּת )אתי( ַאָּתה

Third person hi hu ִהיא הּוא

Table 2: The plural independent PMs in Biblical Hebrew

Plural ריבוי

First person Ɂanaḥnu, naḥnu, ’Ɂanu ֲאנְַחנּו, נְַחנּו, ָאנּו

Feminine Masculine נקבה זכר

Second person Ɂattenna,72 Ɂatten Ɂattem73 ַאֶּתּנָה, ַאֶּתן ַאֶּתם

Third person henna74 hem, hemma75 ֵהּנָה ֵהם, ֵהָּמה

70 It is common to think that the additional use of independent PMs in Hebrew, even today in the 
spontaneous spoken language, is a result of using the spoken medium (see, for example, Borochovsky-
Bar Aba [2010, 156]). This research reveals a different explanation of that phenomenon: there are 
several specific structures and usages that force the appearance of independent markers, and they have 
a specific meaning and value. 

71 See also Gesenius (1909, 135b), Qimron and Strugnell (1994, 82), Talshir (2003, 265), and Mor (2008, 
238).

72 This second-person-plural feminine is an extended form of אתן Ɂatten. It is found especially in early 
books of the Bible and in the poetry parts. The הx a suffix that is added to Ɂatten is the regular suffix 
for marking feminine in Hebrew. Some philologists posited that this form is a “double feminine” 
marked form.

73 These second- and third-person plural forms are found in Biblical Hebrew. However, in Mishnaic 
Hebrew, the forms underwent certain changes. 

74 This is the regular form for ‘they’ (3.pl.f) in Biblical Hebrew. It is also a “long” form, which was 
shortened in other layers of the language.

75 This third-person plural is an extended form. It is the regular form in Biblical Hebrew.
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Again, these PMs act only as a subject in verbal or nonverbal sentences, or as 
a predicate in nonverbal ones. But the third person might also take the slot of 
another syntactic position, which was regarded by Classical Hebrew philologists 
as a “copula,” a syntactic component that connects the subject and the predicate 
in a nonverbal sentence. For example:

המלך הוא אתה  (18)

ha-meleḵ hu ˀatta

def-king(n.sg.m) 3.sg.m  2.sg.m

‘You are the king’ [literally: ‘The king is you’].

This use of the third person as a “connector” between the subject and the 
predicate is discussed in all Hebrew grammar books and textbooks and in all 
Hebrew layers.

4.2.3. The dependent pronouns
4.2.3.1. Introduction
All philologists of Biblical Hebrew treat the dependent pronouns independently 
for verbs on the one hand, and for nouns and prepositions on the other. 
Furthermore, in grammar books, prepositions are considered instances of nouns. 
Therefore, the Biblical Hebrew system described in the latter distinguishes 
two types of dependent pronoun: those that join the verb (and take the  
subject position) and those that join the noun (or the preposition). The distinction 
that Biblical Hebrew philologists make between the noun’s dependent PMs  
is in number: There is one conjugation system for the singular noun and  
another system for the plural noun. The conjugation of prepositions is based 
on the noun system, even though prepositions themselves are devoid of  
any number form. The form of the dependent PM depends arbitrarily on the 
specific preposition being used. For example, תחת ‘under’ takes the plural 
suffixes:

ַּתְחַּתי  (19)

taḥt-ay

under-1.sg

‘under me’
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But אצל ‘at’ takes the singular suffixes:

אצלי  (20)

eṣl-i

at-1.sg

‘at me’

(Gesenius 1909, 300–5; Joüon 1996, 440–65).

4.2.3.2. Verb conjugation
4.2.3.2.1. Suffix conjugation (SC)

The following table presents the SC system as it is described in grammar books 
and textbooks. Note: the tilde signifies that the PM is obligatory.767778

Table 3: Suffix conjugation in Biblical Hebrew

Suffix Conjugation77

“perfect”

נטיית סופיות

)"עבר" דקדוקי( 
ka’taḇ~ti

write.qal.78sc~1.sg

‘I wrote’

ּכַָתבְִּתי

ka’taḇ~ta

write.qal.sc~2.sg.m

‘you [sg.m] wrote’

ּכַָתבְָּת

76 I have used a tilde (~) to mark the boundary between the “stem” of the verb and the PM morpheme. The 
tilde represents the fact the PM is an obligatory component, that it is an inherent part of the finite verb. In 
the conjugation of nouns and prepositions, the PM is marked with a hyphen rather than a tilde between the 
stem and the PM, to indicate that the PM is not obligatory — in other words, that the noun or preposition 
can exist without it. I also used the hyphen in the participle, to indicate the different conjugation of these 
forms — not with all person markers rather they are conjugated in gender and number only and do not 
indicate the specific person. This conjugation is very much like the adjectives’ conjugation.

77 The term suffix conjugation in this study indicates the morphological verbal complex for which Biblical 
Hebrew philologists use the term perfect or past; in other layers of Hebrew, including “Modern 
Hebrew,” what is here represented as the SC has been described as past tense. The suffixes used in this 
complex are indicated in grammar books as representing the past conjugation of the Hebrew verb. I do 
not want to determine the specific meaning of this morphological complex, however; instead, I refer 
to the complex by means of a neutral term. The gloss suggested in this chapter and in all verb forms 
in this thesis is my understanding of the verb paradigm in Hebrew in all layers. Many philologists 
and linguists have suggested different paradigms, but I believe this one represents the grammatical 
structure of the verb in the clearest and most accurate manner.

78 The paradigm provided here and in all other layers is expressed in the first form (binyan) of 
Hebrew — that is, qal. There are six other forms (see Section 3.3.).
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ka’taḇ~t

write.qal.sc~2.sg.f

‘you [sg.f] wrote’

ּכַָתבְְּת

ka’taḇ~Ø79

write.qal.sc~3.sg.m

‘he wrote’

ּכַָתב

ka’tḇ~a

write.qal.sc~3.sg.f

‘she wrote’

ּכְָתבָה

ka’taḇ~nu

write.qal.sc~1.pl

‘we wrote’

ּכַָתבְנּו80

ktaḇ~’tem

write.qal.sc~2.pl.m

‘you [pl.m] wrote’

ּכְַתבְֶּתם81

ktaḇ~’ten

write.qal.sc~2.pl.f

‘you [pl.f] wrote’

ּכְַתבְֶּתן

katḇ~u

write.qal.sc~3.pl

‘they [m] wrote’

ּכְָתבּו

katḇ~u

write.qal.sc~3.pl

‘they [f] wrote’

ּכְָתבּו

798081

79 I consider the third-person conjugation as a verb conjugated with a zero morpheme.
80 [n] indicates the first-person plural in all Semitic languages.
81 The accent in both 2.pl.m and 2.pl.f is on the last syllable, the PM suffix. Therefore, a morphophonological 

rule forces a change in the first syllable’s vowel.
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4.2.3.2.2. Prefix conjugation (PC)82

The following table presents the PC system as it is described in grammar books 
and textbooks:8384

Table 4: Prefix conjugation in Biblical Hebrew

Prefix Conjugation

(“Future” or “Imperfect”)

נטיית תחיליות

)״עתיד״ דקדוקי(
Ɂe~ḵtoḇ83

1.sg~write.qal.pc

‘I will write’

ֶאכְּתֹב84

t~iḵtoḇ~Ø

2~write.qal.pc~sg.m

‘you [sg.m] will write’

ִּתכְּתֹב

t~iḵteḇ~i

2~write.qal.pc~sg.f

‘you [sg.f] will write’ 

ִּתכְְּתבִי

y~iḵtoḇ~Ø

3.m~write.qal.pc~sg

‘he will write’

יִכְּתֹב

t~iḵtoḇ~Ø

3.f~write.qal.pc~sg

‘she will write’

ִּתכְּתֹב

n~iḵtoḇ,                              n~iḵteḇ~a

1.pl~write.qal.pc               1.pl~write.qal.pc~cohor

‘we will write’

נִכְּתֹב, נִכְְּתבָה

82 The term prefix conjugation in this research indicates the morphological verbal complex for which 
Biblical Hebrew philologists use the term imperfect or future; in other layers of Hebrew, including 
“Modern Hebrew,” what is here represented as the PC has been described as “future tense.” The prefixes 
used in this complex are indicated in grammar textbooks as representing the future conjugation of the 
Hebrew verb. 

83 The consonant ּכ <k> [k], which was used in the SC, is alternated with כ <ḵ> [x] in the PC according 
to a morphophonological rule in Hebrew.

 .Ɂ> is the consonant found in first-person singular in many Semitic languages> א 84
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t~iḵteḇ~u,                       t~iḵteḇ~un

2~write.qal.pc~pl.m       2~write.qal.pc~pl.m.cohor

‘you [pl.m] will write’

ִּתכְְּתבּו, ִּתכְְּתבּון

t~iḵtoḇ~na  
2~write.qal.pc~pl.f 
‘you [pl.f] will write’

ִּתכְּתֹבְנָה

y~iḵteḇ~u,                       y~iḵteḇ~un

3~write.qal.pc~pl.m       3~write.qal.pc~pl.m.cohor

‘they [m] will write’

יִכְְּתבּו, יִכְְּתבּון

y~iḵtoḇ~na,                     y~iḵteḇ~u

3~write.qal.pc~pl.f        3~write.qal.pc~pl.m

t~iḵtoḇ~na,                     t~iḵteḇ~u

3.f~write.qal.pc~pl.f     3.f~write.qal.pc~pl.f

‘they [f] will write’

יִכְּתֹבְנָה, יִכְְּתבּו

ִּתכְּתֹבְנָה, ִּתכְְּתבּו

Note that the third-person-feminine plural is found in four different forms. 
It emphasizes the uniqueness of this PM as the weakest one, the morpheme 
more prone to change than any other PM morpheme. The four ways that the 
third-person-feminine plural is expressed are: (1) the third-person-masculine 
plural plus the feminine suffix ה- -a; (2) the third-person-masculine plural with 
no suffix (that is, this form is identical to the masculine form); (3) the second-
person-masculine plural; and (4) the second-person-feminine plural. There are 
not many occurrences of feminine verbs.

4.2.3.3. Preposition and noun conjugation
4.2.3.3.1. Introduction

Generally, conjugated prepositions are considered nouns in the grammatical 
tradition of Classical Hebrew; therefore, their adjoining PMs are identical 
to those adjoining a noun. Grammar books and works by philologists do not 
specifically mention that such adjoining of various PMs can entail a different 
meaning in each occurrence; that is, the same PM can denote the accusative, the 
dative, or even the genitive. Those books and works do distinguish, however, 
between the “plural suffix” and the “singular suffix” adjoining the base — a 
preposition (Gesenius 1909, Joüon 1996). This is a morphological distinction 
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that in noun conjugation has an evident semantic basis, a basis missing in the 
conjugation of prepositions, because there is no grammatical gender or number 
in prepositions.

4.2.3.3.2. Accusative

In Biblical Hebrew, the accusative can be expressed only on dependent pronouns 
added to the verb. For example:

)אני שמעתי אותו=( שְַמעְִּתיו  (21)

šmaҁ~ti-w

hear.qal.sc~1.sg-acc.2.sg.m

‘I heard him.’

This conjugation creates a morphological verbal complex of a single orthographic 
word in Biblical Hebrew, which encompasses three syntactic positions (subject, 
verb — predicate and object).

The following table presents the accusative pronoun suffix system as it is 
described in grammar books and textbooks. The accusative suffixes are added 
to a verb only.858687

Table 5: Accusative pronoun suffixes in Biblical Hebrew

Singular Pronoun Suffix Plural Pronoun Suffix

Person Suffix הסופית Person Suffix הסופית
1.sg -- 85-- 1.sg -- --
2.sg.m -iḵa/-tiḵa ִיָך/ִתיָך- 2.sg.m -ḵa  ָך-
2.sg.f -iḵ -ִיְך 2.sg.f -ḵ -ְך
3.sg.m -ihu/-iw  ִיו/-ִיהּו- 3.sg.m -hu -הּו
3sg.f -iha -ִיָה 3.sg.f -ha -ָה
1.pl -- 86-- 1.pl -- 87--
2.pl.m -iḵem ִיכֶם- 2.pl.m -ḵem כֶם-

85 The accusative in first person in Hebrew is expressed only on the reflexive pronoun, and it is usually 
used only with statement verbs or feeling verbs (‘say’, ‘think’, ‘love’, and so on). However, this 
research does not deal with reflexive pronouns. 

86 See footnote 85. 
87 See footnote 85.
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2.pl.f -iḵen -ִיכֶן 2.pl.f -ḵen -כֶן
3.pl.m -im -ִים 3.pl.m -hem -ֶהם
3.pl.f -n -ן 3.pl.f -hen -ֶהן

4.2.3.3.3. Dative

The dative marker is created by adjoining the suffix PM to the dative preposition. 
For example:

לֶָהם  (22)

la-hem

to-3.pl.m

‘to them’

The following table presents the dative pronoun suffix system as it is described 
in grammar books and textbooks. The suffixes, added to give the dative meaning 
in Hebrew, are added only to prepositions. Some prepositions get the singular 
suffix, and others get the plural suffix. The choice of morpheme added to the 
stem of the preposition is based on what we find in the Bible and is rather 
arbitrary.

Table 6: Dative pronoun suffixes in Biblical Hebrew

Singular Pronoun Suffix Plural Pronoun Suffix
Person Suffix הסופית Person Suffix הסופית
1.sg -i -ִי 1.sg -ay -ַי
2.sg.m -ḵa  ָך- 2.sg.m -eḵa ֶיָך-
2.sg.f -ḵ   ְך- 2.sg.f -ayiḵ ַיְִך-
3.sg.m -o -ֹו 3.sg.m -aw -ָיו
3.sg.f -ah -ָּה 3.sg.f -eha -ֶיָה
1.pl -nu -נּו 1.pl -enu -ֵינּו
2.pl.m -ḵem כֶם- 2.pl.m -eḵem -ֵיכֶם
2.pl.f -ḵen כֶן- 2.pl.f -eḵen ֵיכֶן-
3.pl.m -am -ָם 3.pl.m -hem -ֵיֶהם
3.pl.f -an -ָן 3.pl.f -hen -ֵיֶהן

Again, with regard to prepositions, what is presented in the table constitutes 
merely a formal structural distinction, not a semantic one, since the preposition 
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itself is devoid of any singular or plural value, because it lacks grammatical 
gender and number. Thus, תחת taḥat ‘under’ takes a plural suffix, so תחתיי taḥtay 
is ‘under me’. But אצל eṣel ‘at’ takes a singular suffix: אצלי eṣli ‘at me’.88

4.2.3.3.4. Genitive

There are two ways to denote possession in Biblical Hebrew:

The addition of the morpheme ל l ‘to’ before the name of the owner:

אישה לדוד  (23)

ˀiša  le-ḏaviḏ

woman(n.sg.f) to-David

‘David has a wife.’

• The addition of a suffix to the noun, standing for the possessed object; the 
suffix denotes the person of the owner. This is the usual situation in Biblical 
Hebrew.

ספרו  (24)

sifr-o

book(n.sg.m)-gen.3.sg.m

‘his book’

The following table presents the genitive pronoun suffix system as it is described 
in grammar books and textbooks. The genitive suffix is added to nouns  
only.89

88 See Section 4.2.3.1.
89 From Mishnaic Hebrew (and even from the Dead Sea Scrolls period) onward, the possessive preposition 

 ʃel ‘of’ is found (it arises at the late books of the Bible, not as a separate orthographic word but ׁשֶל
rather as a complex of components adjoining a noun). This preposition also conjugates in the genitive 
in these layers. In SSIH, such conjugation is the usual way of denoting possession. See more in Section 
4.3.3.2.2. 
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Table 7: Genitive pronoun suffixes in Biblical Hebrew90

Singular Pronoun Suffix Plural Pronoun Suffix

Person Suffix הסופית Person Suffix הסופית
1.sg -i -ִי 1.sg -ay -ַי
2.sg.m -ḵa   ְָך- 2.sg.m -eḵa -ֶיָך
2.sg.f -eḵ  ְֵך- 2.sg.f -ayiḵ ַיְִך-
3.sg.m -o -ֹו 3.sg.m -aw ָיו-
3.sg.f -ah -ָּה 3.sg.f -’eha -ֶיָה
1.pl -enu -ֵנּו 1.pl -enu90 -ֵינּו
2.pl.m -ḵem ְכֶם- 2.pl.m -eḵem -ֵיכֶם
2.pl.f -ḵen ְכֶן- 2.pl.f -eḵen ֵיכֶן -
3.pl.m -am -ָם 3.pl.m -ehem -ֵיֶהם
3.pl.f -an -ָן 3.pl.f -ehen -ֵיֶהן

4.3. The person marker system in Rabbinic Hebrew91

4.3.1. Introduction
As shown in Section 4.2, in Biblical Hebrew the subject of the explicit verb is an 
integral part of it, rendering the use of an independent pronoun unnecessary. This 
means that using the PM in a structure such as the following is redundant:

אני קראתי  (25)

Ɂani qara~ṯi

1.sg call.qal.sc~1.sg

‘I called’

However, in Rabbinic Hebrew, the situation is a little different. There is no 
single occurrence of an independent pronoun next to an explicit verb where it 
is completely redundant. Cohen (1989, 54–58) finds that there are fewer than 

90 Speakers of SSIH usually pronounce this word as ‘eynu’ to differentiate it from the singular form 
(1.sg.m) phonologically, even though the pronunciation is considered the same according to the 
orthography.

91 I use the term Rabbinic Hebrew in a general sense. It incorporates the Tannaim literature, the Dead Sea 
Scrolls, and the Judean Desert documents. I specifically compare my findings and the development 
of PMs to the findings in the Tannaim literature, since it is the most researched corpus of Rabbinic 
Hebrew.
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200 occurrences of an independent pronoun next to an explicit verb in the 
entire Tannaim literature (Mishnah, Tosefta, Midreshey Halacha). In every one 
of these occurrences, the independent pronoun carries a specific meaning and 
plays a role in expressing emphasis that is dominant in cases of an oath, a vow, 
a declaration, or a testimony.92 Cohen draws attention to the popular approach 
in which using an independent pronoun next to a verb is a characteristic of the 
spoken language, and for that reason he considers it surprising that there are only 
about 200 instances in all the Tannaim literature (which is considered a spoken 
language that became written only as a “second stage” of its development). He 
also points out that in most cases, the independent pronoun is the first person 
(ibid.).93

4.3.2. The personal pronouns: independent person markers
4.3.2.1. Introduction
The changes that pronouns underwent in Rabbinic Hebrew from Biblical 
Hebrew were quite far-reaching, including several in the masculine plural and 
feminine plural forms. As a result of this, these two forms were neutralized. This 
tendency also applies to the pronominal suffixes and the perfect and imperfect 
verb forms (see Kutscher 1982: 123).

4.3.2.2. The independent person marker system
The following tables present the independent PM system as it is described in 
grammar books and textbooks:

92 See also Moreshet (1979, 126, 139–41). 
93 Mor (2009, 206–9) shows that in the Judean Desert documents, there is hardly any instance of an 

independent pronoun next to an explicit verb in the first or second person. Such instances generally 
occur in texts of Mishnaic Hebrew about 100 years later and therefore represent a trend. Mor reinforces 
Cohen’s earlier findings that cases in which those PMs appear next to an explicit verb are for “emphasis 
or stress needed in sentences of promise or oath and in parallelism structure.” See also Azar (1995, 
67–68), Joüon (1996, 146a), Talshir (2003, 265), Qimron and Strugnell (1994, 82), and Kogut (1982, 
9–26, 97–123).
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94Table 8: Independent singular PMs in Rabbinic Hebrew9596

Singular יחיד
Masculine Feminine נקבה זכר

First person Ɂa’ni94 ֲאנִי
Second person Ɂa’tta, at95 Ɂat ַאְּת ַאָּתה, ַאְּת
Third person hu96 hi ִהיא הּוא

97Table 9: Independent plural PMs in Rabbinic Hebrew9899

Plural ריבוי
Masculine Feminine נקבה זכר

First person ’Ɂanu97 ָאנּו
Second person Ɂa’ttem, Ɂa’tten98 Ɂa’tten(?), Ɂa’ttem ַאֶּתן(?), ַאֶּתם ַאֶּתם, ַאֶּתן
Third person hem, hen99 hen, hem ֵהם, ֵהן ֵהן, ֵהם

94 The Biblical ָאנֹכִי Ɂanoxi has totally disappeared in Rabbinic Hebrew. The only pronoun found is ֲאנִי Ɂani, 
which had appeared already in the latest Biblical Hebrew. The orthography of those forms is interesting: 
there are two phrases usually written אני, without the first syllable, or at least without the first consonant: 
 meaning ‘that I’. Haneman ,{שאני} = ʃe-ni ֶש-ני meaning ‘here I am’; and (2) ,{הרי אני} = hare-ni הריני (1)
(1980, 460–65) claims that these reduced-clitic pronoun forms reflect the phonetic situation at the time of 
their use in the spoken language. He adds that the proportion between the reduced forms and the full forms 
is about 6:1 for those two phrases, whereas in all other cases, the independent full pronouns are found.

95 The Aramaic form את Ɂat is quite abundant for second-person masculine. Haneman (1980) conjectures 
an allomorph system: The אתה Ɂata form, the usual Biblical form, is commonly used in Biblical idioms 
and phrases, or when the pronoun is the emphasized part of the sentence, but את Ɂat is the regular 
form, the unmarked form, in Rabbinic Hebrew. However, Mor (2009) shows that אתה Ɂata existed 
and was used in the Judean Desert documents of the second century CE (even if only few cases were 
found), and he concludes that it was a spoken form and not just a mistake or a correction result (see 
Mor [2009, 122]). According to this, the short Aramaic masculine form is identical to the feminine 
second person, and hence the differences between them are neutralized.

96 In some of the manuscripts of Mishnaic Hebrew, the orthography of the third person (masculine and 
feminine) proves that the א <Ɂ> at the end of those morphemes is not a consonantal letter but rather 
a vowelless one הי  huɁa הואה hu (unlike the orthography found in the Dead Sea Scrolls, where הו, 
definitely indicates that this א was pronounced as a consonant). Haneman (1980, 467) provides some 
instances in which the third-person masculine and feminine were written without הי ,הו :א.

97 The אנחנו Ɂanaḥnu and נחנו naḥnu Biblical forms have disappeared in Rabbinic Hebrew. A new form 
emerged: אנו Ɂanu ‘we’. This is an innovation in Rabbinic Hebrew, since it does not exist in Aramaic 
or in any other Semitic language. Its development can be explained as an internal one, probably 
analogous to the first person. The form אנו [Ɂanu] appears only once in Biblical Hebrew, and then only 
in the orthography, while the phonological directions would lead the reader to read it as אנחנו Ɂanaḥnu.

98 The cohortative forms that occurred in Biblical Hebrew disappeared. Instead, we find forms that lost the final 
unstressed vowel. Another very common change in Rabbinic Hebrew was that the [m] at the end of words 
has turned into [n]. We would have expected the form אתן Ɂaten ‘you’ (pl.f) to be frequent in the Mishnah, 
but research has indicated that this change of final consonant happened only in the Bar Kosiba letters. 
As a result of those two processes, the second-person-plural masculine and feminine forms are identical.

99 The cohortative forms that occurred in Biblical Hebrew disappeared. In all Rabbinic literature, including the 
Judean Desert documents as well as the Dead Sea Scrolls, we find the forms הן, הם hem/hen ‘they’ (pl). The 
more frequent form is the one ending with [n], which follows from the phonetic process mentioned earlier 
(footnote 98). In other words, the difference in gender between both plural third persons was neutralized.
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4.3.3. The dependent pronouns
4.3.3.1. Verb conjugation
4.3.3.1.1. Suffix conjugation (SC): “past tense”

The following table presents the SC system as it is described in grammar books 
and textbooks.100

Table 10: Suffix conjugation of verbs in Rabbinic Hebrew

Suffix Conjugation

(“past tense”)

נטיית סופיות

)״עבר״(
ka’taḇ~ti

write.qal.sc~1.sg

‘I wrote’

ּכַָתבְִּתי

ka’taḇ~ta

write.qal.sc~2.sg.m

‘you [sg.m] wrote’

ּכַָתבְָּת, ּכַָתבְָּתה100

ka’taḇ~t

write.qal.sc~2.sg.f

‘you [sg.f] wrote’

ּכַָתבְְּת

ka’taḇ~Ø

write.qal.sc~3.sg.m

‘he wrote’ 

ּכַָתב

ka’tḇ~a

write.qal.sc~3.sg.f

‘she wrote’

ּכְָתבָה

ka’taḇ~nu

write.qal.sc~1.pl

‘we wrote’

ּכַָתבְנּו

100 In some manuscripts of the Dead Sea Scrolls and the Mishnah, we find the second-person masculine 
with ה <h> at the end. This is a vowel letter only, but its use is explained as an instrument of dissimilation 
between the masculine and feminine forms, which carry different final syllables, yet they are written 
the same way. Phonologically, however, there is no difference between this PM and the one used in 
the system of Biblical Hebrew. 
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ktaḇ~’tem, ktaḇ~’ten

write.qal.sc~2.pl

‘you [pl.m] wrote’

ֶּתן, ּכְַתבְֶּתם 101 ּכְַתבְ

ktaḇ~’tem,  ktaḇ~’ten

write.qal.sc~2.pl

‘you [pl.f] wrote’

ֶּתן, ּכְַתבְֶּתם ּכְַתבְ

katv~u

write.qal.sc~3.pl

‘they [m] wrote’

ּכְָתבּו

katv~u

write~qal.sc~3.pl

‘they [f] wrote’

ּכְָתבּו

4.3.3.1.2. Prefix conjugation (PC): “future tense”, “imperfect”101

The following table presents the PC paradigm as it is described in grammar 
books and textbooks. The prefix is added to the verb in “future tense” or 
“imperfect tense” only.

Table 11: Prefix conjugation of verbs in Rabbinic Hebrew

Prefix Conjugation

(“Future” or “Imperfect”)

נטיית תחיליות

)״עתיד״ דקדוקי(
Ɂeḵtoḇ
1.sg~write.qal.pc

‘I will write’

ֶאכְּתֹב

t~iḵtoḇ~Ø

2~write.pc.qal~sg.m
‘you [sg.m] will write’

ִּתכְּתֹב

101 The gender is neutralized as a result of the phonological process of [m]>[n] at the end of words in 
Rabbinic Hebrew, but forms with [m] also occur, possibly only as antiquated spelling, or as products 
of scribal correction (see Kutscher 1982: 125). Also see the discussion in footnote 98. 
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t~iḵteḇ~i
2~write.qal.pc~sg.f
‘you [sg.f] will write’

ִּתכְְּתבִי

y~iḵtoḇ~Ø

3.m~write.qal.pc~sg

‘he will write’

יִכְּתֹב

t~iḵtoḇ~Ø

3.f~write.qal.pc~sg

‘she will write’

ִּתכְּתֹב

n~iḵtoḇ
1.pl~write.qal.pc

‘we will write’

נִכְּתֹב102

t~iḵteḇ~u
2~write.qal.pc~pl103

‘you [pl.m] will write’

ִּתכְְּתבּו104

t~iḵteḇ~u
2~write.qal.pc~pl

‘you [pl.f] will write’ 

ִּתכְְּתבּו

y~iḵteḇ~u
3~write.qal.pc~pl105

‘they [m] will write’

יִכְְּתבּו

y~iḵteḇ~u
3~write.pc.qal~pl

‘they [f] will write’

יִכְְּתבּו

102103104105

The morphosyntactic result of the disappearance of the feminine form in the 
PC — תפעלנה tif’alna, on the one hand, and the identity of the masculine second-
person plural with the feminine in the SC, on the other hand — is that the explicit 
verb has no morphological expression distinguishing the masculine plural from 
the feminine plural. The main characteristic of Rabbinic Hebrew with PMs is 
that there is only one joint system both for second-person and for third-person 

102 The cohortative form has disappeared.
103 The gender indication was neutralized. 
104 The cohortative form has disappeared. In spite of the very strong Aramaic influence on that layer of 

Hebrew, the forms ending with [n], which are identical to the Aramaic forms — the masculine second- 
and third-person plural — did not survive.

105 The gender indication was neutralized.
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masculine and feminine plural rather than the binary system found for those 
persons in Biblical Hebrew.

4.3.3.1.3. The participle

4.3.3.1.3.1.  Introduct ion

Rabbinic Hebrew is considered a revolutionary layer in Hebrew as regards its 
verbal tense system. Besides the decreased number of PMs in the main two 
“tenses” (perfect–imperfect or past–future), there was a great change in the use 
of participle forms. The participle, which in Biblical Hebrew was used only in 
a nominal function and meaning, took on the function of the “present tense” 
of the verb, even though its forms cannot be regarded as finite, since they do 
not contain a PM, but only gender and number markers.

A form without a PM is not commonly used in constructing the Hebrew verb. 
The absence of an internal PM necessitates an independent PM next to the 
participle form, in order to clarify who the subject is.

In addition, another complex verbal structure —  היה+בינוני [haya+participle] —  
emerged. This structure contains the verb haya (an existential verb), which is 
conjugated in all tenses, with a participle form of a verb next to it. This complex 
form expressed a repetitive or regular action.

4.3.3.1.3.2.  Par t ic iple  conjugat ion (PART)

The following table presents the participle conjugation paradigm as it is 
described in grammar books and textbooks:106

Table 12: Participle conjugation of verbs in Rabbinic Hebrew

Participle Conjugation
(“Present”)

נטיית בינוני

)״הווה״ דקדוקי(
ko’ṯev-Ø

write.qal.part-sg.m
‘I [sg.m] am writing’, ‘you [sg.m] are 
writing’, ‘he is writing’

כותב

ko’ṯev-eṯ
write.part.qal-sg.f
‘I [sg.f] am writing’, ‘you [sg.f] are 
writing’, ‘she is writing’

ּכֹוֶתבֶת106

106 Mishnaic Hebrew in particular, and Rabbinic Hebrew in general, prefer the feminine participle ending 
.a used in Biblical Hebrew- -ה et instead of the- -ת
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koṯḇ-im, koṯḇ-in
write.qal.part-pl.m
‘we [m] are writing’, ‘you [pl.m] are 
writing’, ‘they [pl.m] are writing’

ּכֹוְתבִים, ּכֹוְתבִין107

koṯḇ-ot
write.qal.part-pl.f
‘we [f] are writing’, ‘you [pl.f] are 
writing’, ‘they [pl.f] are writing’

ּכֹוְתבֹות

4.3.3.2. Preposition and noun conjugation107

4.3.3.2.1. Nouns and prepositions with dependent suffixes108

The following table presents the dependent suffix conjugation paradigm of 
nouns and prepositions as it is described in grammar books and textbooks. 
These suffixes are added to nouns and prepositions only.109110111112113

Table 13: Dependent suffix conjugation of nouns and prepositions in 
Rabbinic Hebrew

Person Phonetic 
Transcription

הסופית

1.sg -i -ִי
2.sg.m -aḵ/-iḵa 111ְָך109/-ִיָך-
2.sg.f110 -iḵ112 -ִיְך113
3.sg.m -o -ֹו
3.sg.f -ah -ָּה

107 The masculine plural very often employs the Aramaic plural morpheme ִין- instead of the Hebrew ִים- 
(see Kutscher 1982: 126). This happens in noun endings as well. 

108 The paradigm described in this section is based on the paradigms I found in various grammar books 
of Mishnaic Hebrew. No single grammar book includes all Mishnaic Hebrew preposition and noun 
suffixes. Each grammar or textbook focuses on specific aspects of that conjugation. I assembled all 
the details into a single paradigm. 

109 This is the unmarked morpheme of second-person-masculine singular.
110 This is the morpheme found in cases where the stem ends with a vowel. 
111 When the second-person-feminine singular is in the accusative case, it appears with [e]: גרֵשְך gerš~Ø-eḵ  

expel.pi’el.sc~3.sg.m-acc.2.sg.f ‘he expelled you (sg.f)’.
112 Both 2.sg.m and 2.sg.f reflect the Aramaic noun and preposition suffixes, and having them in Hebrew 

is a clear indication of the Aramaic influence on that layer.
113 Most of the second-person-feminine singular occurrences are in this form. However, there are some 

cases where we find a Biblical influence and hence find such forms as אוָתְך ot~aḵ acc-2.sg.f ‘you 
(sg.f)’; ּבְנְֵך bn-eḵ son-poss.2.sg.f ‘your (sg.f) son’. 
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1.pl -enu -ֵנּו
2.pl.m -ḵem/-ḵen 114כֶם/כֶן-
2.pl.f -ḵem/-ḵen -כֶם/כֶן
3.pl.m -m/-n -ם/ן
3.pl.f -m/-n -ם/ן

4.3.3.2.2. The possessive שֶל [ʃel]114

In Biblical Hebrew, as described in Section 4.2.3.3.4, the possessive structure 
was one of two kinds. In Mishnaic Hebrew, a new morpheme emerges: 
the preposition של šel [ʃel] ‘of’. I do not describe the development of this 
preposition in detail here, but I only note that it became a very widespread 
morpheme, replacing the ל le ‘to’ morpheme. The genitive marking could now 
be performed in an independent conjugation, as with all other prepositions. The 
PM morpheme was now added to the preposition rather than to the possessor 
or to the possessed noun; that is, the Biblical ספרי sifr-i book-[poss]1.sg ‘my 
book’ can now be ספר שלי as well:

ספר שלי  (26)

sefer    šel-i

book(n.m)      poss-1.sg

‘my book’

4.4. The revival of Hebrew:  
4.4. the Haskalah period person marker system
4.4.1. Introduction
Most research points to the period around 200 CE as the probable time when 
Hebrew ceased to be spoken. After that time, the language was used for written 
religious texts and for reading the Bible — at first in public and later only in 
synagogues. For those reasons, Hebrew was considered a “dead” language.

The Haskalah (Enlightenment) movement, originating in Germany at the close 
of the eighteenth century, aimed at the secularization of the Jewish people and 
motivated the revival of Hebrew writing (Kutscher 1982: 183). The pioneers 

114 In second- and third-person plural, as follows, we find the same trend of neutralized gender that is 
typical for Rabbinic Hebrew.
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and idealists of this movement intended at first to revive Hebrew speaking as 
well, but although Hebrew became widely used in writing, it did not succeed 
in becoming a spoken language in Europe.

The turning point in Hebrew’s role and use in everyday life is attributed to 
1881, the year that Eliezer Ben-Yehuda immigrated to Palestine.115 Motivated 
by a nationalistic impulse, he had a vision of making Hebrew the teaching 
language in schools116 and in everyday life, and he acted in many ways to 
make it happen. After establishing in 1905 the “language committee” in which 
teachers and writers were members, spoken Hebrew gained a new hold on life. 
Subsequently, there were new tides of immigration, masses of non-Hebrew 
speakers, who learned Hebrew as a second language (Sáenz-Badillos 1996, 
202–8; Kutscher 1982, 265–93; Bachi 1955, 179–247; Schmelz and Bachi 
1972, 55–68, 187–201).

As for PMs, I only discuss the paradigm of independent pronouns here, since it is 
the only one discussed in the limited number of textbooks available. This Hebrew 
layer is different from the previous layers. Both Biblical Hebrew and Rabbinic 
Hebrew were spoken and written until about 200 CE, so all developments were 
internal or influenced by other languages in contact; the revival of Hebrew, 
however, refers mostly to the written language, with almost no phonological 
tradition. Of course, there were some phonological traditions of Hebrew during 
the Enlightenment period117 — a few families spoke Hebrew in their houses 
and even raised children with Hebrew as a mother tongue, and people read the 
Bible and said prayers in Hebrew — but it was used only in specific contexts 
and only with a specific vocabulary. At no stage did Hebrew enjoy common 
use in everyday life in Europe and therefore could not immediately become an 
everyday life language in Palestine as well.

Hebrew was mostly revived on the basis of the layers that were known at the 
time, and — specifically — the written sources.

115 See Bar-Asher (2002, 203). There are several schools of thought regarding this “turning point.” Efrati 
(2004, 32–79; 2010, 2) reviews the era of Hebrew revival and claims that “the obstinacy and persistence 
of single individuals and organizations were united with the purpose of realizing the revival of the 
Hebrew vision and making it happen.” Harshav (2008) attributes the revival of Hebrew as a spoken 
language in everyday life to a combination of circumstances occurring at that time in Palestine. 

116 That period is known as the era of “the languages war.” The Jewish teachers in Palestine were all new 
immigrants from Europe — Russia, Germany, and so on — and they taught in their mother tongues, 
but Ben-Yehuda and the other partners joining in his vision demanded that the teaching language be 
Hebrew. 

117 See Efrati (2010, 2) and Cohen (forthcoming).
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4.4.2. The personal pronouns: the independent person markers
The prominent characteristic of the independent PM system of Haskalah Hebrew 
is that all markers are Biblical, except אנו Ɂanu (1.pl), which is a Mishnaic 
one.

The following tables present the independent PM paradigm as it is described 
in grammar books and textbooks.

Table 14: Singular independent PMs in the Hebrew of the Haskalah period

Singular יחיד
First person Ɂani, Ɂanoḵi ֲאנִי, ָאנֹכִי118

Masculine Feminine נקבה זכר
Second person Ɂa’tta Ɂat ַאְּת ַאָּתה

Third person hu hi ִהיא הּוא

Table 15: Plural independent PMs in the Hebrew of the Haskalah period

Plural רבים
First person ’Ɂanu, Ɂanaḥnu ֲאנְַחנּו, ָאנּו119

Masculine Feminine נקבה זכר
Second person Ɂa’ttem Ɂa’tten ַאֶּתן ַאֶּתם
Third person hem hen ֵהן120 ֵהם

4.5. The Modern Hebrew person marker system118119120

4.5.1. Introduction
“Modern Hebrew” and “Israeli Hebrew” are two labels often confused;121 they 
typically refer to the same thing: the Hebrew spoken and written from 1948

118 The Biblical אנכי <ˀanoḵi> [Ɂanoxi], which had disappeared in Rabbinic Hebrew, is revived in this layer 
of Hebrew. It is used especially in elevated language, where we find a differentiation in usage of the 
first-person singular: אני Ɂani is the “unmarked” form, and אנכי Ɂanoxi is used for a higher register of 
written Hebrew. 

119 The Biblical אנחנו <ˀanaḥnu> [ɂanaxnu] became the widespread form for the first-person plural. It is 
the “unmarked” form. The Mishnaic אנו Ɂanu is used especially in elevated written language. 

120 This third-person plural is used again for the feminine only. The neutralized gender forms that played 
a central role in Mishnaic Hebrew are a kind of “back formation” semantically: each form represents 
one gender.

121 I believe that a distinction should be made in terminology. I use Israeli Hebrew only to distinguish it 
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(the establishment of Israel) “as the language of the Jews in Israel” (Kutscher 
1982, 183).122

When describing and researching the PM system in Modern Hebrew,123 linguists 
posit a dual system consisting of “independent markers” (taking the subject 
position) and “dependent markers” (joining verbs, prepositions, and nouns). The 
system of this “modern language” contains elements from all previous layers.

Even though most linguists use the labels “Modern Hebrew,” “Israeli Hebrew,” 
or “Contemporary Hebrew” to describe this layer of Hebrew, it should be clear 
that most of their findings, conclusions, and linguistic analyses are based mostly 
on the written language. In those cases in which the spoken language is the basis 
of the research or analysis, spoken but not spontaneously spoken language is 
analyzed,124 or several sporadic examples are provided that the linguist claims 
to have heard in spoken Hebrew.125 As a result, the findings in this type of 
research are incidental and not statistically valid. Many of the descriptions are 
biased and influenced by the written structure and system, not only because of 
the databases used, but also — and no less importantly — because of the great 
influence the written language still has on researchers. Linguists and speakers 
of Hebrew in Israel consider the written language to be the norm, the basis for 
every discussion and description.

Most philologists of Modern Hebrew make a distinction between the dependent 
PMs attached to the verb and those attached to the noun.

Rozén (1959) is considered to be the first to investigate and describe Hebrew 
from a linguistic perspective; before him, research was done mostly from a 
normative-philological approach. Rozén (1959, 195) considers the dependent 
markers attached to the verb as inflectional morphemes, whereas Glinert (1989, 
117) considers them agreement markers.

from written Hebrew, the Hebrew that was used in Israel’s first years of existence as well as from the 
regular use in grammar books and textbooks that refer to all kinds of Hebrew as the same language. 
Spontaneous Spoken Israeli Hebrew (SSIH) is the spontaneous variant of Israeli Hebrew. See more 
about these differences in Chapter 5, especially Section 5.2. 

122 There are Arabs and other residents of the state of Israel who are not Jews but who speak Hebrew, even 
though most research and description of Hebrew focuses on Israeli Jews only, because the purpose of 
the researchers is to describe the Hebrew of native speakers. 

123 “Modern Hebrew,” including its various types and layers, refers to the language typical of Hebrew over 
an extended period — in fact, ever since its revival. (Some define the language used since the nineteenth 
century as “New Hebrew.”) In what is encompassed by the term no distinction is made with regard to the 
basic characteristics and mode of performance between all the layers and types of the language, which 
are, as is known today, the decisive parameters for the nature of the language and its behavior.

124 For the differences between spoken Hebrew and SSIH, see Section 5.2.
125 See Borochovsky-Bar Aba (2010, ch. 1). Research of spoken Hebrew concentrates on investigating 

phonology and syntax, and in most cases only specific categories or isolated issues are described. See 
Rosén (1956, 1959, 1977), Berman (1978), Glinert (1989), and others. 
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Goldenberg (1985), also investigating the PMs attached to the verb, defines the 
verb as a predicative complex that contains the agent, the predicative content, 
and the nexus between them (Goldenberg 1985, 316–23). He points out that the 
basic relation in every sentence is subject (S) ~ predication (P).126 He asserts 
that since the Hebrew verb contains an inherent PM and takes the predicate 
position, as every verb does, it would not be possible for the dependent PM 
(which is a component of the verb form) to take both the subject position and 
a position as part of the predicate. Therefore, he suggests that the dependent 
PM within the verb should be considered the subject of the sentence — in other 
words, a pronoun. Hence, according to Goldenberg (1985, 314–15), sentences 
in which an independent PM is used next to a verb (which already includes 
a PM within it) should be considered extra-position sentences, even if their 
expressive meaning is eroded.

Ornan (1972, 109–11) considers the independent PMs as extra-positional parts 
of the sentence, but only if the PM is prosodically stressed. He does not restrict 
his theory to verbal sentences only but includes nonverbal sentences as well. 
He distinguishes the sentence in (27) from that in (28):

אני — אינני עייף  (27)

ˀani ˀe'ne-ni  ayep-Ø

1.sg  neg-1.sg  tired~part.qal~sg.m

‘I [me] am not tired.’

אינני עייף  (28)

ˀe'ne-ni  ayep-Ø

neg-1.sg  tired~part.qal~sg.m

‘I am not tired.’

According to Ariel (1990, 17–18), the independent pronouns in Hebrew conform 
to language rules that enable the omission of the pronominal subject; they 
are used only when the degree of accessibility of the element in question is 
lessened. Context and content are among the influences affecting the use of 
the independent pronoun: if the conversation is continued and the referent 
is known, the independent pronoun will not be used, but when the subject is 
changed, it will be used.

126 See also Goldenberg (2005). 
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Gutman (1999, 143–74) claims that the use of the independent pronoun depends 
on syntactic and conversational clarity. So, according to her, a pronoun can be 
identified by the verbal PM in “past” and in “future” tenses (in her words), 
as opposed to forms not containing an inherent PM; in those cases, therefore, 
independent pronouns may be found more often.

4.5.2. The personal pronouns: the independent person markers
The independent PM paradigm is presented here as it appears in Israeli grammar 
textbooks.127 The Academy of the Hebrew Language gives directions on the 
correct use of the language, which are applied to the curricula for language 
teaching by the Ministry of Education. The Hebrew grammatical system that 
is taught and that students have to comply with is the “correct” grammar in the 
“standard” language (as opposed to the acceptable, or spontaneous, language). The 
textbooks of today, according to which only the standard language is learned as a 
“model” language, represent the official linguistic policy in Israel. The paradigm 
presented in this section consists of these principles and is therefore based on 
written and normative Hebrew. The following tables present the independent 
PM paradigm128 as it is described in grammar books and textbooks.129130131

Table 16: Singular independent PMs in Modern Hebrew

Singular יחיד

First person Ɂa’ni,129 Ɂano'xi ֲאנִי, ָאנֹכִי130
Masculine Feminine נקבה זכר

Second person Ɂa’tta131 Ɂatt ַאְּת ַאָּתה
Third person hu hi ִהיא הּוא

127 The paradigms in this section are based especially on those represented and explained in Schwarzwald 
(2003), a series of textbooks for high school and university students. Volumes 9 and 10 in this series 
survey “Nowadays Hebrew” (Contemporary Hebrew).

128 See Schwarzwald (2003, vol. 10, 76). 
129 Here and in all other persons the ketiv <Ɂ> reflects traditional orthography. In SSIH, this glottal stop 

is not pronounced. The vowel [a] is pronounced instead. 
130 The form אנכי Ɂanoxi is not represented in Schwarzwald’s paradigm of “Contemporary Hebrew” 

(2003). I added it here, since in textbooks for high schools it does appear. However, this form is used 
especially in elevated language, indicating a differentiation in usage of the first-person singular: אני 
Ɂani is used in the spoken language and is the “unmarked” form, whereas אנכי Ɂanoxi is used in the 
written language and for the higher register of spoken Hebrew. Schwarzwald did note that this form 
is used in Contemporary Hebrew, mostly in literature.

131 All doublings of consonants are in the written language and reflect traditional orthography. In SSIH, 
there is no phonetic sign for doubling in those cases. Therefore in the transcriptions of recorded texts 
the doubling will not be represented.
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Table 17: Plural independent PMs in Modern Hebrew

Plural רבים

First person ’Ɂanu, Ɂa’naxnu ָאנּו,133 ֲאנְַחנּו132
Masculine Feminine נקבה זכר

Second person Ɂa’ttem Ɂa’tten ַאֶּתן ַאֶּתם
Third person hem hen ֵהן134 ֵהם

4.5.3. The dependent pronouns132133134

4.5.3.1. Verb conjugation
The verb conjugation system has four “tenses,” as they are called in all textbooks.135 
The system includes past, future, participle (which is titled “present” in some 
books), and imperative. The traditional categorization into tenses in Modern 
Hebrew is probably derived from the semantic categorization established in 
Mishnaic Hebrew (the shift from an aspectual language to a tensed one).136 The 
paradigms presented here are based on those found in the main textbooks (for 
high schools) in Israel in 2011 (Sharabi-Aviram and Ganel [1993], Avichzar 
[1998], and others) and in the grammar books mentioned previously.

4.5.3.1.1. “Past tense”137

The following table presents the suffix conjugation (SC) paradigm (the “past 
tense”) as it is described in grammar books and textbooks:

 Ɂanaxnu became the widespread form for the first-person plural. It is used in the spoken language אנחנו 132
and is the “unmarked” form. The Mishnaic אנו Ɂanu is used especially in the elevated spoken language 
and in the written language. 

133 The form אנו Ɂanu is not represented in Schwarzwald’s paradigm (2003). I added it here, since in 
high school textbooks it does appear. Schwarzwald does note that this form is used in Contemporary 
Hebrew, mostly in literature.

134 This third-person plural is used for feminine only. 
135 See also Tzivoni (1992, 2012), Berman (1978, 173–79), Schwarzwald (1981), and others. Schwarzwald 

(2003, vol. 10, 86) refers to the imperative in Modern Hebrew as a “mood” and not as a tense. Here is 
the definition she uses for a mood: “grammatical category [indicating] the speaker’s attitude towards 
the action.” 

136 See the discussion in Section 4.3.3.1.3.1 and the bibliography provided in comment 49 as well as 
Sections 3.4 and 3.7 and the bibliography provided there. 

137 I use the term past tense here, since this is the term used in Hebrew grammar textbooks today. However, 
in the table of conjugation itself, I prefer to use the term suffix conjugation (SC), as I explained 
above.
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Table 18: Suffix conjugation in Modern Hebrew138

Suffix Conjugation

(“Past”)

נטיית סופיות

)״עבר״ דקדוקי(
ka’tav~ti

write.qal.sc~1.sg

‘I wrote’

ּכַָתבְִּתי

ka’tav~ta

write.qal.sc~2.sg.m

‘you [sg.m] wrote’

 ּכַָתבְָּת

ka’tav~t

write.qal.sc~2.sg.f

‘you [sg.f] wrote’

ּכַָתבְְּת

ka’tav~Ø

write.qal.sc~3.sg.m

‘he wrote’

ּכַָתב

ka’tv~a

write.qal.sc~3.sg.f

‘she wrote’

ּכְָתבָה

ka’tav~nu

write.qal.sc~1.pl

‘we wrote’

ּכַָתבְנּו

ktav~’tem

write.qal.sc~2.pl.m

‘you [pl.m] wrote’

ּכְַתבְֶּתם138

138 The stressed syllable is the last one, and this causes a morphophonological change to the first syllable’s 
vowel. This is the regular behavior of the stress for this verb conjugation category in all Hebrew layers. 
Schwarzwald (2003, vol. 10, 85) already notes that in the “low” spoken Hebrew, the speaker uses the 
form ּכַָתבְֶּתם ka’tavtem write.qal.sc~2.m.pl ‘you (pl.m) wrote’, analogous to all other forms in the past 
tense with an [a] first syllable and stress in the second. 
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ktav~’ten

write.qal.sc~2.pl.f

‘you [pl.f] wrote’

ּכְַתבְֶּתן

kat’v~u

write.qal.sc~3.pl

‘they [m] wrote’

ּכְָתבּו

kat’v~u

write.qal.sc~3.pl

‘they [f] wrote’

ּכְָתבּו

4.5.3.1.2. “Future tense”139

The following table presents the prefix conjugation (PC) paradigm (the “future 
tense”) as it is described in grammar books and textbooks:

Table 19: Prefix conjugation in Modern Hebrew

Prefix Conjugation

(“Future”)

נטיית תחיליות

)״עתיד״ דקדוקי(
ˀ~ex’tov

1.sg~write.qal.pc

‘I will write’

ֶאכְּתֹב

t~ix’tov~Ø

2~write.qal.pc~sg.m

‘you [sg.m] will write’ 

ִּתכְּתֹב

t~ixte’v~i

2~write.qal.pc~sg.f

‘you [sg.f] will write’

ִּתכְְּתבִי

139 I use the term future tense here, since this is the term used in Hebrew grammar textbooks today. 
However, in the table of conjugation itself, I prefer using the term prefix conjugation (PC) as I explained 
above.
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j~ix’tov~Ø

3.m~write.qal.pc~sg

‘he will write’

יִכְּתֹב

t~ix’tov~Ø

3.f~write.qal.pc~sg

‘she will write’

ִּתכְּתֹב

n~ix’tov

1.pl~write.qal.pc

‘we will write’

נִכְּתֹב

t~ixte’v~u

2~write.qal.pc~pl.m

‘you [pl.m] will write’

ִּתכְְּתבּו

t~ix’tov~na

2~write.qal.pc~pl.f

‘you [pl.f] will write’

ִּתכְּתֹבְנָה140

j~ixte’v~u

3.m~write.qal.pc~pl.m

‘they [m] will write’

יִכְְּתבּו

t~ix’tov~na

3.f~write.qal.pc~pl.f

‘they [f] will write’

ִּתכְתֹבְנָה

4.5.3.1.3. Present tense (The participle)140

4 .5 .3 .1 .3 .1 .  Introduct ion

The participle in Modern Hebrew is used in only two functions, each with a 
distinguished syntactic position: (1) the function of “present tense” of the verb 
(even though its conjugation cannot be regarded as an explicit verb, since they 
contain no PM, only a gender marker), and (2) the function as a substantive or 
an adjective in a nonverbal structure.

140 Schwarzwald (2003, vol. 10, 85) notes that, in 2.pl.f and in 3.pl.f, speakers use the masculine form 
rather than the feminine, which she presents in the paradigm. She also mentions that the feminine 
forms are used mostly in formal language and in the written medium. 
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This structure, with no PM in the predicative form, is not the usual way to 
construct verbs in Hebrew. The lack of a PM necessitates an independent PM 
(or another explicit subject) next to the participle form in order to clarify what 
the subject is.

4.5.3.1.3.2.  Par t ic iple  conjugat ion (PART)

The following table presents the participle conjugation paradigm (the “present 
tense”) as it is described in grammar books and textbooks:

Table 20: Participle conjugation in Modern Hebrew

Participle Conjugation

(“Present”)

נטיית בינוני

)״הווה״ דקדוקי(
ko’tev-Ø

write.qal.part-sg.m

‘I [sg.m] am writing’

‘you [sg.m] are writing’

‘he is writing’

ּכֹוֵתב

ko’tev-et

write.qal.part-sg.f

‘I [sg.f] am writing’

‘you [sg.f] are writing’

‘she is writing’

ּכֹוֶתבֶת

kot’v-im

write.qal.part-pl.m

‘we [m] are writing’

‘you [pl.m] are writing’

‘they [m] are writing’

ּכֹוְתבִים

kot’v-ot

write.qal.part-pl.f

‘we [f] are writing’

‘you [pl.f] are writing’

‘they [f] are writing’

ּכֹוְתבֹות
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4.5.3.1.4. The Imperative

4.5.3.1.4.1.  Introduct ion

Again, Schwarzwald (2003, vol. 10, 86) considers the imperative a mood rather 
than a tense or an aspect. She also points out that the forms constituting the 
“formal” imperative in Hebrew are not necessarily those used in the spoken 
language. She comments that the formal imperative form is usually found in the 
speaker’s language in the defective verbs (in which one of the root’s consonants 
is missing). In other verbs, she claims, the regular way to create this “modality” 
meaning is by using the future-tense conjugation. Schwarzwald also notes a 
third way of creating an imperative in the spoken language, one she calls “the 
nonstandard spoken language.” She provides an example in which the prefix 
of the future tense form is dropped, but the morphophonological changes, 
expected according to this ellipsis as well as the semantic function of the form, 
do not occur. The imperative conjugation appearing in all textbooks, including 
Schwarzwald’s, is presented in this section’s paradigm. The following table presents 
the imperative conjugation paradigm as it is described in grammar books and  
textbooks:

Table 21: Imperative conjugation in Modern Hebrew

Imperative Conjugation נטיית ציווי
ktov~Ø

write.qal.imp~sg.m

‘(You [2.sg.m]) write!’

ּכְתֹב

kit’v~i

write.qal.imp~sg.f

‘(You [2.sg.f]) write!’

ּכְִתבִי

kit’v~u

write.qal.imp~pl.m

‘(You [2.pl.m]) write!’

ּכְִתבּו

k’tov~na

write.qal.imp~pl.f

‘(You [2.pl.f]) write!’

ּכְתֹבְנָה
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4.5.3.2. Preposition and noun conjugation141

4.5.3.2.1. Introduction

The Modern Hebrew suffixes to nouns and prepositions are described in textbooks 
as two parallel systems: forms that are grammatically or semantically singular, 
and forms that are grammatically or semantically plural. The suffixes added to 
nouns are also used for the conjugation of the prepositions. In prepositions, the 
addition is quite unpredictable: some prepositions are conjugated by adding the 
singular suffixes, whereas others are conjugated by adding the plural suffixes. 
The following table presents the preposition and noun conjugation paradigm 
as it is described in grammar books and textbooks:142

Table 22: Affixes of nouns and prepositions in Modern Hebrew

Person Added to  
a Singular Noun

ליחיד Added to  
a Plural Noun

לריבוי

1.sg -i -ִי -aj -ַי

2.sg.m -xa  ָך- -exa -ֶיָך
2.sg.f -ex -ְֵך -ajix -ַיְִך
3.sg.m -o -ֹו -av -ָיו
3.sg.f -ah -ָּה -eha -ֶיָה
1.pl -enu -ֵנּו -ejnu142 -ֵינּו
2.pl.m -xem -ֶכם -exem -ֵיֶכם
2.pl.f -xen -ֶכן -exen -ֵיֶכן
3.pl.m -am -ָם -ehem -ֵיֶהם
3.pl.f -an -ָן -ehen -ֵיֶהן

4.5.4.2.2. Accusative

The accusative marker in the normative Modern Hebrew occurs in either of 
two ways. In the first way, the dependent PM is attached to the verb. For 
example:

141 See Schwarzwald (2003, vol. 10, 76).
142 The transcription I am giving here is not the expected one according to Hebrew morphophonology. 

The “correct” transcription would have been -enu, the same as the singular dependent marker. I prefer 
writing it -ejnu, since this reflects the pronunciation of this form in Modern Hebrew better and more 
accurately. This [j] added by speakers is motivated both by the orthography — having <י> written 
in those cases — and by psychology, since this is the only difference in pronunciation between the 
singular and plural stems of the noun (i.e., ְּדבֵָרנּו dvar-enu ‘our one thing’, whereas ְּדבֵָרינּו dvar-ejnu 
‘our many things’).
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ראיתיו  (29)

rei~ti-v

see.qal.sc~1.sg-acc.3.sg.m

‘I saw him.’

This is how it is usually done in the written language and in the higher register 
of spoken Hebrew. The other way, the one used most of the time in Modern 
Hebrew, is by conjugating the accusative preposition את et to create two different 
meanings: אותי o’t~i ‘me’ or ִאּתִי i’t-i ‘with me’.

4.5.3.2.3. Genitive

The genitive marker in normative Modern Hebrew occurs in two ways as 
well:143

• In the higher register, the PM is attached to the noun possessed by the person 
denoted by the PM: ספרי sif’r-i book-poss.1.sg ‘my book’.

• The other strategy is to create possessive meaning by conjugating the genitive 
preposition itself: attaching the dependent PM to the preposition. This form 
of the possessive morpheme evolved in Mishnaic Hebrew, when של [ʃel] 
is claimed to have been created as a result of writers’ mistake. Once this 
preposition was created, it did not take long before it was conjugated with a 
possessive meaning and a syntactical position:

ספר שלי  (30)

sefer ʃel-i

book poss-1.sg

‘my book’

143 The genitive structure לדוד le-david ‘to David’, which was abundant in Biblical Hebrew, is rare in 
SSIH. However, when it is used, it is usually in a semiverbal structure: לדוד יש חברה le-David jeʃ xaver-a 
to-pn ex friend-sg.f ‘David has a girlfriend’, in which the existential word is added to it.
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5. Spoken Spontaneous Israeli Hebrew (SSIH)

5.1. Between written and spoken Hebrew
As mentioned before, Hebrew research and description has been based on 
written Hebrew in general, especially on Biblical Hebrew.

Since Hebrew was also considered a “dead” language for years (even though 
it was used in specific circumstances and contexts), its revival was based on 
the written language. As a native language, Hebrew has existed for only about 
a hundred years, so most speakers and researchers are very much connected to 
its origins: Biblical Hebrew. For these reasons, Hebrew linguists have felt only 
recently the need to join the worldwide trend to investigate the spoken language 
by collecting and analyzing recorded corpora.

No formal corpus was collected for Spoken Spontaneous Israeli Hebrew until 
recently. Different researchers of Hebrew collected “private” corpora, most 
of which were of “spoken Hebrew” but not of “Spontaneous Spoken Israeli 
Hebrew (SSIH).” The Corpus of Spoken Israeli Hebrew (CoSIH) is currently 
the largest existing corpus in Israel. Some of the recordings of informants 
documented in the CoSIH are used in this study.

5.2. Spoken Hebrew versus SSIH
Many linguists in Israel have published, and are still publishing, research results 
presented as descriptions of spoken Hebrew. The term spoken Hebrew, as 
these linguists use it, apparently has either of two different meanings: “spoken 
Hebrew” can indicate any kind of language that is performed orally, including 
reading texts aloud, job interviews, and even written samples of speech in 
books where the characters’ language is so specific and represents a specific 
register of the language, according to the writer’s perception of it. But spoken 
Hebrew can also refer to Spontaneous Spoken Israeli Hebrew (SSIH), which is 
the language one uses spontaneously, without considering the circumstances, 
listeners, or register; one could characterize SSIH as a less formal language (see 
also Miller and Weinert [1998]). Until recently, most essays and descriptions 
have presented findings in spoken Hebrew (the first meaning), but not in SSIH, 
or at least not just in SSIH but in a mixture of recorded corpora.

Between 1999 and 2002, a corpus was created as a pre-pilot for a national corpus 
of SSIH;144 I was one of the first investigators who recorded informants and 

144 For more on the corpus developed and collected during the preceding decade, see Izre’el et al. (2002). 
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coded the recordings for this corpus. Some of these recordings are my database 
for the research project reported upon in this study. The other recordings were 
made privately during the same period.

5.3. Research of person markers in SSIH
Research of SSIH almost did not exist until about ten years ago. Again, Hebrew 
research was mainly based on the written sources of the Hebrew language and 
tradition. However, as with every spoken language, Hebrew had developed; 
from a language taught by teachers to new immigrants and to children as a 
second language, it became a spontaneous language, which its speakers had 
been brought up with and used as adults as their first language. SSIH has its 
own directions of development, and it is affected by languages it is in contact 
with and by other trends from within it or outside of it. Therefore, it is important 
to investigate SSIH in order to expose its structure, grammar, and syntax, in 
isolation from the written Hebrew and regardless of the rules that apply to 
the written language. It is important to conduct field research based on the 
spontaneous speech of native speakers and to develop linguistic and operative 
conclusions out of it. This thesis is in effect a pioneering and systematic one, 
studying the behavior of PMs in SSIH, and it should be considered one of the 
first steps toward detecting the SSIH grammatical system. But before turning 
to the results of this research, this section describes what has been written so 
far on the pronominal system of SSIH.

The work of two researchers is related superficially to the study of independent 
subject pronouns — their occurrence and use — and they have provided a pragmatic 
explanation of such use. Borochovsky-Bar Aba (2002, 364) claims that, although 
independent pronouns are informatively redundant, they are used widely in a 
spoken language145 because of its nature. Because of the speed of performance 
and the shortage of attention of the listeners, she asserts, the use of independent 
pronouns renders the message clearer and more accessible. Coffin and Bolozky 
(2005, 158–64) distinguish between PMs in subject position and those that occupy 
other syntactic positions; they also distinguish between the behavior of the first 
and second persons, on the one hand, and the third person, on the other hand. 
They claim that using the independent PM is essential in the explicit verb form 
of the third person, since that verb form (meaning, most likely, the verb in the 

145 According to Borochovsky-Bar Aba, a “spoken language” refers to spoken language in its broader 
context — that is, any language performed by speaking, rehearsed or read speech (such as a lecture or 
news reading on television), and spontaneous conversation (such as in a program on current affairs or 
in everyday life).
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suffix conjugation) lacks the PM, whereas using the independent pronoun in the 
first and second persons is merely optional, since the verb contains the PM. In 
their opinion, the “superfluous” use of the independent pronouns of the first and 
second persons is an outcome of mere practical considerations. They posit two 
possible reasons for this: (1) the need for stressing the subject, as in the case of 
a contradiction in the sentence; and (2) the nature of a spoken language, which 
requires more explicit marking than a written language. They define the PMs 
depending on prepositions and nouns, which convey the meaning of possession, 
as “pronouns attached to the nouns.”

Bolozky (1984, 126) remarks that in Modern Hebrew (that is, spoken spontaneous 
Hebrew), the independent pronouns tend to appear before the verb (and, hence, 
in addition to the verb). He attributes this behavior to the influence of Yiddish 
and other European languages.

Polak-Yitzhaki (2006–2007, 163) studies the PM structure and behavior in 
spoken Hebrew but analyzes it from a discourse point of view. She asserts 
that independent PMs in a verbal structure can be omitted in first and second 
persons in “past” and “future” tenses.

5.4. Some relevant terms
5.4.1. Units of spoken language
The survey of aspects of Hebrew grammar given in Chapter 3 used the notion 
of “sentence,” which actually is the basic unit of the written language.146 When 
spoken language is investigated, however, an entirely different terminology 
should be used.

Many researchers have tried to define the character, structure, and boundaries 
of the units of spoken languages. The way I see and analyze the units of spoken 
Hebrew is based on the theory of John Du Bois et al. (1993). They consider 
“intonation units” the basic units of spoken language (see also Hirst and 
Di Cristo [1998]). Since there are several prosodic components involved in 
determining the unit boundaries — not just intonation (as might be understood 
from the term intonation units) — I have broadened the definition, and work 
with prosodic units (PUs).

The parameters that demarcate the boundaries of those units vary (Du Bois et 
al. 1993, Chafe 1994; Cruttenden 1997; Hirst and Di Cristo 1998). Based on 

146 Of course, there is the phrase or the clause structure that have the minimal syntactic structure, but all 
issues that have been mentioned refer to the sentence unit. 
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the work of the preceding authors as well as on the findings by Cohen (2004), 
I consider the following demarcation criteria: (1) changes in pitch, (2) pauses, 
(3) changes in duration, such as the lengthening or shortening of a syllable, 
(4) changes in speech intensity, (5) speakers’ switching, and (6) the contour 
and final tone.147

5.4.2. What is a “word”?
As defined in every textbook, and in linguistics generally, the “sentence” is 
composed of words, and the word is its minimal component. In literate societies, 
the term word is usually cognitively interpreted as representing the written 
form, which contains some consecutive characters or letters enclosed by a 
space before and after.

When approaching the investigation of the spoken language, however, we need 
to redefine the term word to make it apply to the spoken medium. In this medium, 
there are no letters or spaces; hence, we need a different definition of word. 
Many linguists have characterized the “word” by incorporating several points 
of view. When dealing with spoken languages, all distinguishing definitions 
should be known and taken into consideration for analyzing the data.

5.4.2.1. The orthographic word
The speaker’s automatic definition of “word” is the orthographic word, meaning 
what is written between spaces or punctuation marks. However, this is the case 
only in societies having a well-established written tradition (Pike 1947, Bolinger 
1963, Lyons 1968, Matthews 1991, Dixon and Aikhenvald 2002, Aronoff and 
Fudeman 2005).

5.4.2.2. The phonological word
A phonological word is a collection of sounds that act as a single unit, considering 
specific phonological processes, especially stress and accent. A phonological 
word consists of one or more syllables, has a single main stress, and complies 
with phonological rules limited to the word boundaries or applying across word 
boundaries (Dixon and Aikhenvald 2002, Aronoff and Fudeman 2005).

5.4.2.3. The grammatical word
The grammatical word is a morpheme or collection of morphemes that (1) 

147 For further information and a broader discussion of the units of spoken language and their boundaries, 
see Section 2.3.3.2.
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always come together, (2) appear in the same order, and (3) are coherent and 
have an agreed meaning (Dixon and Aikhenvald 2002).

5.4.2.4. The clitic word
A clitic word is a grammatical word that is not a phonological word. Since it 
has no primary stress, it clings to a phonological “host” and merges into its 
prosodic structure. Sometimes clitics affect the stress of the hosting word. For 
Semitic languages as well as for some others, there is a definition of a clitic 
as a word that loses a syllable and merges with another word to yield a single 
phonological word (Sapir 1930, Matthews 1991, Klavans 1995, Dixon and 
Aikhenvald 2002).

5.4.3. Person marker types and definitions
In studying Classical Hebrew and even in studying Modern Hebrew, scholars 
have used the term independent pronoun or independent person marker to 
indicate the PM that can take the subject position (or, in third person, the 
copula position as well) and the term dependent pronoun or dependent person 
marker to indicate the PM that is inherent in the verb or that is added to and is 
conjugated with a noun or preposition.

In my research of SSIH, I have used different terms, to indicate a form rather 
than a function: external PM means the PM that is expressed separately from 
the verb. This term includes both “independent” PMs and PMs that are clitics 
in verbal units. The external PM takes the subject position (or, in third person, 
the copula position as well). Internal PM means the dependent PM that is 
inherent in the verb. It could be a prefix or a suffix, in the subject position. The 
“dependent PMs” that are added to a noun or a preposition I refer to as affixes: 
prefixes or suffixes, according to the place of addition.
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6. Person markers in subject position

6.1. Person markers in verbal units in subject position
6.1.1. Independent person markers
In Hebrew grammar the term independent pronoun refers to a PM, which is 
usually distinguished in speech as a phonological word148 and is shown in the 
written medium as a distinct orthographic word. It functions mostly as a topic.

The independent pronoun appears in either a verbal or a nonverbal sentence or 
clause in any Hebrew layer. In both types, it takes the syntactic subject position. 
In a nonverbal sentence, it can take the predicate position as well.

The third-person pronoun might also take a different syntactic position, an 
intermediate position defined by Classical Hebrew philologists as a copula, a 
syntactic component connecting the sentence's subject and its predicate. This 
structure is conventionally described in all Hebrew layers, and only in nonverbal 
sentences. It should be mentioned that in normative Hebrew grammar, in all 
Hebrew layers, the copula agrees with the subject in gender and number.

Unlike the situation in English and some other European languages, in Hebrew 
the gender system is conventionally described as binary — masculine and 
feminine only. In other words, when describing something that is not human, 
one uses the third person in its grammatical gender.149

Contrary to this description, however, I will show that the gender system of the 
third person in SSIH is not binary; it is actually a trigender system.

I will also argue that the conversion paradigm150 of the third person is broader 
than that of the first and second persons; that is, though first and second 
persons can be converted only by a PM, the third person can be converted by 
a demonstrative as well (and, of course, by common nouns and proper names). 
There is a distinction between the potential syntactic functions of the third 
person versus that of the first and second persons: again, whereas first and 
second persons can take only the subject position (and the predicate position 
in nonverbal units), the third person can take the copula position as well. I will 
claim that the use of the demonstrative instead of a third person in these cases 
is a broad phenomenon, that it is not just a trend but a widespread procedure 

148 See the definition of phonological word in Section 5.4.2.2.
149 See examples and further explanations of grammatical gender in Sections 1.4 and 3.5.
150 See the definition in Sections 1.5.1.3 and 1.5.2.2. 
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that characterizes a language in change, and moving toward grammaticalization 
of this system.

The Hebrew binary PM system extends to the plural as well. In most Hebrew 
layers, the orthography represents two genders of second-person plural (אתם 
atem 2.pl.m, אתן aten 2.pl.f) and third-person plural (הם hem 3.pl.m, הן hen 
3.pl.f) — a complete distinction between plural masculine and plural feminine 
persons. Note that this orthographic distinction results from linguistic education 
or from linguistic editors and proofreaders. As has been frequently argued, based 
on an impression but not on a corpus, there is no actual difference in SSIH 
between masculine and feminine second-person plural and between masculine 
and feminine third-person plural. Based on a systematic investigation of a 
corpus, I will demonstrate this lack of difference in detail.

A spoken language does not behave like a written language, neither syntactically 
nor morphophonologically.151 In Hebrew the borderline between these two 
“languages” is still unclear and undefined.

When analyzing the spoken language’s structures, I distinguish four major 
kinds of syntactic units:

• a verbal unit, a unit that includes a verb;
• a nonverbal unit, a unit that contains a predicate that is not a verb and a 

subject;
• a partial unit, one of two or more units in which a single content is expressed 

separately, one unit carrying the subject and another the predicate; and
• a fragmentary unit, a unit in which the content is not fully expressed (lapses, 

expressions interrupted by another speaker, performance mistakes, and so 
on).

6.1.2. Conditions for using person markers in verbal units
Since an explicit verbal form itself indicates the person of the subject,152 it 
would seem that an independent PM is redundant whenever an explicit verb 
occurs with a pronoun. Therefore, we must assume that its usage indicates some 
intended further nuance.

In this part of the chapter, I shall describe how PMs appear in SSIH verbal units, 
their use, their specification, and the pragmatic and morphosyntactic conditions 
for their use. I will show here that the use of the pronoun (the external PM) has 

151 For the differences between a spoken and a written language, see Section 5.1. 
152 See Section 3.4.
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rules and reasons, and that adding it is not automatic. Conversely, I will show 
that not using the external PM before the verb is not a pro-drop phenomenon, 
as it is usually described in textbooks and in typological linguistics; rather, it 
is the expected, default syntactic structure.

The description that is given here accords with the division of persons and the 
division of verbal units into four conjugations: the suffix conjugation (SC), the 
prefix conjugation (PC), the participle, and the imperative.

Note that the use of the term external PMs includes both independent PMs and 
clitic PMs, since both are external to the verb, and both, as I suggested earlier, 
may be considered redundant.153

6.1.3. First findings
The corpus I analyzed is compiled from recordings of 20 informants, recordings 
that are transcribed into text.154

Out of a total of 8,303 prosodic units (PUs), 430 are not taken into consideration, 
since they are fragmentary units. Therefore, the total number of PUs sampled 
and analyzed in this research is 7,873.

There are 3,212 PUs (41% of the total of 7,873 PUs) that contain a PM, either 
an external PM (a pronoun) or an internal PM (an affix). This might at first 
sight seem a very high percentage of PMs in a language, but remember that a 
PM is obligatory in the Hebrew explicit verb. In the following sections, I shall 
analyze the various PMs in SSIH and the structures they are used in.

Of the 7,873 PUs in the corpus, only 2,655 PUs (33.7%) contain a verb. This 
infrequency of verbal units indicates that in the spoken language, most of the 
units are nonverbal.155 And by closely examining the data, one can see that most 
of the units are not “sentences,” as defined in grammar books and as commonly 
occur in the written language.

As for the arrangement of the verbal units, 1,320 PUs (49.7%) carry no external 
PM yet refer to a specific agent (subject), 141 PUs (5.3%) carry no external PM 
yet are impersonal forms in SSIH, 1,108 PUs (41.7%) carry an external PM, and 
86 PUs (3.2%) carry a demonstrative functioning as a PM. This distribution of 

153 For a discussion of the identification and analysis of clitic PMs in SSIH, see Sections 7.1–7.3. 
154 For more about the corpus and the data analysis, see Sections 2.2–2.3 above. 
155 Andersen (1970) claims that in Biblical Hebrew there were more verbless clauses than verbal ones. 

Fruchtman (1980, 1982) notes that epic stories use more verbal clauses than do tales, in which the 
use of nonverbal clauses is dominant. However, as far as I know, no statistical research has heretofore 
been done about the distribution of verbal and nonverbal clauses in SSIH. 
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the behavior and usage of verbal units provides the first reinforcement of my 
claim that external PMs are not obligatory in SSIH.

In the next section, I will describe the distribution of verbal PUs containing 
external PMs versus those that do not contain them, and I will explain the 
possible or probable reasons for their distribution.

6.1.4. The interaction between external person markers and  
6.1.4. morphological tenses
6.1.4.1. Definitions of morphological tenses and verb forms
When referring to tense in SSIH, I need to define the term and explain the 
way I will use it in this research. The Hebrew language is considered to 
have a tense system, with four grammatical tenses: past, future, present, and 
imperative.156 Here I use neither the terminology for tense nor the one for 
aspect, since both concern the semantic use of verbs. Instead, I refer to the 
morphological characteristic of the verb; therefore, I will use SC to denote the 
suffix conjugation of the verb, referred to in textbooks as “past tense”; PC for 
the prefix conjugation of the verb, referred to in textbooks as “future tense”; 
and participle for the forms referred to in textbooks as “present tense”.157 The 
semantic role of these conjugations will be discussed separately in the relevant 
sections.

Again, my main claim in this study is that external PMs are not obligatory in 
verbal units, since the person is inherent in the verb form, and that therefore  
cases in which PMs appear in verbal units denote a nuance that should be 
explained.

As explained in Chapter 5, there are three kinds of “verb forms” in Hebrew:

• the explicit verb, which includes both the SC and the PC, each of which 
contains an internal PM and is considered to have a specific tense 
meaning;

• the imperative, which contains an internal PM and has a modal meaning; 
and

• the participle, which contains only gender and number markers but no 
internal PM, is considered to represent the “present tense” in Hebrew, and 
may function as a noun as well.

156 See Berman (1978, 173–79), Schwarzwald (1981), Muchnik (1989), Tzivoni (1992, 2012), and others. 
Dekel (2010) demonstrates that spoken Hebrew is more likely to be an aspect language. 

157 For further explanation of the grammatical tense system in all Hebrew layers, see Sections 3.4, 3.7, 
and Chapter 4.
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According to this description of the grammatical system of “tenses,” I predict 
that the forms that do not carry an internal PM will need an external PM, 
whereas those carrying an internal PM will not have an additional external one, 
except in specific cases that would have to be explained.

6.1.4.2. General distribution of verb forms
To check this hypothesis, consider the distribution of external PMs in combination 
with the different verb forms in Table 23.

Table 23: The contribution of external PMs in verb forms

Participle
Not Participle

Total
SC Imperative PC Total

Without external 
PM 341 567 128 425 1,120 1,461

With external PM 763 172 0 173 345 1,108
Total 1,104 739 128 598 1,465 2,569

Table 23 shows that 1,461 PUs (56.9% of the total) do not carry an external 
PM, while only 1,108 PUs (43.9% of the total) do carry an external PM (this 
table do not include demonstratives' use). An examination of the distribution 
of the units according to verb form reveals a large difference between the 
explicit verbs (the SC and the PC), on the one hand, and the participle form, 
on the other hand. Whereas only 30.9% of the units that carry a participle do 
not carry an external PM, 74.2% of the explicit-verb units do not carry it; and 
whereas 69.1% of the units that carry a participle also carry an external PM, 
only 25.8% of the explicit-verb units also carry an external PM.

This is a significant finding. It strengthens the main hypothesis that the external 
PM is not obligatory in SSIH, and that the cases in which it is found should 
be explained, since there has to be a semantic, pragmatic, or other reason that 
requires this addition.

In order to interpret these findings and to explain the PM system in SSIH, I 
will present in the following sections the behavior of internal and external PMs 
in verbal units; I will divide the presentation according to the combination of 
person and verb form.
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6.1.4.3. First person

6.1.4.3.1. Introduction

The first person in Hebrew has a binary conjugation — singular and plural — but 
no gender division. In explicit verbs there are internal morphemes to represent 
the person, but in the participle there is no such morpheme.

Many studies have pointed out the differences between third person, on the 
one hand, and first and second persons, on the other hand. I will discuss this 
issue in Section 9.6.

In the following sections, I will present the distribution of first-person external 
and internal PMs in relation to the different verb forms, and I will explain their 
behavior and arrangement in the grammatical system.

6.1.4.3.2. Distribution according to verb form

The first person in subject position is found in 813 verbal units, including both 
units that contain an external PM in addition to the affix of the verb and units 
that contain an internal PM only.

Table 24 below presents the distribution of the first person in the different verb 
forms.

Table 24: Distribution of the first person in verb forms

Person Participle SC Imperative PC Total
First 358 271 0 184 813

This distribution reveals that most uses of the first person are in the participle 
form (44.0%); in 33.3% of the cases, the first person is used in the SC; and in 
only 22.6% of the cases, the first person is used in the PC.

In the following sections I will present and analyze the first-person distribution 
in the corpus.

6.1.4.3.3. Distribution according to person: First-person distribution

Table 25 presents the distribution of first person and the presence of an external 
PM.
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Table 25: Distribution of first person and presence of an external PM

Person PM Total

 1.sg
Without an external PM 248

702
With an external PM 454

 1.pl
Without an external PM 84

111
With an external PM 27

Of the 813 first-person units in subject position, 702 (86.3%) concern first-
person singular. Only 111 of them (13.7%) concern first-person plural.

One question that arises from this finding is whether there is a grammatical, 
syntactic, or some other reason (possibly sociolinguistic or psycholinguistic) 
for this extreme use of the first-person singular compared with the first-person 
plural. There is, of course, a tendency of speakers to talk about themselves and 
to put themselves in the center of the speech situation; it is not impossible that 
this is the reason for this widespread use of the first-person singular.158

We will now examine the combination of PMs and verb form.

Table 26: Distribution of first person and presence of an external PM in 
verb forms

Person PM Participle SC Imperative PC Total

1.sg 

Without an 
external PM 40 204 0 4 248
With an 
external PM 289 40 0 125 454

1.pl 

Without an 
external PM 8 25 0 51 84
With an 
external PM 21 2 0 4 27

From Table 26 we learn that of the 813 first-person units in subject position, 
481 (59.2%) contain an external first-person marker, and 454 of those (94.4%) 

158 Hebrew has been a “we” language from the time of its revival until three or four decades ago. “We”, 
“us” and “our” are social values in the new society of the state of Israel. Even the songs and poems 
are about “togetherness” and the “we” society. However, in the last quarter of the twentieth century, 
some publicists (e.g., Eliram [2007]) wrote articles pointing out how songs and poetry are changing; 
they called the change “from us to I.” This egocentric tendency has become widespread, and maybe 
this finding in this corpus is another indication of it. 
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concern the first-person singular. It seems as though my hypothesis — that 
with explicit verbs, we should not expect an external PM in addition to the 
verb — has been disproved. In the following sections, however, I will bolster 
the hypothesis by presenting the distribution and behavior of the first person 
PMs by morphological conjugation.

6.1.4.3.3.1.  Firs t -person s ingular

6.1.4.3.3.1.1.  Suff ix  conjugation (SC)

Again, suffix conjugation (SC) is the term I have chosen to describe the 
morphological form of the verbs commonly referred to as “past-tense verbs.” 
The term SC refers to the structure of these verbs: their PM is a suffix, and it 
is inherent in the verb.

Since the PM is inherent and obvious, I hypothesized that no external PM is 
needed and that adding it would be considered redundant. Therefore, I would 
not expect external PMs in the SC verbal units. If there are cases where external 
PMs are found, they need to be explained.

Table 27: The first-person-singular distribution in the SC

PM SC
Without an external PM 204
With an external PM 40

Table 27 confirms the expected behavior according to the main hypothesis in this 
study. Of the 244 units in which the first-person singular takes the subject position, 
204 (83.6%) carry the internal PM only; a suffix indicates the subject. This finding 
reinforces the hypothesis that in explicit verbs, when the subject is indicated by 
an affix, there is no need to add an external PM. This finding also strengthens my 
claim that SSIH is not a pro-drop language; rather, it is a pro-add one.

However, there are 40 cases in which an external PM is added to the verb 
(16.4%), and these should be explained.

I distinguish five distinct categories of units in which a specific feature might 
systematically justify its use:

• The most prominent finding is that 12 of the verbs in these SC verbal units 
are mental-perception verbs,159 including ‘think’, ‘know’, and ‘recognize’. 

159 For information on how this term is used in Hebrew and about the verbs included in this category, see 
Saydon (2003, 2005, 2007, 2009).
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Perhaps the personal mental involvement of the verb’s subject makes the 
use of an external PM in addition to the explicit SC verb necessary. Here 
are some examples:

(SC13000 5986) אני ידעתי שזה גן  (31)

ani jada~ti            ʃe-ze  gan

1.sg        know.qal.sc~1.sg    that-dem.sg.m  garden

‘I knew it would be (in) a garden.’

(SC13000 5618) אני חלמתי אותה לא מזמן  (32)

ani       xalam~ti       ot~a  lo mi-zman

1.sg dream.qal.sc~1.sg acc~3.sg.f neg from-time

‘I had dreamt of her not long ago.’

• 8 units contain statement verbs — that is, verbs that express that the subject 
is making a statement — especially the verb ‘say’.

(SC11000 4949) אני אמרתי לו תמכור לי רק את הקטנה  (33)

ani amar~ti           l-o  ti~mkor~Ø        l-i

1.sg          tell.qal.sc~1.sg      to-3.sg.m    2.sell.qal.pc~sg.m   to-1.sg

rak et a-ktan-a

just acc def-small-sg.f

‘I told him, “Sell me just the small one.”’

• 10 units contain modal verbs.160 Here, too, I assume that the personal point 
of view of the speaker determines the use of the external PM in addition to 
the explicit SC verb.

(SC1000 209) כי אני רציתי  (34)

ki  ani raci~ti

because 1.sg want.qal.sc~1.sg

‘because I wanted’

160 Modal verbs in Hebrew are defined as verbs that imply the speaker’s attitude toward the action, 
including verbs of wishing, requesting, desiring, ambition, and aspiration. 
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(SC1000137) אני הרגשתי  (35)

ani  irgaʃ~ti

1.sg  feel.qal.sc~1.sg

‘I felt’

• 2 units contain a structure that is already discussed in the linguistic literature 
on Hebrew.161 Many linguists have pointed out cases in which a predication 
marker or a discourse marker splits the content unit into two separate prosodic 
units. In many cases, this marker is a negative word; in others, it can be the 
word for ‘like’ or just a conjunction or connector appearing between the two 
content-bearing parts of the unit. In most cases, it is explained as a means 
to focus on the subject or on the predicate. In other cases, as in the example 
given here, it carries the psychological effect of softening the message, the 
words paʃut ‘just’ and keilu ‘like’ make the speaker sound less confident 
and vulnerable. This is a way to catch the listener’s attention while at the 
same time making sure no one will be upset or react in a way that would 
hurt the speaker.

(SC1000 10–15) זה אני פשוט / לא הצלחתי להתרכז בכלום  (36)

ze    ani paʃut

dem.sg.m  1.sg simple(dm)

 lo iclax~ti   lehiratkez      be-klum

 neg success.hif'il.sc~1.sg    to-concentrate.inf.hitpa'el      in-nothing

‘It is just that I could not concentrate on anything.’

• The remaining 8 units present a contrast between one subject and another; 
that is, the first-person subject is emphasized in contrast with others. In 
these units, the external PM is articulated with a specific and emphasizing 
intonation. See, for example, the following prosodic complex:

שאתה אמרת / שלא שווה ללכת... / אז נרד מזה / אני אמרתי / לא / נעלה על זה  (37)
 (SC2000 1039–1046)

ʃe-ata  amar~ta

that-2.sg.m           say.qal.sc~2.sg.m

161 See Azar (1993, 1997), Rosén (1959), Maschler (1999, 2001, 2002), and others.
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 ʃe-lo ʃave  lalexet
 that-neg worthwhile go~inf.qal

 az n~ered mi-ze
 then 1.pl~go down.qal.pc  from-dem.sg.m
  ani amar~ti
  1.sg say.qal.sc~1.sg

    lo
	 	   neg

        n~aale   al  ze
 1.pl~go up.qal.pc on  dem.sg.m
‘that you have said’ \ ‘that it is not worthwhile going’ \ ‘so, we will give 
it up’ \ ‘I said’ \ ‘no’ \ ‘we will go up on it’

It is important to note that there are no examples in the findings of the SC verbal 
units without an external PM that satisfy any of the criteria in the foregoing 
list. From this we can conclude that using the external PM in addition to the 
explicit SC verb in the foregoing cases is not random. Rather, it is systematic; 
it has reasons, whether these reasons are prosodic, semantic, or pragmatic.

One interesting finding may strengthen my claim that including an external 
PM in a unit with an explicit verb is a “pro-add” phenomenon. Consider the 
following semantic minimal pair of units, in which the only difference is either 
the appearance or the absence of the external PM: אמרתי amarti ‘I said’, as in 
(38), as opposed to אני אמרתי ani amarti ‘I I said’, as in (39).

(SC7000 1781) אמרתי לך שבזמן האחרון הוא יותר מדיי מחייך  (38)

amar~ti            l-ax      ʃe-b-a-zman      a-axaron

tell.qal.sc~1.sg to-2.sg.f that-in-def-time def-last(adj)

u    joter  midaj mexajex-Ø

3.sg.m    adv       sup  smile.part.qal-sg.m

‘I told you lately that he smiles too much.’

(SC14000 6475) אני אמרתי לאחים שלו  (39)

ani       amar~ti       l-a-ax-im          ʃel-o
1.sg say.qal.sc~1.sg to-def-brother-pl.m poss-3.sg.m
‘I (already) told his brothers.’
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Whereas (38) represents the “regular” meaning of the verb ‘say’, usually 
occurring in a narrative, (39) represents a specific meaning of ‘say’, as in 
‘I had already said that’, an utterance implying a “know-it-all” subject who 
has said something or warned someone about something. In other words, the 
structure אני אמרתי ani amarti ‘I [I] said’ emphasizes the speaker’s knowledge 
and attitude toward the issue under discussion.

It should be added, though, that it might not only be the PM that makes the 
difference in meaning in this case. That difference might also derive from the 
intonation or prosody of the speaker in these units.

6.1.4.3.3.1.2.  Prefix conjugation (PC)

Since the PM in the PC is inherent and obvious, I hypothesized that no external 
PM is needed, and that adding it would be considered redundant. Therefore, I 
would not expect external PMs in PC verbal units. If there are cases in which 
external PMs are found, they need to be explained.

Table 28 represents the first-person-singular distribution in the PC.

Table 28: The first-person-singular distribution in the PC

PM PC
Without an external PM 4
With an external PM 125

Of the 129 verbal units in which the first-person singular appears in the PC, 
no less than 125 (96.9%) carry an external PM, and only 4 units (3.1%) use 
the internal PM only. This finding seems surprising, especially in light of two 
main issues:

• Most linguists indicate that first and second persons are the most obvious and 
accessible ones, since they are participating in the discourse (the dialogue; 
see Siewierska [2004] and references therein). Therefore, one would expect 
that it would not be necessary to repeat the first person again and again 
explicitly.

• My basic hypothesis in this research is that, in the case of an explicit verb, 
an external PM is not expected unless there is a specific reason or a nuance 
that the PM confers.

The first-person singular in the PC has a special behavior. The consonant that 
represents this person in orthography is the glottal stop /ɂ/. However, when one 
pronounces verb forms in the first person, the sound produced is usually [j] or 
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[i]. This is explained as a morphophonological rule leading to the assimilation of 
the glottal stop, so that often the [i] or [j] represent the first person.

Some linguists (Bolozky [1981, 15–19; 1984, 128], Schwarzwald [2009, 193–
94], Aslanov [forthcoming], and others) claim that this behavior is a result of 
the adjacency of the external PM ani and the verb form, for instance: אני אכתוב  
ani ixtov~Ø 1.sg.m write.qal.pc~1.sg ‘I will write’. But accepting this claim 
necessitates assuming that the external PM is obligatory in the PC.

I suggest instead that this morphophonological process is a result of more general 
phonological changes, entailing the disappearance of the glottal stop (as well as 
other consonants in the spoken Israeli language). Because of this disappearance 
of the glottal stop, the first-person singular is realized with an initial vowel, 
which, in general, is not the standard way of starting a Hebrew word.

From this point, there are two possible explanations for the realization of the 
first-person-singular PC:

• Since Hebrew structure requires a consonant at the beginning of a word, it is 
possible that the speaker feels that the consonant is missing and therefore pro-
adds the external PM as a kind of a clitic. Then the final vowel [i] becomes a 
glide, thereby allowing the assimilation of the verb's affix to [i] even in cases 
in which this is not the vowel expected according to the verb’s form or root.

• In most Hebrew verb conjugations in the PC that include the vowel [i] 
after the glottal stop, this vowel represents the person. The omission of the 
consonant in Israeli pronunciation caused a form to emerge that is identical 
to the third-person form. Therefore, the speaker feels it necessary to add 
the external PM in order to distinguish the first-person verb form from the 
third-person form.

In either case, the final result is the generation of a new form: the default 
realization of the first person in the PC is no longer the basic pro-add form 
of the verb; rather, it is the form in which the external PM becomes in effect 
obligatory. This conclusion matches the findings presented above.

Since the use of the external pronoun is apparently the default for the first-person 
PC, we have to explain the four cases in which the external PM is not added:

(SC1000 39) ואמשיך לעזור לך  (40)

ve-j~amʃix         la'azor    le-xa

and-1.sg~continue.pc.hif'il help.inf.qal to-2.sg.m

‘And (I) will continue helping you.’
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The verb in this example perfectly illustrates the Israeli realization of the  
first person in the PC. This is a case in which the form and root of this verb 
require the form amʃix and no [i] or [j] is expected. The speaker is a commander 
in the Israeli Defense Force. Note that the military language — and soldiers’ 
language in particular — is quite different from the general language; it is 
less precise and more like a jargon. Therefore, many forms are “twisted” and 
simplified.

When analyzing the example, notice two issues:

• the absence of the external PM; and

• the form of the internal PM.

As for the apparent absence of an external PM: This unit is the third within a 
full utterance of this commander:

אני עדיין המפקד שלך | ועדיין ממשיך לעזור לך | וימשיך לעזור לך ||  (41)

ani adain amefked ʃelxa | veadin mamʃix laazor lexa | veyamʃix laazor 
lexa||

‘I am still your commander | and still continue to help you | and will 
continue helping you.’

The external PM appears at the beginning of the utterance, and the subsequent two 
units rely on it. This can explain the use of the verb jamʃix ‘I will continue’ without 
the external PM being repeated. It is common in Hebrew to have one subject (in this 
case, the external PM) for several verbs when these indicate a sequence of actions. 
This is well known in many languages as “conjunction reduction.”

As for the person affix of the verb, we find here the consonant [j] and not 
the expected or formal affix [ɂ]. As mentioned above, it is very common for 
Israeli speakers not to use the glottal stop as an affix in the PC in SSIH.162 It 
is especially common in forms where the following vowel is [i], since when 
pro-adding ani ‘I’, this [i] becomes somewhat of a glide (transition sound). But 
in this case we can explain this realization of [jamʃix] instead of [amʃix] by 
noting that this is military jargon, whose speakers use their own grammatical 
forms and rules. In fact, they use forms that are considered ungrammatical in 
the official language to a high degree (slang words, twisted forms, and law-

162 It is less common to see a written form using י [j] instead of א [ɂ]. This is due to the grammatical 
education in Israel. Among speakers of SSIH are both those who have formal education and are using 
the official form and those without formal education or who are not strict about using the official 
form. 
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language, which apparently makes them feel more affiliated with a specific 
group with its own language). One other explanation could be a psycholinguistic 
one: the speakers created a uniform paradigm, in which they consider [j] as the 
first-person affix in the PC.

(SC1000 553) אם אני אבוא / ואגיד לה  (42)

im       ani       j~avo 

con 1.sg 1.sg~come.pc.qal

 ve-j~agid l-a

 and-1.sg~tell.pc.hif'il to-3.sg.f

‘if I will come and I will tell her’

(42) is very much like (40), with only one difference. Here, too, there is an 
external PM in the first unit of the comprehensive utterance, and the second 
unit contains no external PM.

Again, it is obvious that no external PM needs to be repeated. This is an interesting 
structure, however, since אבוא ואגיד javo vejagid ‘I will come and say’ [literally] 
means, in effect, ‘I will say’. Two verbs, ‘come’ and ‘say’, actually denote a 
single action in a serial verb construction. Here, too, we have the [j] instead of 
the glottal stop in the affix position. This time the speaker is the subordinate of 
the commander mentioned in connection with (40).

The other 2 cases in which no external PM is used are:

(SC1000 417) לא אקרא לזה בעירבון מוגבל  (43)

lo    Ø~ekra      le-ze  be'eravon mugbal

neg 1.sg~call.pc.qal     to-dem.sg.m “with a grain of salt”

‘I will not say it is a closed group.’

(SC9000 3725) אתן לך  (44)

Ø~eten               lax

1.sg~give.pc.qal to-2.sg.f

‘I will give you’

In these examples, the speakers use a zero morpheme as a prefix with the vowel 
[e] as the first syllable. This use is referred to as the “proper” pronunciation 
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of the PC verb, since no alternative consonant takes the place of the glottal 
stop, which was the first singular PM in the PC in all Hebrew layers and is still 
reflected in the Hebrew orthography. This may be a first sign of complementary 
distribution. Unlike the case with (42), here there is no external PM, neither 
near the verb nor in previous units of the same comprehensive utterance. The 
only possible explanation is that when the glottal stop (or a clear representative 
of this morpheme) is used, the person marking is obvious and hence adding an 
external PM would be redundant.163

The identity of the speakers in these units is also an important consideration. 
The speaker in (43) is the same commander as in (41), but this time he is talking 
in a more formal language and about a professional issue. The speaker in (44) 
is a 53-year-old male with an academic education. In both cases, (43) and (44), 
it appears that formal language is being used, by the commander because of 
the subject of discussion, and by the 53-year-old male because he belongs to a 
cohort of speakers who learned Hebrew in the early years of the state of Israel 
and who has an academic education (meaning that his spoken language is closer 
to his written language).

Note: there are two other occurrences in which no external PM is used and the 
verb form is a first-person PC: two units in which the verb is conjugated in 
the plural but, as is clear from the context of the example, actually concerns a 
singular subject:

(SC3000 1486) נכיר אותך  (45)

n~akir  ot~xa

1.pl~know.pc.hif'il acc~2.sg.m

‘(We) will get to know you.’

(SC15000 6763) נראה מה עם הילדים שלי  (46)

n~ire               ma   im a-yelad-im ʃel-i

1.pl~see.pc.nif'al what with def-kid-pl.m poss-1.sg

‘Let’s see how are my kids.‘

163 Note that there are some units in which the external PM is added even when this realization of the 
verb form is used. Those cases are few and can be explained on the basis of semantic or pragmatic 
considerations. 
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Using the plural to refer to singular is common in Hebrew and usually occurs 
in structures of reported speech. The forms נראה nire ‘let’s see’ and נשמע niʃma 
‘let’s hear’ are frozen; they are used with singular and plural reference with 
no distinction. Naturally, since the verb form is plural (as is evident from the 
affix), we do not expect to see the singular external PM added.

6.1.4.3.3.1.3.  Participle  conjugation

When a participle form takes the predicate position, it can be either a verb or 
an adjective. Only by examining the meaning of the whole unit can one tell 
whether the participle is used in its verbal or its adjectival reading.

In this section, I discuss only those units in which the participle takes the 
predicate position in a verbal utterance.

Since there is no internal PM in the participle form, I hypothesized that an 
external PM would be needed in conjunction with this verb form. Therefore, I 
would expect external PMs in verbal units based on a participle. In cases where 
external PMs are not found, their absence will need to be explained.

Table 29: The first-person-singular distribution  
in the participle conjugation

PM Participle
Without an external PM 40
With an external PM 289

Table 29 represents the first-person-singular distribution in the participle 
conjugation.

Of the 329 verbal units in which the participle appears in the first-person 
singular, 289 units (87.8%) carry an external PM, and only 40 units (12.2%) 
do not.

This finding confirms the hypothesis of this research: since participle forms do 
not have an internal PM, the external PM is obligatory. However, the 40 units 
in which no external PM is present should be explained.

By analyzing the units that do not contain an external PM, I found 22 cases 
(55.0%) that contain the phrase לא יודעת / לא יודע lo yodea / lo yodaat ‘I don’t 
know’. Most of the time this phrase functions as a discourse marker, a fixed 
phrase that does not carry the exact meaning of its components — the same 
function this phrase fulfills in, for instance, spoken English.
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Another 15 units (37.5%) fall into three main groups:

• In 5 units, an external PM had been used in previous units.

• In 4 units, the person is known from the previous unit, mostly in cases of 
an answer to a wh-question:

(SC8000 3269-70) )א: איזה שנה אתה(  (47)

ב: עכשיו מסיים שנייה  

axʃav    msajem-Ø         ʃni-ja

now(temp) finish.part.pi'el-sg.m second-sg.f

(A: ‘What year are you in [at the university]?’)

B: ‘I am now finishing the second (year).’

(SC15000 6742-3) )א: היי ממי @@@[(  (48)

ב: אוכלת תפוח אדמה  

oxel-et tapuax adama

eat.part.qal-sg.f potato

(A: ‘Hi, dear, @@@’)

B: ‘I am eating a potato.’

(48) is a bit different, since the question can only be guessed. The informant 
in this conversation speaks on the phone, and in the recording we cannot hear 
the conversation partner. It is obvious from the intonation and prosody and 
from the utterance of the informant that she is asked what she is doing while 
speaking on the phone, and her answer is ‘eating a potato’.

• 6 units represent the same finding I have already discussed concerning the 
SC units with an external PM: the case of mental-perception verbs. This 
time all occurrences include a negation before the participle verb, and all 
are responses to questions the speakers were asked.

(SC5000 2046) לא מכירה אף אחד באשדוד  (49)

lo  makir-a   af=xad  be-aʃdod

neg know.part.hif'il-sg.f  any=one in-Ashdod(loc)

‘I do not know anyone in Ashdod.’
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(SC8000 3344) לא זוכר  (50)

lo zoxer-Ø

neg remember.part.qal-sg.m

‘I do not remember.’

(SC10000 4489) לא חושבת  (51)

lo        xoʃev-et

neg think.part.qal-sg.f

‘I do not think (so).’

These examples occur in a specific context. In the previous units of each 
example, a direct question is asked, one requiring a specific answer; moreover, 
it is clear (1) that the person whom the question is aimed at is the one to answer, 
and (2) that he or she is the subject of the answer. In participles, the verb — 
in particular, the negation form of the verb — is exclusively used without an 
external PM. It should be mentioned that in all cases, a specific prosody is 
used to indicate a disrespectful reaction of the speaker to the other participant 
in the conversation, the participant who had asked the question. In all cases, 
the question included the second PM.

It seems to me that this tendency of not using the external PM with the participle 
to indicate first person became common usage only since text messages became 
widespread in Israel, because both the subject and the object of such messages are 
clear and the format requires that the message be short. Therefore, the informants 
consider that adding the person would be redundant. It is easy to adapt this 
structure from texting to spoken language. Recordings I made during the years 
2011–2015 show that this tendency, no PMs with first-person-singular participles, 
is becoming the regular way of speaking in Israel.

One might claim that ‘know’ also belongs to this group of verbs, since it is a 
mental-perception verb. However, I refer to ‘know’ separately, since it has two 
kinds of meaning: one is the original ‘know’ — meaning ‘I have captured some 
information in my mind, and now I am the owner of this information’ — and 
the other is the vague expression that usually means ‘I do not know’ or ‘Well...’ 
and functions only as a discourse indicator.

The final 3 units out of the 40 participle units without an external PM (15%) 
contain the verb נשבע niʃba ‘swear’. Here too, it is expected that the external 
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PM will not be necessary, since it is clear that the speaker himself is the only 
one possible in this context who could swear.164

(SC4000 1520) )ב: שקרנית( / א: נשבעת לך  (52)

niʃba'-at la-x

write.part.nif'al-sg.f to-2.sg.m

(b: You liar) / ‘I swear to you.’

6.1.4.3.3.1.4.  Intermediate summary

In the SC, the first-person singular behaves as predicted in the main hypothesis 
of this study: in most cases, no external PM is added to the explicit verb. The 
cases in which an external PM is added fall into five categories, three of which 
are of a semantic nature — that is, they occur with mental-perception verbs, 
with statement verbs, or with modal verbs. In one category, syntactic and 
prosodic parameters require the use of the PM — that is, it occurs in a separate 
unit. And in one category, a pragmatic reason requires the external PM: there 
is a complementary distribution between structures in which an external PM is 
added and those in which it is not, the former having a contrastive meaning.

The PC reveals an interesting finding. In almost all cases, an external PM is 
used before the explicit verb, a finding that can be explained on the basis of 
morphophonological considerations. The regular way to indicate first-person 
singular in SSIH is to use the external PM together with an explicit verb that 
starts with [j] or [i]. Only when the speaker pronounces the verb form with an 
initial [e] is no external PM added to the explicit verb.

With participles, the external PM is almost always added to the verb form, 
since the participle has no inherent PM. In two categories, however, there is 
no external PM with the participle form: when negating the verb ‘know’ and 
when using a mental-perception verb.

This finding creates a complementary distribution with the SC form of first-
person singular. In the SC, it is not necessary to add an external PM to an 
explicit verb, but it is added before mental-perception verbs. In the participle 
form, though the external PM is expected to be added to the verb, it is not used 
with a mental-perception verb.

164 It is interesting to mention that Cohen (1992, 3–5) investigated Mishnaic Hebrew and found that the 
regular verbal sentence structure (the PC and the SC) is with no external PM next to the verb. With 
modal verbs in general and with oath verbs in particular, however, there is an external PM added. 
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6.1.4.3.3.2.  Firs t -person plural

6.1.4.3.3.2.1.  Suff ix  conjugation (SC)

Since the PM in the SC is inherent and obvious, I hypothesized that no external 
PM is needed and that adding it would be considered redundant. Therefore, 
I would not expect external PMs in SC verbal units. If there are cases where 
external PMs are found, they need to be explained.

Table 30: The first-person-plural distribution in the SC

PM SC
Without an external PM 25
With an external PM 2

Table 30 reveals the expected behavior according to the main hypothesis in this 
study. Of the 27 units in which the first-person plural takes the subject position, 
25 (92.6%) carry the internal PM only; a suffix indicates the subject. This finding 
reinforces the hypothesis that in explicit verbs, when the subject is indicated by 
an affix, there is no need to add an external PM. This finding also strengthens my 
claim that SSIH is not a pro-drop language but rather a pro-add one.

As for the 2 cases in which an external PM is added to the verb (7.4%), these 
should be explained.

אמרתי לה / אני בהלם / היא אומרת לי / ## / אנחנו כיסינו בול את החתונה ואת הכול  (53)
 (SC15000 6644–6648)
amart~i  l-a
tell.qal.sc~1.sg   to-3.sg.f
  ani     be-elem
  1.sg     in-shock
    i omer-t l-i
    3.sg.f tell.qal.part-sg.f to-1.sg

      ##
      pn

        anaxnu  kisi~nu      bul
        1.pl  cover.piel.sc~1.pl   exactly
        et    a-xatuna   ve-et  a-kol
        acc     def-wedding   and-acc def-all
‘I told her, “I am shocked.” She told me, “PN, we have covered the 
wedding’s expenses.”’
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In this example, the speaker is telling the listener about a conversation she had 
with her friend after the friend got married. The first-plural PM is used when the 
speaker quotes her friend telling her that the gifts (money) that they (the friend 
and her husband) got for the wedding were enough to cover all the wedding 
expenses. The use of the external PM is pragmatic: the speaker is contrasting, 
or emphasizing, the different speakers in this conversation.

  אני לא מצפה שיבואו ויתנו לי בית מלון / אני מצפה שיבואו ויגידו את המילה  (54)
(SC17000 7881–1883) תודה / למה אנחנו קרענו את התחת על הנייטרד

ani lo mecap-a ʃe-j~avo~u
1.sg neg expect.part.pi'el-sg.f that-3~come.pc.qal~pl

ve-Ø~itn~u l-i    bet malon
and-3~give.pc.qal~pl to-1.sg    hotel
  ani mecap-a ʃe-j~avo~u
  1.sg expect~part.qal-sg.f that-3~come.pc.qal~pl

  ve-j~agid~u      et        a-mila    toda
  and-3~say.pc.qal~pl acc         def-word   thanks
    lama anaxnu  kara~nu
    why 1.pl  tear.qal.sc~1.pl

    et a-taxat (t=a-taxat) al  a-najtred
    acc=def-ass on  def-nitride
‘I do not expect them to reward me by paying for a hotel. I expect they 
will just say thanks, because we have worked really hard on that nitride 
machine [literally: we have busted our ass on the nitride machine].’

In this example, the speaker uses the external first plural next to the explicit 
verb again for pragmatics reasons: She contrasts the ‘they’ as an impersonal 
plural with ‘we’, the workers in the factory who include her.

6.1.4.3.3.2.2.  Prefix conjugation (PC)

Since the PM is inherent and obvious in the PC, I hypothesized that no external 
PM is needed, and that adding it would be considered redundant. Therefore, 
I would expect no external PMs in PC verbal units. If each case in which an 
external PM is found, it needs to be explained.
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Table 31: The first-person-plural distribution in the PC

PM PC
Without an external PM 51
With an external PM 4

Table 31 presents the expected behavior according to the main hypothesis in 
this study. Of the 55 units in which the first-person plural takes the subject 
position, 51 (92.7%) carry the internal PM only; a prefix indicates the subject. 
This finding reinforces the hypothesis that in explicit verbs, when the subject 
is indicated by an affix, there is no need to add an external PM. This finding 
also strengthens my claim that SSIH is not a pro-drop language but rather a 
pro-add one.

However, there are 4 units (7.3%) in which an external PM is added to the verb, 
and these should be explained.

• In 2 cases, the external PM is used to enable the predicate to be the focus 
of the unit. In other words, if the external PM had not been used, it would 
not be possible to emphasize the predicate prosodically in order to make 
the verb the most important component of the unit.

(SC9000 4238–4240) בסדר / אנחנו נתארגן / להביא דברים של...  (55)

beseder

OK

  anaxnu n~itargen

  1.pl  1.pl~organize.pc.hitpa'el

    leavi  dvar-im      ʃel

    bring.inf.hif’il  thing(n.sg.m)-pl.m    poss

‘OK, we will bring things that are...’

The speaker here is talking on the phone and is answering his wife, who has told 
him to take the food from the broken refrigerator and bring it to her refrigerator. 
The speaker is answering with focus on the verb — literally: ‘OK, we will get 
organized to bring...’.

• In 1 case, there is a reflexive meaning, which can explain the use of 
the external PM: to emphasize the reflexive action, as in ‘We will do it 
ourselves’.
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(SC16000 7521–7522) בין היתר / אנחנו נעצב לעצמנו כרטיסי ביקור  (56)

ben a-yeter

between def-rest

 anaxnu n~eacev le-acme-nu kartisej bikur

 1.pl 1.pl~design.pc.pi'el to-self-1.pl cards visit

‘Among other things, we will design our own visiting cards.’

• In 1 case, there is a contrast between two characters in the unit, the use of 
the external first-person plural contrasts with the third-person-feminine 
singular:

היא גם העלתה את הרעיון הרי / שאנחנו נעצב בסופו של דבר...  (57)

i gam eelt~a et a-raayon  arej

3.sg.f also bring-up.hif'il.sc~3.sg.f acc def-idea    dm

  ʃe-anaxnu    n~eacev be-sof-o

  that-1.pl      1.pl~design.pc.pi'el in-end-poss.3.sg

  ʃel   davar

  poss   thing

‘She has also brought up the idea that we will finally design...’

6.1.4.3.3.2.3.  Participle  conjugation

In this section, I discuss only those units in which the participle takes the 
predicate position in a verbal utterance.

Since there is no internal PM in the participle form, I hypothesized that an 
external PM would be needed in conjunction with this verb form. Therefore, I 
would expect external PMs in verbal units based on a participle. In cases where 
an external PM is not found, its absence will need to be explained.

Table 32: The first-person-plural distribution in the participle conjugation

PM Participle
Without an external PM 8
With an external PM 21

Table 32 presents the expected behavior according to my main hypothesis in 
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this study. Of the 29 verbal units in which the first-person singular appears in 
participle, 21 (72.4%) carry an external PM, and only 8 units (27.6%) do not.

This finding confirms the hypothesis of this research: since participle forms do 
not have an internal PM, the external PM is obligatory. However, the 8 units 
in which no external PM is present should be explained.

• In 6 of these units, there are two speakers who are participants in the same 
conversation, using the same clause: a wh-question aimed at the mother, 
who is also a participant in this conversation:

(SC15000 6910) מתי אוכלים \  (58)

mataj oxli-im/

when eat.part.qal-pl.m

‘When do we eat?’

This use in Hebrew is an impersonal use of the verb, a fixed expression meaning 
‘when is dinner served?’. There is no use of an external PM, because from the 
structure and content it is clear that the speakers do not want to ask the question 
with a personal tone; rather, they phrase it as a general, impersonal question.

• In 1 unit, the speaker uses the modal verb ‘want’. This use of PMs with 
modal participles occurs in other persons as well. See examples (34) and 
the footnote preceding it, (147), (161) and Section 6.1.4.3.3.1.4.

רוצים לאכול  (59)

roc-im   leexol

want.part.qal-pl.m eat.inf.qal

‘(We) want to eat.’

• In 1 case, there is an accusative conjugation that carries the first-person-plural 
marker; therefore, there is no pragmatic or other need to add the external 
PM to the verb, since it is understood from the accusative conjugation.

(SC13000 5812) שומעים אותנו מדברות  (60)

ʃom-im ota~nu medabr-ot

hear.part.qal-pl.m acc~1.pl talk.part.qal-pl.f

‘(They) hear us talking.’
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6.1.4.4. Second person
6.1.4.4.1. Introduction

The second person in Hebrew, as described in textbooks, conjugates in both 
singular and plural and has a gender division, so there are masculine-singular, 
feminine-singular, masculine-plural, and feminine-plural forms. In the following 
sections, I present the distribution of second-person external and internal PMs 
in the different tenses, and I explain their behavior and arrangement in the 
grammatical system.

6.1.4.4.2. General findings

The second person in subject position is found in 857 verbal units, including 
both units that contained an external PM in addition to the affix of the verb and 
units that contained only an internal PM.

Table 33: Distribution of the second person in verb forms

Person Participle SC Imperative PC Total
Second 307 124 123 303 857

The distribution given in Table 33 reveals that most uses of the second-person 
PMs are in the participle form (35.8%); in 35.4% of the cases, the second 
person is used in the PC; in only 14.5% of the cases, the second person is used 
in the SC; and also in only 14.4% of the cases, the second person is used in 
the imperative.

In the following sections I present and analyze the second-person distribution 
in the corpus.

6.1.4.4.3. Distribution according to person: second-person distribution

Table 34 presents the distribution of second person and the presence of  external 
PMs:
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Table 34: Distribution of second person and presence of an external PM  
in verb forms

Person PM Participle SC Imperative PC Total

2.sg.m

Without an 
external PM 12 52 39 150 253

431
With an 
external PM 164 9 0 5 178

 2.sg.f

Without an 
external PM 18 44 76 131 269

385
With an 
external PM 103 5 0 8 116

 2.pl.m

Without an 
external PM 5 13 8 9 35

41
With an 
external PM 5 1 0 0 6

 2.pl.f

Without an 
external PM 0 0 0 0 0

0
With an 
external PM 0 0 0 0 0

Of the 857 second-person units in the subject position, 431 cases (50.3%) 
concern the masculine-singular PM, and 385 (44.9%) concern the feminine-
singular PM. Only 41 units (4.8%) concern the second-person-masculine-
plural marker. The second-person-feminine-plural morpheme, described in all 
textbooks and many grammars of Hebrew, is not found in the corpus at all.

As for the distribution of second-person markers, we learn from the table that 
of the 816 units concerning second-person singular in subject position, only 
294 (36.0%) co-occur with an external second-person-singular marker, and only 
6 units of 41 (14.6%) co-occur with an external second-person-plural marker.

By examining the distribution according to the morphology, we can easily see 
that from the 294 units in second-person singular containing an external PM, 
267 (90.8%) are in the participle form. This significant finding supports the 
hypothesis: With explicit verbs (both “past” [SC] and “future” [PC] tenses), 
we should not expect an external PM in addition to the verb, whereas with the 
participle, the external PM is needed.
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In the following sections, however, I further bolster the hypothesis by presenting 
the distribution and behavior of the second-person markers in each morphological 
conjugation.

6.1.4.4.3.1.  Second-person s ingular

6.1.4.4.3.1.1.  Masculine

Table 35 presents the distribution of the second-person-masculine singular and 
the presence of an external PM:

Table 35: Distribution of second-person-masculine singular and the 
presence of an external PM

PM Participle SC Imperative PC Total
Without an external PM 12 52 39 150 253
With an external PM 164 9 0 5 178

Of the 431 PUs in which the masculine second-person singular takes the subject 
position, 178 (41.3%) contain the external PM, and 164 of those (92.1%) employ 
the participle conjugation. This finding presents the expected behavior according 
to the main hypothesis in this study. However, there are a few cases in which 
an external PM is added to an explicit verb.

6.1.4.4.3.1.1.1.  Suff ix  conjugation (SC)

Table 36 presents the distribution of the second-person-masculine singular in 
the SC form in relation to the presence or absence of an external PM:

Table 36: Distribution of second-person-masculine-singular and the 
presence of an external PM in SC

PM SC
Without an external PM 52
With an external PM 9

The distribution of second-person-masculine singular presents 9 cases in  
which an external PM is added to the explicit SC verb. These should be 
explained.

There are distinct categories among the 9 units in which a specific nuance or 
circumstance might systematically justify the use of an external PM.
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• 5 of the units are used by the same informant, an Israeli Defense Force 
officer, who is speaking with his subordinate about the subordinate‘s 
intimate matters: his relationship with his wife during his military service 
and the way that relationship affects his duty. Since these 5 units are used 
by a single informant, employing an external PM where it is not expected, 
this could indicate a characteristic of this specific speaker. It could also be 
a general characteristic of soldiers’ language or jargon.165

(SC1000 172) כשאתה הגעת למשרד  (61)

kʃe-ata  iga~ta    l-a-misrad

when(temp)-2.sg.m   arrive.hif'il.sc~2.sg  to-def-office

‘when you arrived at the office’ 

(SC1000194–195) אתה עבדת טוב כמו / כמו תמיד  (62)

ata avade~ta      tov          kmo

2.sg.m   work.qal.sc~2.sg.m      good    like

 kmo tamid

 like always

‘You worked as well as... as always.’

• 6 of the units (3 of them are used by the soldier) present a contrast between 
one subject and another; that is, the first-person subject uses the external PM 
to emphasize the listener as opposed to himself or herself or to others. In these 
units, the external PM is articulated with an emphasizing intonation.

אמרתי לה על אמא שלך / וגם שאתה / שאתה אמרת שלא שווה ללכת  (63)
 (SC2000 1037–1039)

amar~ti l-a al    ima  ʃel-xa

tell.qal.sc~1.sg to-3.sg.f on   mother  poss-2.sg.m

165 There has not been much research on soldiers’ spoken language in Israel (mostly because of confidentiality 
concerns). However, there are specific characteristics of this jargon, such as using multiple pronouns 
and using a language more analytic than synthetic (even though Hebrew is predominantly a synthetic 
language). 
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  ve-gam  ʃe-ata
  and-also  that-2.sg.m
    ʃe-ata  amar~ta  ʃe-lo   ʃave
    that-2.sg.m  tell.qal.sc~2.sg.m  that-neg  worthwhile
    lalexet
    go.inf.qal

‘I told her about your mother’ / ‘and also that you’ / ‘that you said it is 
not worthwhile going’

Another category includes 2 units in which the second person is used to 
emphasize the positivity of the action, as if the speakers are objecting to the 
words or rejecting the ideas of the person being spoken to. In these 2 cases, 
we find that to give the verb more emphatic strength, a predication marker or 
a discourse marker is added between the conjunction, on the one hand, and the 
second-person marker and the verb, on the other hand.

(SC1000 191–192) אני יכול להגיד שכן / אתה נתת  (64)

ani jaxol-Ø             lagid  ʃe-ken

1.sg       can.part.qal-sg.m     tell.inf.hif'il  that-yes

 ata nata~ta

 2.sg.m give.qal.sc~2.sg.m

‘I can say that, yes, you did give (your best).’

6.1.4.4.3.1.1.2.  Prefix conjugation (PC)

Table 37 presents the distribution of the second-person-masculine singular with 
the explicit PC verb, showing the presence or absence of an external PM.

Table 37: The second-person-masculine-singular distribution in the PC

PM PC
Without an external PM 150
With an external PM 5

Of the 155 PUs in which the second-person singular appears in the PC, 150 
(96.8%) do not carry an external PM; only 5 units (3.2%) use the external PM. 
This finding presents the expected behavior according to the main hypothesis. 
The verb in PC contains an internal PM. Using an external PM in addition to 
the internal one needs to be explained.
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• In 3 of the units, there is a contrast between one subject and another; that 
is, the first-person subject, the speaker, uses the external second-person 
marker to emphasize his listener, as opposed to himself. In these units the 
external PM is articulated with an emphasizing intonation.

(SC1000 55) סך הכול אני לא רוצה שאתה תיפגע  (65)

sax akol  ani     lo      roce-Ø                    ʃe-ata

generally   1.sg    neg   want.part.qal-sg.m    that-2.sg.m

t~ipaga~Ø

2~hurt.pc.nif'al~sg.m

‘In the end, I do not want you to be hurt.’

אני מוכנה להתמודד וזה / העיקר שאתה תצליח / ואתה תעבור את זה  (66)
 (SC1000 528-30)

ani muxan-a   leitmoded        ve-ze

1.sg ready.part.huf'al-sg.f      cope.inf.hitpa'el    and-dem.sg.m

 a-ikar ʃe-ata t~acliax~Ø

 def-main that-2.sg.m 2~succeed.pc.hif'il~sg.m

 ve-ata t~a'avor~Ø et ze

 and-2.sg.m 2~pass.pc.qal~sg.m acc dem.sg.m

‘I am ready to cope (etc.) / the main thing is that you succeed / and 
you will pass through it.’

• 1 unit concerns a case in which a predication marker separates the subject 
of the unit from its predicate. In this case informant B told A that if A 
would have gone to a gym, he would also have felt as B did. In this case, 
the marker is an addition word whose role is to compare the speaker (B in 
this case) with the listener (A in this case) in order to encourage the listener 
to do the same and in order to get the same results.

(SC3000 1164–1166) תתאמן יום יומיים / אתה גם תרגיש כזה / כיף כזה  (67)

t~itamen~Ø     yom    yo'maim

2~write.pc.hitpa'el~sg.m day    day-dual

  ata  gam t~argiʃ~Ø  ka-ze

  2.sg.m  also 2~feel.pc.hif'il~sg.m  like-dem.sg.m
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    kef ka-ze

    fun (n.sg.m) like-dem.sg.m

‘Practice (2.sg.m) a day or two / you will also feel like... / like fun.’

In this unit, the addition word is articulated with an emphasizing intonation.

• In 1 unit, we found the impersonal use of the second person. The speaker 
is a soldier telling his soldier friend about his officer’s behavior: the officer 
would not let any of the soldiers go home until it was time for him to go 
home. The speaker describes the situation in first person, assuming the role 
of the officer, and then he uses an impersonal reference to emphasize that 
no matter who is the soldier, no one would leave before the officer did.

(SC3000 1243–1244) אני פה עד חמש / אתה לא תזוז לפני  (68)

ani po ad  xameʃ

1.sg        here  until five

 ata lo t~azuz~Ø lifnej

 2.sg.m neg 2~move.pc.qal~sg.m before

‘I am here until five \ there will not be an option for you (no one) to go 
before that.’   [Literally: ‘You will not move before that.’]

This example shows an interesting use of the second-person conjugation 
and includes two aspects to refer to:

The use of a PC verb with an predictive meaning (as opposed to the regular  P

meaning of this verb form, either “future tense” or “imperative”).

The impersonal use of the second person. This impersonal use is actually  P

quite involved. The speaker uses it in order to make the listener feel as 
if he were a part of the story, as if the story were happening to him.166

There are no examples in the findings of PC verbal units without an external PM 
that satisfied any of the criteria in the foregoing list. This list strongly suggests 
that using the external PM in addition to the explicit PC verb in these cases is 
not accidental. Rather, it is systematic; it has reasons, whether these reasons 
are syntactic, prosodic, or semantic.

166 The second-person masculine is used very rarely with an impersonal reading, in contrast to the 
widespread impersonal use of the second-person feminine. See Section 6.1.4.4.3.1.2.2. For more 
about this impersonal form in Hebrew, see Nahir (1968), Berman (1979), Livnat (2007), Burstein 
(2014), and others. See also Holmstedt (2013). With the second-person feminine, this behavior forms 
a complementary distribution between the units with external PMs and those without them.
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6.1.4.4.3.1.1.3.  Participle  conjugation

Table 38 presents the distribution of the second-person-masculine singular in 
participle conjugation, showing the presence or absence of an external PM:

Table 38: The second-person-masculine-singular distribution in the 
participle conjugation

PM Participle
Without an external PM 12
With an external PM 164

Of the 176 verbal units in which the second-person-masculine singular appears 
in participle form, 164 (93.2%) carry an external PM, and only 12 units (6.8%) 
are coded as having no external PM.

This finding supports my hypothesis: since participle forms do not have an 
internal PM, the external PM is obligatory. However, the 12 units in which no 
external PM is present should be explained. Another issue warranting discussion 
is the semantic distribution of the second-person marker and the explanations 
for this behavior.

6.1.4.4.3.1.1.3.1. Without an external person marker

By analyzing the 12 units that do not contain an external PM, we see that 3 of 
them (25.0% of the total) should not be taken into consideration, since there 
are external PMs belonging to these units in the preceding units. The other 9 
units are discussed here.

• 4 units (44.4% of the units we are considering) contain the modal verb רוצה 
roce ‘[I] want’. This behavior is found with modal verbs in all persons in 
the participle conjugation.

(SC9000 3964) רוצה פנס \  (69)

roce-Ø       panas /

want.part.qal-sg.m flashlight /

‘Do you want a flashlight?’

(70)  \ {maʃu} רוצה לשתות משהו (SC9000 4269)

roce-Ø      liʃtot           maʃehu /

want.part.qal-sg.m drink.inf.qal something /

‘Would you like anything to drink?’
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• 5 units (55.6%) contain one of the mental-perception verbs — either יודע 
jode'a ‘know’ (meaning ‘to have knowledge about something’), or מכיר
makir ‘know’ (meaning ‘to be familiar with someone’):

(SC3000 1311–1312) יודע כמה זמן / לא עשיתי שבת \  (71)

yode'a-Ø       kama zman

know.part.qal-sg.m how time

 lo asi~ti ʃabat /

 neg do.qal.sc~1.sg Saturday /

‘Do you know how long I did not “do Shabbat” [stayed at the base on 
Saturday]?’

(SC6000 2301) מכיר את ##\  (72)

makir-Ø     et    ## /

know.part.qal-sg.m acc pn

‘Do you know ##?’

If we take a close look at all cases in which the external marker is not used, we 
find that they are all interrogative units ending with an appealing final tone.167 
In all other cases in the no-external-PM category, the verb used is a modal or 
perception verb

We can point out two main issues concerning the verbal participle units without 
an external second person PM:

– Each unit without an external PM occurs in an interrogative structure. Only 
three verbs are used with an external PM in this structure: ‘want’ and the 
two ‘know’ verbs (one for knowledge of fact, the other for familiarity with 
someone). These verbs are necessarily used when the speaker is appealing 
to the listener. Both the listener and the speaker are part of the conversation. 
The speaker and the listener are known to each other, so using an external 
PM in these cases is redundant.

– It seems to me that this tendency of not using an external PM with participle 
verbs to indicate second person (as well as to indicate first person, as 
described in Section 6.1.4.3.3.1.3.) became common only since the use of 
text messaging had become widespread in Israel, because both the subject 

167 About final tones in general, and in this study in particular, see Sections 2.3.3.3 and 5.4.1.
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and the object of such messages are obvious, and the texting format requires 
that the message be short. Therefore, the informants consider that adding 
the PM would be redundant. In the recordings that I made during the past 
5 years, this structure has become more and more common, and now it is 
the regular way that speakers appeal to each other, almost regardless of 
the verb’s type. The only exception is with action verbs; with these, the 
speakers still choose to use the external marker.

6.1.4.4.3.1.1.3.2. With an external person marker

There are several meanings and uses of the external PM with the second-person 
participle conjugation. Out of the 164 masculine second-person singular verbal 
units in which the external PM is added in the participle conjugation, there are 
103 units (62.8%) where it is the “obvious” PM that is added — that is, where 
the speaker addresses the listener directly and the second person is the formal 
subject of the not-explicit verb form. In these cases, the addition of the external 
PM is expected from my hypothesis, since there is no internal PM in the verb 
form and adding one does not make it redundant. The remaining 61units (37.2%) 
require explanation:

• In 41 units (67.2%), we see either the phrase:

אתה שומע \  (73)

ata       ʃomea-Ø /

2.sg.m hear.part.qal-sg.m

‘Do you hear?’ [Meaning: ‘Do you follow?’]

or the phrase:

אתה מבין \  (74)

ata mevin-Ø /

2.sg.m understand.part.hif'il-sg.m

‘Do you understand?’ [Meaning: ‘You see?’]

These occurrences are very common in second-person-masculine singular168 

168 But not in the second-person feminine. This difference can be explained by referring to the sociolinguistic 
or a psycholinguistic level. The typical male speaker needs to be repeatedly assured that his listener 
is indeed listening, so he uses such “space” phrases to summon and maintain the listener’s attention. 
A female speaker, on the other hand, achieves her listener’s attention in other ways.
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and have a pragmatic role in the discourse: to summon the listener’s attention 
and to make sure to keep his attention.

• In 8 cases (13.1%), the speaker uses the second person when citing direct 
speech that someone other than the listener has said to the speaker previously. 
The speaker uses this way of forming an idea in order to give the listener the 
feeling that he (the listener) has been participating in the original situation 
described in the discourse’s content. Of course, in these cases the citation 
comes after a “message verb” — that is, a verb such as ‘say’, ‘tell’, and so 
on, with a massage clause after it.

(SC14000 6129–6130) הוא אומר לי אתה / אני אוהב שאתה יושב לידי  (75)

u  omer-Ø       l-i     ata

3.sg.m   tell.part.qal-sg.m to-1.sg.m 2.sg.m

  ani o'ev-Ø ʃ=ata joʃev-Ø

  1.sg.m love.part.qal-sg.m that-2sg.m sit.part.qal-sg.m

  lejad-i

  next to-1.sg

‘He tells me, “You, I love it when you sit near me.”’

(SC14000 6271–6272) ועוד אומרים לו / אתה לא מרגיש טוב  (76)

ve-od  omri-im   l-o

and-more tell.part.qal-pl.m to-3.sg.m

 ata lo margiʃ-Ø tov

 2.sg.m neg feel.part.hif'il-sg.m well

‘And moreover they tell him, “You do not feel well.”’

• In 9 units (14.8%), we have a unique type of the second-person-masculine 
singular in participle conjugation using the external PM: the “involved-
impersonal” person. Though masculine in gender, this external PM is used 
for addressing either a male or a female listener; a speaker can answer a 
woman’s question by using אתה ata ‘you’ [2.m], and a verb in masculine 
form. The common explanation for this form is that the speaker wants to 
make the listener more involved and familiar with the content the speaker 
is providing.169 In the following example, the informant tells his colleague 
about his lecturer’s “policy” at the university:

169 The neutral impersonal is the third-person plural. See Section 6.1.4.5.5.2.3. 
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אין דבר כזה לאחר / אתה מאחר / תחכה עשר דקות בחוץ  (77)
 (SC8000 3498–3500)

en   davar    ka-ze  leaxer

neg       thing(n.sg.m)   like-dem.sg.m late.inf.pi'el

 ata meaxer-Ø

 2.sg.m late.part.pi'el-sg.m

 t~exake~Ø   eser dak-ot b-a-xuc

 2~wait.pc.pi'el~sg.m   ten minute-pl.f in-def-out

‘There is no such thing as being late.’ \ ‘If you are late \ wait 10 minutes 
outside.’

• In the next example, the informant tells his friend about his father-in-law, 
who died when he is hospitalized in a mental health center. He believes that 
the doctors in this center treats patients as guinea pigs and that they try all 
kinds of new medications on them. And the informant gives his friend an 
example:

(SC14000 6349) אתה רוצה לבדוק כדורים לדוגמה לשכל  (78)

ata roce-Ø   livdok  kadur-im

2.sg.m want.part.qal-sg.m check.inf.qal pill(n.sg.m)-pl.m

le-dugma l-a-sexel

to-example(n.sg.f) to-def-brain(n.sg.m)

‘You want to try some pills, for example, on the brain.’

6.1.4.4.3.1.1.4.  Imperative conjugation

Table 39 presents the distribution of the masculine second-person singular in 
the imperative conjugation, showing the absence of an external PM:

Table 39: The second-person-masculine-singular distribution in the 
imperative conjugation

PM Imperative
Without an external PM 39
With an external PM 0

Each of the imperative forms contains an internal PM. Therefore, it is expected 
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from my hypothesis that the external PM will not be added to imperative verb 
forms. The finding is unequivocal: no imperative forms carry an external PM 
in the corpus examined. Here are two examples:

(SC7000 2702) אבא קח עוד שניים  (79)

aba    kax~Ø            od ʃnaim

father(n.sg.m) take.imp.qal~sg.m more  two(m)

‘Father, take another two.’

(SC11000 5059) נסה את השלוש הזה תראה אולי הוא @  (80)

nase~Ø     et  a-ʃaloʃ    a-ze

try.imp.pi'el~sg.m acc def-three def-dem.sg.m

t~ire~Ø ulaj u    @@

2~see.pc.qal~sg.m maybe 3.sg.m       @@

‘Try this three (shoe size), and see perhaps @@.’

6.1.4.4.3.1.2.  Feminine

Table 40 presents the distribution of the second-person-feminine singular and 
the presence of an external PM:

Table 40: Distribution of second-person-feminine singular and the 
presence of an external PM

PM Participle SC Imperative PC Total
Without an 
external PM 18 44 76 131 269
With an external 
PM 103 5 0 8 116

Of the 385 PUs in which the second-person-feminine singular takes the subject 
position, 116 (30.1%) contain an external PM, and 103 of those (88.8%) employ 
the participle conjugation. This finding presents the expected behavior according 
to my main hypothesis in this study. However, there are several cases in which 
an external PM is added to an explicit verb.

6.1.4.4.3.1.2.1.  Suff ix  conjugation (SC)

Table 41 presents the distribution of the second-person-feminine singular in 
the SC form and the presence or absence of an external PM:
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Table 41: The second-person-feminine-singular distribution in the SC

PM SC
Without an external PM 44
With an external PM 5

According to the hypothesis, in explicit verbs, when the subject is inherently 
indicated by an affix, there is no need to add an external PM. The distribution 
of second-person-feminine singular presents 5 cases in which an external PM 
is added to the explicit SC verb. These should be explained.

There are two main categories among the 5 units in which a specific nuance or 
circumstance might systematically justify the use of an external PM:

• 2 PUs with an external PM are yes/no questions. These units start with an 
external PM, which performs the role of appeal to the verb’s subject, the 
listener, who is supposed to answer the question:

איפה סבתא {safta} שלי \ את ראית אותה \  (81)

efo savta ʃel-i

where grandmother poss-1.sg

 at ra'it ot~a /

 2.sg.f see.qal.sc~2.sg.m acc~3.sg.f

‘Where is my grandmother? Have you seen her?’

• 3 PUs containing an external PM present a contrast between one agent 
and another — that is, the listener, as opposed to all others mentioned 
in the discourse. Here the external PM is articulated with a specific and 
emphasizing intonation.

את הזזת לי את הכיסא \  (82)

at    ezaz~t     l-i  et      a-kise /

2.sg.f move.hif'il.sc~2.sg.f  to-1.sg  acc  def-chair /

‘Did you move my chair?’

למה \ את לא ראית הכול  (83)

lama /

why /
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 at lo ra'i~t a-kol

 2.sg.f neg see.qal.sc~2.sg.f def-everything

‘Why? You have not seen everything.’

6.1.4.4.3.1.2.2.  Prefix conjugation (PC)

Table 42 presents the distribution of the second-person-feminine singular with 
an explicit PC verb, showing the presence or absence of an external PM.

Table 42: The second-person-feminine-singular distribution in the PC

PM PC
Without an external PM 131
With an external PM 8

Of the 139 verbal units in which the second-person singular appears in the PC, 131 
(94.2%) do not carry an external PM, and in only 8 units (5.8%) is the external PM 
added to the verb. This finding presents the expected behavior according to the 
main hypothesis in this study: the verb in the PC contains an internal PM. Using 
an external PM in addition to the internal one needs to be explained.

The PUs in which the external PM is added to the verb in the PC show a 
unique behavior of this verb conjugation in SSIH. Each of the units in which 
the external PM is added appears to provide evidence of a predictive meaning: 
the speaker is describing something he or she is sure will happen and wants 
the listener (and others) to accept this as a fact, as something beyond question. 
Here are some examples:

את תסעי אחרי העבודה הביתה  (84)

at t~is'~i  axrej a-avoda a-bajt-a

2.sg.f 2~drive.pc.qal~sg.f  after def-work def-home-loc

‘You will drive home after work.’

את תראי  (85)

at t~ir~i

2.sg.f 2~see.pc.qal~sg.f

‘You will see.’

It seems that SSIH creates a new conjugation paradigm, in which the external 
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PM and the pc verb (which includes the internal PM) are used to express an 
action that the speaker believes will surely happen in the future, so the listener 
will need to understand it as a fact.

This new form for the predictive in SSIH enables the “regular” conjugation 
of the PC — with no external PM added to the verb — to assume the role of 
expressing an imperative or a request. This distribution of the paradigm creates 
minimal pairs, a complementary distribution between the form with the external 
PM and the one without it.

Here is a semantic minimal pair of units, in which the only difference is either 
the presence or the absence of the external PM:  תראי tiri 2~see.qal.pc~sg.f ‘you 
will see’ (86) as opposed to את תראי at tiri 2.sg.f 2 ~see.qal.pc~sg.f [literally] 
‘you you will see’ (85).

אבל תראי כמה טונות של פקאנים יש על העץ  (86)

aval t~ir~i kama   ton-ot    ʃel

but 2~see.pc.qal~sg.f how much   ton-pl.f  poss

pecan-im   yeʃ   al a-ec

pecan-pl.f    exs      on def-tree

‘But look how many tons of pecans are on the tree!’

Whereas (86) represents the “regular” meaning of the verb ‘see’, usually a 
request to the listener to look at something, (85) represents a specific meaning 
of ‘see’, as in ‘you will definitely and without doubt see’, an utterance implying 
an omniscient speaker, one who “knows the future to come.” In other words, 
this structure emphasizes the speaker’s knowledge and attitude toward the issue 
under discussion.

6.1.4.4.3.1.2.3.  Participle  conjugation

Table 43 presents the distribution of the second-person-feminine singular in the 
participle conjugation, showing the presence or absence of an external PM.

Table 43: The second-person-feminine-singular distribution in the 
participle conjugation

 PM Participle
Without an external PM 18
With an external PM 103
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Of the 121 verbal units in which the participle appears in the second-person-
feminine singular, 103 (85.1%) carry an external PM, and only 18 units (14.9%) 
are coded as not having an external PM.

This finding supports my hypothesis: since participle forms do not have an 
internal PM, the external PM is obligatory. However, the 18 units in which no 
external PM is presented (according to the coding of the specific units) should 
be explained.

By analyzing these 18 units, we see that 4 of them (22.2% of the total) should 
not be taken into consideration, since there are external PMs belonging to 
these units in previous units. Here I explain the remaining 14 cases (77.8% of 
the total):

• 6 units (42.9% of the relevant cases) contain the verb רוצה roce ‘(you) 
want’:

רוצה לישון אצלי \  (87)

roc-e     liʃon     ecli /

want.part.qal-sg.m sleep.inf.qal at-1.sg

‘Would you like (want) to sleep (to stay for the night) at my place?’

• 5 units (35.7% of the relevant cases) are parts of utterances in which the 
external PM appears at the beginning, and the subsequent units rely on it; 
that is, they are cases of conjunction reduction. For example:

את מפרססת / מפרססת עכשיו / ויוצאת עכשיו / ויורדת למטה  (88)

at mefarses-et

2.sg.f make U-turn.pi'el.part-sg.f

 mefarseset axʃav

 make U-turn.pi'el.part-sg.f now

 ve-joce-t axʃav

 and-get out.qal.part-sg.f now

 ve-jored-et le-mata

 and-go down.qal.part-sg.f to-down

‘You make a U-turn \ make a U-turn now\ and get out now \ and go 
down.’
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In (88), the verbs מפרססת mefarseset ‘you [2.f] make a U-turn’, ויוצאת veyocet 
‘and get out’, and ויורדת vejoredet ‘and go down’ rely on an earlier instance of 
the external PM; there is no need to repeat it. It is common in Hebrew to have 
a single subject (in this case, the external PM) for several verbs, the syntax 
indicating a sequence of actions.

• In 3 cases (21.4% of the relevant cases), the participle has no explicit subject 
and appears in a dialogue between two speakers. For example, a woman 
voiced her opinion about something, and the man agreed with her, saying 
 codeket ‘(you) are right’. Since he spoke directly to her, he did not צודקת
feel the need to use the explicit PM. The same thing happened in the other 
2 units of this category.

6.1.4.4.3.1.2.4.  Imperative conjugation

Table 44 presents the distribution of the second-person-feminine singular in the 
imperative conjugation, showing the complete absence of an external PM.

Table 44: The second-person-feminine-singular distribution  
in the imperative conjugation

PM Imperative
Without an external PM 76
With an external PM 0

Each of the imperative forms contains an internal PM. Therefore, it is expected 
from my hypothesis that imperative verbs will not have an external PM added. 
The finding is unequivocal: no imperative forms carry an external PM in the 
corpus examined.

6.1.4.4.3.2.  Second-person plural

Only 41 units (4.8% of all the second-person PUs containing the second person 
in the subject position) carry the second-person-masculine-plural marker. The 
second-person-feminine-plural morpheme, described in all textbooks and many 
grammars of Hebrew, is not found in the corpus at all, even though there are 
units in which it would be expected. This finding leads to the conclusion that 
in SSIH, there is no distinction between feminine and masculine reference in 
the plural conjugation of the explicit verb (see Table 45).
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Table 45: Distribution of second-person plural and the presence  
of an external PM

Person PM Participle SC Imperative PC Total

2.pl.m

Without an 
external PM 5 13 8 9 35

41
With an  
external PM 5 1 0 0 6

2.pl.f

Without an 
external PM 0 0 0 0 0

0
With an  
external PM 0 0 0 0 0

Of the 41 PUs in Table 45, just 6 (14.6%) contain an external PM, and 5 of those 
(83.3%) employ the participle conjugation. This finding presents the expected 
behavior according to my main hypothesis in this study.

6.1.4.4.3.2.1.  Suff ix  conjugation (SC)

Table 46 presents the distribution of the second-person plural in the SC and the 
presence or absence of an external PM.

Table 46: The second-person plural distribution in the SC

PM SC
Without an external PM 13
With an external PM 1

There is only one case in which an external PM is added to an explicit verb:

(SC17000 7795–7797) אתם שמעתם / ש## / קיבלו כל אחד אלף שקל \  (89)

atem ʃa'ma~tem

2.pl   hear.qal.sc~2.pl.m170

 ʃe'##

 pn [name of a team in the factory]

170 The person morpheme in this verb is what is indicated in grammar books to be the masculine form — 
that is, ending with [m]. However, as suggested at the beginning of this section, there is no distinction 
between masculine and feminine in SSIH in this tense, so from here on I will analyze this morpheme 
as a plural one, not as a plural-masculine one.
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 kibl~u kol exad elef ʃekel /

 get.pi'el.sc~3.pl every one thousand shekel?

‘Have you [2.pl] heard that ## got 1,000 shekels for each one?’

This is another example of the language’s use of the independent external PM 
in addition to the internal suffix in order to emphasize the message. By using 
the external PM in this structure along with a specific intonation, the speaker 
shows her surprise regarding the content she is about to relay to her listeners. 
This is a very common way in SSIH to express several kinds of feelings toward 
the content. Therefore, this use (this addition of an external PM to an explicit 
verb along with this specific intonation) can be considered as a pragmatic use 
and thus fits the conjugation and use system as it has been found and described 
up to this point.

Note that this example concerns a “yes/no question,” as do most of the other 
PUs previously mentioned that are used in these circumstances.

Another aspect of the second-person-plural verb should be mentioned  here: 
in all SC verbs, a penultimate stress is used, and the first syllable’s vowel is 
retained and not shortened. This pronunciation and conjugation are already 
documented,171 but grammar books and textbooks still describe these forms 
with a shortened vowel and with an ultimate stress on the person’s suffix.

6.1.4.4.3.2.2.  Prefix conjugation (PC)

Table 47 presents the distribution of the second-person-masculine plural with 
the explicit PC verb, showing the presence or absence of an external PM.

Table 47: The second-person-plural distribution in the PC

PM PC
Without an external PM 9
With an external PM 0

No PUs in the PC carry an external PM, a finding that supports my main 
hypothesis.

6.1.4.4.3.2.3.  Imperative conjugation

Table 48 presents the distribution of the second-person plural in imperative 
conjugation and the presence or absence of an external PM.

171 Schwarzwald (2003) and many others.
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Table 48: The second-person-plural distribution  
in the imperative conjugation

PM Imperative
Without an external PM 8
With an external PM 0

No PUs in imperative conjugation carry an external PM, just as expected from 
my hypothesis.

The imperative conjugation, like the PC and the SC, presents only one morpheme, 
which indicates either feminine or masculine. No explicitly feminine form is 
found in the corpus.

6.1.4.4.3.2.4.  Participle  conjugation

Table 49 presents the distribution of the second-person plural in the participle 
conjugation and the presence or absence of an external PM.

Table 49: The second-person-plural distribution  
in the participle conjugation

PM Participle
Without an external PM 5
With an external PM 5

Of the 10 verbal units in which the second-person plural appears in participle 
form, 5 units (50.0%) carry an external PM, and the other 5 units (50.0%) are 
coded as having no external PM.

All verbal forms in the participle conjugation are masculine forms. This is 
interesting, because the feminine form also exists in SSIH; however, it is used 
only when all participants of the discourse are females. No doubt this is the 
reason that feminine forms are not found in the corpus: There is no context 
involving women only.

Since participle forms do not have an internal PM, the external PM is expected 
to be obligatory. Therefore, the 5 units in which no external PM is present 
(according to the coding of the specific units) should be explained. Each of the 
5 units is spoken by a single female informant, and each unit actually does have 
the required external PM, but it appears in the previous unit of each verbal unit. 
The speaker is very angry, because she feels that everyone is against her. She 
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wants to have something done her way, but everyone insists that she is wrong. 
The 5 consecutive PUs represent the speaker’s state of mind at that moment. 
There are sides: ‘I’ versus ‘you’ (plural), and the ‘you’ group is against her. 
She wants to emphasize the ‘you’ as opposed to herself, so she includes the 
obligatory external PM in a separate verbal unit:

 אתם רק יודעים לדבר / אתם לא / לא חושבים / אתם כאילו / שוללים / שוללים /  (90)
(SC15000 1460–7461) שוללים

atem rak yod-im ledaber
2.pl just know.part.qal-pl.m talk.inf.pi'el

 atem lo
 2.pl neg

 lo xoʃv-im
 neg think.part.qal-pl.m
 atem ke'ilu
 2.pl like
 ʃolel-im
 negate.part.qal-pl.m
 ʃolel-im
 negate.part.qal-pl.m
 ʃolel-im
 negate.part.qal-pl.m
‘All you know is to talk. \ You do not \ do not think. You like negate 
negate negate.’

Therefore, an external PM is actually included in all participle constructions. 
This finding is consistent with the main hypothesis of this research.

6.1.4.4.4. Intermediate summary

In most of the cases, the second person is used without an external PM added to 
the explicit verb form, and in most cases, it is added to the participle forms.

However, there are some cases in which an external PM is added to the explicit 
verb: in cases of contrast between the speaker and the listener, or in cases in 
which the speaker wants to focus on the predicate. Here the addition of an 
external PM makes it possible to focus the predicate prosodically.

The second-person-feminine singular shows an interesting behavior: a 
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morphological difference in the verbal construction provides a semantically 
complementary distribution — that is, the form with an external PM added 
to the PC expresses predictive meaning. In other words, the speaker uses this 
structure to say that he or she is sure that something will happen in the future. 
Since this structure has assumed this meaning, the “regular” form — that is, 
with no external PM added — expresses an imperative or a request.

With participles, the lack of a PM where it is expected occurs in two types of 
units: before the modal verb ‘want’ and in the interrogative structure of a yes/
no question that ends with a final tone of appeal.

In the imperative, we find all verb forms in all persons, as expected, without 
an external PM.

6.1.4.5. Third person
6.1.4.5.1. Introduction

The third person is not an active participant in the conversation. This person is the 
one being talked about. It is therefore necessary that the object of conversation 
be clear and precise. Many researchers have already described the difference 
between first person and second person, on the one hand, and third person, 
on the other hand, in many languages (see Siewierska [2004, 5–8]). Whereas 
the first- and second person has only one possible referent, a third person has 
many possible referents. This difference in function has an influence on the 
grammatical and the syntactic behavior of the third person.

The third-person pronoun has a further role in classical Hebrew, as described 
in grammar books: it is used as a copula in nonverbal sentences.

Note that the third-person-masculine-singular PC form is identical to the first-
person-singular PC form, as described in Section 6.1.4.3.3.1.2. The omission 
of the first consonant in Israeli pronunciation caused a first-person form to 
emerge that is identical to the third-person form. This identity of the two forms 
has led to the comprehensive addition of the external independent PM in the 
first-person-singular form.

6.1.4.5.2. The third-person gender conjugation

As described in textbooks, the Hebrew third person conjugates in both singular 
and plural and has a gender division; that is, there are masculine-singular, 
feminine-singular, masculine-plural, and feminine-plural forms. But in SSIH, 
the latter opposition does not exist, neither in the external PM nor in the internal 
affixes of the verb, as I will show below.
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6.1.4.5.3. The third-person conversion paradigm in SSIH

Again, Classical Hebrew has a two-gender paradigm: masculine and feminine. 
In SSIH, as will be presented in this study, a new component arises; there is a 
demonstrative that takes on the role of personal pronoun as well, mostly the 
masculine-singular demonstrative. This phenomenon is new to Hebrew, and it 
is probably a result of languages in contact. English has had a very dominant 
influence in Israel during the past few decades (due to global commerce, science, 
and wide Internet use). As a result, Hebrew has, for the first time in its existence, 
three genders: masculine, feminine, and neuter.

In the following sections, I present the distribution of third-person external and 
internal PMs in the different conjugations, and I explain their behavior and 
arrangement in the grammatical system.

6.1.4.5.4. General findings

The third person in subject position is found in 707 verbal units, including both 
units that contain an external PM in addition to the affix of the verb and units 
that contain an internal PM only. This is the lowest rate of all persons used in 
this corpus.

Table 50 presents the distribution of the third person in the different 
conjugations.

Table 50: Distribution of the third person in verb forms

Person Participle SC PC Total
Third 370 253 84 707

This distribution reveals that most uses of the third person are in the participle 
conjugation (52.3%). There is no imperative conjugation in the third person.

In the following sections, I present and analyze the third-person distribution 
in the corpus.

6.1.4.5.5. Distribution according to person: third-person distribution

Table 51 presents the distribution of the third person (morphological conjugation) 
and the presence of an external PM interface.
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Table 51: Distribution of third person and presence of an external PM  
in verb forms

Person PM Participle SC PC Total

3.sg.m
Without an external PM 75 60 21 156

320
With an external PM 88 62 14 164

 3.sg.f
Without an external PM 24 36 16 76

191
With an external PM 67 36 12 115

 3.pl
Without an external PM 28 24 5 57

110
With an external PM 31 16 6 53

neutral Demonstrative 57 19 10 86 86

Of the 707 third-person units in subject position, 320 cases (45.3 %) concern 
the masculine-singular PM, and 191 (27.0%) concern the feminine-singular PM. 
Only 110 units (15.6%) concern the (historical) third-person masculine-plural 
marker. The (historical) third-person-feminine-plural morpheme, described 
in all textbooks and many grammars of Hebrew, is not found in the corpus at 
all, although from the context and the sequential verb conjugation, it is clear 
that there is feminine reference. This brings us to the conclusion that SSIH has 
only a single morpheme for the plural conjugation in the SC and the PC, and it 
represents both masculine and feminine.172 One other finding revealed in Table 
51 is that there is a demonstrative form functioning as a PM in 86 units (12.2% 
of all third-person PMs).

As for the distribution of third-person markers, we learn from Table 51 that 
unlike what the findings for first and second persons revealed, the third-person 
distribution of PMs shows no great divergence in most of the conjugations.

According to my main hypothesis in this study, in explicit verbs, when the 
agent is inherently indicated by an affix, there is no need to add an external 
PM. However, as mentioned above, in many languages there is a distinction 
between first person and second person, on the one hand, and third person, on 
the other hand, because the third person has many potential referents, since it 
is the object of discussion rather than an active participant in the conversation. 
This fact forces the speakers to identify or describe this object more specifically 
and precisely. That is why the speakers use both grammatical and lexical means 

172 There is a feminine morpheme that is still in use in SSIH, in participles only. However, in Hebrew, 
one can use the feminine only when all persons referred to are women. This situation did not occur in 
the corpus. 
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to refer to the third person. As a result of this, the external third-person marker 
is used especially as an anaphoric pronoun.

The following sections analyze the distribution and behavior of the third-person 
markers in morphological conjugation.

6.1.4.5.5.1.  Third-person s ingular

6.1.4.5.5.1.1.  Masculine

Table 52 presents the distribution of the third-person-masculine singular and 
the presence of an external PM:

Table 52: Distribution of third-person-masculine singular and the 
presence of an external PM

PM Participle SC PC Total
Without an external PM 75 60 21 156
With an external PM 88 62 14 164
 External demonstrative 57 19 10 86

Of the 320 PUs in which the third-person-masculine singular takes the subject 
position, 164 (51.2%) contain the external PM, and 88 of those (53.7%) employ 
participle conjugation.

6.1.4.5.5.1.1.1.  Suff ix  conjugation (SC)

Table 53 presents the distribution of the third-person-masculine singular in the 
SC and the presence or absence of an external PM:

Table 53: The third-person-masculine-singular distribution in the SC

PM SC
Without an external PM 60
With an external PM 62
External demonstrative 19

Of the 141 PUs in which the verb conjugates in the third-person-masculine 
singular, 62 (44.0%) units contain an external PM added to the explicit SC 
verb; in 60 units (42.5%), it is not added; and in 19 units (13.5%), we find the 
masculine-singular demonstrative in the pronoun position — that is, the subject 
of the SC verb. This large number of cases in which an external marker is added 
to the explicit verb should be explained as well as the large number of cases in 
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which it is not added. The units in which the demonstrative takes the role of a 
PM should also be examined.

The third-person-masculine-singular form in the SC in SSIH is identical to the 
first-person singular as a result of a morphophonological process. It is possible 
that the speaker senses that the person is not very well identified through the 
explicit verb only and therefore adds an explicit marker: an external independent 
marker. It is also possible that the behavior in the singular is part of a wider 
phenomenon — that is, the fact that the third person is not a participant in the 
conversation. Therefore, the speaker wants to ensure that the listeners know 
who is the subject of the conversation.

6.1.4.5.5.1.1.1.1. With an external person marker

There are four distinct categories among the 62 units in which a specific nuance 
or circumstance might systematically justify the use of an external PM.

• In 27 of the units (43.5%) the verb amar ‘said’ is used. This phenomenon 
is already indicated in Section 6.1.4.3.3.1.1, about the first person. It seems 
that statement verbs — that is, verbs where someone is making a statement 
or is reporting something to the listeners (especially when using the verb 
‘say’) — need an explicit subject if the statement is made either by the speaker 
or by someone who is not participating in this particular conversation, the 
statement of whom is relayed by others. In the third person, however, this use 
of the PM is as an anaphoric pronoun, mostly in cases in which the speaker 
is reporting about his or her conversation with a third party, and passing on 
the third party’s message (see especially example [91]).

(SC4000 1628) היא אמרה שהוא יצא בול ##  (91)

i   amr~a   ʃe-'u  yaca
3.sg.f say.qal.sc~3.sg.f that-3.sg.m come-out.qal.sc~3.sg.f
bul   ##
just like  pn

‘She said he (the baby) looks just like ## (his father).’

(SC5000 2096) כי הוא אמר שאולי הם באים  (92)

ki  u amar~Ø  ʃe-ulaj
because 3.sg.m say.qal.sc~3.sg.m that-maybe
em  ba-im
3.pl.m come.part.qal-pl.m
‘Because he said they might come.’
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• In 15 of the units (24.2%), the external PM appears after a conjunction that 
opens a verbal clause. This is the expected syntactic behavior in Hebrew: 
when a third-person verb is used after a conjunction — that is, when a new 
clause starts — an explicit subject will come next to the conjunction and 
before the verb.

(SC6000 2595) יופי שהוא ניקה לך שמה  (93)

jofi  ʃe-u   nika~Ø            l-ax ʃama
beauty(adv) that-3.sg.m clean.pi'el.sc~3.sg.m to-2.sg.f  there(loc)
‘It is great that he cleaned for you there.’

(SC7000 2865) אני חושבת שהוא שיחק עם זה  (94)

ani  xoʃev-et              ʃe-u    sixek~Ø

1.sg     think.part.qal-sg.f   that-3.sg.m play.pi'el.sc~3.sg.m
im    ze
with     dem.sg.m
‘I think he tried to fix it.’

• 10 of the units (16.1%) present a contrast between one agent and another; 
that is, the speaker uses the third-person external PM to emphasize the 
object of discussion as opposed to himself or herself or to others. In these 
units, the external PM is articulated with an emphasizing intonation.

 הוא אומר / מה מה השקית הזאת / אמרתי / אני צריך לאסוף פה זבל / הוא אמר /  (95)
(SC3000 1358– 1363) אין בעיה

u omer-Ø

3.sg.m say.part.qal-sg.m
  ma  ma  ha-sakit    ha-zot
  what  what  def-bag(n.sg.f)  def-dem.sg.f
    amarti
    say.qal.sc~1.sg

      ani    carix-Ø  laasof    po  zevel
      1.sg          need-sg.m collect.inf.qal here   garbage
        u  amar~Ø

        3.sg.m  say.part.qal~sg.m

          en  beaja
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          neg  problem

‘He says, “What, what is this bag?” I said, “I need to collect the garbage 
here.” He said, “No problem.”’

(SC1777 8311–8312) אמרתי לו שיבוא לישון אצלי / הוא לא רצה  (96)

amar~ti lo ʃe-j~avo~Ø liʃon
tell.qal.sc~1.sg to-3.sg.m that-3.m~come.pc.qal~sg sleep.inf.qal 
ecl-i
at-1.sg

  u       lo  raca~Ø

  3.sg.m     neg     want.qal.sc~3.sg.m
‘I told him to come and sleep at my place. / He did not want to.’

In (95), this emphasis is even stronger, since each PM is used in a separate unit 
in order to make the listener notice the change in speaker.

• In 10 cases (16.1%), a predication marker (specific word or words, usually 
a conjunction, appearing before the verb or any other word in the unit to 
mark this is the predicate or the comment of the unit) separates the subject 
of the unit from its predicate. The predication marker is articulated with an 
emphasizing intonation.

(SC4000 1863) והוא גם הפתיע אותי  (97)

ve-u      gam    hiftia~Ø         ot~i
and-2.sg.m  also  surprise.hif'il.sc~1.sg    acc~1.sg

‘And he also surprised me.’

6.1.4.5.5.1.1.1.2. Without an external person marker

There are four distinct categories among the 60 units in which no external PM 
is added.

• In 31 units (51.7%), an explicit noun is added to the verb as an explicit 
subject:

(SC2000 764) התרגיל עדיין לא הסתיים  (98)

a-targil       adain  lo  istajem~Ø

def-training still    neg     finish.hitpa'el.sc~1.sg

‘The training has not ended yet.’
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(SC14000 6346) הבן–אדם נפטר  (99)

a-ben adam  niftar~Ø

def-human         die.nif'al.sc~1.sg

‘The man has passed away.’

• 13 of the units (21.7%) include a proper name as the verb’s explicit 
subject:

(SC15000 6703) ##  נסע לפריז (100)

##  nasa~Ø    le-Pariz

pn.m     travel.qal.sc~1.sg  to-paris

‘## went to Paris.’

אז ## הסתכל (101)

az   ##   istakel~Ø

then      pn.m   look.hitpa'el.sc~1.sg

‘So ## took a look.’

• In 14 units (23.3%), there is no explicit subject, but these units are part of 
a comprehensive utterance in which the explicit subject is mentioned in 
the first unit, and all sequential verbs take the same subject:

(SC1364–1367) הוא אמר / אין בעיה / התחיל למלא לי / את הפח בזבל (102)

u     amar~Ø

3.sg.m  say.qal.sc~1.sg

 en beaja

 neg problem

 itxil~Ø lemale  l-i

 start.hif'il.sc~1.sg fill.inf.pi'el  to-1.sg

 et a-pax be-zevel

 acc def-can in-garbage

‘He said \ “no problem” \ (and) started filling my \ can with garbage.’

• 2 units (3.3%) are coded as not containing a PM, but the PM is in the 
previous unit (split unit):
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(SC11000 4910–4911) ההוא / דיבר בטלפון (103)

a-u \  diber~Ø    b-a-telefon

def-3.sg.m \ speak.pi'el.sc~1.sg  in-def-phone

‘That guy \ spoke on the phone.’

In conclusion, there is not even a single case in which there is no explicit subject 
(a PM or another explicit subject). In other words, in SSIH, the speakers feel 
this addition is necessary. This behavior is different from that of the first and 
second persons.

6.1.4.5.5.1.1.1.3. Demonstrative as an external person marker

The use of the demonstrative as an anaphoric pronoun is new in SSIH and 
presents influences from languages in contact, probably English. English has a 
tripartite gender system, including a neuter gender. Since the world is a “global 
village” and the Internet exerts its influence everywhere, Hebrew has been 
using a lot of English structures and lexicon, and it is very probable that this 
has speeded up the use of a component that represents the neuter in Hebrew, 
just as there is in English. This is a stage of development of a language in 
change.173 In 19 units a demonstrative is added to the verb as an explicit subject. 
This behavior is unusual. Again, Classical Hebrew has a two-gender system, 
masculine and feminine only. These genders are used in Classical Hebrew, 
both for human and for nonhuman subjects. However, in SSIH, there is a third 
gender, a neuter one. This finding is important in two ways. First, it shows that 
the conversion paradigm of the third person is different from the conversion 
paradigm of the first and second persons: the third-person paradigm includes a 
demonstrative (the masculine-singular form) in the paradigm, whereas first- and 
second-person paradigms include pronouns only. Second, this demonstrative 
behaves as an anaphoric pronoun and has no further demonstrative meaning. 
Analyzing the units in which the demonstrative occurs reveals that there is a 
significant difference in use: the demonstrative refers to a nonhuman subject 
only. This finding is the first evidence of an ongoing change in the language that 
has been happening within the preceding 15 years and that is recently becoming 
more widespread. An interesting development of this use is the occurrence of ze 
(‘this’ [dem.sg.m]), not just as anaphoric to masculine nouns but to the feminine 
and the plural as well. Here are some examples:

173 See (104), (105) as examples for the cases in which the demonstrative is added to feminine and plural 
verb forms as an explicit subject. This small number of cases demonstrates that this is a beginning of 
this process. This use has recently been becoming much more widespread. See Section 6.2.4.2.3.2.4.2. 
about the feminine-singular demonstrative with nonverbal units. 
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(SC1000 72) זה נפל עליי כמו שוק )הידיעה( (104)

ze     nafal~Ø      al-aj kmo ʃok

dem.sg.m fall.qal.sc~1.sg on-1.sg   like  shock

‘I was shocked.’ [Literally: ‘It (the news) fell on me like a shock.’]

(SC4000 1594) היא אומרת שזה ּכַָאב )הלידה( (105)

i    omer-et      ʃe-ze     kaav~Ø

3.sg.f  say.part.qal-sg.f  that-dem.sg.m hurt.qal.sc~3.sg.m

‘She says it (delivering the baby) hurt.’

In these examples, the speaker is talking about the delivery of a baby (לידה 
leda) and about “news” (ידיעה jedi'a). Both Hebrew nouns are feminine; that 
is, in Classical Hebrew, we would have expected a feminine PM (or at least a 
feminine demonstrative) in the subject position. However, the speaker uses the 
masculine demonstrative when referring to them anaphorically.

This phenomenon occurs several times in the corpus, and in present-day SSIH, 
it is even more widespread. This is a first sign of the common trend in SSIH to 
use a neutral demonstrative even in cases it is not expected.

6.1.4.5.5.1.1.2.  Prefix conjugation (PC)

Table 54 presents the distribution of the third-person-masculine singular with 
the explicit PC verb, showing the presence or absence of an external PM:

Table 54: The third-person-masculine-singular distribution in the PC

PM PC
Without an external PM 21
With an external PM 14
External demonstrative 10

Of the 45 PUs in which the third-person-masculine singular appears in the 
PC, 21 units (46.7%) do not carry an external PM; in 14 units (31.1%), the 
speakers use the external PM; and in 10 units (22.2%), a masculine-singular 
demonstrative is used as an external PM. This finding presents the expected 
behavior according to my main hypothesis in this study, yet it needs to be 
explained. Since the third person is not an active participant in the conversation, 
it is expected that an explicit subject would be added to the verb.
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It is interesting to determine the more specific parameters of the language with 
this arrangement of third person.

6.1.4.5.5.1.1.2.1. With an external person marker

There are three distinct categories among the 14 units in which an external 
PM is added.

• In 7 units (50.0%), the external PM appears after a conjunction that opens 
a verbal clause:

(SC4000 1803) הוא אמר שהוא ישתדל (106)

u     amar~Ø         ʃe-hu  j~iʃtadel~Ø

3.sg.m say.qal.sc~3.sg.m   that-3.sg.m  3.m~try.pc.hitpa'el~sg

‘He said he will try.’

)תציעי לרב של הבן שלך( שהוא יקבל אותו לשיעורים (107)
 (SC12000 5442)

ʃe-u   j~ekabel~Ø                  ot~o           le-ʃiur-im
that-3.sg.m  3.m~except.pc.pi'el~sg   acc~3.sg.m  to-lesson(n.sg.m)-pl.m
‘(You [sg.f] should suggest that your son’s Rabbi) will give him lessons.’ 
[Literally: ‘that he will accept him for lessons’]

• 6 of the units (42.9%) present a contrast between one subject and another; 
that is, the speaker uses the third-person external PM to emphasize the 
subject as opposed to himself or herself or to others. In these units, the 
external PM is articulated with an emphasizing intonation:

        הוא כנראה מחכה ש-## יגיד לך את זה / הרי זה לא הוא יבוא ויגיד לך (108)
 (SC8000 3570-1)
u  kanire  mexake-Ø  ʃe-##
3.sg.m  probably  wait.part.piél-sg.m  that-pn

j~agid~Ø lax et ze
3.m~tell.pc.hif'il~sg to-2.sg.f acc dem.sg.m
  arey ze lo u
  obviously dem.sg.m neg 3.sg.m
  j~avo~Ø    ve-j~agid~Ø la-x
  3.m~come.pc.qal~sg and-3.m~tell.pc.hif'il~sg to-2.sg.f
‘He is probably waiting that ## tells you that. \ Obviously, it is not he 
who will come and tell you.’
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• In 1 of the cases (7.1%), a predication marker separates the subject of 
the unit from its predicate. The predication marker is articulated with an 
emphasizing intonation.

(SC16000 7457) אם גם כרטיסי ביקור הוא לא יעשה (109)

im  gam kartis-ey bikur u lo j~a'ase~Ø

con  also card-pl.m.nis visit 3.sg.m neg 3.m~do.pc.qal~sg

‘if he will not make visiting cards as well...’  [Literally: ‘if he as well 
will not do visiting cards...’]

6.1.4.5.5.1.1.2.2. Without an external person marker

There are four distinct categories among the 21 units in which no external PM 
is coded.

• In 11 units (52.4%), an explicit noun is added to the verb as an explicit 
subject:

(SC2000 662) יגיע תדרוך (110)

j~agia~Ø          tidrux

3.m~arrive.pc.hif'il~sg  briefing(n.sg.m)

‘There will be a briefing.’ [Literally: ‘A briefing will arrive.’]

(111) {miʃu} יבוא מישהו (SC3000 1457)

j~avo~Ø         miʃeu

3.m~come.pc.qal~sg  someone

‘Someone will come.’

• 7 units (33.3%) include a proper name as the verb’s explicit subject:

(SC4000 1881) כנראה ## יגיד לך את זה (112)

kanire  ##  j~agid~Ø     la-x  et  ze

probably ##    3.m~tell.pc.hif'il~sg   to-2.sg.f    acc  dem.sg.m

‘## will probably tell you this.’
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(SC15000 4000) ## גם יבוא (113)

##     gam   j~avo~Ø

##  also    3.m~come.pc.qal~sg

‘## will also come.’

• 1 unit (4.8%) is coded as not containing a PM, but the PM is in the previous 
unit:

(SC4000 1885) הרי זה לא הוא יבוא / ויגיד לך את זה (114)

harey    ze     lo      u         j~avo~Ø

apparently  def.sg.m  neg  3.sg.m  3.m~come.pc.qal~sg

 ve-j~agid~Ø  la-x  et  ze

 and-3.m~say.pc.hif'il~sg  to-2.sg.f  acc  def.sg.m

‘Apparently, it is not he who will come and tell you that.’

• In 2 units (9.5%), the explicit verb occurs after a conjunction that opens 
a predicative clause. Before that conjunction is a conjugated preposition 
that contains the PM. Therefore, the verb has no need to add it as well. For 
example:

אמרתי לו שיבוא לישון אצלי (115)

amar~ti           l-o          ʃe-j~avo~Ø

tell.qal.sc~1.sg to-3.sg.m that-3.m~come.pc.qal~sg

lishon ecl-i

sleep.inf.qal at-1.sg

‘I told him to come and sleep at my place.’

6.1.4.5.5.1.1.2.3. Demonstrative as an external person marker

In 10 units (25.8% of the PUs in which the third-person-masculine singular 
appears in the PC), a demonstrative is added to the verb as an explicit 
subject.174

174 For a more comprehensive discussion about this finding, see Section 6.1.4.5.5.1.1.3.2. For further 
discussion about the role of the demonstrative in SSIH, see Section 9.5.
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(SC2000 842) כדי שזה לא יקבל אוויר (116)

kedey ʃe-ze  lo j~ekabel~Ø  avir

in order that-def.sg.m neg 3.m~receive.pc.pi'el~sg air

‘so that it will not absorb air’

(SC2000 843) שזה לא יתקלקל (117)

ʃe-ze          lo    Ø~itkalkel~Ø

that-def.sg.m  neg  3.m~broken.pc.hitpa'el~sg

‘so that it will not get out of order’

In conclusion, there is not even a single case in which an explicit subject (a 
PM or another explicit subject) is not added to the verb. This finding strongly 
suggests that using the external PM or some alternative explicit subject in 
addition to the PC verb in these cases is not accidental. Rather, it is systematic; 
it has reasons, whether these reasons are syntactic, prosodic, or semantic.

6.1.4.5.5.1.1.3.  Participle  conjugation

Table 55 presents the distribution of the third-person-masculine singular units in 
participle conjugation, showing the presence or absence of an external PM:

Table 55: The third-person-masculine-singular distribution in the 
participle conjugation

PM Participle
Without an external PM 75
With an external PM 88
External demonstrative 57

Of the 220 verbal units in which the third-person-masculine singular appears in 
participle form, 88 units (40.0%) carry an external PM, and in 57 units (25.9%), 
a masculine-singular demonstrative, which has taken the subject position, is 
added to the verb. 75 units (34.1%) are coded as having no external PM. This 
finding needs to be explained, since according to my hypothesis, participle 
forms do not have an internal PM, so the external PM is obligatory.

6.1.4.5.5.1.1.3.1. Without an external person marker

There are four distinct categories among the 75 units in which no external PM 
is coded.
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• In 39 units (52.0%), an explicit noun is added to the verb and takes the 
subject position:

(SC2000 922) כואב לי הראש (118)

koev-Ø  l-i  a-roʃ

ache.part.qal-sg.m   to-1.sg.m  def-head(n.sg.m)

‘My head aches.’

(SC7000 2677)  אבל אמרת שאח שלך {ʃlax} מגיע היום (119)

aval amar~t           ʃel-ax        ʃel-ax

but         say.qal.sc~2.sg.f    that-brother(n.sg.m)    poss-2.sg.f

magi'a-Ø a-jom

arrive.part.hif'il-sg.m def-day

‘But you said your brother is coming today.’

• 16 units (21.3%) include a proper name as the verb’s explicit subject — 12 
cases in which the proper name is within the same unit and 4 cases in which 
it is in the previous unit:

(SC4000 3176) ## לא אוהב חולצות בחוץ (120)

##   lo        o'ev-Ø       xulc-ot  b-a-xuc

pn       neg     like.part.qal-sg.m     shirt-pl.f  in-def-out

‘## does not like to wear shirts inelegantly.’

(SC5000 2083) אולי ## מגיע (121)

ulaj  ##  magia-Ø

perhaps    ##   arrive.part.hif'il-sg.m

‘Perhaps ## is coming.’

• In 14 units (18.7%), no external PM is used. However, all the verbs in these 
units are sequential. The first unit of each comprehensive utterance (which 
contains several units) carries the external PM in the subject position.

(SC3000 1154–1156) הוא חייל / חתיך / מחפש מישהי לחיים (122)

u       xajal

3.sg.m  soldier(n.sg.m)
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  xatix
  handsome(adj.sg.m)
    mexapes-Ø     miʃ-i      l-a-xa'im
    look for.part.pi'el-sg.m   someone-3.sg.f  to-def-life
‘He is a soldier \ handsome \ looking for someone to spend his life 
with.’

(SC6000 2239–2240) ## לוקח את האוטו / נוסע הביתה (123)

##   lokeax-Ø       et   a-oto
pn  take.part.qal-sg.m acc  def-car
 nosea-Ø a-bajt-a
 drive.part.qal-sg.m def-home-loc

‘## takes the car and drives home.’

• 6 units (8.0%) are coded as not containing a PM, but the PM is in the 
previous unit:

(SC1000 482–483) הוא לא תמיד יכול / להועיל (124)

u          lo        tamid           jaxol-Ø

3.sg.m neg always can.part.qal-sg.m
  leo'il
  be helpful.inf.hif'il
‘He cannot always be helpful.’

(SC8000 3484–3485) הוא / תמיד מנסח את זה משהו כמו @@ (125)

u 
3.sg.m
  tamid  menaseax-Ø  et ze
   always formulate.part.pi’el-sg.m  acc dem.sg.m
  maʃu   kmo  @
  something   like  @
‘He always formulates it as something like @@@.’

6.1.4.5.5.1.1.3.2. Demonstrative as an external person marker

In 57 units (25.9 % of the third-person-masculine singular units in participle 
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conjugation), a demonstrative takes the subject position and plays the role of 
an anaphoric pronoun.175 Here are two examples:

(SC2000 1079) זה )הסיסמה לפתיחת הדלת( לא עובד (126)

ze   lo  oved-Ø

def.sg.m neg       work.part.qal-sg.m

‘It (the password) does not work.’

‘Password’ in Hebrew is a feminine noun, yet the speaker uses the masculine 
demonstrative to refer to it, and as a result, the participle verb is used in its 
masculine form as well.176

(SC6000 2349) זה )הסנדל( גם מחזיק לך את הרגל יותר יפה (127)

ze  gam maxzik-Ø    le-xa

dem.sg.m also     hold.part.hif'il-sg.m   to-2.sg.m

et    a-regel joter jafe

acc    def-leg more pretty

‘It (the sandal) holds your feet better.’
(‘Sandal’ is a masculine noun in Hebrew.)

In conclusion, there is not even a single case in which an explicit subject (a PM or 
another explicit subject) is not added to the verb. This finding strongly suggests 
that using the external PM or some alternative explicit subject in addition to the 
participle verb in these cases is not accidental. Rather, it is systematic; it has 
reasons, whether these reasons are syntactic, prosodic, or semantic.

6.1.4.5.5.1.2.  Feminine

Table 56 presents the distribution of the third-person-feminine singular and the 
presence of an external PM:

Table 56: Distribution of third-person-feminine singular and the presence 
of an external PM

PM Participle SC PC Total
Without an external PM 24 36 16 76
With an external PM 67 36 12 115

175 For more comprehensive discussion about this finding, see Section 6.1.4.5.5.1.1.2.3. 
176 See Halevy (2006) for a possible explanation of the use of the demonstrative in this case.
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Of the 191 PUs in which the third-person-feminine singular takes the subject 
position, 115 units (60.2%) contain an external PM, and 67 of those (58.3%) 
employ the participle conjugation.

6.1.4.5.5.1.2.1.  Suff ix  conjugation (SC)

Table 57 presents the distribution of the third-person-feminine singular in the 
SC and the presence or absence of an external PM.

Table 57: The third-person-feminine-singular distribution in the SC

PM SC
Without an external PM 36
With an external PM 36

The feminine third-person singular reveals an equal distribution between cases 
in which an external PM is added to the explicit SC verb and cases in which it 
is not added. This large number of cases in which an external marker is added 
to the explicit verb should be explained as well as the large number of cases 
in which it is not added.

6.1.4.5.5.1.2.1.1. With an external person marker

There are five distinct categories among the 36 units in which a specific nuance 
or circumstance might systematically justify the use of an external PM.

• In 14 of the units (38.9%), the verb amra sg.f ‘said’ is used:

(SC4000 1679) היא אמרה לי אני אתקשר אלייך אחרי זה (128)

i          amr~a       l-i        ani        Ø~itkaʃer
3.sg.f tell.qal.sc~3.sg.f   to-1.sg  1.sg  1.sg~call.pc.hitpa'el

el-aix            axrej     ze
to-2.sg.f        after     dem.sg.m
‘She told me, “I will call you later [literally: afterward].”’

(SC5000 1971) היא אמרה לי / שזה כבר יותר טוב (129)

i         amr~a        l-i
3.sg.f  tell.qal.sc~3.sg.f  to-1.sg

 ʃe-ze kvar joter tov
 that-dem.sg.m already more good
‘She told me this is better already.’
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This phenomenon is already indicated in section Section 6.1.4.3.3.1.1, about 
the first person, and in Section 6.1.4.5.5.1.1.1.1, about the third-person 
masculine. It seems that statement verbs (especially the verb ‘say’) need an 
explicit subject if the statement is made either by the speaker or by someone 
who is not participating in this particular conversation but his or her statement 
is relayed by others. In the third person, however, this use of the PM is as an 
anaphoric pronoun.

• In 8 cases (22.2%), a predication marker separates the subject of the unit 
from its predicate. The predication marker is articulated with an emphasizing 
intonation.

(SC15000 6613) היא כאילו התרגשה (130)

i           keilu  itragʃ~a

3.sg.f   like        excite.hitpa'el.sc~3.sg.f

‘She, like, was excited.’

(SC16000 7605) היא גם העלתה את הרעיון (131)

hi          gam       e:elt~a      et    a-raajon

3.sg.f also raise.hif'il.sc~3.sg.f acc  def-idea

‘She also brought up the idea.’

• In 6 units (16.7%), the external marker is anaphoric to a noun or to a proper 
name that is mentioned earlier in the conversation:

(SC10000 4336) היא )##( העבירה את המיטה שלה (132)

hi          (##)    eevir~a           et      a-mita   ʃel-a

3.sg.f   (pn)     move.hif'il.sc~3.sg.f    acc    def-bed       poss-3.sg.f

‘She (##) moved her bed (to a new apartment).’

The speaker is talking about her room partner, at the beginning of the 
conversation, and she becomes the subject of the whole conversation.

(SC17000 7987) היא )##( לקחה חופש יומיים (133)

i   (##)  lakx~a   xofeʃ        yom-aim

3.sg.f  (pn)          take.qal.sc~3.sg.f   vacation      day-dual

‘She (##) took two days off.’
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The informant in this conversation has two conversation partners. They are 
both females who work with him. One of the females is telling them that she 
took a room in a hotel and invites them to join her. The other female tells the 
informant that ## (pn.f) took two days off work. In this case, the deictic PM 
refers to the speaker in the previous unit.

• In 5 of the units (13.9%) the external PM appears after a conjunction that 
opens a predicative clause.

(SC4000 1627) היא אמרה שהוא יצא בול  ## (134)

i           amr~a         ʃe-u  jaca~Ø

3.sg.f     say.qal.sc~3.sg.f    that-3.sg.m   come-out.qal.sc~3.sg.m

bul ##

exactly pn

‘She said he (the baby) looks just like ## (his father).’

• 3 of the units (8.3%) present a contrast between one subject and another; that 
is, the speaker uses the third-person external PM to emphasize the subject 
as opposed to himself or herself or to others. In these units, the external 
PM is articulated with an emphasizing intonation.

היא ועוד כמה / אבל היא חטפה את זה כנראה הכי חזק (135)
 (SC5000 1959–1960)

i  ve-od  kama

3.sg.f       and-more some

 aval  i    xatf~a                  et  ze      kanire       axi      xazak

 but   3.sg.f  get.qal.sc~3.sg.f  acc dem.sg.m  probably most    hard

‘She and some others \ but she probably got it (a disease) the worst of 
all.’

6.1.4.5.5.1.2.1.2. Without an external person marker

There are four distinct categories among the 36 units in which no external PM 
is added.

• 12 of the units (33.3%) include a proper name as the verb’s explicit 
subject:
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(SC4000 1646) לא כי ## ביקשה ממני (136)

lo       ki          ##  bikʃ~a         mimen-i
neg  because  (pn)f   ask.pi'el.sc~3.sg.f    from-1.sg.
‘No, because ## asked me to.’

(SC9000 4231) ## עלתה למעלה לחפש אם יש איזה אחריות על זה (137)

##        alt~a         le-mal-a lexapes
pn.f go-up.qal.sc~3.sg.f to-up-loc search.inf.pi'el

im yeʃ eze axrajut al ze
con exs which liability on dem.sg.m
‘## went up to see if there is some kind of liability for this.’

• In 10 units (27.8%), there is no explicit subject, but these units are part of 
a comprehensive utterance in which the explicit subject is mentioned, and 
all sequential units refer to it:

(SC15000 7042–7043) ## הלכה / התקשרה הביתה (138)

##       alx~a
pn.f  go.qal.sc~3.sg.f
 itkaʃr~a   a-bajt-a
 call.hitpa'el.sc~3.sg.f def-home-loc

‘## went and called home.’

• In 8 units (22.2%), a noun is added to the verb as an explicit subject:

(SC6000 2561) אימא שלך רצתה שנראה את עץ הגויאבות (139)

ima         ʃel-ax   ract~a   ʃe-n~ire           et
mother  poss-2.sg.f  want.qal.sc~3.sg.f  that-1.pl~see.pc.qal  acc

a-ec      gujavot
def-tree       guava-pl.f
‘Your mother wanted us to see the guava tree.’

(SC4000 1601) והאחות באה (140)

ve-a-axot           ba~a
and-def-nurse(n.sg.f)  come.qal.sc~3.sg.f
‘And the nurse came.’
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• 4 units (11.1%) are coded as not containing a PM, but the PM is in the 
previous unit:

(SC4000 1645–1646) היא / אמרה לי שהיא הולכת לישון וזה (141)

i
3.sg.f
  amr~a  li  ʃe-i
  tell.qal.sc~3.sg.f to-1.sg that-3.sg.f
  olex-et   liʃon      ve-ze
  go.part.qal-sg.f  sleep.inf.qal     and-dem.sg.m
‘She said she is going to sleep and so.’

In most cases (94.4%), an explicit subject (a PM or another explicit subject) is 
added to the explicit verb. In other words, in SSIH, the speakers feel that this 
addition is necessary.

In only two cases (5.6%) did we find units with no explicit subject added to 
the verb:

(SC4000 1716) שיחקה אותה (142)

sixk~a   ota
play.pi'el.sc~3.sg.f   acc~3.sg.f
‘She did it.’ [Literally: ‘She played it.’]

This use of the verb is idiomatic; the whole phrase is an expression meaning 
that someone is very lucky and has succeeded in something that others might 
not have succeeded in. The meaning is clear, the subject of this phrase is known 
to all participants in the conversation, and — above all — the idiomatic use of 
this phrase does not need an explicit subject (since, for this utterance to be used, 
the subject and/or object should be known to all).

(SC8000 3562) לא השאירה עד עכשיו כרטיס (143)

lo       iʃir~a            ad        axʃav  kartis

neg  left.hif'il.sc~3.sg.f  until  now  card

‘As of now, she has not left a card.’

In this case, two guys are talking during their shift at work. The speaker 
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complains about the secretary, who has not yet given him the card he needs for his 
subscription. Both participants know exactly who the lady is that they are talking 
about, because she is mentioned earlier in the conversation, and the context points 
to her. There is no other way to interpret the verb meaning here.

In conclusion, it seems that in cases in which the utterance’s subject is known 
and recognizable, the speaker does not feel he or she needs to add an explicit 
subject. However, since the third person is not a participant in the conversation, 
the speakers feel that they have to demonstrate and ensure that the listeners know 
who is the one they are talking about.

6.1.4.5.5.1.2.2.  Prefix conjugation (PC)

Table 58 presents the distribution of the third-person-feminine singular with the 
explicit PC verb, showing the presence or absence of an external PM.

Table 58: The third-person-feminine-singular distribution in the PC

PM PC
Without an external PM 16
With an external PM 12

Of the 28 PUs in which the third-person feminine appears in the PC, 16 (57.1%) 
do not carry an external PM; only 12 units (42.9%) use the external PM.

6.1.4.5.5.1.2.2.1. With an external person marker

There are three distinct categories among the 12 units in which an external 
PM is added.

• In 9 units (75.0%), the external PM appears after movement verbs:

(SC7000 3033) אז איך היא תלך (144)

az    ex   i  t~elex~Ø

then  how  3.sg.f  3.f~go.pc.qal~sg

‘Then how would she go?’

(SC13000 5544) אז איך היא תבוא לחתונה (145)

az   ex    i  t~avo~Ø     l-a-xatuna

then  how 3.sg.f 3.f~come.pc.qal~sg  to-def-wedding

‘Then how would she come to the wedding?’
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• 2 units (16.7%) contain the verb taavod (“work” [fem. sing.]).

(SC1000 4375) אם היא תעבוד שם כל יום (146)

im       i       t~aavod~Ø      ʃam      kol     jom

con  3.sg.f 3.f~work.pc.qal~sg there every  day

‘if she works there every day’

• In 1 of the units (8.3%), there is a modal verb.

אז היא לא תוכל לשל– / כאילו / לשלב את זה עם פוד–ארט (147)
 (SC10000 4370–4372)

az          i          lo   t~uxal~Ø   leʃal-

then   3.sg.f    neg   3.f~able.pc.qal~sg

  keilu

  like

    leʃalev   et   ze          im  fud art

    combine.inf.piel   acc   dem.sg.m  with  food-art

‘Then she, like, will not be able to combine it with food art.’

6.1.4.5.5.1.2.2.2. Without an external person marker

There are three distinct categories among the 16 units in which no external 
PM is coded.

• In 7 units (43.8%), an explicit noun is added to the verb as an explicit 
subject:

(SC2000 987) שאחותך תרד (148)

ʃe-axot-xa     t~ered~Ø

that-sister(n.sg.f)-poss.2.sg.m    3.f~go-down.pc.qal~sg

‘No way!’ [Literally: ‘That your sister will go down’ (a Hebrew idiom)]

(SC9000 4040) עדיף שאימא תעזור לכם (149)

adif  ʃe-ima  t~aazor~Ø  la-xem

preferable  that-mother  3.f~help.pc.qal~sg to-2.pl

‘It will be better if Mother helps you.’

• 6 units (37.6%) are coded as not containing a PM, but there are several verbs 
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referring to the same subject (a PM that was expressed at the beginning of 
the comprehensive utterance):

(SC13000 5550–5551) לחינה היא לא באה / מעניין אם תבוא היום (150)

l-a-xina        i      lo         ba~a

to-def-henna   3.sg.f  neg  come.qal.sc~3.sg.f

 meanjen  im  t~avo~Ø    a-yom

 interesting  con   3.f~come.pc.qal~sg    def-day

‘To the Henna she did not come. I wonder if she comes today.’ [Literally: 
‘It will be interesting whether she comes today.’]

• 3 units (18.8%) include a proper name as the verb’s explicit subject:

(SC5000 2105) אז ## תחסוך לעצמה נסיעה באוטובוס וברכבת (151)

az      ##   t~axsox~Ø     le-acm-a      nesi'a
then pn.f    3.f~save.pc.qal~sg to-self-poss.sg.f drive
b-a-otobus ve-b-a-rakevet
in-def-bus and-in-def-train
‘Then ## will spare herself a drive in the bus and on the train.’

In most cases (93.75%) an explicit subject (a PM or another explicit subject) 
is added to the explicit verb. In only one case is no explicit subject added to 
the verb:

(SC8000 3564) אמרתי תשאיר כרטיס (152)

amar~ti             t~aʃir~Ø   kartis
say.qal.sc~1.sg 3.f~leave.pc.hif'il~sg   card
‘I said she will leave a card.’

This example is a continuation of a previous unit. The speaker says that the 
the secretary will leave a card. There are two interesting issues to discuss in 
this example:

– Again, the speaker feels that the subject is known (since she has been 
discussed in the previous units), and that is why he is not adding an 
explicit subject to the verb.

– Consider the unit’s structure. In Hebrew, this kind of sentence must 
have a specific conjunction if it is converted into indirect speech, and 
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using this conjunction would have made it obligatory to use the PM 
after it: אמרתי שהיא תשאיר כרטיס amarti ʃehi taʃir kartis ‘I said [that] she 
will leave a card.’ The speaker did not use the conjunction and also did 
not add the external PM.

In conclusion, in most cases an explicit subject (a PM or another explicit subject) 
is added to the explicit verb. This finding strongly suggests that using the external 
PM or some alternative explicit subject in addition to the explicit PC verb in 
these cases is not accidental. Rather, it is systematic; it has reasons, whether 
these reasons are syntactic, pragmatic, or semantic.

6.1.4.5.5.1.2.3.  Participle  conjugation

Table 59 presents the distribution of the third-person-feminine singular in the 
participle conjugation, showing the presence or absence of an external PM.

Table 59: The third-person-feminine-singular distribution  
in the participle conjugation

PM Participle
Without an external PM 24
With an external PM 67

Of the 91 verbal units in which the participle occurs in the third-person-feminine 
singular, 67 (73.6%) carry an external PM, and 24 units (26.4%) are coded as 
having no external PM. This finding supports my hypothesis: since participle 
forms do not have an internal PM, the external PM is obligatory. However, there 
are 24 units in which no external PM is presented (according to the coding of 
the specific units), and they should be explained.

6.1.4.5.5.1.2.3.1. Without an external person marker

There are three distinct categories among the 24 units in which no external 
PM is coded.

• In 12 units (50.0%), an explicit noun is added to the verb and takes the 
subject position:

(SC8000 3396) שמכללה מקבלת תואר של אוניברסיטה (153)

ʃe-mixlala           mekabel-et        toar        ʃel      universita

that-college(n.sg.f) receive.part.pi'el-sg.f   degree   poss   university

‘that a college gives a university degree’
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(SC12000 5187) הטכנאית של המעבדה מסתכלת עליי (154)

a-texna-it              ʃel    a-maabada  mistakel-t         al-aj
def-technician-sg.f  poss  def-laboratory look.part.hitpa'el-sg.f on-1.sg

‘The laboratory technician(f) looks (looked) at me.’

• 7 units (29.2%) include a proper name as the verb’s explicit subject:

(SC1000 542) ## מרוצה בשבילי (155)

##    meruc-a             biʃvil-i

pn.f   satisfied.part.pu'al-sg.f   for-1.sg

‘##(f) is happy for me.’

(SC13000 5539) ## לא באה לחתונה (156)

##    lo      ba-a       l-a-xatuna

pn.f  neg  come.part.qal-sg.f  to-def-wedding

‘##(f) did not come to the wedding.’

• In 4 units (16.6%), no external PM is used. However, all the verbs in these 
units are sequential. The first unit of each comprehensive utterance (which 
contains several units) carries the external PM in the subject position.

(SC13000 5602–5603) חלמתי שהיא לא מרגישה טוב / ושוכבת על המיטה (157)

xalam~ti   ʃe-i          lo       margiʃ-a    tov

dream.qal.sc~1.sg  that-3.sg.f  neg  feel.part.hif'il-sg.f  good

 ve-ʃoxev-et al  a-mita

 and-lie-down.part.qal-sg.f  on  def-bed

‘I dreamt she does not feel well and (she) is lying down in bed.’

Only 1 unit (4.2%) does not carry an external PM and has two verbs in it.

(SC10000 4483) כי הייתה נוסעת לפורטוגל וחוזרת (158)

ki   ajt~a             nosaa-t         le-Portugal

because be.qal.sc~3.sg.f   travel.part.qal~sg.f    to-Portugal

ve-xozer-et

and-come back.part.qal-sg.f

‘because she could have traveled to Portugal and been back (already)’
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However, in several units before this one, the speaker uses the third-person-
feminine-singular PM as an anaphoric pronoun for a referent that had  
been mentioned much earlier in the conversation. Another issue in this unit is  
the use of the verb ‘to be’. This verb provides the tense and person of the  
subject; perhaps this too helps the speaker sense that no explicit subject is 
needed.

6.1.4.5.5.1.2.3.2. With an external person marker

As for the 67 units containing an external PM, as expected, there are four 
distinct categories.

• In 34 of them (50.7%), the verb ‘say’ is used:

(SC15000 6848) היא אומרת שאבא הכין מלא אוכל (159)

i        omer-et       ʃe-aba     exin~Ø   male  oxel

3.sg.f say.qal.part-sg.f that-father make.hif'il.sc~3.m.sg full food

‘She says Father has made a lot of food.’

• In 20 of them (29.9%), movement verbs are used:

(SC2000 1069) היא נוסעת על הכביש (160)

i           nosaa-t           al     a-kviʃ

3.sg.f drive.qal.part-sg.f  on  def-road

‘She is driving on the road.’

• In 7 cases (10.4%), a modal verb is used:

(SC9000 3786) והיא רוצה לצלצל (161)

ve-i     roc-a       lecalcel

and-3.sg.m  want.qal.part-sg.f  call.pi'el.inf

‘And she wants to call.’

• In 6 cases (9.0%), a stative verb is used:

(SC4000 1684) היא בטח ישנה (162)

i       betax      jeʃen-a

and-3.sg.m  sure  sleep.qal.part-sg.f

‘She is probably sleeping.’
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In conclusion, the participle conjugation behaves just as expected from my 
hypothesis and from its characteristics.

6.1.4.5.5.2.  Third-person plural

Table 60 presents the distribution of the third-person plural and the presence 
of an external PM.

Table 60: Distribution of third-person plural and the presence  
of an external PM

PM Participle SC PC Total

3.pl
Without an external PM 28 24 5 57

110
With an external PM 31 16 6 53

Of the 110 PUs in which the third-person plural takes the subject position, not 
a single morpheme is feminine. However, there are some feminine subjects and 
meanings, but they are expressed by the “masculine” morphemes.

Of these 110 PUs, 53 units (48.2%) contain an external PM, and 31 of those 
(58.5%) employ the participle conjugation.

There are two different uses and meanings of the third-person plural in Hebrew. In 
one case, the one presented in Table 60, the PM indicates the plural (masculine). 
But there is also an impersonal third person, used when the subject of the verb 
is not known or is not relevant. Sometimes this impersonal third person can be 
used in messages that can be interpreted as some kind of general knowledge or 
truth. There are 141 units in which the impersonal third person is used in the 
corpus. The division is described in the following sections.

6.1.4.5.5.2.1.  Suff ix  conjugation (SC)

Table 61 presents the distribution of the third-person plural in the SC and the 
presence or absence of an external PM:

Table 61: The third-person-plural distribution in the SC

PM SC

Third Person Impersonal 
Third Person

Without an external PM 24 54
With an external PM 16 0
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Of the 40 PUs in third-person plural, 24 units (60.0%) have no external PM 
added to the explicit SC verb, and in 16 cases (40.0%), it is added. This finding 
complies with my hypothesis and the third-person characteristics: since this is 
an explicit verb, we would expect the speaker not to add an external PM (the 
verb contains a PM already). However, the third-person characteristics force 
the speaker to add an explicit subject to the verb, because the third person is 
not participating in the conversation and therefore has to be specified.

6.1.4.5.5.2.1.1.  With an external  person marker

All 16 external PMs used in the SC are anaphoric pronouns and refer to an 
explicit subject that is mentioned earlier in the comprehensive utterance or in 
the conversation.

(SC1000 4726) אתמול הם )השכנים( עשו מסיבה על הגג (163)

etmol  em     as~u        mesiba       al      a-gag

yesterday  3.pl  make.qal.sc~3.pl party  on  def-roof

‘Yesterday they (the neighbors) had a party on the roof.’

(SC12000 5246) את אחד התאריכים הם החסירו (164)

et  exad  a-taarix-im  em  exsir~u
acc  one  def-date-pl.m  3.pl  omit.hif'il.sc~3.pl

‘They omitted one of the dates.’

6.1.4.5.5.2.1.2.  Without an external  person marker

There are three distinct categories among the 24 units in which no external 
PM is added.

• In 19 units (79.2%), an explicit noun is added to the verb as an explicit subject:

(SC3000 1438) אנשים הרגו אותי (165)

anaʃ-im     arg~u             ot~i
person-pl.m  kill.qal.sc~3.pl  acc~1.sg

‘People killed me.’ [a way of speech]

(SC4000 1708) הלחיצות עצמן כאבו (166)

a-lexic-ot          acm-am     kaav~u

def-pushing(n.sg.f)-pl.f  self-pl  hurt.qal.sc~3.pl

‘The pushing (during labor) itself did hurt.’
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• 1 unit (4.2%) includes a proper name as the verb’s explicit subject:

(SC6000 2392) ## כמה עלו המרטינס של ## (167)

##     kama  al~u           a-Martins     ʃel ##
pn(m)  how-much cost.qal.sc~3.pl def-Martins poss ##(pn.f)
‘##(m), how much did ##(f)’s Dr. Martin’s (shoes) cost?’

• In 4 units (16.7%), there is no explicit subject in the specific unit, but these 
units are part of a comprehensive utterance in which the explicit subject is 
mentioned, and all sequential units refer to it.

(SC15000 6589) מה הם שכרו דירה \ קנו \ (168)

ma        em   saxr~u       dira /  kan~u /
what  3.pl     rent.qal.sc~3.pl  apartment /   buy.qal.sc~3.pl /
‘What (did they do)? Have they rented an apartment or bought one?’

In all cases, there is an explicit subject (a PM or another explicit subject).

There are 54 units with no external marker in the SC plural, all of them instances 
of the impersonal plural. Here are some examples:

(SC6000 2614) אבל למה לא פינו את זה \ (169)

aval    lama   lo       pin~u      et     ze /
but   why  neg  clean-off.pi'el.sc~3.pl   acc  dem.sg.m
‘But why had no one cleaned it off?’

(SC4000 1533–1534) הגיעו אליי אתמול / ושאלו (170)

igi~u                 el-aj       etmol \     ve-ʃaal~u
arrive.hif'il.sc~3.pl   to-1.sg yesterday \     and-ask.qal.sc~3.pl

‘I was contracted (by the organizers) and was asked.’ [Literally: ‘(They) 
arrived at my house, and they asked me.’]

(SC12000 5391) הציעו לי איזה שידוך אחד (171)

ici~u     l-i  eze    ʃidux   exad

suggest.hif'il.sc~3.pl  to-1.sg  which matchmaking one

‘I was suggested in some matchmaking.’ [Literally: (‘They) suggested 
me  one matchmaking.’]
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In conclusion, it seems that the third-person plural is used only as an anaphoric 
pronoun, referential to someone mentioned earlier in the conversation. In other 
cases, the proper name of the utterance’s subject is used. All other cases in 
which no external marker is added to the explicit verb are cases where the verb 
has an impersonal meaning. It seems that there is a complementary distribution 
between the specific persons described through the external PMs and the 
impersonal subject; in the latter cases, the PM is not needed and is therefore not  
added.

6.1.4.5.5.2.2.  Prefix conjugation (PC)

Table 62 presents the distribution of the third-person plural with the explicit 
PC verb, showing the presence or absence of an external PM.

Table 62: The third-person-plural distribution in the PC

PM PC

Third Person Impersonal 
Third Person

Without an external PM 5 20
With an external PM 6 0

Of the 11 PUs in which the third-person plural appears in the PC, 5 (45.5%) do 
not carry an external PM, and 6 units (54.5%) use the external PM.

In another 20 units the third-person-plural morpheme inherent in the verb is 
used as an impersonal form of the verb.

6.1.4.5.5.2.2.1.  With an external  person marker

All 6 external PMs used in the PC are anaphoric pronouns and refer to an explicit 
subject that is mentioned earlier in the utterance or in the conversation.

(SC15000 7139) אבל הם יבואו עם ## קודם (172)

aval em      j~avo~u    im  ##  kodem

but  3.pl  3~come.qal.sc~pl    with  pn.m  before

‘But they will come with ## first.’

6.1.4.5.5.2.2.2.  Without an external  person marker

Among the units with no added PM, 4 (80.0%) include a noun as the verb’s 
explicit subject:
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(SC7000 2926) שהמים לא יתקררו (173)

ʃe-a-ma'im177  lo  Ø~itkarer~u
that-def-water(n.pl)  neg  3~write.pc.hitpa'el~pl

‘so that the water will not get cold’

(SC16000 7558) אנשים / שיבואו לראות את התערוכה (174)

anaʃim
person-pl.m
 ʃe-j~avo~u     lirot        et a-taaruxa
 that-3~come.pc.qal~pl       see.inf.qal    acc  def-exhibition
‘people that will come to see the exhibition’

In the remaining 1 unit (20.0%), there is no explicit subject, but that unit is part 
of a comprehensive utterance in which the explicit subject is mentioned:

הם יתחילו להיות מוטרדים / יתחילו להריץ לפה שיחות אם הכול התבצע (175)
{itbaca~Ø} (SC9000 4102 — 4103)

em  j~atxil~u   lijot  mutrad-im
3.sg.m m~start.pc.qal~pl  be.inf.qal  bother.part.huf'al-pl.m
  j~atxil~u        learic         le-po    six-ot im
 3~start.pc.hif'il~pl      run.inf.hif'il   to-here    call-pl.f   con

 a-kol  itbaca~Ø

 def-all     carry-out.hitpa'el.sc~3.sg.m
‘They will get worried and will start calling here (to check) if everything 
is carried out.’

There are 20 units without an external marker in the pc, all of them instances 
of the impersonal plural. Here are some examples:

(SC1000 34) ישחררו אותך לפני הזמן (176)

j~eʃaxrer~u    ot~xa       lifnej  a-zman
3~free.pc.pi'el~pl acc~2.sg.m before def-time
‘They will discharge you (from the army) earlier [literally: before the 
expected date].’

177 Here, in some other cases presented here, and in the corpus in general, the conjunction ʃe is used in a 
modal meaning, probably derived from the negation word לא lo ‘no’, or instead of a specific conjunction 
for the syntactic position of purpose description כדי ש, kedey ʃe. 
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(SC17000 7850) שיתנו מילה טובה (177)

ʃe-Ø~itn~u   mila  tov-a

that-3~give.pc.qal~pl   word    good-sg.f

‘(I expected that) they will appreciate it (what we did) [literally: that 
they will give a good word].’

Note that there is 1 unit in which the subject refers to females. Nevertheless, 
the morpheme used is the original masculine one.

In conclusion, it seems that the third-person-plural PM is used only as an 
anaphoric pronoun, corresponding with a referent mentioned earlier in the 
conversation. In other cases, the proper name of the utterance‘s subject is 
used. All other cases without an external PM are cases in which the verb has 
an impersonal meaning. It seems that there is a complementary distribution 
between the specific subject and the impersonal subject; in the latter case, the 
PM is not needed and is therefore not added.

6.1.4.5.5.2.3.  Participle  conjugation

Table 63 presents the distribution of the third-person plural in the participle 
conjugation, showing the presence or absence of an external PM.

Table 63: The third-person-plural distribution in the participle conjugation

PM Participle

Third Person Impersonal 
Third Person

Without an external PM 28 67
With an external PM 31 0

Of the 59 verbal units in which the third-person plural appears in the participle 
form, 31 (52.5%) carry an external PM, and 28 units (47.5%) are coded as 
having no external PM.

In another 67 units the third-person-plural morpheme inherent in the verb is 
used as an impersonal form of the verb

6.1.4.5.5.2.3.1.  Without an external  person marker

There are two distinct categories among the 28 units without an external person 
marker.
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• In 17 units (60.7%), an explicit noun is added to the verb and takes the 
subject position:

(SC3000 1217) מפקדים צעירים שלא מכירים את העבודה (178)

mefakd-im        ceir-im  ʃe-lo       makir-im
commander-pl.m young-pl.m  that-neg  know.part.hif'il-pl.m
et        a-avoda
acc def-job
’young commanders who do not know the job’

(SC5000 9124) פרעושים נמצאים בבגדים (179)

par:oʃ-im     nimca-im       be-bgad-im
flea-pl.m  exist.part.nif'al-pl.m  in-dress-pl.m
‘Fleas exist in clothes.’

• In 11 units (39.3%), no external PM is used. However, the verbs in these 
units are sequential. The first unit within each comprehensive utterance 
(which contains several units) carries the external PM in the subject position, 
and the verbs in the sequential units refer back to it. Note that in 6 of these 
units the semantic subject is female, but the morpheme chosen is the original 
masculine one.

(SC3000 1399–1401) אלו שהולכים עד הסוף / תמיד נדפקים / ונדפקים (180)

elu  ʃe-olx-im  ad  a-sof
dem.pl  that-go.part.qal-pl.m  until  def-end
 tamid  nitfak~im
 always  screwed.part.nif'al-pl.m
 ve-nitfak-im
 and-screwed.part.nif'al-pl.m
‘Those who go all the way are always screwed and screwed.’

There are 67 units without an external marker in the plural participle, all of 
them impersonal cases. Here are some examples:

(SC8000 3213) הרבה בורחים עכשיו מההייטק (181)

arbe  borx-im       axʃav          me-a-ajtek
a lot    run-away.part.qal-pl.m      now   from-def-High Tech
‘Many (people) are leaving the High-Tech now.’
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(SC14000 6155) ב## הורסים אותם (182)

be-##  ors~im    ot~am

in-pn        ruin~part.qal-pl.m  acc~3. pl

‘In ## (hospital’s name), they ruin them.’

(SC12000 5358–5359) זה לא רק שומעים אותך / גם מסריטים אותך (183)

ze    lo       rak      ʃom~im          ot~xa

dem.sg.m    neg      just   hear~part.qal~pl.m  acc~2.sg.m

 gam  masrit~im   ot~xa

 also  film.part.hif'il~pl.m   acc~2.sg.m

‘It is not only that you are being heard, you are also being filmed.’ 
[Literally: ‘It is not only that they hear you, they also film you.’]

6.1.4.5.5.3.  Intermediate  conclusions

The findings concerning the behavior of third-person PMs should be separated 
into two parts: the behavior of singular PMs and the behavior of plural PMs.

6.1.4.5.5.3.1.  The s ingular

Since the third person is not an active participant in the conversation (rather, 
he or she is the object of discussion), it needs to be introduced or specified 
to the participants. After its first introduction to the listeners, the third person 
is mentioned again and again by an anaphoric pronoun, a kind of indicator, 
to ensure that the listeners understand who is being talked about. This use 
of the third person does not appear in the first and second person, since they 
are participating in the conversation. The main conclusion from this is that 
pragmatic considerations causes the speakers’ comprehensive use of external 
PMs in the third person, even though they would not be needed according to 
the rules of the language’s grammar.

6.1.4.5.5.3.2.  The third-person conversion paradigm  
and the gender system

Unlike the two-gender system described for Classical Hebrew, there is a 
third gender in SSIH: the neuter one. This gender is indicated by a former 
demonstrative. Due to this use, the conversion paradigm of the third person 
is different from the conversion paradigm of first and second persons. The 
demonstrative behaves as an anaphoric pronoun and has no further demonstrative 
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meaning; it represents nonhuman subjects only. This use of the demonstrative 
is a result of languages in contact, and it represents language in change.

6.1.4.5.5.3.3.  The plural

The third-person plural is of two kinds, and the syntactic structure is influenced 
by this dual usage. When the third-person plural is used to indicate specific 
persons or actors in the conversation, the external PM is used as an anaphoric 
pronoun. When the third-person plural is used to indicate the impersonal plural, 
however, the external PM is not added to the verb.

6.2. Person markers in nonverbal predications
6.2.1. Introduction
The description of nonverbal units in this section is different from the preceding 
one on verbal predications. The reason is that each of the nonverbal units 
discussed here are predications that contain a PM. There are many other 
nonverbal units, but these are fragments rather than predications. There are, 
of course, also nonverbal predications that carry an explicit subject, but that 
subject is not a PM. The question under what circumstances the PM is used is 
therefore not relevant here. Since this is the situation, this section will merely 
enumerate the cases in which independent PMs are used, and show the syntactic 
structures in which they are used.

6.2.2. Independent person markers
The description of independent PMs in nonverbal units is the same as that for 
PMs in verbal units. However, in nonverbal units, a PM can not only function 
as a subject, but in any person, it can also take the predicate position when 
another person or some other noun is the subject. Also, the third-person marker 
can function as a copula.178

6.2.3. First findings
There are 443 PUs (5.6% of the total of 7,873 containing an external PM) that 
are nonverbal predications.179

178 As for the Hebrew copula, see Section 6.1.4.5.1 and the bibliography brought in textbooks and in 
grammar books of Hebrew. However, this function is not discussed here.

179 This finding added to the number of verbal units found in this corpus reveals that most units in SSIH 
are nonverbal. The other “prosodic units” are nonverbal clauses (that is, 4,785 units — 60.8% of the 
total of 7,873 units in the corpus — are nonverbal clauses).
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As mentioned in Section 6.1.3. (footnote 155), written Modern Hebrew is 
commonly considered as exhibiting more verbal sentences and structures than 
it does nonverbal ones. The occurrence of verbal units in only 33.6% of the 
corpus indicates that, on the contrary, in the spoken language, most of the units 
are nonverbal; however, most of them are fragments rather than predications.

As for the arrangement of the nonverbal predications with an independent PM, 
325 PUs (73.4%) contain a nondemonstrative PM, and 118 PUs (26.6%) contain 
a demonstrative that functions as a PM. The percentage of demonstratives that 
function as a PM in nonverbal predications is very high, and it is interesting 
to compare this usage with that in verbal units (where only 3.2% of the units 
contain a demonstrative).

In the following sections, I will describe the distribution of nonverbal PUs 
containing external PMs.

6.2.4. Distribution of independent person markers
Here is the distribution of PMs in the different persons across syntactic 
functions:

Table 64: Distribution of independent PMs across syntactic functions

Person Subject 
Position

Predicate 
Position Copula Extra- 

position Other Total

1.sg 71 2 0 7 15 95
112

1.pl 14 0 0 0 3 17
2.sg.m 30 0 0 0 1 31

702.sg.f 39 0 0 0 0 39

2.pl 0 0 0 0 0 0
3.sg.m 52 0 10 5 6 73

1433.sg.f 44 0 7 1 1 53
3.pl 12 1 3 0 1 17
dem.m 110 0 7 0 0 117

118
dem.f 1 0 0 0 0 1
Total 443

Table 64 illustrates the wide use of the masculine demonstrative, whereas there 
is only 1 unit in which the feminine demonstrative is used.
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In order to interpret the findings and to explain the PM system in SSIH, I present 
in the following sections the behavior of external PMs in nonverbal units. As 
before, the presentation is arranged according to person.

6.2.4.1. First person
6.2.4.1.1. Introduction

The first person in Hebrew has singular and plural forms but no gender division. 
In the following sections, I present the distribution of first-person external PMs 
in nonverbal predications in the corpus’s PUs, and I explain their behavior and 
arrangement in the grammatical system.

6.2.4.1.2. First-person distribution

Table 65 presents the distribution of first person in nonverbal units.

Table 65: Distribution of first-person independent markers  
across syntactic functions

Person Subject 
Position

Predicate 
Position Copula Extra-position Other Total

1.sg 71 2 0 7 15 95
1.pl 14 0 0 0 3 17

Of the 112 units in which an external first-person marker is used, 95 units 
(84.8%) concern the first-person singular. Only 17 units (15.2%) concern the 
first-person plural.

This distribution is similar to the distribution found for the first person in 
verbal units. Therefore, just as with the verbal units, the question whether there 
is a grammatical, syntactic, or some other reason (possibly sociolinguistic or 
psycholinguistic) for this high use of the first-person singular compared with 
the first-person plural is appropriate. There is, of course, a tendency of speakers 
to talk about themselves and to put themselves in the center of the situation; it 
is not impossible that this is the reason for this dominant use of the first-person 
singular.180

6.2.4.1.2.1.  Firs t -person s ingular

Table 66 presents the distribution of the first-person singular.

180 See footnote 158 in Section 6.1.4.3.3.
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Table 66: Distribution of first-person singular across syntactic functions

Person Subject 
Position

Predicate 
Position Copula Extra-position Other Total

 1.sg 71 2 0 7 15 95

I discern four distinct categories in which an external PM is used.

• The most prominent finding is that in 71 out of the 95 units (74.7%), the 
first-person external marker takes the subject position. This category itself 
comprises four distinct subcategories:

Of the 71 units in which an external first-person marker takes the   P

subject position, 41 units (57.7%) are before a modal adjective.181 The 
modals concerned are חייב xajav ‘must’ [literally: ‘obliged’], צריך 
carix ‘need’ [literally: ‘needy’], and אמור amur ‘suppose’ [literally: 
‘supposed’].

(SC2000 923) אני חייב לשתות (184)

ani  xajav-Ø    liʃtot

1.sg          must(madj)-sg.m  drink.inf.qal

‘I must drink.’

(SC1000 297–299) אני צריך / לשמור / על רמת סודיות (185)

ani  carix-Ø

1.sg          need(madj)-sg.m

 liʃmor

 keep.inf.qal

  al      ramat  sodijut

  on     level  secrecy

‘I have to keep a high level of secrecy.’

181 Modal adjective is defined as a Hebrew morpheme that, like a regular adjective, conjugates in gender 
and number. It comes after (and modifies) a noun or pronoun in a nonverbal sentence, taking the 
predicate position. It is used to denote the speaker’s attitude toward the predicate under discussion, and 
it implies request, ambition, or aspiration. It can precede an infinitive, conveying its modal meaning. 
The modal adjective is not a verb (for example, it does not conjugate for person or tense), but it is 
used in much the same way as a present-tense verb and can take a direct object. Some researchers 
have called it a “verboid” (semiverb), but the all Hebrew dictionaries represent it as an adjective.
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(SC4000 1812) בעיקרון אני אמורה לסיים את זה בסוף השבוע (186)

be-ikaron  ani  amur-a  lsajem
in-principle  1.sg  suppose(madj)-sg.f  finish.inf.pi'el

et ze           be-sof a-ʃavu'a
acc    dem.sg.m     in-end  def.week
‘I am supposed to get it over with by the end of the week.’

Here, too, I assume that the expression of the personal point of view of 
the speaker is the reason for using the external PM.

In 14 cases (19.7% of the units in which the first-person marker takes the  P

subject position), the nonverbal unit contains a prepositional phrase as 
its predicate. In nearly all of these cases, the phrase has a local meaning 
(from where to where the speaker is moving or where the speaker is).

(SC3000 1241) אני פה עד חמש (187)

ani  po  ad   xameʃ
1.sg         here  until five
‘I am here until five.’

(SC13000 5994) אני בשירותים (188)

ani  b-a-ʃerutim
1.sg   in-def-toilets
‘I am at the toilets.’

In 9 further cases (12.7% of the units in which the first-person marker  P

takes the subject position), the nonverbal unit contains an adjective as 
its predicate:

(SC4000 1718) איך אני שמחה (189)

ex       ani  smex-a
how       1.sg  happy-sg.f
‘I am so glad.’

(SC8000 3458) למה אני עצלן (190)

lama  ani  aclan-Ø

why       1.sg  lazy-sg.m
‘because I am lazy’
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In 7 cases (9.9% of the units in which the first-person marker takes the  P

subject position), the nonverbal unit contains a noun as its predicate:

 (SC10000 4625) אני מדונה עכשיו (191)
ani  Madonna  axʃav

1.sg        pn          now

‘I am Madonna now.’

(SC14000 6480) הרי אני בסך הכול חתן (192)

arey  ani  be-sax akol     xatan

dm         1.sg   in-all-in-all       son-in law

‘After all, I am just a son-in-law.’

• In 7 of the 95 units (7.4%), the first-person external marker is used in 
structures of extra-position. In 5 of those cases (71.4%), a syntactic subject 
is extra-posed and takes the topic position as well. In the other 2 cases 
(28.6%), the speaker starts using the pronoun at the beginning but then, as an 
afterthought, changes the unit’s structure so that the first person conjugates 
in the relevant case with a preposition.

(SC11000 4803) אני אין לי בעיה (193)

ani  en  l-i   beaja

1.sg       neg       to-1.sg  problem

‘I (I) do not care.’ [Literally: ‘I [I] do not have a problem.’]

• In only 2 cases out of the 95 nonverbal first-person-singular units (2.1%), 
the external PM takes the predicate position. In both of these cases, the 
demonstrative זה ze ‘this’ [sg.m] is found in the subject position.

(SC7000 2704) למה זה אני (194)

lama  ze     ani

why       dem.sg.m     1.sg

‘because it’s me’

• In the remaining 15 first-person-singular nonverbal units (15.8% of the 
total), the PM is used in a unit of its own; it has no predicative completion 
in the units before or after it. There are two types of this use:
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In 8 of the 15 cases (53.3%), the speaker uses the external PM to respond  P

negatively to a wh-question that has been asked in the preceding unit 
by another participant in the conversation. In other words, the speaker 
wants to inform the other participant that it has not been he or she who 
has carried out the action being discussed.

(SC9000 4014) אני לא (195)

ani  lo
1.sg   neg

‘I do not.’

In 7 of the 15 cases (46.7%), the speaker uses the pronoun at the  P

beginning of his idea but does not complete it; rather he or she is 
interrupted by another participant in the conversation or changes the 
subject of the units him or herself.

(SC9000 4005–4006) אבל אני לא — / זה לא יכול להיות  (196)

aval  ani  lo —
but  1.sg  neg

 ze  lo  jaxol-Ø  lijot
 dem.sg.m  neg  can.part.qal-sg.m  be.inf.qal

‘But I do not —  \ This is not possible.’

From the foregoing list, we may conclude that there are specific structures in 
which an external PM is used in nonverbal predicative PUs. One of the most 
interesting findings is the existence of an extra-position structure, in which the 
syntactic subject is extra-posed (even though most grammar books assert that 
there is no such structure in Modern Hebrew). The other remarkable structure is 
the one in which אני לא  ani lo ‘not me’ stands on its own. In Classical Hebrew, 
this structure is considered deficient, since there is no verb or a nonverbal 
predicate in it.

6 .2 .4 .1 .2.2.  Firs t -person plural

Table 67 presents the distribution of the first-person plural.

Table 67: Distribution of first-person plural across syntactic functions

Person Subject 
Position

Predicate 
Position Copula Extra-position Other Total

1.pl 14 0 0 0 3 17
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Of the 17 first-person-plural nonverbal units in which an external PM is used 
in the corpus, 14 units (82.4%) have the PM appearing unequivocally in the 
subject position. There are five distinct categories among these first-person-
plural PMs:

• In 5 cases (29.4%), the nonverbal unit contains an adjective as its 
predicate:

(SC2000 674) אנחנו ראשונים (197)

anaxnu  riʃon-im

1.pl    first-pl.m

‘We are first.’

• In 4 cases (23.5%), the external first-person marker is used before a modal 
adjective:

(SC5000 2145) אנחנו צריכים לעבודה (198)

anaxnu  crix-im    l-a-avoda

1.pl     need(madj)-pl.m   to-def-work

‘We need (it) for work.’

• In 3 cases (17.6%), the nonverbal unit contains a noun as its predicate:

(SC2000 636) אנחנו המשטרה פה עכשיו (199)

anaxnu a-miʃtara  po  axʃav

1.pl    def-police      here  now

‘We are the police here now.’

• In 2 cases (11.8%), the nonverbal unit contains a prepositional phrase as 
its predicate. In each case, the phrase has a local meaning (from where to 
where the speaker is moving or where the speaker is).

(SC2000 1138) אנחנו במגדל עזריאלי (200)

anaxnu  be-migdal  Azrieli

1.pl    in-tower       Azrieli(loc)

‘We are at Azrieli Towers (a marketing center in Tel Aviv).’

• In 3 cases (17.6%), the external PM is used in structures of semi-extra-
position, even though the PM is in the subject position. The pronoun is 
used as a separate PU, but in a sequential unit, and the speaker repeats 
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it to complete the predication. This structure could be considered as an 
extra-position one, in which the subject is extra-posed and repeated in 
exactly the same form, but it can also be understood as an afterthought 
or a psychological effect of the speaker’s performance: he starts to say 
something but is not sure about it (the idea is not yet clear to him). Therefore, 
he starts the next unit with this same pronoun after he has organized the 
content as a complete idea.

(SC2000 633–635) אנחנו / כן / אנחנו אחראים (201)

anxnu \ ken \ anaxnu  axra-im

1.pl \      yes \        1.pl  in charge-pl.m

‘Us- \ Yes- \ We are in charge.’

From the foregoing list, we can conclude that there are specific structures in 
which an external PM is used in nonverbal sentences. The most interesting 
finding is the optional existence of an extra-position structure, in which the 
syntactic subject is extra-posed (even though most grammar books assert that 
there is no such structure in Modern Hebrew).

Note that this structure includes a lengthening of the first-person pronoun, the 
extra-posed one.

One other interesting finding is the use of the masculine-singular demonstrative 
as a subject of a unit in which a first-person-plural marker functions as a 
predicate. This use is new for Hebrew, since it exhibits a lack of agreement in 
number and gender, but it is indicative of the wide use of this demonstrative in 
SSIH, as will be described in Section 6.2.4.2.3.2.4.

6.2.4.2. Second person
6.2.4.2.1. Introduction

As mentioned in Section 6.1.4.4, the second person in Hebrew, as described 
in textbooks, has both a singular and a plural form and has a gender division: 
masculine singular, feminine singular, masculine plural, and feminine plural.

However, in Section 6.1.4.4.4, we saw that in SSIH verbal units, there is only 
a single PM to indicate second-person plural: אתם atem 2.pl ‘you’.

In nonverbal units, as will be described in the following sections, there are no 
instances of the second-person-plural marker (probably because of contextual  
circumstances). However, it is being used outside the corpus.
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In the following sections, I present the distribution of second-person external 
PMs in nonverbal units, and I explain their behavior and arrangement in the 
grammatical system.

6.2.4.2.2. Second-person distribution

Table 68 presents the distribution of second person in nonverbal units.

Table 68: Distribution of second-person independent markers  
across syntactic functions

Person Subject 
Position

Predicate 
Position Copula Extra-position Other Total

2.sg.m 30 0 0 0 1 31

2.sg.f 39 0 0 0 0 39

2.pl 0 0 0 0 0 0

Of the 70 units in which an external second-person marker is used, 31 (44.3%) 
concern second-person-masculine singular, and 39 (55.7%) concern second-
person-feminine singular. In contrast to the findings in verbal units, we see that 
most nonverbal units use the feminine PM. In other words, with nonverbal units, 
there are more instances of the feminine PM in the subject position, whereas 
with verbal units most of the instances are the masculine PM.

6.2.4.2.2.1.  Second-person-mascul ine s ingular

Table 69 presents the distribution of the second-person-masculine singular,

Table 69: Distribution of second-person-masculine singular  
across syntactic functions

Person Subject 
Position

Predicate 
Position Copula Extra-position Other Total

2.sg.m 30 0 0 0 1 31

After checking and analyzing all 31 nonverbal units, I discern two distinct 
categories of units in which an external second-person-masculine-singular marker 
is used. Most of the categories and subcategories are the same as those known 
from Classical Hebrew. The following are the structures in which second-person-
masculine singular is used in nonverbal units in SSIH. Cases of differences from 
Classical Hebrew uses or grammar are pointed out.
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• In 30 out of the 31 units (96.8%), the external second-person-masculine-
singular marker takes the subject position. This category itself comprises 
four distinct subcategories:

In 13 cases among the 30 nonverbal units taking the subject position  P

(43.3%), the unit contains an adjective as its predicate:

(SC2000 970) אתה גדול (202)

ata gadol-Ø

2.sg.m     big(adj)-sg.m

‘You are great.’

In 12 cases among the 30 nonverbal units taking the subject position  P

(40.0%), the unit contains a prepositional phrase as its predicate. In 
most of the cases, the structure is interrogative.

In 6 cases out of the 12 (50.0%), the unit’s structure is a yes/no  >

question, starting with the PM.

(SC8000 3379) אתה עוד אצל ההורים \ (203)

ata   od  ecel  a-or-im /

2.sg.m  more  at  def-parent-pl.m /

‘Are you still (living) at your parents’ (house)?’

In most of these units, the interrogative word is not used, and only the 
final tone is used by the speaker to indicate the appeal to the listener’s 
response.182

In 6 cases out of the 12 (50.0%), the unit’s structure is a   >

wh-question.183

(SC11000 3269) איזה שנה אתה \ (204)

eze  ʃana  ata /

which    year     2.sg.m /

‘In what year are you (in college)?’

In 4 cases among the 30 nonverbal units taking the subject position  P

182 For information on interrogative structures in SSIH see Cohen (2004).
183 Note that the structure of these units is different from the usual interrogative structure in Modern 

Hebrew, as that structure is described in grammar books. The interrogative words lack the prepositions 
that was traditionally prefixed to them. This is a ongoing trend in SSIH. 
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(13.3%), the unit takes a modal adjective as its predicate. The only 
modal in use is צריך carix ‘need’.

(SC17000 8291) מתי אתה צריך לקום מחר \ (205)

matay  ata  carix-Ø   lakum       maxar /

when       2.sg.m   need(madj)-sg.m      get-up.inf.qal   tomorrow

‘At what time do you have to wake up tomorrow?’

In 1 case among the 30 nonverbal units taking the subject position  P

(3.3%), the unit contains a noun as its predicate.

(SC1000 284) ואתה פקוד שלי (206)

ve-ata        pakud         ʃel-i

and-2.sg.m  subordinate  poss-1.sg

‘And you are my subordinate.’

• In 1 of the 31 second-person-masculine-singular units (3.2%), the PM is 
used at the end of the unit. The regular order in Hebrew is subject-predicate-
object.

(SC7000 3084) מתוקי של אימא אתה (207)

matok-i     ʃel  ima  ata

sweet-dim  poss  mother 2.sg.m

‘You are Mommy’s sweety.’ (Literaly: ‘sweety of Mommy you are.’)

Using a structure in which the subject PM comes after the predicate is not 
regular, and it has a purpose: to put the predicate in topic position.

6.2.4.2.2.2.  Second-person-feminine s ingular

Table 70 presents the distribution of the second-person feminine singular.

Table 70: Distribution of second-person-feminine singular  
across syntactic functions

Person Subject 
Position

Predicate 
Position Copula Extra-position Other Total

 2.sg.f 39 0 0 0 0 39
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There are four distinct categories among the 39 nonverbal second-person-
feminine-singular units in which an external PM is used in SSIH according to 
the type of predicate, all of them taking the subject position:

• 15 of the 39 units with an external second-person-feminine-singular marker 
(38.5%) contain a modal adjective as their predicate. The modals in use are 
.’xayevet 2.sg.f ‘must חייבת crixa 2.sg.f ‘need’ and צריכה

(SC7000 2688) את צריכה לרדת איזה פעמיים שלוש למטה (208)

at         crix-a          laredet     eze       paam-aim
2.sg.f  need(madj)-sg.f   go-down.inf.qal  which     time-dual

ʃaloʃ le-mat-a
three to-down
‘You have to go down about two or three times.’

• In 15 cases (38.5%), the nonverbal unit contains a prepositional phrase 
as its predicate. In nearly every one of these cases, the phrase has a local 
meaning (from where to where). There are two kinds of prepositional-
phrase structures:

In 8 cases out of the 15 (53.3%), the unit’s structure is interrogative, and  P

6 of those are wh-questions. The remaining 2 are yes/no questions.

(SC7000 3105) איפה את \ (209)

efo  at /
where      2.sg.f
‘Where are you?’

(SC15000 6810) את עוד אצל ##\ (210)

at   od    ecel  ## /
2.sg.f      more          at   pn.f /
‘Are you still at ##’s?’

Here too, there is no interrogative at the beginning of a yes/no question, 
unlike as in the classic structure in Hebrew.

In 7 cases out of the 15 (46.7%), the phrase comprises a preposition  P

added as a prefix to a noun. In each case, the phrase has a locative 
meaning.
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(SC17000 7904) את כבר בבאר טוביה (211)

at    kvar be-Be'er Tuvia

2.sg.f   already  in-pn

‘You are in Be'er Toviah (a moshav in Israel) already.’

• In 5 of the 39 second-person-feminine-singular nonverbal units (12.8%), 
the unit contains an adjective as its predicate:

(SC12000 5174) את לא נורמאלית (212)

at  lo  normal-it

2.sg.f neg  normal-sg.f

‘You are out of your mind.’ [Literally: ‘You are not normal.’]

• In 4 of the 39 second-person-feminine-singular nonverbal units (10.3%), 
the unit contains a noun as its predicate.

(SC12000 5423) את אישה נהדרת (213)

at          iʃa  neheder-et

2.sg.f  woman     wonderful-sg.f

‘You are a wonderful woman.’

6.2.4.2.2.3.  Intermediate  summary

In most nonverbal units found in the corpus, the second-person-singular markers 
take the subject position. The predicates in those units are modal adjectives, 
adjectives, prepositional phrases, or nouns. There are also interrogative 
structures, most of them carrying a locative meaning. An ongoing phenomenon 
of spoken Hebrew is found in the second-person-masculine units: the lack 
of the preposition usually added to the interrogative word in order to give it 
its specific meaning — for example, באיזה be-eze ‘in which’ or לאיזה le-eze 
‘for what’. Instead, the speakers in the corpus omit the preposition and use 
just the interrogative איזה eze ‘which’ for all meanings. The speakers counted 
on the listeners understanding the context, so they omitted the predictable 
components — in this case, the prefixed preposition.

As mentioned in Section 6.2.4.2.1, no second-person-plural markers are used 
in nonverbal units in this corpus. However, the second-person-plural marker 
does exist in the spoken language. I assume that it is not found here because 
of the discourse’s nature and context.
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6.2.4.2.3. Third person

6.2.4.2.3.1.  Introduct ion

According to the textbooks, the Hebrew third person conjugates in both singular 
and plural and has a gender division; that is, there are masculine-singular, 
feminine-singular, masculine-plural, and feminine-plural forms. Contrary to this 
description of the third person, which is based on Classical Hebrew grammar, 
it seems that the gender system of the third person in SSIH is not binary; 
it is actually a trigender system. As I described in Section 6.1.4.5.5.3.2, the 
conversion paradigm of the third person is broader than that of the first and 
second persons. Though first and second persons can be converted only by a 
PM, the third person can also be converted by a demonstrative. This is a broad 
phenomenon, not just a trend; it is a widespread procedure that characterizes 
a language in change and moving toward grammaticalization of this system. 
So, in SSIH, a demonstrative can assume the role of PM as well. In almost all 
cases, this concerns the masculine-singular demonstrative. As a result, Hebrew 
has three genders: masculine, feminine, and neuter.

However, as described in Section 6.1.4.5.5.2, in SSIH verbal units, there is 
only one PM to indicate third-person plural: הם hem ‘they’. As I show in the 
following sections, this conjugation applies to nonverbal units as well.

Also, as is mentioned in Sections 6.2.2 and 6.2.4.2.3.2, the third person in 
Hebrew functions as a copula as well as a subject and predicate.

In the following sections, I present the distribution of third-person external 
PMs in nonverbal units, including that of demonstratives that take on the role 
of pronoun, and I explain their behavior and arrangement in the grammatical 
system.184

6.2.4.2.3.2.  Third-person dis t r ibut ion

Table 71 presents the distribution of the third-person marker in nonverbal 
units.

184 Note that the “copula” units are not elaborated upon here. However, these units are described in order 
to show the complete conjugation and use system of PMs in SSIH. 
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Table 71: Distribution of third-person independent markers across 
syntactic functions

Person Subject 
Position

Predicate 
Position Copula Extra-position Other Total

3.sg.m 52 0 10 5 6 73
3.sg.f 44 0 7 1 1 53
3.pl 12 1 3 0 1 17
dem.m 110 0 7 0 0 117
dem.f 1 0 0 0 0 1

Of the 143 units in which an external third-person marker is used, 73 cases 
(51.0 %) concern third-person-masculine-singular, and 53 (37.1%) concern 
third-person-feminine singular. Only 17 units (11.9%) concern the third-person 
plural. This distribution is similar to the distribution found in verbal units. The 
classical third-person-feminine-plural morpheme, described in all textbooks and 
many grammars of Hebrew, is not found in the corpus at all, even in those cases 
in which it is clear from the context that reference is to a female referent. We 
also learn from Table 71 that there are some cases of extra-position structures 
in nonverbal units in the third person.

Note that 20 occurrences (14.0%) of the third-person morphemes function as 
a copula in SSIH. This finding should be examined separately, but it should be 
mentioned that this copula structure is very frequent in SSIH.

6.2.4.2.3.2.1.  Third-person-masculine s ingular

Table 72 presents the distribution of the third-person masculine singular.

Table 72: Distribution of third-person-masculine singular  
across syntactic functions

Person Subject 
Position

Predicate 
Position Copula Extra-position Other Total

3.sg.m 52 0 10 5 6 73

After checking and analyzing all 73 nonverbal units in which an external PM is 
used, I discern four distinct categories. Most of the categories and subcategories 
are the same as those known from Classical Hebrew. The following are the 
structures in which the third-person-masculine singular is used in nonverbal 
units in SSIH. Differences from Classical Hebrew grammar are pointed out:
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• In 52 out of the 73 units (71.2%), the third-person-masculine-singular 
external marker takes the subject position. This category itself comprises 
four distinct subcategories:

In 29 cases among the 52 nonverbal units taking the subject position  P

(55.8%), the unit contains an adjective as its predicate:

(SC4000 1850) הוא כבר היה עצבני (214)

u            kvar        aja~Ø          acbani~Ø

3.sg.m  already be.qal.sc~3.sg.m nervous~sg.m

‘He is already nervous.’

Note the support verb that is used in Hebrew to indicate the tense 
of the sentence or the clause. It is considered a copula in nonverbial 
predications. This is a nice example of that use.

(SC13000 5869) הוא נבוך (215)

u  navox-Ø

3.sg.m  embarrassed(adj)~sg.m

‘He is embarrassed.’

In 12 cases among the 52 nonverbal units taking the subject position  P

(23.1%), the unit contains a noun as its predicate:

(SC3000 1145) הוא חייל (216)

u             xajal

3.sg.m  soldier(n.sg.m)

‘He is a soldier.’

(SC14000 6098) הוא בן אדם מסכן (217)

u  benadam  misken-Ø

3.sg.m  son-of-Adam  poor(adj)-sg.m

‘He is a poor person.’

In 10 cases among the 52 nonverbal units taking the subject position  P

(19.2%), the unit contains a prepositional phrase as its predicate. In 
most cases, the phrase had a locative meaning.
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(SC4000 1779) הוא בדיוק היה בחוץ (218)

u           bi-djuk  aja~Ø   b-a-xuc

3.sg.m  in-precise  be.qal.sc~3.sg.m  in-def-out

‘He is outside at the moment.’

In 1 case among the 52 nonverbal units taking the subject position  P

(1.9%), the external third-person marker is used before a modal 
adjective. The only modal in use is צריך carix ‘need’.

(SC8000 3657) הוא לא צריך ציונים של מאה (219)

u           lo    carix-Ø    cijun-im     ʃel      mea

3.sg.m neg  need(madj)-sg.m  grade-pl.m    poss   hundred

‘He does not need a hundred A grades.’

• In 10 of the 73 third-person-masculine-singular units (13.7%), the external 
PM functions as a copula.

In 4 of those copula cases (40.0%), the predicate is a predicative  P

clause:

(SC9000 4099–4100) הקטע הוא / שאני יודעת שאם אני אשאל (220)

a-keta  u
def-segment  3.sg.m
 ʃ-ani        joda-at       ʃe-im       ani   Ø~iʃal
 that-1.sg know.part.qal-sg.f that-con  1.sg 1.sg~ask.pc.qal

‘The thing is, that I know that if I ask’

In the other 6 copula cases (60.0%), the predicate is a noun: P

(SC14000 6447) הרי כל דוקטור הוא חבר של דוקטור (221)

arej kol       doktor    u   xaver
dm   all    doctor(n.sg.m) 3.sg.m  friend(n.sg.m)
ʃel  doktor
poss       doctor(n.sg.m)
‘After all, every doctor is a friend of another doctor.’

• In 5 of the 73 third-person-masculine-singular units (6.8%), the external 
PM is used in a structure of extra-position:
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In 2 of these extra-position cases (40.0%), the PM in accusative or  P

dative position in the formal part of the unit is extra-posed and takes 
the topic position.

In 3 extra-position cases (60.0%), the subject PM is extra-posed and  P

takes the topic position.

(SC9000 4144–4115) המקרר הזה / הוא כבר ישן (222)

a-mekarer           a-ze
def-refrigerator(n.sg.m)  def-dem.sg.m
 u  kvar  jaʃan-Ø

 3.sg.m  already(temp)  old(adj)-sg.m
‘This refrigerator \ It is old already.’

• 6 of the 73 third-person-masculine singular units (8.2%) start with the PM 
as if it were going to be the subject of the unit, but the speaker immediately 
changes the unit’s organization and the subject of the unit with it. This 
structure has a specific prosodic contour, and it sounds like an afterthought, 
as if the speaker had started talking without organizing his whole message. 
Therefore, he starts with the third person (usually because it is related to the 
former context) and simultaneously rephrases the unit, thereby changing 
the subject and content.

(SC6000 2270–2271) אז הוא / אני מבקשת חלק מההכנסה הזאת (223)

az     u
then   3.sg.m
 ani      mevakeʃ-et    xelek  me-a-axnasa             a-zot
 1.sg.m  ask.part.pi’el-sg.f  part      from-def-income(n.sg.f) def-dem.sg.f
‘Then he- \ I am asking to have a part of this income.’

6.2.4.2.3.2.2.  Third-person-feminine s ingular

Table 73 presents the distribution of the third-person-feminine singular.

Table 73: Distribution of third-person-feminine singular  
across syntactic functions

Person Subject 
Position

Predicate 
Position Copula Extra-position Other Total

3.sg.f 44 0 7 1 1 53
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After checking and analyzing all 53 nonverbal units in which an external PM 
is used, I discern four distinct categories. The following are the structures in 
which the third-person-feminine singular is used in nonverbal units in SSIH:

• In 44 of the 53 units (83.0%), the third-person-feminine singular external 
marker takes the subject position. This category itself comprises four distinct 
subcategories, most of the categories and subcategories are the same as those 
known from Classical Hebrew.

In 15 cases among the 44 nonverbal units taking the subject position  P

(34.1%), the unit contains a prepositional phrase as its predicate. In 
almost every case, the phrase has a locative meaning.

(SC15000 7115) מאתמול בבוקר היא לא בבית (224)

me-etmol  b-a-boker  i  lo  b-a-bait
from-yesterday in-def-morning  3.sg.f  neg  in-def-house
‘She has not been at home since yesterday morning.’

In 14 cases among the 44 nonverbal units taking the subject position  P

(31.8%), the unit contains an adjective as its predicate:

(SC12000 5478) היא קטנטונת (225)

i          ktanton-et
3.sg.f   tiny-sg.f
‘She is tiny.’

In 8 cases among the 44 nonverbal units taking the subject position  P

(18.2%), the unit contains a noun as its predicate:

(SC9000 3830) היא הבת של ## ## (226)

i         a-bat    ʃel      ##    ##
3.sg.f  def-daughter  poss  pn  fn

‘She is ## ##’s daughter.’

In 7 cases among the 44 nonverbal units taking the subject position  P

(15.9%) the external third-person-feminine singular marker is before 
a modal adjective. The modal in use is צריכה crixa ‘need’.

(SC10000 4433) היא צריכה לעבוד בכפר סבא (227)

i   crix-a            laavod               be-kfar-saba
3.sg.f      need(madj)-sg.f   work.inf.qal in-pn

‘She should work in Kfar Sava (a city in Israel).’
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• In 7 of the 53 third-person-feminine singular units (13.2%), the PM functions 
as a copula:

(SC11000 4995) השאלה היא כמה זה עולה (228)

a-ʃeela      i        kama        ze

def-question(n.sg.f)  3.sg.f  how-much  dem.sg.m

ole-Ø

cost.part.qal-sg.m

‘The question is: How much does it cost?’

• In 1 of the 53 third-person-feminine singular units (1.9%), the external 
PM is used in a structure of extra-position; the PM in dative position in the 
formal part of the unit is extra-posed and takes the topic position.

(SC4000 1590–1591) היא בעשר / הייתה לה ירידת מים (229)

i   be-eser 

3.sg.m      in-ten

 ajt~a         l-a       jeridat            maim

 be.qal.sc~3.sg.f  to-3.sg.f getting-down(n.sg.f)     water

‘She at ten — \ She had a rupture of membranes.’

• In 1 of the 53 third-person-feminine singular units (1.9%), the speaker 
repeats the beginning of the unit:

(SC17000 8068–8069) עכשיו היא / עכשיו היא נזכרה לשאול (230)

axʃav  i

now  3.sg.f

 axʃav i nizker~a liʃol

 now 3.sg.f  remember.nif'al.sc~3.sg.f ask.inf.qal

‘Now she — \ Now she asks.’ [Literally: ‘Now she has remembered to 
ask.’]

The unit starts with the third-person-feminine-singular external marker. 
The speaker is trying to catch the listener’s attention, so she repeats it. 
This is a speech act that is disturbed by the listeners, so the speaker tries to 
reorganize the message and capture the listener’s attention.
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6.2.4.2.3.2.3.  Third-person plural

Table 74 presents the distribution of the third-person plural.

Table 74: Distribution of third-person plural across syntactic functions

Person Subject 
Position

Predicate 
Position Copula Extra-position Other Total

3.pl 12 1 3 0 1 17

There are four distinct categories among the 17 nonverbal third-person-plural 
units in which an external PM is used in SSIH:

• In 12 out of the 17 units (70.6%), the third-person-plural external marker 
takes the subject position. This category itself comprises three distinct 
subcategories:

In 9 cases among the 12 nonverbal units taking the subject position  P

(75.0%), the unit contains a prepositional phrase as its predicate. In 
each case, the phrase has a locative meaning:

(SC9000 3811) הם אצל סבתא (231)

em  ecel  safta

3.pl       at  grandmother

‘They are at grandmother’s house.’

In 2 cases among the 12 nonverbal units taking the subject position  P

(16.7%), the unit contains an adjective as its predicate:

(SC15000 6669) הם עניים מה זה \ (232)

em  ani-im                ma  ze /
3.pl          poor(adj)-pl.m  what  dem.sg.m
‘Are they poor?’ [literally: ‘What is it? Are they poor?’]

In 1 case among the 12 nonverbal units taking the subject position  P

(8.3%), the unit contains a noun as its predicate:

(SC15000 7152) והם חמישה (233)

ve:em  xaniʃ-a

and-3.pl  five-sg.m

‘And there are five of them.’ [Literally: ‘And they are five.’]
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• In 3 of the 17 third-person-plural units (17.6%), the PM function as a 
copula:

(SC8000 3509) האנשים הכי טובים הם בטופ (234)

a-anaʃim     axi  tov-im  em  b-a-top

def-people  most  good-pl.m  3.pl       in-def-top

‘The best people are at the top.’

• In only 1 case out of the 17 third-person-plural units (5.9%), the external 
PM takes the predicate position:

(SC9000 3871) אולי זה הם (235)

ulaj    ze    em

maybe  dem.sg.m  3.pl

‘Maybe it is them.’

The demonstrative זה ze sg.m ‘this’ is found in the subject position.

There is 1 case out of the 17 third-person-plural units (5.9%) in which the 
content is not understandable. This unit is a complete structure; it has a subject, 
a predicate, and an object, but one cannot understand it in context.

6.2.4.2.3.2.4.  The demonstrative functioning as  a  person marker

Table 75 presents the distribution of demonstratives in nonverbal units.

Table 75: Distribution of demonstratives PMs across syntactic functions

Person Subject 
Position

Predicate 
Position Copula Extra-position Other Total

dem.m 110 0 7 0 0 117
dem.f 1 0 0 0 0 1

Of the 118 cases in which a demonstrative (each of them singular) is used in 
nonverbal units, in 117 (99.2 %) cases the masculine-singular-demonstrative 
morpheme is used. In only 1 case (0.8%) is the feminine-singular demonstrative 
used. However, a close examination of the units under discussion reveals that 
the masculine-singular-demonstrative morpheme is used not only in masculine-
singular contexts; it is used as well with feminine-singular, with masculine-
plural, and with feminine-plural reference.
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This finding is very important, since it contradicts the grammar system 
presented in Hebrew textbooks. In Classical Hebrew (and in Modern Hebrew 
as described in textbooks), there must be agreement in gender and number 
between subject and predicate and between subject and copula. The behavior 
of the demonstrative, however, reveals the emergence of a trigender system in 
SSIH: masculine, feminine, and neuter.

We also learn from this table that the demonstrative can function as a copula. 
In other words, the demonstrative assumes all roles of pronouns in SSIH’s 
syntax.

In the following sections, I present the distribution of demonstratives in 
nonverbal units, and I explain their behavior and arrangement in the grammatical 
system.

6.2.4.2.3.2.4.1.  Masculine-singular demonstrative

Table 76 presents the distribution of the masculine-singular demonstrative and 
the syntactic functions it is used in.

Table 76: Distribution of masculine-singular demonstrative PMs  
across syntactic functions

Person Subject Position Copula Total
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72 23 11 2 2 4 1 2
 Total 110 7

There are two distinct categories among the 117 nonverbal units in which a 
masculine-singular demonstrative morpheme is used in SSIH:

• In 110 out of the 117 units (94.0%), the masculine-singular demonstrative 
morpheme takes the subject position. However, this morpheme can be used 
to refer to masculine, feminine, or plural referents. This category itself 
comprises five distinct subcategories:

In 59 cases among the 110 nonverbal units taking the subject position  P

(53.6%), the unit contains a noun as its predicate. As just mentioned, 
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this masculine-singular demonstrative morpheme could be used in the 
subject position with a predicate of any gender:

In 33 cases out of the 59 (55.9%), the demonstrative is the subject  >

of a masculine-nonhuman predicate:

(SC7000 3185) זה הבגד של ## (236)

ze  a-beged  ʃel  ##

dem.sg.m  def-dress  poss  pn

‘This is ##’s cloth.’

In 17 cases out of the 59 (28.8%), the demonstrative is the subject  >

of a feminine-nonhuman predicate:

(SC6000 2294) אבל זה השקעה גדולה (237)

aval  ze         aʃka:a      gdol-a

but  dem.sg.m  investment(n.sg.f)  big(adj)-sg.f

‘But this is a big investment.’

In 7 cases out of the 59 (11.9%), the demonstrative is the subject  >

of a plural-nonhuman predicate:

(SC7000 2674) זה לבנים של ## (238)

ze    levan-im    ʃel  ##

dem.sg.m  white-pl.m  poss  pn

‘These are ##’s undergarments.’

In 2 cases out of the 59 (3.4%), the demonstrative is the subject of  >

a masculine-human predicate:

(SC13000 6020) זה בעלה (239)

ze   baal-a

dem.sg.m  husband-poss.3.sg.f

‘This is her husband.’

In both of these last cases, the demonstrative has a deictic meaning and 
function; perhaps this explains the use of the demonstrative here.

In 33 cases among the 110 units in which the masculine-singular  P
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demonstrative morpheme takes the subject position (30.0%), the unit 
contains an adjective as its predicate.

In 31 cases out of the 33 (93.9%), the demonstrative is the subject  >

of a masculine-nonhuman predicate:

(SC8000 3541) זה מצוין (240)

ze   mecujan-Ø

dem.sg.m  excellent(adj)-sg.m
‘It is excellent.’

In 2 cases out of the 33 (6.1%), the demonstrative is the subject of  >

a feminine-nonhuman predicate:

(SC16000 7245) זה אחד אחרי השני )הבחינות( (241)

ze   exad  axrej  a-ʃeni
dem.sg.m  one        after   def-second
‘They are one after another (the examinations[n.pl.f]).’

In 13 cases among the 110 units in which the masculine-singular  P

demonstrative morpheme takes the subject position (11.8%), the unit 
contains a prepositional phrase as its predicate.

In 8 cases out of the 13 (61.5%), the demonstrative is the subject  >

of a masculine-nonhuman predicate:

(SC9000 3936) זה על אותו פקק (242)

ze     al   ot~o         pkak
dem.sg.m    on  acc~3.sg.m    plug
‘They (the electrical appliances) are on the same plug.’

In 4 cases out of the 13 (30.8%), the demonstrative is the subject  >

of a feminine-nonhuman predicate:

(SC17000 7684) עם וודקה / זה היה )הכוס( (243)

im  vodka
with        vodka
 ze  aja~Ø

 dem.sg.m be.qal.sc~3.sg.m
‘There was vodka in it.’ [literally: ‘With vodka it (the glass {n.sg.f}) 
was.’]
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In 1 case out of the 13 (7.7%), the demonstrative is the subject of  >

a plural-nonhuman predicate:

(SC11000 5116) זה כמו הסנדלים שיש לך (244)

ze   kmo  a-sandal-im  ʃe-jeʃ     le-xa
dem.sg.m  like       def-sandal-pl.m        that-ex      to-2.sg.m
‘They are like the sandals you have.’ [Literally: ‘It is like the sandals 
you have.’]

In 3 cases among the 110 units taking the subject position (2.7%), the  P

unit contains a possessive phrase as its predicate:

(SC13000 5640) גם זה )רביולי( של אשכנזים (245)

gam  ze (ravioli)   ʃel        aʃkenazi-m
also   dem.sg.m  poss  Ashkenazi-pl.m
‘This is also Ashkenazi food (Ravioli).’

Two issues should be noted: (1) the referent that is represented by 
the anaphoric (and deictic) demonstrative is a plural-nonhuman one; 
and (2) this use of a possessive phrase as a predicate is not a regular 
behavior in Hebrew; in classical syntax, possession is considered a 
noun complement, not a predicate.

In 2 cases among the 110 units taking the subject position (1.8%), the  P

unit contains a modal adjective as its predicate.

(SC1000 536) זה חייב לבוא בצורה כזאת (246)

ze xajav-Ø       lavo   be-cura
dem.sg.m must(madj)-sg.m     come.inf.qal  in-shape
k-a-zot
like-def-dem.sg.f
‘It has to be that way.’ [Literally: ‘It has to come in that shape.’]

• In 7 out of the 117 units (6.0%), the demonstrative functions as a copula. 
Again,  according to all textbooks, the copula and the subject should agree 
in gender and number. Our findings here contradict that rule.

(SC13000 5639) קרעפלאך זה של אשכנזים (247)

krepalax    ze        ʃel     Aʃkenazi-m
kreplach  dem.sg.m  poss  Ashkenazi(adj)-pl.m
‘Kreplach (filled dumpling) is also Ashkenazi food.’
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(SC16000 7520–7521) והפרויקט הבא שלי / זה תבנית עצמית (248)

ve-a-project  a-ba  ʃel-i

and-def-project  def-next  poss-1.sg

 ze  tavnit  acmi-t

 dem.sg.m  model(n.sg.f) self-sg.f

‘And my next project \ is “self model.”’

In 4 cases, the subject is a masculine-nonhuman noun; in 1 case, the subject is 
a feminine-nonhuman noun; and in 2 cases, the subject is a plural-nonhuman 
noun.

6.2.4.2.3.2.4.2.  Feminine-singular demonstrative

Table 77 presents the distribution of the feminine-singular demonstrative in 
nonverbal units.

Table 77: Distribution of feminine-singular-demonstrative PMs  
across syntactic functions

Person Subject 
Position

Predicate 
Position Copula Extra-position Other Total

dem.f 1 0 0 0 0 1

The following is the only nonverbal unit in the corpus in which a feminine-
singular demonstrative morpheme is used in SSIH:

(SC16000 7570) כי זאת תערוכה שמביאה כסף (249)

ki       zot    ta:aruxa     ʃe-mevi~a

because  dem.sg.f   exhibition(n.sg.f)  that-bring.part.hif'il~sg.f

kesef

money

‘because it is a profitable exhibition’ [Literally: ‘because this is an 
exhibition that brings money’]

The Hebrew word for ‘exhibition’ is a feminine noun. The demonstrative has 
a deictic function, and the speaker uses the expected demonstrative for this 
meaning.
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6.2.4.2.3.2.5.  Intermediate summary

6.2.4.2.3.2.5.1.  (Historical)  third-person person marker behavior

The most prominent structure with third-person nonverbal units is with an 
adjective or a prepositional phrase as the predicate.

As mentioned in Sections 6.2.2 and 6.2.4.2.3.2, the third person can function as a 
copula in nonverbal units in Hebrew. However, it seems that it is used minimally. 
The copula structure should be correlated with the use of the demonstrative 
as a PM.

Also note that in only 3 cases have we found a PM in predicate position: 1 in 
third-person plural and 2 in first-person singular. This structure is interesting, 
since it is very similar to the Classical Hebrew structures, especially the structures 
of Biblical Hebrew, which are categorized as extra-position sentences.

6.2.4.2.3.2.5.2.  A demonstrative functions as  a  person marker

The masculine-singular morpheme of the demonstrative in Classical Hebrew has 
gone through a comprehensive process of change in SSIH; it not only functions 
as a demonstrative per se, but it assumes all the roles of personal pronouns.

Note, however, that the structure and components of a nonverbal unit with the 
demonstrative are not the same as those with pronouns. The most prominent 
difference is that units with a demonstrative in subject position mostly take a 
noun as their predicate, whereas in other third-person units, the predicate is 
usually an adjective. However, both pronouns and demonstratives are anaphoric 
to an object or a subject that is mentioned in a previous unit.

The most prominent finding is that the demonstrative is used in SSIH as a 
nonhuman PM. This use is new to Hebrew, and it is evidence of a trigender 
system — masculine, feminine, and nonhuman — probably a result of languages 
in contact, an influence of the English PM system. It is very comprehensive: 
speakers use the demonstrative morpheme, traditionally defined as a masculine 
singular, with all genders of nonhuman nouns. This use clearly demonstrates 
a process of language in change.
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7. Cliticized and independent person markers 
7. in subject position

7.1. Introduction Cliticized and independent person markers in subject position

As mentioned in Chapter 6, the external PM in SSIH can be expressed as either 
an independent pronoun or a clitic pronoun. Note, I use the term “pronoun” to 
indicate the morphological structure and not the semantic or syntactical value of 
these makers. Either type can function as a topic and have the subject function. 
Both types of marker — independent pronouns and clitic pronouns — appear in 
both verbal and nonverbal units.

Clitic pronouns are a recent innovation in Hebrew; they are not described in 
traditional grammar books. Hila Polak-Yitzhaki (2006–2007) points out the 
existence of clitics in Hebrew verbal units. She indicates, however, that there are 
only three clitic PMs. Her point of view is a discourse analytical one; that is, she 
claims the verb is affecting the choice of clitics over the independent pronoun. She 
found only 52 clitic forms in her corpus, and she claims that there is a semantic 
basis for using clitics rather than independent PMs. However, looking at her 
research, one can see that there are many cases in which the same verb appears 
either with a clitic or with an independent PM in the same environment.

In this chapter I define the current system in Hebrew that includes both 
independent pronouns and clitic pronouns, and I describe their functions and 
their grammatical behaviour.

7.2. Clitic pronouns
Clitic PMs are known in many languages. The most comprehensive definition 
for a clitic is “a word that is relying on a host and has no main stress.” (Klavans 
1995) The term clitic usually refers to a morphological element that is not an 
independent phonological word; together the clitic (the guest word) and its host 
become a single phonological word.185

The most common way that a clitic is created in Hebrew is through the omission 
of one syllable from the word that becomes the clitic, the “guest” word; that is, 
the clitic is a reduced form of the original word. This omission never affects the 
main element or component that carries the meaning of that guest word.

185 Matthews (1997, 56).
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As will be shown in this chapter, SSIH has a system of pronominal clitics. 
There are four PM morphemes that have reduced forms that behave in all 
respects as clitics. The clitics are derived from the independent PMs, and there 
is a system for the conditions under which the speaker uses clitics rather than 
independent PMs.

7.3. Clitic or external person marker?
This chapter presents the formation of four person-marking clitics: first-person 
singular, first-person plural, second-person-masculine singular, and second-
person-feminine singular.

These four persons have both an independent-person morpheme and a clitic 
morpheme, and they appear both in verbal and in nonverbal units. This chapter 
presents the speakers’ choices and describes the system according to which 
these morphemes are selected.

The third-person markers (both genders) went through a phonological change in 
SSIH: Even though the aspirated consonant is written הוא hu ‘he’, היא hi ‘she’, 
and הם hem ‘they’, it is not pronounced. In other words, the third-person marker 
has only one syllable: The singular person thus has only one vowel, and the 
plural person’s syllable contains a vowel and an ending consonant. As a result, 
there is no component that could be omitted in the clitization process in order 
to create the clitic pronoun used in SSIH. Note, however, that there are cases in 
which a conjunction becomes a proclitic to the third-person marker by omission 
of the conjunction’s vowel. This phenomenon will not be discussed here, since 
it is not a case  of PM clitization. I will note such cases if they appear, but I will 
not discuss third-person “clitics,” since these do not exist.

7.4. First findings
The total number of PUs sampled and analyzed in this research was 7,873. 
There were 1,520 PUs (19.3% of the total) containing an external PM, either 
an independent PM (a pronoun) or a clitic PM in both verbal and nonverbal 
units, and 997 of those (65.6%) express the persons that are relevant for this 
chapter: first-person singular and plural, second-person-masculine singular, 
second-person-feminine singular. Table 78 presents the distribution of clitic 
and independent PMs in these persons.
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Table 78: Distribution of clitics in the relevant persons

Type of Unit 1.sg 1.pl 2.sg.m 2.sg.f Total

Verbal 192 (454)  21 (27) 69 (178) 67 (116) 349 (775)

Nonverbal 58 (117) 16 (19) 21 (39) 20 (47) 119 (222)

Total 250 (571) 37 (46) 90 (217) 87 (163) 468 (997)

To analyze the clitic and independent pronouns, I used about half of the corpus 
due to technical problems. However, the numbers not in parentheses in Table 
78 represent the partial corpus relevant to the discussion in this chapter, and 
the numbers within parentheses represent the total number of cases in the 
corpus. The data in this partial corpus can be generalized to explain the clitic 
behavior in SSIH.

In the following sections, I analyze these various PMs and the structures they 
are used in. I describe the distribution of verbal and nonverbal PUs that contain 
independent PMs versus those that contain clitic PMs, and I explain the possible 
or probable reasons for these uses.

7.5. First-person singular
Table 79  represents the distribution of the types of pronoun in the first-person 
singular.

Table 79: Distribution of the first-person-singular PM type

Independent PM Clitic PM Total
Verbal units 148 44 192
Nonverbal units 49 9 58

From this table we learn that of the 250 units that contain an external first-person-
singular marker in the subject position, 192 (76.8 %) are in verbal units, and in 
only 58 cases (23.2 %) does the pronoun occur in nonverbal units. Also we learn 
that 197 units (78.8% of the total) contain an independent PM, 53 (21.2% of the 
total) contain a clitic PM, and 44 of those (83.0%) occur in verbal units.

An examination of the distribution of the units according to morphological and 
semantic parameters reveals a difference between the use of independent PMs 
and clitic PMs, which suggests a complementary distribution.
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7.5.1. Clitic person markers
Checking the verbal units in which clitic PMs occur reveals that there are two 
clitics for first-person singular: an and ni. In 39 of the units (88.6%), the clitic 
is an, which is a short for ani, the external independent PM for this person, 
after omission of the final syllable. All 5 cases in which ni was used (11.4%) 
are units that were produced by a single informant, so it could be her idiolect.186 
Checking the nonverbal units in which clitic PMs occur reveales there is only 
one clitic in use — that is an.

The formation of this clitic provides the first clue on how clitics are formed in 
general in SSIH. The speaker’s tendency is to omit the first syllable, especially 
if it is not crucial for discriminating the person. However, n is the most basic 
component of the first-person singular, and therefore it is obligatory in any 
kind of transformation.

7.5.1.1. In verbal units
By checking and analyzing all 53 PUs containing a clitic PM, we see that 44 
occur in verbal units. I distinguish three categories of units in which a specific 
nuance might systematically justify the use of clitics:

• In 24 verbal units (54.5% of those containing a clitic PM), we find a modal 
verb — that is, a verb the speaker used to indicate his or her standpoint 
toward the content being expressed. This could be explained as a result 
of the fact that there is a closed group of modal verbs that are in intensive 
use in Hebrew. Due to the frequent combination of PM and modal verb, 
the speaker can more easily shorten one of the words, since the meaning 
of the combination is obvious to both the speaker and the listener. This 
phenomenon is comparable to the one obtaining in English, for example, 
where modal verbs contract easily with negation.

(SC1000 177) אני יכול להגיד לך (250)

an=jaxol-Ø       leagid       le-xa

1.sg.m=can.part.qal-sg.m  tell.inf.hif'il  to-2.sg.m

‘I can tell you...’

• In 14 verbal units (31.8% of those containing a clitic PM), we find a 
negation: an’lo (= ani lo ‘I am not’). In many languages, we see the tendency 

186 Obviously, this ni clitic is used in SSIH, as Polak-Yitzhaki (2006–2007) has also found. However, it 
is not the “regular” clitic.
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of support verbs to cliticize with a negation word (‘don’t’ in English, for 
example). I assume this can be explained by a speaker’s perception of 
language components. Negation has a specific place in the sentence or in 
a spoken unit. In Hebrew, in cases in which an external PM is added to the 
explicit verb or to a participle form, the negation word always comes right 
after the PM. Therefore, due to the same frequency effects just alluded to, 
the speaker senses that the PM and the negation word are a single, combined 
phonological word and expresses the PM in the form of a clitic. Notice that 
one uses this negation structure to focus on the predicate rather than on the 
subject; therefore, the speaker produces the PM quickly, with no accent on 
it. In other cases, when the speaker focuses on himself or herself, he or she 
use a lengthened independent PM, sometimes realized in a separate PU.

(SC2000 1073) שאני לא אגיד לכם אותם עכשיו (251)

ʃe-an=lo          j~agid~Ø        la-xem    ot~am axʃav

that-1.sg=neg 1.m~say.pc.hif'il~sg  to-2.pl acc~3.pl now

‘(the numbers) that I will not tell you now’

 אני לא אשכח את הקטע הזה (252)

an=lo Ø~iʃkax~Ø et    a-keta

1.sg=neg 1.m~say.pc.qal~sg acc def-issue(n.sg.m) 

a-ze

def-dem.sg.m

‘I will never forget this episode.’

• In 6 verbal units (13.6% of those containing a clitic PM), we find a PC verb 
right after the clitic. The verbs in these units are in their full form — that is, 
including an internal PM [j].187

(SC300 1484) בוא אני אזמין אותך לאכול (253)

bo~Ø         an=j~azmin~Ø=t-xa              leexol

come.imp~sg.m 1.sg=1.m~invite.pc.hif'il~sg=acc-2.sg.m    eat.inf.qal

‘Come (with me). I will buy you dinner.’

187 See Section 6.1.4.3.3.1.2.
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(SC10000 4543) שאני אוכל לנסוע על האופניים ולדבר (254)

ʃ=an=Ø~uxal~Ø    lisoa      al

that-1.sg=1.sg=1.m~can.pc.qal~sg drive.inf.qal on

a-ofnaim  ve-ldaber

def-bicycles  and-talk.inf.piél

‘so I could ride my bicycles and talk’

We can point out two main semantic categories of verbs that were found in 
units containing clitics:

* Mental-perception verbs,188 including ‘think’, ‘know’, ‘recognize’, and 
‘forget’. Perhaps the personal mental involvement of the verb’s subject 
(in 8 units) triggers the use of the clitic PM. Notice that when the external 
first-person marker with an explicit verb was discussed (Sections 6.1.4.3.3.1 
and 6.1.4.3.3.2.), it was found that in many cases mental-perception verbs 
were involved. To a large extent, clitics were responsible for this finding.

(SC10000 4491) אני חושבת שהם ממשיכים משם (255)

an=xʃev-t         ʃ-em  mamʃix-im  

1.sg.m=think.part.qal-sg.f  that-3.pl    continue.part.hif'il-pl.m

mi-ʃam

from-there

‘I think they are moving on from there.’

* Statement verbs189 — that is, verbs where the subject is making a statement, 
especially the verb “say”  (11 units). In many cases in which an external 
PM appears near an explicit verb statement verbs were involved.

(SC10000 4398) אני אומרת לה מה התכניות שלך (256)

an=omer-t       l-a  ma   a-toxni-ot      ʃelax

1.sg=tell.part.qal-sg.f  to-3.sg.f what def-plan-pl.f  poss-2.sg.f

‘I asked her: “What are your plans?”’

188 For information on how this term is used in Hebrew, see Saydon (2003, 2007, 2009).
189 There are linguistic approaches that consider mental-perception verbs and statement verbs as a single 

group. However, I follow the approach that considers them two separate groups, and therefore, I 
present the findings here as separate, even though you can see that they have a very similar behavior 
in Hebrew.
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7.5.1.2. In nonverbal units
By checking and analyzing all 53 PUs containing a clitic PM, I found that in 
only 9 cases (17.0%) did clitics occur in nonverbal units. Each of them contains 
a modal adjective in the predicate position — that is, an adjective the speaker 
uses to indicate his or her point of view toward the content being expressed. 
Here are some examples:

The two adjectives used in these structures are חייב xayav ‘must’ in 5 cases and  
 carix ‘need’ in 4 cases. In each case in which the adjective carix was used צריך
with the clitic, there was not just a change of the PM but also a morphological 
change in the adjective itself, an omission of a syllable. In other words, in the 
masculine singular, it became an cex ‘I need’ instead of ani carix.190

(SC3000 1361) אני צריך לאסוף פה זבל (257)

an=cex-Ø      laasof         po  zevel

1.sg=need.madj-sg.m  collect.inf.qal  here       garbage

‘I need to collect the garbage here.’

(SC6000 2539) אני חייבת ללכת עם זה על המותן (258)

an=xayev-et    lalexet        im          ze      al

1.sg=must.madj-sg.f  walk.inf.qal  with  dem.sg.m   on

a-moten

def-hip

‘I must carry this (the tape recorder) on my hip.’ [Literally: ‘I must go 
with this on my hip.’]

7.5.2. Independent person markers
Checking the units in which external PMs occur reveals that there are 197 units 
in which the independent PM is used. In 148 cases it is used in verbal units, 
and in 49 cases it is used in nonverbal units.

In the following sections, I describe the distribution of verbal and nonverbal 
PUs containing independent PMs, and I explain the possible or probable reasons 
for these uses.

190 As for this omission of the syllable in the adjective carix, see Bolozly (2003, 49, 51).
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7.5.2.1. In verbal units
By checking and analyzing all 197 PUs containing an independent PM, I found 
that 148 (75.1%) occur in verbal units.

I discerned three distinct categories of units in which a specific nuance might 
systematically justify the use of an independent PM:

• In 90 verbal units (60.8% of those containing an independent PM), a 
participle conjugation form was used:

(SC10000 4452) אני מדברת אתה על הטיסה (259)

ani     mdaber-t       it-a         al      a-tisa

1.sg  talk.part.pi'el-sg.f  with(dat)-3.sg.f  on  def-flight

‘I am talking with her about the flight.’

(SC2000 918) אני פורק סחורה (260)

ani porek-Ø   sxora

1.sg         unpack.part.qal-Ø  goods

‘I am unpacking goods.’

There are two main characteristics here that are different from the 
participle forms in which clitics are used: These participle forms 
are neither modal nor perception verbs. Another difference is 
morphophonological: The participle forms that are preceded by an 
independent PM all start with a consonant (whereas in the clitic cases, 
most participles start with a vowel or with a “glide”). This finding 
matches the typical Hebrew word structure, with a CVC sequence. 
This separation into two parallel systems — which either opens with a 
consonant or opens with a vowel — affects the use of external PMs.

• In 40 verbal units (27.0% of those containing an independent PM), we find 
a PC verb next to the independent PM.191 No negation structure was found 
here. Notice that, as was pointed out in Section 6.1.4.3.3.1.2, the first-
person-singular internal marker is [j] (and not [ˀ], as described in grammar 
books). Here too, because the final syllable of the first person is [i] and 
the first syllable of the verb in the PC is either [j] or [i], for phonological 
reasons, the final syllable cannot be omitted.

191 We did find 7 units in which a PC verb was used in the clitic PM form, but they were all in negation 
structure. Therefore, the clitic was explained as being affected by the negation word. 
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(SC2000 959) תכף אני אעזור לך (261)

texef ani j~aazor~Ø     le-xa

soon      1.sg        1.m~help.pc.qal~sg     to-2.sg.m

‘I will help you in a short while.’

• In 18 verbal units (12.2% of those containing an independent PM), there 
is a dividing word between the independent PM and the verb connected to 
it. This divider is of one of two types:

In 10 cases, the divider is a predicate marker ( P gam ‘also’, adayin ‘still’, 
paʃut ‘just’, or kvar ‘already’):

(SC2000 1025) אני פשוט מאוד התעכבתי (262)

ani paʃut meod itakav~ti

1.sg        just          very   delay.hitpa'el.sc~1.sg

‘I was just in a delay.’

In 8 cases, there is a negation word followed by a verb, the first vowel  P

in the first syllable of which is omitted:192

(SC1000 153) אני לא יודע (263)

ani  lo=jdea-Ø

1.sg.m    neg=know.part.qal-sg.m

‘I do not know.’

Note that in all occurrences of the verb meaning ‘to know’ in the 
participle form after a negation, the verb is reduced by the omission of 
the first syllable, both in masculine and in feminine.

• In 34 of the verbal units containing an independent PM, we find a structure in 
which a unit is split into two separate prosodic units. The first unit contains 
the PM (in subject position), and the sequential unit contains the verb it is 

192 Klavans (1995, 43) discusses the term “metrical clitics,” which she defines as “a set of clitics and 
clitic-like syllables which form a part of the rhythmic structure of songs and rhymes.” She adds that 
“all clitics form part of the metrical structure of the word and phrase.” I can only suggest that this 
is the situation here, since the negation word and the sequential participle are a single phonological 
word, and the speaker senses there are too many syllables in this phrase when the verb is added to the 
external independent PM and therefore shortens the verb form by omitting the first vowel. In other 
cases, we see an=lo jodea ‘I do not know’; that is, the verb is used in its full form, but the external 
PM is realized as a clitic and hence keeps the same number of syllables as there are in the form with 
independent PM and shortened verb. See also (257) and footnote 192.
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the subject of.  Since prosodically, the PM is in a separate unit, it cannot 
become a clitic.

(SC1000 555–556) אני / אוהב את מה שאני עושה (264)

ani
1.sg

 oev-Ø      et   ma    ʃ-ani    ose-Ø

 love.part.qal-sg.m acc   what    that=1.sg   do.part.qal-sg.m
‘I love my job.’ [Literally: ‘I love what I do.’]

7.5.2.2. In nonverbal units
By checking and analyzing all 197 PUs containing an independent PM, I found 
that 49 (24.9%) occur in nonverbal units. I discerned four distinct categories 
of units in which a specific nuance might systematically justify the use of an 
independent PM:

• In 25 nonverbal units (51.0% of those containing an independent PM), 
the predicate is a noun, an adjective, a prepositional phrase, or a participle 
form that indicates a state of being of the subject. These are the regular 
kind of predicates in nonverbal units, and there are many words that take 
this position. Therefore, there is no common idea or set of characteristics 
that applies to all the words that are possible in this unit. As a result, there 
is no specific set of components that are joined together, and the frequency 
of two specific components coming together is very low; perhaps this 
circumstance lowers the possibility for PMs to become clitics.

(SC12000 5509) איך אני מבסוטית (265)

ex  ani mabsut-it
how     1.sg happy(adj)-sg.f
‘I am so happy [an Arabic adjective].’

• In 10 nonverbal units (20.4% of those containing an independent PM), 
there is a dividing word between the independent PM and the predicate; 
each divider is in the first unit of the utterance, right after the independent 
pronoun, and the predicate is in the sequential unit. The divider is of one 
of two types:

In 6 cases, the divider is a predicate marker ( P gam ‘also’, adain ‘still’, 
or paʃut ‘just’):
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(SC1000 37–36) ואני עדיין / המפקד שלך (266)

va-ani  adain

ve-1.sg    still

 a-mfaked  ʃel-xa

 def-commander  poss-2.m.sg

‘And I am still your commander.’

In 4 cases, the divider is a negation word. In all of these cases, the  P

predicate is in the sequential unit.

(SC16000 7179) אבל אני לא / טובה בזה (267)

aval     ani  lo

but     1.sg  neg

 tov-a  be-ze

 good-sg.f  in-dem.sg.m

‘But I am not good at that.’

• In 8 nonverbal units (16.3% of those containing an independent PM), the 
adjective צריכה crix-a need-sg.f ‘need’ is used in these structures. In all 
cases, this adjective is used with the independent PM (as opposed to the 
clitic use in the masculine-singular form of this adjective). In all cases, 
a morphological change occurs in the adjective itself: an omission of a 
syllable. (In other words, it becomes cxa ‘I need’ instead of crixa.)193

 אני צריכה לבקר אותה (268)

ani cx-a levaker ot~a

1.sg  need(madj)-sg.f  visit.inf.pi'el acc~3.sg.f

‘I need to go and visit her.’

• In 6 nonverbal units (12.2% of those containing an independent PM), we 
find the independent marker on its own in the unit. In some cases, it is a 
beginning of an utterance that is changed in the sequential unit (probably 
as the result of an afterthought); in other cases, it takes the subject position, 
and the predicate appears in the next unit.

193 See footnote 194 (Section 7.5.2.1). As for the adjective צריך carix ‘need’ and its phonological behavior, 
see also Bolozky (2003, 49, 51).
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(SC11000 4802–4803) אני / אני אין לי בעיה (269)

ani

1.sg

 ani  en  l-i beaja

 1.sg  neg  to-1.sg  problem

‘Me — / I do not have a problem.’

7.5.3. Intermediate summary
The first-person-singular clitic appears in modal forms, both in verbal units 
(modal verbs) and in nonverbal units (modal adjectives). It also appears in 
negation structures in verbal units. In nonverbal units or in units with participle 
conjugation, there is a reduction of the first syllable of the adjective or the 
participle form that comes right after the negation word.

We conclude from the existence of clitic PMs and from the fact that there are 
many clitics in verbal units (whereas there are only a few nonverbal units in 
which clitics are used) that the elements that cause the use of clitics do not exist 
in nonverbal units (we see it only with modal adjectives, and we have only two 
kinds of them in the corpus).

There is a very interesting division in the use of the clitic and the independent 
PM near the modal adjective צריך/צריכה carix/crixa ‘need’. In the masculine 
form, we find a clitic pronoun and a change in the adjective form (cex), and in 
the feminine form, we find an independent pronoun. In the feminine, we also 
find a change in the adjective form (cxa).

To conclude, the regular PM in nonverbal units is the independent pronoun. 
The only exceptions are the masculine singular before the adjectives ‘need’ 
and ‘must’ and the feminine singular before the adjective ‘must’.

However, in verbal units there are three grammatical rules according to which 
the PM is a clitic pronoun, whereas in all other cases an independent pronoun 
is used.

7.6. First-person plural
Table 80 presents the distribution of the two types of pronoun in the first-person 
plural.
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Table 80: Distribution of the first-person-plural PM type

Independent PM Clitic PM Total
Verbal units 15 6 21
Nonverbal units 12 4 16

From this table, we learn that of the 37 cases of units that contain an external 
first-person-plural marker in the subject position, 21 (56.8%) are in verbal units, 
and in 16 cases (43.2%) the pronoun occurs in nonverbal units. We also learn 
that 27 units (73.0%) contain an independent PM, 10 units (27.0%) contain a 
clitic PM, and 6 of those (60.0%) occur in verbal units.

An examination of the distribution of the units according to morphological 
and semantic parameters reveals a difference between the use of independent 
PMs and clitic PMs.

7.6.1. Clitic person markers
Checking the units in which clitic PMs occur reveals that the clitic pronoun 
for the first-person plural is axnu, which is short for anaxnu, the external 
independent PM for this person, after omission of the second syllable.

7.6.1.1. In verbal units
By checking and analyzing the 6 PUs containing a clitic PM, we see that all 
were used by a single informant. This use can therefore be an idiolectal feature 
of this specific informant.

(SC2000 608) אנחנו באים (270)

axnu=ba-im

1.pl=come.part.qal-pl.m

‘We are coming.’

7.6.1.2. In nonverbal units
From checking and analyzing the 10 PUs containing a clitic PM, I found that in 
4 cases, clitics occur in nonverbal units. Each of them contains a modal adjective 
in the predicate position — that is, an adjective the speaker uses to indicate his 
or her point of view toward the content being expressed. It seems that the most 
“ancient” use of external PMs next to a verb in Hebrew is in cases of modal 
meaning (see Section 4.3). In nonverbal units, the external PM is obligatory, 
since it is the subject of the unit. Again, I can assume that the frequent use of 
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these modals and the fact that there is a close group of them makes it easier for 
the speaker to reduce the PM and not risk affecting the unit’s meaning.

The adjective used in these structures is צריכים crixim ‘need’. In each case 
in which this adjective is used with a clitic, there is not just a change of the 
PM but also a morphological change in the adjective itself, an omission of a 
syllable. In other words, in the plural, it becomes axnu cxim ‘we need’ instead 
of anaxnu crixim.194

7.6.2. Independent person markers
Checking the units in which external PMs occur reveals that there are 27 units 
in which the independent PM is used. In 15 cases, it is used in verbal units, and 
in 12 cases, it is used in nonverbal units.

In the following sections I describe the distribution of verbal and nonverbal PUs 
containing independent PMs, and I explain the possible or probable reasons 
for these uses.

7.6.2.1. In verbal units
By checking and analyzing all 27 PUs containing an independent PM, I found 
that 15 (55.6%) occur in verbal units.

I discern four distinct categories of units in which a specific nuance might 
systematically justify the use of an independent PM:

• In 10 verbal units (66.7% of those containing an independent PM), participle 
conjugation forms are used, each of them expressing a continuous or habitual 
meaning. I have no explanation for this fact.

(SC4000 1551) מזל שאנחנו עובדות במחשבים (271)

mazal  ʃe-anaxnu  ovd-ot    be-maxʃev-im

luck      that-1.pl          work.part.qal-pl.f  in-computer-pl.m

‘It is lucky that we are working in a computer factory.’

• In 1 verbal unit (6.7% of those containing an independent PM), we find 
a PC verb next to the independent PM. Here again, I cannot provide an 
explanation for this cooccurrence.

194 As for this omission of the syllable in the adjective carix, see Bolozky (2003, 49, 51). See also footnotes 
194 and 195.
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(SC2000 788) אנחנו נגיע לשם (272)

anaxnu  n~agi'a        le-ʃam

1.pl   1.pl~reach.pc.hif'il   to-there

‘We will meet you there.’

• In 2 verbal units (13.3% of those containing an independent PM), there is a 
negation word right after the pronoun. I believe that the form of this PM, in 
contrast with the first-person singular, is less easy to reduce in negation units 
because of its morphological structure: whereas the singular’s independent 
PM is reduced by the omission of the final syllable and the remaining 
syllable is an — that is, a vowel and a consonant — in the plural PM, the 
reduction is usually in the middle of the PM, and clitization of it with the 
negation word creates a form longer than any other PM in the language.

(SC2000 691) אנחנו לא רוצים (273)

anaxnu  lo  roc-im

1.pl     neg       want.part.qal-pl.m

‘We do not want ’

• In 2 verbal units (13.3% of those containing an independent PM), we find 
a structure in which a unit is split into two separate PUs. The first contains 
the PM (in subject position), and the sequential unit contains the verb.  
Since prosodically the PM is in a separate unit, it cannot become a clitic.

(SC1000 20–22) אנחנו / אני חושב מאז ומתמיד / תמיד היינו גלויים (274)

anaxnu

1.pl

 ani    xoʃev-Ø         me-'az  u-mi-tamid

 1.sg     think.part.qal-Ø         from-then and-from-always

  tamid        ai~nu         glu-im

  always      be.sc.qal~1.pl  frank-pl.m

‘I think that we had always been frank with each other.’

7.6.2.2. In nonverbal units
By checking and analyzing all 27 PUs containing an independent PM, I found 
that 12 (44.4%) occur in nonverbal units.
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I discern two distinct categories of units in which a specific nuance might 
systematically justify the use of an independent PM:

• In 10 nonverbal units (83.3% of those containing an independent PM), 
the predicate is a noun, an adjective, a prepositional phrase, or a participle 
form that indicates a status of the subject. These are the regular predicates 
in nonverbal units. For this reason, there are many possible predicates in 
this structure, and there is no common idea or characteristic; that is, there 
is no specific set of components that are joined together and that can make 
clitization happen.

(SC2000 636) אנחנו המשטרה פה עכשיו (275)

anaxnu  a-miʃtara  po        axʃav

1.pl     def-police  here(loc)  now

‘We are the police here now.’

• In 2 nonverbal units (16.7% of those containing an independent PM), there is 
a dividing word between the independent PM and the predicate; the divider 
is in the first unit of the utterance, right after the independent pronoun, and 
the predicate is in the sequential unit:

(SC2000 660–661) אנחנו כרגע / נמצאים במגדל עזריאלי (276)

anaxnu  k-a-rega

1.pl  at-the-moment

 nimca-im  be-migdal  Azrieli

 be.part.nif'al-pl.m  in-tower  Azrieli

‘Right now, we are at Azrieli Tower (a location in Tel Aviv).’

The divider is one of two types: in one case, it is a predicate marker — כרגע 
karega ‘at the moment’, and in the other case, it is a negation word.

7.6.3. Intermediate summary
The first-person-plural clitic typically appears in modal forms in nonverbal 
units (modal adjectives).

In all other cases, most of the informants use the independent pronoun, both in 
verbal and in nonverbal units. However, there is one informant who mostly uses 
a clitic pronoun for the first-person plural. This could be his specific idiolect.
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7.7. Second-person-masculine singular
Table 81 represents the distribution of pronouns in second-person-masculine 
singular.

Table 81: Distribution of the second-person-masculine-singular PM type

Independent PM Clitic PM Total
Verbal units 32 37 69
Nonverbal units 14 7 21

From this table, we learn that of the 90 units that contain an external second-
person-masculine singular marker in the subject position, 69 (76.7%) are in 
verbal units, and in only 21 cases (23.3 %) does the pronoun occur in nonverbal 
units. We also learn that 46 units (51.1%) contain an independent PM, 44 
(48.9%) contain a clitic PM, and 37 of those (84.1%) occur in verbal units.

An examination of the distribution of the units according to morphological and 
semantic parameters reveals a difference between the use of independent PM 
and clitic PM, which could suggest a complementary distribution.

7.7.1. Clitic person markers
Checking the units in which clitic PMs occur reveals that the clitic pronoun 
for second-person-masculine singular is ta, which is short for ata, the external 
independent PM for this person, after omission of the first syllable.

The formation of this clitic matches the regular way in which clitics are 
formed in general in SSIH. The speaker’s tendency is to omit the first syllable, 
especially if it is not crucial for discriminating the person. However, t is the 
most basic component of the second-person-masculine singular, and therefore 
it is obligatory in any kind of transformation.195

7.7.1.1. In verbal units
By checking and analyzing all 44 PUs containing a clitic PM, we see that 37 
occur in verbal units. I discerned three distinct categories of units in which a 
specific nuance might systematically justify the use of clitics:

195 See Section 7.5.2.1 and footnote 194; t is the consonant that represents the second person in general 
(in the PC, for example), and ta is the suffix that indicates second-person-masculine singular in the 
SC. 
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• In 21 verbal units (56.8% of those containing a clitic PM), we find a modal 
verb — that is, a verb the speaker uses to indicate his or her standpoint 
toward the content being expressed. In 10 of these units, the speakers are 
IDF soldiers. The most “ancient” use of external PMs next to an explicit verb 
in Hebrew is in cases containing modal verbs (see Section 4.3). Therefore, 
the creation of a clitic in these cases is probable. Here soldiers’ language 
also has a role, since in that jargon, usually short words and sentences are 
uttered. Here are some examples:

(SC6000 2483) אתה רוצה בירה (277)

ta=roce-Ø bira /

2.sg.m=want.part.qal-Ø  beer/

‘Would you like some beer?’

(SC11000 4819) אתה רוצה משהו אחר (278)

ta=roce-Ø       maʃu   axer /

2.sg.m=want.part.qal-Ø  something    different/

‘Would you like something else?’

• In 10 verbal units (27.0% of those containing a clitic PM), we find a 
desemanticized structure: tam'vin? (= ata mevin? ‘you see?’ [Literally: 
‘do you understand?’]) and taydea? (= ata yodea? ‘you know?’ [Literally: 
‘do you know?’]). Note that in 8 cases, the speakers were IDF soldiers. Also 
note that the participle form that comes after the clitic — in other words, 
the host — went through a morphophonological change itself; that is, the 
first syllable’s vowel was reduced.

(SC3000 1403) אתה מבין (279)

ta=mvin /

2.sg.m=understand.part.hif'il-Ø /

‘you see?’ [Literally: ‘do you understand?’]

It seems that clitics in this specific structure create a minimal pair: when 
the clitic is used before the verb ‘understand’ with a final tone of the appeal 
type, it acts as a discourse marker only, to catch the listener’s attention and 
make sure he or she is following the argument. But when the independent 
marker is used under the same syntactic and prosodic circumstances, the 
unit is used as a “real” question. The speaker is actually expecting an answer 
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from the listener and does want to know whether the listener understands 
what the speaker is saying.

• In 6 verbal units (16.2% of those containing a clitic PM), we find a PC 
verb (in 2 units) or an SC verb (in 4 units) right after the clitic. In all cases, 
the speakers are soldiers. There is a specific jargon among IDF soldiers. 
One of its main characteristics is the tendency to shorten words and create 
words based on initials.

(SC2000 529) העיקר שאתה תצליח (280)

a-ikar ʃ=ta     t~acliax~Ø

def-main  that=2.sg.m  2~succeed.pc.hif'il~sg.

‘The most important thing is that you will succeed.’

(SC2000 268) ואתה ראית שלפעמים הבית כן הגיע {egia} אליי (281)

v=ta      rai~ta      ʃe-lifamim      a-bait

and=2.sg.m see.sc.qal~2.sg.m that-sometimes def-house

ken igia~Ø    el-ay

yes arrive.sc.hif'il~2.sg.m    to-1.sg

‘And you saw there were times in which the situation in the house did 
affect me.’

These examples are interesting, because we see that in structures starting with 
a conjunction, the clitic is an enclitic rather than a proclitic, as it is in all cases 
where it is at the beginning of the unit or where it comes after an independent 
morphological word.

Note that in 24 (64.9%) of the cases in which any clitic PM was used, the 
speakers were soldiers. These cases reveal the characteristics of soldiers’ jargon 
in Hebrew: IDF soldiers tend to shorten words, especially if the listener can 
fully and easily understand them even when they are shortened.196

7.7.1.2. In nonverbal units
By checking and analyzing all 44 PUs containing a clitic PM, I found that 
in only 7 cases did clitics occur in nonverbal units. In each of these units the 
speaker was an IDF soldier, and the unit was a nonverbal utterance in which 
the subject was the clitic PM and the predicate was an adjective.

196 See Bolozky (2003). 
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(SC2000 1075) אתה רציני \ (282)

ta=recini /

2.sg.m=serious(adj.sg.m)

‘Are you serious?’

(SC3000 1262) אתה עצבני אתה (283)

ta=acbani          ata

2.sg.m=nervous(adj.sg.m)   2.sg.m

‘You are nervous indeed [Literally: you nervous you].’

7.7.2. Independent person markers
Checking the units in which external PMs occur reveals that there were 46 units 
in which the independent PM was used. In 32 cases it was used in verbal units, 
and in 14 cases it was used in nonverbal units.

In the following sections, I describe the distribution of verbal and nonverbal 
PUs containing independent PMs, and I explain the possible or probable reasons 
for these uses.

7.7.2.1. In verbal units
By checking and analyzing all 46 PUs containing an independent PM, I found 
that 32 (69.6%) occur in verbal units. I discerned two distinct categories of 
units in which a specific nuance might systematically justify the use of an 
independent PM:

• In 25 verbal units (84.4% of those containing an independent PM), a 
participle form is used. There are two main characteristics here that are 
different from the participle forms in which clitics are used: these participle 
forms are neither modal verbs nor perception verbs.

(SC6000 2598) אתה בא לראות את העץ של הגויאבות \ (284)

ata       ba-Ø          lirot      et    a-ets

2.sg.m come.part.qal-sg.m see.inf.qal acc def-tree

ʃel  a-gujav-ot /

poss def-guava-pl.f

‘Do you want to come and see the guava tree?’
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• In 7 verbal units (21.9% of those containing an independent PM), the 
independent PM is used after the conjunction ש ʃe ‘that’, which opens a clause 
in Hebrew. In these cases, the conjunction goes through a morphological 
change and its vowel is reduced. Therefore, the conjunction becomes a 
proclitic to the PM.

(SC2000 1039) שאתה אמרת (285)

ʃ-ata  amar~ta

that-2.sg.m  say.sc.qal~2.sg.m

‘which you said’

7.7.2.2. In nonverbal units
By checking and analyzing all 46 PUs containing an independent PM, I found 
that 14 (30.4%) occur in nonverbal units.

I discern two distinct categories of units in which a specific nuance might 
systematically justify the use of an independent PM:

• In 8 nonverbal units (57.1% of those containing an independent PM), that 
PM is at the end of the unit or stands by itself as a unit. These locations of 
the PM are accompanied by a specific prosodic structure: a lengthening of 
the final syllable of the independent PM.

(SC3000 1262) אתה עצבני אתה (286)

ta=acbani    ata:

2.sg.m=nervous   2.sg.m

‘You are nervous indeed.’

• In 6 nonverbal units (42.9% of those containing an independent PM), that 
PM is used in units in which the predicate is an adjective. Again, I assume 
that the frequency of usage is a dominant parameter in the creation of clitics. 
When an adjective is the predicate for the PM, there are multiple options 
for the adjective chosen; therefore, the choice is less predictable, and there 
is a semantic value in keeping the independent form.

(SC1000 394) שהיום אתה נשוי (287)

ʃe-a-yom     ata    nasuj-Ø

That-def-day  2.sg.m  married(adj)-sg.m

‘that now you are married’
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7.7.3. Intermediate summary
The regular use of the second-person-masculine singular marker is the 
independent PM. In soldier jargon, we find a high rate of usage of the clitic PM. 
Other conditions in which the clitic PM is used are modal forms in verbal units 
(modal verbs) and the desemanticized phrases ‘you see?’ and ‘you know?’

7.8. Second-person-feminine singular
Table 82 represents the distribution of pronouns in the second-person-feminine 
singular:

Table 82: Distribution of the second-person-feminine singular PM type

Independent PM Clitic PM Total
Verbal units 55 12 67
Nonverbal units 20 0 20

From this table, we learn that of the 87 units that contain an external second-
person-feminine singular marker in the subject position, 67 (77.0%) are in verbal 
units, and in only 20 cases (23.0 %) does the pronoun occur in nonverbal units. 
Also we learn that 75 units (86.2%) contain an independent PM, and 12 units 
(13.8%) contain a clitic PM (all of them occurring in verbal units).

An examination of the distribution of the units according to morphological and 
semantic parameters reveals a difference between the use of independent PMs 
and clitic PMs, which suggests a complementary distribution.

7.8.1. Clitic person markers
Checking the units in which clitic PMs occur reveals that the clitic pronoun 
for second-person-feminine singular is t, which is a short for at, the external 
independent PM for this person, after omission of the first vowel.

The formation of this clitic matches the regular way in which clitics are formed 
in general in SSIH. The speaker’s tendency is to omit the first syllable, especially 
if it is not crucial for discriminating the person. However, t is the most basic 
component of the second-person-feminine singular, and therefore it is obligatory 
in any kind of transformation.197

197 See Section 7.5.2.1 and footnote 194; t is the consonant that represents the second person in general 
(in the PC, for example), and t is also the suffix that indicates second-person-feminine singular in the 
SC. 
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7.8.1.1. In verbal units
All 12 PUs containing a clitic PM in second-person-feminine singular occur 
in verbal units. I discern four distinct categories of units in which a specific 
nuance might systematically justify the use of clitics:

• In 5 verbal units (41.7% of those containing a clitic PM), the clitic PM 
comes right after the interrogative מה ma ‘what’. It seems that since the 
interrogative ends with a vowel [a] and the feminine PM starts with an [a], 
the vowel of the PM is omitted and a clitic is created. Note that a single 
informant performed 4 of these units. This could be her idiolect. Also note 
that here, too, we find an enclitic to the interrogative and not a proclitic to 
the verb as a result of the phonological environment.

(SC4000 1607) מה את אומרת (288)

ma=t        omer-et

what=2.sg.f  say.part.qal-sg.f

‘You don’t say.’ [Literally: ‘What do you say?’]

(SC12000 5323) מה את אוכלת \ (289)

ma=t          oxel-et /

what=2.sg.f  eat.part.qal-sg.f

‘What do you eat?’

• In 4 verbal units (33.3% of those containing a clitic PM), we find a 
desemanticized structure: tmevina? (= at mevina?  ‘you see?’ [Literally: 
‘do you understand?’]) and tyodat? (= at yodaat? ‘you know?’ [Literally: 
‘do you know?’]):

(SC10000 4430) את מבינה איזה {ese} דפוקה {tfuka} היא \ (290)

t=mvin-a eze    dfuk-a i /

2.sg.f=understand.part.hif'il-sg.f which     stupid-sg.f 3.sg.f /

‘Do you understand how stupid she is?’

• In 2 verbal units (16.7% of those containing a clitic PM), we find a modal 
verb — that is, a verb the speaker uses to indicate his or her standpoint 
toward the content being expressed. The verb used here is יכולה jexola ‘be 
able to’:
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(SC5000 2175–2176) בטח / שאת יכולה לקחת (291)

betax

sure

 ʃ=t  jexol-a lakaxat

 that=2.sg.f  can(madj)-sg.f take.inf.qal

‘Of course, you can take (it).’

• In 1 verbal unit (8.3% of those containing a clitic PM), there was a negation 
structure:

(SC12000 5174) את לא נורמלית (292)

t=lo      normal-it

2.sg.f=neg  normal(adj)-sg.f

‘You are out of your mind.’

7.8.1.2. In nonverbal units
No units containing a clitic PM were found in nonverbal units.

7.8.2. Independent person markers
Checking the units in which external PMs occur reveals that there are 75 units 
in which the independent PM is used. In 55 cases, it is used in verbal units, and 
in 20 cases, it is used in nonverbal units.

In the following sections, I describe the distribution of verbal and nonverbal 
PUs containing independent PMs, and I explain the possible or probable reasons 
for these uses.

7.8.2.1. In verbal units
By checking and analyzing all 75 PUs containing an independent PM, I found 
that 55 (73.3%) occur in verbal units.

I discern four distinct categories of units in which a specific nuance might 
systematically justify the use of an independent PM:

• In 18 verbal units (32.7% of those containing an independent PM), a 
participle conjugation of mental-perception verbs is used:
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(SC10000 4501) את חושבת שהם מה עושים משם \ (293)

at           xoʃev-et           ʃe-em ma os-im

2.sg.f  think.part.qal-sg.f that-3.pl what do.part.qal-pl.m

mi-ʃam /

from-there /

‘What do you think they are doing from there?’

• In 16 verbal units (29.1% of those containing an independent PM), a 
participle conjugation is used that expresses the meaning of a habitual 
present, an action that is happening again and again:

(SC12000 5430) את לא מתייחסת לדברים האלה (294)

at         lo      mitjaxes-et         l-a-dvar-im  a-ele

2.sg.f neg treat.part.hitpa'el-sg.f to-def-thing-pl.m     def-dem.pl

‘You do not pay attention to these things.’

• In 11 verbal units (20.0% of those containing an independent PM), a modal 
verb is used after the PM:

(SC2000 837) את יכולה לדבר חופשי (295)

at      jexol-a         ledaber       xofshi

2.sg.f  can.part.qal-sg.f  speak.inf.pi'el free

‘Feel free to speak.’

 This finding is an exception to that of the other persons analyzed in this 
section, where modal verbs usually take the clitic pronoun. I believe the 
reason for this is that the feminine-singular PM is a short morpheme; it has 
only one syllable. Therefore, omission of a component is difficult. This is 
also the reason for the very limited number of cases in which a clitic is 
found in this person. Also, this PM ends with a consonant rather than with 
a vowel, as the other PMs do. The language avoids consonant clusters, and 
omitting the vowel in the PM at leaves just the consonant to indicate the 
person. In most cases, the modal verbs start with a consonant as well.

• In 10 verbal units (18.2% of those containing an independent PM), a PC verb 
is used. This structure is discussed in Sections 6.1.4.4.3.1.2.2 and 6.1.4.4.4, 
where the PC expresses predictive rather than imperative meaning.
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(SC12000 5517) את תשברי את זה על הביצה שלך (296)

at           t~iʃber~i           et       ze       al a-bejca

2.sg.f 2~break.pc.qal~sg.f acc dem.sg.m    on       def-egg

ʃel-ax

poss-2.sg.f

‘You will break it on your egg.’

7.8.2.2. In nonverbal units
By checking and analyzing all 75 PUs containing an independent PM, I found 
that 20 (26.7%) occur in nonverbal units.

• In 11 nonverbal units (55.0% of those containing an independent PM), the 
predicate is a modal adjective:

(SC6000 2305) למה את צריכה אותו (297)

le-ma  at  cx-a   ot~o

to-what  2.sg.f    need(madj)-sg.f  acc~3.sg.m

‘What do you need this for?’

• In 9 nonverbal units (45.0% of those containing an independent PM), the 
predicate is a noun or an adjective:

(SC4000 506) מה את אדומה (298)

ma  at    adum-a

what        2.sg.f      red(adj)-sg.f

‘Why are you all red?’

7.8.3. Intermediate summary
The regular use of second-person-feminine-singular marker is the independent 
PM.

However, there are some specific cases in which a clitic PM is used: after the 
interrogative מה ma ‘what’, in void structures, and near the modal verb יכולה 
jexola ‘be able to’. In the void structures and in the modal verb structure, there 
is a change in the verb in addition to the clitic PM.
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8. Affix person markers

8.1. Introduction
The term dependent pronoun (in this study: “internal PM” and “affix PM”) 
refers to a PM that is not considered a phonological word198 or, in the written 
medium, as an orthographic word. A dependent pronoun can assume any one 
of the syntactic functions in the PU — that is, it can be the subject in a verbal 
unit, and it can be the accusative, dative, or genitive constituent in either a 
verbal or a nonverbal unit.

Unlike the situation in English and some other European languages, in Hebrew 
the gender system is conventionally described as binary — masculine and 
feminine only. In other words, even when describing something that is not 
human, one uses the PM in the third person in its grammatical gender.199

The Hebrew binary PM system extends to the plural as well. In most Hebrew 
layers, the orthography represents two genders in both second-person-plural 
affixes (תם- -tem 2.pl.m, תן- -ten 2.pl.f) and third-person-plural affixes (ם- -hem/ 
-am 3.pl.m, ן- -hen/an 3.pl.f) — a supposed complete distinction between 
masculine-plural and feminine-plural persons. Note that this orthographic 
distinction results in many cases either from linguistic educators or from linguistic 
editors and proofreaders. As has been argued many times, based on a “hunch” 
though heretofore not on a corpus, there is no actual difference in SSIH between 
affixes of masculine and feminine second- and third-person plural.

8.2. Affixes to the verb — in subject position
The affixes to the verb in SSIH are of two kinds:

• Suffixes or prefixes to the verb (according to the verb’s conjugation), 
which indicate the subject. These affixes are required by the Hebrew verb 
structure,200 and as I indicated in Chapter 6, there are cases in which, for 
any of a number of reasons, the independent PM is added as well.201

• Suffixes to the verb in accusative function.202

198 For a definition of phonological word, see Section 5.4.2.2.
199 See examples and a further definition of grammatical gender, as well as more explanation, in Sections 

1.4 and 3.5.
200 See Sections 1.3, 1.5.1.1, 3.4 and Chapter 4.
201 See Section 4.3.
202 See Section 8.3.
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8.2.1. Suffix conjugation (SC)203

Table 83: Suffix conjugation of the verb

Suffix Conjugation נטיית סופיות
ka'tav~ti

write.sc.qal~1.sg203

‘I wrote’

ּכַָתבְִּתי

ka'tav~ta

write.sc.qal~2.sg.m

‘you [sg.m] wrote’

ּכַָתבְָּת

ka'tav~t

write.sc.qal~2.sg.f

‘you [sg.f] wrote’

ּכַָתבְְּת

ka'tav~Ø

write.sc.qal~3.sg.m

‘he wrote’

]Ø[ּכַָתב

kat'v~a

write.sc.qal~3.sg.f

‘she wrote’

ּכְָתבָה

ka'tav~nu

write.sc.qal~1pl

‘we wrote’

ּכַָתבְנּו

 ka'tav~tem

write.sc.qal~2.pl

‘you [pl.m or pl.f] wrote’

ּכַָתבְֶּתם

katv~u

write.sc.qal~3.pl

‘they [m or f] wrote’

ּכְָתבּו

203 For the glossing system I used here, see Chapter 2.
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The most fundamental finding in the SC system is the use of the same morpheme 
to indicate both feminine-plural and masculine-plural verb forms in the second 
person. This finding was already mentioned and discussed in many essays by 
Israeli linguists (see, for example, Schwarzwald [2003]). However, this is the 
first time that this finding is based on the study of a large corpus.

Also, the second-person-plural form has penultimate stress only, and the first 
syllable’s vowel is always [a]. This realization is different from the form 
presented in all grammar books and in classical Hebrew grammar, which 
stipulate an ultimate stress and a reduction of the first syllable’s vowel.204 The 
SSIH pronunciation of the second-person plural is based on the perceived 
uniformity of the conjugation system of the verb: the speaker senses no 
difference in conjugating the persons of the verb and therefore does not feel 
the need to distinguish the stress of the second-person plural from all other 
forms in the SC.

8.2.2. Prefix conjugation (PC)

Table 84: Prefix conjugation of the verb

Prefix Conjugation נטיית תחיליות

Ø~ixtov~Ø  /  Ø~extov~Ø

1.m~write.pc.qal~sg

‘I will write’

j~eʃalem~Ø  /  Ø~aʃalem~Ø

1.m~pay.pc.pi'el~sg

‘I will pay’

יִכְּתֹב / ֶאכְּתֹב

יְשַּלֵם / ֲאשַּלֵם

204 It should be mentioned that textbooks used in “Ulpan” — that is, schools in which new immigrants 
learn Hebrew in Israel — this pronunciation is pointed out in a humoristic caricature in which on the 
page where the conjugation table of the SC presents the form ktav’tem, with a penultimate stress; the 
character says, “Then, why does everyone say ‘ka’tavtem’?” The caricature indicates that teachers 
in the Ulpan system are requiered to discuss this difference between spoken and written normative 
Hebrew. See, for example, Hayat et al. (2000, 360). I thank Shlomo Berger for drawing my attention 
to this issue.
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t~iʃma~Ø  / t~ʃma~Ø

2~pay.pc.qal~sg.m

‘you [sg.m] will listen’

ִּתשְַמע / ְּתשְַמע 

t~iʃme~i / t~ʃme~i

2~listen.pc.qal~sg.f

‘you [sg.f] will listen’

ִּתשְְמעִי / ְּתשְְמעִי

Ø~iʃma~Ø

3.m~listen.pc.qal~sg

‘he will listen’

יִשְַמע

t~iʃma~Ø

3.f~listen.pc.qal~sg

‘she will listen’

ִּתשְַמע

n~iʃma

1.pl~listen.pc.qal

‘we will listen’

נִשְַמע

t~iʃme~u / t~ʃme~u

2~listen.pc.qal~pl

‘you [pl.m or pl.f] will listen’

ִּתשְְמעּו / ְּתשְְמעּו

i~ʃme~u

3~listen.pc.qal~pl

‘they [m or f] will listen’

יִשְְמעּו 

8.2.2.1. First person
There are several types of forms (binyanim) in which the Hebrew verb is 
conjugated. The morpheme’s vowel for person is affected by the form and, for 
first-person singular, by the root of the verb as well. That is, there are several 
types of syllables that indicate the first person’s prefix: one type contains the 
vowel [e] or [i] in its first syllable as the basis for the conjugation (in some of 
the forms), and another has the vowel [a] in its first syllable (in other forms).

The root of the verb can also affect the vowel of the prefix. From Table 84, 
we learn that the first-person prefix has different possible appearances: In one 
case, the form starts with the “original” vowel [e] or [a] of the verb — in other 
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words, the vowel that is expected after a glottal stop and that is supposed to be 
the first-person marker in the PC according to grammar books and textbooks. 
But in 99% of the occurrences only [j] or the vowel [i] is found as the vowel’s 
PM prefix.205

This finding demonstrates that the first-person-singular prefix no longer exists 
as a consonant, even though it is still described that way in most grammar books. 
The conservative glottal stop that is described in grammar books and that is 
included in the official orthography (אשמע = ˀ eʃma) is not actually uttered under 
any circumstance in SSIH pronunciation; instead, it is only the “sequential” 
vowel that is pronounced.

The marker for first-person plural in SSIH behaves the same as it does in 
classical Hebrew.

8.2.2.2. Second person
Table 84 shows that the second-person prefix (both singular and plural) is [t], 
not the [te] or [ti] that is usually described in grammar books: the conservative 
morpheme for second person is usually described as containing the consonant 
[t] and a vowel afterward, either [e] or [i]. The findings here show that this is not 
the situation in SSIH. It seems that the marker of second person, both feminine 
and masculine, is simply [t], and the use of a vowel next to it is triggered by 
morphosyntactic and phonological circumstances.206

The second-person PC indicates both imperfect and imperative, depending 
on the conversation’s topic and the speakers’ use of the form to indicate both 
imperative and future.207

Just as in the SC, in the PC there is only one version of the second-person plural, 
applicable to either male or female interlocutors: תשמעו tiʃme'u / tʃme'u ‘you 
[pl.m or pl.f] will hear [= will listen]’. That is, there is no distinction between 
the masculine and the feminine morphemes in the plural.

8.2.2.3. Third person
In the third-person-masculine PC, the consonant [j] has almost completely 
disappeared from pronunciation. In the masculine singular and in the plural 
as well, the vowel (without an accompanying consonant) represents the PM 
by itself.

205 For further information and a wider discussion about these forms, see Section 7.5.1. 
206 For further information and a wider discussion about these forms, see Sections 7.7.1 and 7.8.1.
207 For further information and a wider discussion of these uses, see Sections 7.7.1.1, 7.7.2.1, 7.8.1.1, and 

7.8.2.1. 
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8.2.3. Imperative conjugation

Table 85: Imperative conjugation of the verb

Imperative Conjugation נטיית ציווי
ktov~Ø

write.imp.qal~2.sg.m

‘(You [2.sg.m]) write!’

ftax~Ø

open.imp.qal~2.sg.m

‘(You [2.sg.m]) open!’

t~iftax~Ø

2~open.pc.qal~sg.m

“(You [2.sg.m]) open!’

ּכְתֹב

ֿפְַתח

ִּתפְַּתח

fte'x~i

open.imp.qal~2.sg.f

‘(You [2.sg.f]) open!’

t~ifte'x~i

2~open.pc.qal~sg.f

‘(You [2.sg.f]) open!’

ֿפְְתִחי

ִּתפְְּתִחי

fte'x~u

open.imp.qal~3.pl

‘(You [pl.m or pl.f]) open!’

t~ifte'x~u

2~open.pc.qal~pl

‘(You [pl.m or pl.f]) open!’

ֿפְְתחּו

ִּתפְְּתחּו

The imperative conjugation in SSIH is very different from the conjugation 

described in textbooks, particularly in the following three ways:
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• Most speakers use the PC rather than the imperative mood for an imperative 
meaning, especially for the feminine singular;

• The feminine singular and the plural forms are derived from the PC rather 
than created independently — that is, 2 ְשְמעִי.sg.f ʃme'i ‘you listen’ is derived 
from ִּתשְְמעִי tiʃme'i 2.sg.f ‘you will listen’;

• In the imperative as well as in the PC and the SC, there is only one morpheme 
to indicate the plural; that is, there is no gender division.

8.3. Affixes to the verb — in accusative position

8.3.1. Introduction
In Biblical Hebrew, there is only one way to denote the PM’s accusative 
conjugation — that is, the conjugation of the accusative dependent pronoun.208 
See the following example:

 שְַמעְִּתיו (299)

ʃmaˀ~ti-v  (=ani ʃamaˀ~ti ot~o)

hear.sc.qal~1.sg-acc.3.sg.m

‘I heard him.’ / ‘I have heard him.’

This conjugation produces a morphological complex of a single orthographic 
word in Biblical Hebrew, a word that encompasses three syntactic functions 
(subject, verb, and object).

8.3.2. Accusative in SSIH
There is not even a single example in the SSIH corpus of accusative suffixes as 
they were used in Biblical Hebrew. The only way that an accusative phrase is 
used in the corpus is by conjugating the accusative preposition את et — that is, by 
adding PMs to the accusative preposition and thereby creating an accusatively 
conjugated phrase right after the verb. For example, in order to convey the 
message שמעתיו, SSIH produces שמעתי אותו ʃamaˀti oto ‘I have heard him’, 
which, like the corresponding sentence in Biblical Hebrew, can be glossed as 
hear.sc.qal~1.sg acc~3.sg.m.

However, it should be noted that there are several cases of the use of the accusative 

208 For the complete and ordered paradigms of the accusative conjugation, see Section 4.2.3.3.2 .
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suffix in SSIH, but in all cases, it is in specific words that are idioms or bound 
clauses that do not conjugate or change, such as the names of songs and the like.

The analytical tendency of SSIH is getting more and more widespread, probably 
as a result of languages in contact, the most important contact language being 
English.

Here are some examples from the corpus:

 נפגוש אותו שמה (300)

nifgoʃ  ot~o       ʃama

1.pl~meet.pc.qal  acc~3.sg.m    there

‘We will meet him there.’

 נפגוש אותו בעזריאלי (301)

n~ifgoʃ  ot~o       be-azrieli

1.pl~meet.pc.qal  acc~3.sg.m     in-Azrieli

‘We will meet him at Azrieli (a specific location in Tel Aviv).’

 הערתי אותה וזה (302)

ear~ti    ot~a      ve-ze

wake.sc.hif'il~1.sg    acc~3.sg.m  and-dem.sg.m

‘I have woken her up, and so on.’

 אני לא אטריד אותה עוד הפעם (303)

ani lo j~atrid~Ø ot~a od

1.sg neg 1.m~ bother.pc.hif'il~sg acc-3.sg.f more(quan)

a-paam

def-time

‘I will not bother her again.’

 אני צריכה אותָך (304)

ani crix-a   ot~xa

1.sg need(madj)-sg.f  acc~2.sg.m

‘I need you.’
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8.4. Affixes to nouns, prepositions, and conjunctions
8.4.1. Introduction
Generally, prepositions and conjunctions are conjugated using the nouns’ PM 
system. However, there are two main kinds of affixes: dative affixes and genitive 
affixes.

8.4.2. Dative affix phrases
SSIH behaves like Biblical Hebrew as regards to dative phrases and the 
conjugation of prepositions. The prepositions are divided into two types: those 
that conjugate according to the singular paradigm and those that conjugate 
according to the plural paradigm. A dative phrase is a combination of the 
dative preposition and the PM morpheme. All conjugations are just as they are 
described in grammar books and textbooks. Here are some examples of dative 
phrases in SSIH:

 נעשה תיאום ציפיות בינינו (305)

n~a:se teum   tsipi-ot  bene-nu

1.pl~do.pc.qal coordination   expectation-pl.f  dat-1.pl

‘We shall coordinate.’

 בוא אני אגיד לך ככה (306)

bo~Ø ani j~agid le-xa

come.imp.qal~3.sg.m 1.sg 1.sg~say.pc.hif'il to(dat)-2.sg.m

kaxa

like that

‘I wil tell you this’

 אני הרגשתי שהכול מתמוטט עליי (307)

ani irgaʃ~ti  ʃe-a-kol mitmotet~Ø

1.sg feel.sc.hif'il~1.sg  that-def-all collapse.part.hitpa'el~Ø

al-aj

on(dat)-1.sg

‘I was feeling as if everything was collapsing (on me).’
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 היו לי מצבים קשים / שהיה לי קשה להתמודד אתם (308)

aj~u l-i macav-im kaʃ-im 

be.sc.qal~pl to-1.sg situation-pl.m difficult(adj)-pl.m

 ʃe-aj~a   l-i kaʃe leitmoded  it-am

 that-be.sc.qal~Ø   to-1.sg difficult cope.inf.hitpa'el	 dat-3.pl

‘I had difficult situations with which I found it difficult to cope.’

8.4.3. Genitive affix phrases
Whereas in Biblical Hebrew we find two major means to denote possession,209 in 
SSIH we have only one productive means: by using the possessive preposition 
 ʃel ‘of’ and conjugating it with the PM suffixes. This analytic tendency of ׁשֶל
SSIH is very different from the Semitic characteristics of the classical language. 
Here are some examples of this use from the corpus:

(SC1000 31–32) זה היה המלצה שלי (309)

ze  ay~a         amlaca   ʃel-i

dem.sg.m be.sc.qal~3.sg.m recommendation(n.sg.f) poss-1.sg

‘It was my recommendation.’

 אני מפקד שלך ואתה פקוד שלי (310)

ani mefaked ʃel-xa ve-ata pakud

1.sg commander poss-2.sg.m and-2.sg.m subordinate

ʃel-i

poss-1.sg

‘I am your commander, and you are my subordinate.’

 איך הדיסקמן החדש שלי (311)

ex a-diskmen a-xadaʃ ʃel-i

how def-Discman(n.sg.m) def-new(adj.sg.m) poss-1.sg

‘How is my new Discman?’

209 See Section 4.2.3.3.4.
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    ביטוח החיים {abituax xaim} שלי {ʃl-i} על השם שלו (312)

bituax a-xaim ʃel-i al a-ʃem

insurance(n.sg.n) def-life poss-1.sg on def-name

ʃel-o

poss-3.m.sg

‘My life insurance is in his name.’

However, there are some cases in which the genitive is still used as a suffix 
to the noun itself, just as in Biblical Hebrew, with no conjugated possessive 
preposition inserted between them. These cases occur with a very tight group 
of words, divided into two main kinds:

• Family members, such as brother (אחי ax-i brother-poss.1.sg ‘my brother’), 
sister (אחותי axot-i sister-poss.1.sg ‘my sister’), brother-in-law (גיסי gis-i 
brother-in-law-poss.1.sg ‘my brother-in-law’), sister-in-law (גיסתי gisa-ti 
sister-in-law-poss.1.sg ‘my sister-in-law’), father-in-law (חמי xam-i father-
in-law-poss.1.sg ‘my father-in-law’), and mother-in-law (חמותי xamot-i 
mother-in-law-poss.1.sg ‘my mother-in-law’), but not, for example, uncle, 
mother, father, or grandparents.

• Noun phrases that have some kind of “modal” meaning — such as לדעתי 
le-daat-i to-opinion-poss.1.sg ‘in my opinion’, ברצוני bi-rtson-i in-request-
poss.1.sg ‘at my request’, בעיניי be-en-ay in-eye(n.pl)-poss.1.sg ‘from my 
point of view’, and so on.

Here are some examples of this use from the corpus:

 צַלצל לאחיך (313)
calcel~Ø le-ax-ixa
call.imp.pi'el~2.sg.m to-brother(n.sg.m)-poss.2.sg.m
‘Call your brother.’

 לעבודה שלו להורים שלו ולאחיו (314)

la-avoda ʃel-o la-or-im ʃel-o

to-work poss-3.sg.m to-parent-pl.m poss-3.sg.m

ve-le-ax-iv

and-to-brother-poss.3.sg.m

‘to his workplace, to his parents, and to his brother’
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 עזבי גיסך בא (315)

azv~i gis-ex ba-Ø

leave.imp~2.sg.f brother-in-law-poss.2.sg.f come.part-sg.m

‘Leave it. Your brother-in-law is coming.’

This genitive conjugation of noun phrases is possible in all persons. Note that 
we do not have an example of this conjugation in the corpus, but from my 
own observations, I can report that using such words with a separated genitive 
conjugation (that is, the conjugated possessive preposition) in SSIH produces 
a different meaning nowadays. For example, one can say that someone is not 
really a family member but nonetheless is called אח שלי ax ʃel-i brother poss-1.sg  
‘my brother’ through the analytic construction to indicate that fake family 
connection, while the synthetic אחי ax-i brother-poss.1.sg ‘my brother’ is used 
in the corpus only to indicate the “real” family member.

We should note one phonological phenomenon in connection with the 
genitive conjugation: in many cases, the speaker reduces the first vowel of the 
conjugated genitive phrase. For example, instead of אבא שלי aba ʃel-i ‘my father’  
one might say אבא שלי 'abaʃl-i; Or even discard a syllable: instead of אבא שלך  
aba ʃelxa one might say אבאש'ך aba-ʃ-xa ‘your father’, a kind of a clitization, 
but in these cases, the change is in the genitive word של ʃel, not in the PM. I 
will not elaborate on these examples, since they are beyond the scope of this 
study.

Here are some examples of noun phrases that have a some kind of “modal” 
meaning from the corpus:

 לדעתי קיימת מערכת לחצים מסוימת (316)
le-da:t-i kajemet ma:rexet
to-opinion-poss.1.sg exist(adj)-sg.f system(n.sg.f)
lexac-im   mesujem-et
pressure-pl  specific(adj)-sg.f
‘In my opinion, there is somewhat of a pressure system.’

 זה חוצפה לדעתי (317)

ze xucpa le-da:t-i

dem.sg.m insolence(n.sg.f) to-opinion-poss.1.sg

‘I think [literally: in my opinion] it’s insolent.’
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8.5. Intermediate summary
Table 86 provides a summary of the use of PMs in prepositional phrases.210

Table 86: The Suffix PMs in prepositional-phrase system

Suffix Accusative 
Preposition

Dative 
Preposition210 Genitive Phrase Genitive 

Preposition
1.sg i i or aj i or aj i
2.sg.m xa xa xa xa
2.sg.f x x x x
3.sg.m o o or av o, iv, or av o
3.sg.f a a a a
1.pl nu nu nu nu
2.pl xem xem xem xem
3.pl am em em am

210 The suffixes, added to give the dative meaning in Hebrew, are added only to prepositions. Some 
prepositions get the singular suffix, and others get the plural suffix. The choice of which morpheme 
should be added to the stem of the preposition is based on what is found in the Bible; there is no 
specific (and reasonable) rule.
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9. Discussion and conclusions

9.1. Introduction
This study has investigated the PM system of SSIH at the beginning of the 
third millennium, as one step toward a systematic description of the complete 
grammatical system of SSIH. The system that is represented in this research is 
based on findings from an extensive corpus of SSIH.

The main goal of this research has been to describe the role of PMs within the 
grammatical system of SSIH. It first investigated whether that role is the same 
as the one described in textbooks and in the grammatical literature of both 
Classical Hebrew and Modern Hebrew. After concluding that SSIH PM system 
is not the same but rather different from what is described in that literature, the 
study interpreted the new PM system and illustrated how it is used in spoken 
Hebrew.

This study laid out the paradigms and rules according to which PMs in SSIH 
are arranged. In this chapter, I present and discuss the morphosyntactic behavior 
of PMs, the way they are organized in a system, and the way in which the 
relationship between morphology, prosody, syntax, semantics, and pragmatics 
affect their behaviour and appearance. All of these issues are discussed 
here in connection with the research questions and hypotheses presented in  
Chapter 1.

9.2. The complete paradigm of person markers in SSIH
As a starting point for the discussion, the complete paradigm of PMs in SSIH 
is presented in Table 87.
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Table 87: The complete paradigm of PMs in SSIH211212

Person

In
de

pe
nd

en
t (

fr
ee

, 
ex

te
rn

al
)

Clitic SC PC

Im
pe

ra
tiv

e

Affix
[-subject 
position]

(dat, gen, acc)

Si
ng

ul
ar

 
C

on
j.

Pl
ur

al
 

C
on

j.

1.sg ani an= 
(ni=)211 -ti

ani 
j-a/ani 
Ø-i / 
Ø-e

— -i -j

1.pl anaxnu axnu= -nu n- — -nu
2.sg.m ata ta= -ta t---Ø t / Ø -Ø -xa
2.sg.f at t= -t t---i t / Ø  -i -x
2.pl atem (tem=)212 ´σ-tem t---u t / Ø -u -xem
3.sg.m u — -Ø Ø---Ø — -o / -v -v /
3.sg.f i — -a t---Ø — -a
3.pl em — -u Ø---u — -m -em
d e m . s g . m 
Nonhuman ze — — — — —

9.3. The research questions
There were five main research questions for this research, and all hypotheses 
were confirmed. The questions are summarized here:

1. Is the PM system in SSIH the same as that described in the textbooks and in 
the grammatical literature for both Classical Hebrew and Modern Hebrew?

2. Is gender in the SSIH system of PMs binary, as described in all the textbooks 
and the grammatical literature? If not, what is the new system?

211 This clitic form was reported in two previous publications (see Polak-Yitzhaki [2006–2007] and 
Schwarzwald [forthcoming]). Several instances were found in the recordings that were the basis for the 
corpus established for this study, but not in the recordings that were selected for this study. Therefore, 
I cannot point out the uses and circumstances of use of this form.

212 See footnote 211.
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3. Is there a difference in function between the first and second person, on the 
one hand, and the third person, on the other hand? Is the conversion paradigm 
for the third person the same as the one for the first person and second person, 
or are there different syntactic functions for the different PMs?

4. Is there a morphological difference between the external PM in the subject 
position, the internal PM in the verb structure, and the affixed PM in any 
other position? Are there distinct paradigms, or are the different PMs simply 
allomorphs and thus in complementary distribution with one another? If 
so, what factors affect the use of each form?

5. As a conclusion to all the previous questions, a theoretical question should 
be answered: Is SSIH a pro-drop language or a pro-add language? In 
other words, are the external PMs obligatory or optional in verbal PUs in 
SSIH?213

Section 9.4 addresses research question 1 by providing a survey of the findings 
related to the differences between PMs and to the conversion paradigms found. 
Moreover, derived from these findings, the section addresses the different 
syntactic functions of PMs. Furthermore, the section explains the results in 
terms of a crucial typological change that SSIH is going through.

The answer to research question 2, regarding the role of gender within the PM 
system in SSIH, is presented in Section 9.5.

Section 9.6 discusses research question 3, the different PM morphemes in SSIH. 
It shows that they are all allomorphs, each of which can be used in its specific 
morphological, prosodic, syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic environment. In 
this section, there are also descriptions of complementary distribution that 
support the idea that there is an allomorphic distribution in SSIH.

Section 9.7 shows the paradigms again with an explanation of the PM’s forms 
in relation to the parallel PMs in Classical and Modern Hebrew, and it shows 
that the PM system in SSIH is an allomorphic one. The section addresses 
research question 4.

In Section 9.8, addressing research question 5, the presentation of the findings 
will lead to the conclusion that SSIH is a pro-add language, as far as the explicit 
verb system is concerned.

213 Hengeveld (2012) examined the prediction that the positional possibilities of markers of agreement 
(agreement markers) and those of cross-reference (referential markers) are different. He gives an 
explanation for this difference and thus the predicted behavior in the sentence or in the prosodic unit. 
This theory can be used to explain the findings in this study as well.
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9.4. Person marker paradigms in SSIH
I hypothesized that the PM system in SSIH is not the same as that found in the 
literature on Classical and Modern Hebrew grammar, which asserts a binary 
system of independent and dependent PMs. As I hypothesized, there are indeed 
three main paradigms of PMs in SSIH: external-independent PMs, external-
clitic PMs, and affixes. The affixes are of three types, depending on whether 
they attach to the verb, to the noun, or to the preposition.

In the category of clitics, the study reveals four forms only: first-person 
singular, first-person plural, second-person-masculine singular, and second-
person-feminine singular. I assume the reason these clitics were created has to 
do with the high frequency of using them, since the first and second persons 
are participants in the conversation. As I mentioned in Chapter 7, clitics are a 
relatively new type of PM in Hebrew, and the findings of this study indicate 
the stage in which the clitics had developed at the time the corpus was being 
recorded; in other words, this is a stage of a language in change. From my 
recordings during the past four years, I can confidently report that nowadays 
there is a second-person-plural clitic morpheme in SSIH as well (and as I have 
mentioned in footnotes 213 and 214, this morpheme and another clitic form 
were indicated in other studies: Polak-Yitzhaki [2006–2007] and Schwarzwald 
[forthcoming]). It should be mentioned that this kind of development of clitics is 
found in earlier layers of Hebrew (as mentioned above), and we can conclude that 
this is an inherent development of a spoken language. The singular third persons 
cannot be reduced, since in SSIH they include only a single phoneme: a vowel. 
However, this study reveals the first clue for the next expected development 
in this category: the reduction of conjunctions that are joining the independent 
PM, creating a phonological word of only one syllable (see Section 7.3). In 
that way, the conjunction is cliticized to the independent PM.

The differences between the external-independent PMs and the external-clitic 
PMs need to be explained, since this is a new development in Hebrew, and 
theoretically each kind of PM can assume the same functions. This issue is 
discussed in Sections 7.5.3, 7.6.3, 7.7.3, 7.8.3.

Another important finding is shown in Table 87: there are only eight independent 
PMs in SSIH, not the ten that are described in all textbooks and grammars. 
Also, SSIH includes a PM that was never described as such in the literature: the 
masculine-singular demonstrative functions as a PM. These PM morphemes and 
their uses are discussed in Sections 6.1.4.5.5.1.1.2.3, 6.2.4.2.3.2.3, 6.2.4.2.3.4.1 
and 6.2.4.2.3.2.5.2
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A substantial difference is indicated in the first-person singular as well: in the 
PC, the dominant and almost exclusive PM is a combination of the external 
PM and the verb form lacking the internal first-person PM [6.1.4.3.3.1.2]. This 
is further discussed in Sections 7.5, 7.5.1, 7.5.2 and 7.5.3.

9.5. The gender system in SSIH
While encoding the corpus that I had established for this research, I suspected 
that a new paradigm regarding the third-person independent PM is arising in 
SSIH — that is, that the third person displays a tripartite system rather than the 
binary one described in the literature. I hypothesized that this is a dominant 
phenomenon, not a mere trend but a widespread feature that characterizes a 
language in change, one moving toward a grammaticalization of this system.

After all the data are analyzed, it is clear that the gender system in SSIH 
is not the system described in all textbooks and grammar books of Hebrew. 
There are three main differences. Some of them have already been indicated by 
other scholars, though their observations were not corpus-based. (Schwazwald 
[forthcoming] did indicate some of these findings based on some of the CoSIH 
recordings.)

As was hypothesized, the most fundamental finding is that, unlike the two-
gender system described in Classical Hebrew, in SSIH there is a third gender: a 
neuter gender. This gender is indicated by the masculine-singular demonstrative. 
Due to this use, the conversion paradigm of the third person is different from 
the conversion paradigm of the first and second persons (for more discussion, 
see Sections 6.1.4.5.5.3.2 and 6.2.4.2.3.2.4). This demonstrative behaves as a 
personal pronoun without demonstrative meaning: it represents a nonhuman 
subject. This use of the demonstrative represents language in change.

The use of the masculine-singular demonstrative in the corpus is not limited 
to masculine-singular arguments only; rather, that demonstrative is used as a 
subject as well in cases in which the predicate is conjugated for the masculine-
plural, the feminine-singular, or the feminine-plural verb, noun, or adjective. 
Such a use, in which there is lack of agreement in number and gender between 
subject and predicate, is new in Hebrew, but at the time of the creation of 
the corpus, they were indicative of a development that nowadays has led to 
the massive replacement of many if not all third-person pronouns by former 
demonstrative forms, as mentioned in Section 6.2.4.2.3.2.4.1.

Another difference arising from the analysis of the data is that in the SC, the 
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PC, and the imperative, the same morpheme indicates both feminine-plural 
and masculine-plural verb forms in the second person; in other words, there 
is no distinction between masculine and feminine in the plural of the explicit 
verb form. The forms used for both genders are the forms described as the 
masculine plural in grammar books. This finding has already been mentioned 
and discussed in many essays by Israeli linguists. However, this is the first time 
that this finding is supported by the study of a large corpus.

Also, the second-person-plural form in the SC has penultimate stress only (and in 
the QAL form the first syllable’s vowel is always [a]). This realization is different 
from the form presented in all grammar books and in the description of Classical 
Hebrew grammar, which stipulates an ultimate stress and a reduction of the first 
syllable’s vowel. In most other persons, the stress is ultimate,214 and therefore, 
the first syllable is with [a]; however, when conjugating the verb in the plural, the 
grammatical rule is that the stress goes to the final syllable — that is, the plural 
PM morpheme — and as a result of a morphophonological rule, the first syllable 
is redundant. The SSIH pronunciation of the second-person plural is based on the 
perceived uniformity of the conjugation system of the verb: the speaker senses 
no difference in conjugating the persons of the verb and therefore does not feel 
the need to pronounce the stress of the second-person plural on the final syllable 
and in that way to distinguish the plural form from all other forms in the SC.

9.6. First and second person versus third person
9.6.1. Introduction
I hypothesized that the conversion paradigm for the third person is broader 
than the paradigms for the first and second persons. Whereas first and second 
persons can be converted by PMs only, the third person can be converted by 
demonstrative pronouns as well as by PMs.

As was hypothesized, there is a great difference between first and second 
persons, on the one hand, and the third person, on the other hand. This difference 
concerns not only the conversion paradigm for these persons but also their 
syntactic and grammatical behavior, just as in many other spoken languages 
(see Siewierska [2004]).

214 See also footnote 219 About this.
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9.6.2. Grammatical and syntactic differences
The main grammatical difference is that in most cases, verbs in the third person 
require an explicit subject in addition to the verb form, even though there is 
an inherent PM within the verb. With first-person plural and all second-person 
explicit verbs, no external PM or any other explicit subject is needed, since 
the PM is inherent within the verb. As for the first-person singular in SSIH: 
in the SC, no explicit subject is required, but in the PC, it is obligatory, due to 
morphophonological changes that caused the PC verb in first-person singular 
to be identical to the third-person singular. An addition of the external PM 
differentiates these two persons from each other.

Since the third person is not an active participant in the conversation (rather, he, 
she, or it is the object of discussion), it needs to be introduced, or specified, to the 
participants. After its first introduction to the addressees, the third person is used 
again and again as an anaphoric pronoun, to ensure that the listeners understand 
who or what is being talked about. This use of the third person is unique and 
does not appear in the first and second persons, since with those persons, such 
use is necessarily deictic: they are participating in the conversation. Evidently, 
pragmatic considerations have caused the speakers’ comprehensive use of 
external PMs in third person, even though, according to the traditional rules of 
the language’s grammar or syntax, they would not be needed.

Another specific behavior of the third person is found in the plural: the third-
person plural is of two kinds, and the syntactic structure is influenced by this 
dual usage. When the third-person plural is used to indicate specific persons 
or actors in the conversation, the external PM is used, and it has an anaphoric 
function; when it is used to indicate the impersonal plural, there is no need 
for the external PM to be added to the verb (see Sections 6.1.4.5.5.1.2.1 and 
6.1.4.5.5.1.2.1.1-6.1.4.5.5.1.2.1.2).

9.6.3. The conversion paradigm and syntactic functions
The components that can be used in the same position and function for the first 
and second persons are PMs in both verbal and nonverbal units; that is, PMs 
are the conversion paradigm for them.

The masculine-singular demonstrative has gone through a comprehensive 
change in SSIH; it not only functions as a demonstrative per se, but it assumes 
all the roles of third-person markers. Therefore, the conversion paradigm of 
third person is broader: it includes the masculine-singular demonstrative (as was 
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indicated in Sections 6.1.4.5.5.1.1.1.3, 6.1.4.5.5.1.1.2.3, 6.1.4.5.5.1.1.3.2 ). This 
demonstrative behaves as a pronoun and represents a nonhuman subject.

Note, however, that the structure and components of a nonverbal unit with the 
demonstrative are not the same as those with pronouns. The most prominent 
difference is that units with a demonstrative in subject position mostly take a 
noun as their predicate, whereas in other third-person units, the predicate is 
usually an adjective. However, both pronouns and demonstratives are anaphoric 
to an object or a subject that is mentioned in a preceding unit.

The first-person singular and the first-person plural assume the subject function 
in almost all cases in which they are used in nonverbal units. In only two cases, 
the PM assumes the predicate function. The most interesting finding is the 
optional existence of an extra-position structure, in which the syntactic subject 
is the first-person singular, and it is extra-posed (even though most textbooks 
assert that there is no such structure in Modern Hebrew). Note that this structure 
includes a lengthening of the first pronoun, the extra-posed one.

In most nonverbal units found in the corpus, the second-person-singular markers 
take the subject position. The predicates in those units are modal adjectives, 
other adjectives, preposition phrases, or nouns.

As mentioned in Sections 6.2.4.2.3.1–6.2.4.2.3.2, the third person can function 
as a copula in Hebrew nonverbal units. However, it seems that this use is 
infrequent. It will be interesting in further research to check the demonstrative’s 
behavior in units with a copula.

9.7. Person marker morphemes and their behavior in SSIH
I hypothesized that there is a morphological difference between the external 
PM in a verbal unit and the internal PM both in subject position and the affixed 
PM in any position. In addition, I hypothesized that the different occurrences 
of PM morphemes represent an organized system of allomorphs that appear in 
complementary distribution.

9.7.1. Affixes in SSIH
Table 88 describes the affixed PMs in the verb, the noun, and the prepositions.
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Table 88: Affixed PMs in SSIH

Person SC PC Imperative

Suffix to nouns 
and prepositions 

(dat, gen, acc)
Singular 

Conj.
Plural 
Conj.

1sg -ti ani j-a/ani Ø-i / 
Ø-e- — -i -j

1pl -nu n- — -nu
2.sg.m -ta t---Ø t / Ø -Ø -xa
2.sg.f -t t---i t / Ø  -i -x
2.pl ´σ-tem t---u t / Ø -u -xem
3.sg.m -Ø Ø---Ø — -o / -v -v /
3.sg.f -a t---Ø — -a
3.pl -u Ø---u — -m -em
dem.sg.m 
Nonhuman, 
neutral

— — — —

Table 88 indicates that the PMs’ affixes are clearly morphosyntactic allomorphs — 
that is, the syntactic function actually requires the specific morpheme. These 
morphemes were allomorphs in all Hebrew layers, because of the structure and 
nature of the language, and not separate systems as can be understood from the 
way they are introduced in textbooks.

Some morpheme forms and grammatical phenomena in Table 88 are worth 
discussing. This is done in the following subsections.

9.7.1.1. The affixes to the verb
9.7.1.1.1 The first person in the PC

Within the group of structural allomorphs (that is, the obligatory morphemes), 
three alternative morphemes were found, and they are used in a complementary 
distribution: the external PM combined with the prefix [j] and the vowel [a], or 
any other vowel, according to the vowelized form structure, as the first syllable 
of the vowelized form, the external PM combined with the null prefix and the 
vowel [i] right after it, and a null prefix followed by an [e] as the first syllable 
of the vowelized form with no external marker added to it. These alternative 
morphemes are used in different morphophonological environments:
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• The morpheme ani j-a occurs in cases where the first vowel of the vowelized 
form of all other persons in this conjugation is [a] ‒ e.g., ani j-aazor-Ø ‘I 
will help’.215

• The morpheme ani Ø-i occurs in cases where the first vowel of the vowelized 
form of all other persons is [i] ‒ e.g., ani Ø-iten ‘I will give’.216

• The morpheme Ø-e with no external PM occurs in cases where the speaker 
actually pronounces it (that is, does not change it to [i] as is used in all other 
persons in the specific wowelized form) ‒ e.g., Ø-ekra ‘I will read’.

9.7.1.1.2. The second person

There are two main observations with respect to the second person:

The SC of the second-person plural is different from what is described in the 
literature on all Hebrew layers. There is only one morpheme, with no distinction 
between masculine and feminine. Also, this morpheme does not carry the stress; 
rather, there is penultimate stress on the last syllable of the stem ‒ e.g., ּכַָתְבֶּתם 
ka'tav~tem write.sc.qal~3.pl ‘you wrote’ ‒ as in all other persons.217  This is a 
comprehensive change: there is not even one example in the corpus in which 
a final stress was used in this form.

Another typological change is the use of the PC to indicate predictive meaning 
and not just future, the exclusive use that most grammar books claim (see 
Section 6.1.4.4.3.1.2.2). This form is used to indicate a situation or an action 
that the speaker is positive will happen. This meaning arises only when the 
speaker uses the external PM in addition to the verb; when the speaker wants 
to convey an imperative meaning or other modal meaning, he or she uses the 
verb form only, without the addition of the PM (see Section 6.1.4.4.3.1.2.2).

9.7.1.2. The affixes to nouns and prepositions
Unlike the description in Hebrew grammars and in Hebrew textbooks, the 
affixes to nouns and prepositions in SSIH are the same in all different cases. 
In SSIH, one hardly ever uses the synthetic strategy to conjugate nouns in the 
accusative or in the genitive; rather, one uses the analytic strategy. For the 

215 It should be pointed out that in normative Hebrew, the first person should be pronounced [Ø-eezor-Ø] 
in this case, but the other persons are with an initial [a]; therefore, in SSIH, the speakers usually unite 
the pronunciation of the first person to the one used in all other persons — that is, [a] for this verb. 

216 See the previous footnote. In this case also, the normative form is Ø-eten-Ø, and all other persons in 
this vowelized pattern are conjugated with an initial [i]. 

217 In third-person-feminine singular ‒ e.g., כתבה katv~a write.sc.qal~3.sg.f ‘she wrote’ — and third-
person plural ‒ e.g., כתבו katv~u write.sc.qal~3.pl ‘they wrote’ — the last consonant of the stem and 
the vowel that represents the PM are together as a single syllable, and the stress is on that syllable. 
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accusative, the affixes are added to the accusative morpheme et, and for the 
genitive, they are added to the possessive word ʃel. In a very limited number of 
cases, especially with some kinship terms and in specific idioms, is the suffix 
added to the noun to indicate the genitive case.

Another interesting finding is that the affixes for five of the eight person-number 
combinations are the same when used for singular and plural referents, unlike 
what is described in the literature. Of course, there is not such a big difference 
in the way the affix system is described here and how it is described in Hebrew 
grammars, but Table 88 suggests a new way to present this system, after omitting 
all epenthetic vowels (the use of which is explained diachronically as a way to 
avoid consonant clusters).

9.7.2. External person markers in SSIH: independent versus clitic 
person markers
Table 89 describes the division between the two types of external PM in 
SSIH.218219

Table 89: Independent and clitic PMs in SSIH

Person Independent 
(Free, External) Clitic

1.sg ani an= 
(ni=)218

1.pl anaxnu axnu=
2.sg.m ata ta=
2.sg.f at t=
2.pl atem (tem=)219

3.sg.m u --
3.sg.f i --
3.pl em --
dem.sg.m 
Nonhuman, 
neutral

ze --

As revealed in Table 89 and as was discussed in Chapter 7, there are two kinds of 

218 See footnote 211.
219 See footnote 212.
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external PMs: the independent PMs and the clitic PMs, a new system originating 
in SSIH. Four clitic PMs were found in this study (the clitic ni is also found here 
but it seems as an idiolect of one informant only) and two more where indicated 
by others (See Polak-Yitzhaki [2006–2007] and Schwarzwald [forthcoming]), 
and it seems that a further development of this system may be expected (see 
Section 7.8.3). This is a typological change in Hebrew, and this system is still 
changing and developing, as is expected of a language in change.

Table 89 reveals a dual external PM system. In previous Hebrew layers, there 
were indications of the existence of clitic PMs, but they were few and used 
apparently randomly. Some scholars mentioned clitic PMs in “Modern Hebrew” 
or in “spoken Hebrew” (see Ariel [1990], Schwarzwald [2003], Polak-Yitzhaki 
[2006–2007], and others), but again, they were not systematically described, 
and in most cases it was claimed that their use was random.

This study reveals that, on the contrary, the speaker’s choice of clitics versus 
independent PMs is not random and not sporadic; rather, the choice has specific 
rules and conditions of use.

The most comprehensive use of clitic PMs is related to modality: in verbal 
units, the clitic is used in first-person singular before a modal verb, and in 
nonverbal units the first-person clitics are used before modal adjectives. Clitics 
also appear in negation structures in verbal units and before statement verbs 
and mental-perception verbs. However, in nonverbal units or in units with the 
participle conjugation, there is a reduction of the first syllable of the adjective 
or the participle form that comes right after the negation word, and then the 
independent PM is used.

To conclude, the regular first-person PM in nonverbal units is the independent 
pronoun. The only exceptions are the masculine singular before the adjectives 
‘need’ (in the sense of ‘needy’) and ‘must’ (in the sense of ‘obliged’) and the 
feminine singular before the adjective ‘must’.

The second-person-masculine-singular clitic is more infrequent than is the first 
person’s; it is used especially in soldiers’ jargon and in specific desemanticized 
idioms — e.g., ת'יודע ta yodea ‘you see?’ and ת'מבין ta mevin ‘you know?’.

Overall, there is a significantly higher frequency of clitic PMs in verbal units 
than in nonverbal units.

In verbal units, however, there are three conditions that trigger the use of clitic 
pronouns, whereas in all other cases, an independent pronoun is used.
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In conclusion, this study shows that the independent and clitic PMs are used 
in different circumstances, and that the choice is affected by morphological, 
phonological, prosodic, pragmatic, and semantic parameters; hence, they can 
be defined as allomorphs.

9.7.3. Person marker allomorphs in the verbal system
The basic assumption for this study was that in explicit verbs, the PM is inherent; 
therefore, cases in which an external PM is added needs to be explained. Also, in 
participle forms, there is no inherent PM; therefore, an external PM is expected. 
This study shows the distribution between units that contain verbal forms with 
no addition of external PMs and units in which an external PM is added to the 
verbal form. This complementary distribution is based on pragmatic, semantic, 
syntactic, and prosodic circumstances.

In general, the external PM is added to the verb in one of eight conditions:

• Three of these conditions are semantic in nature — that is, the presence of 
(1) mental-perception verbs, (2) statement verbs, and (3) modal verbs.

• In two conditions, syntactic and prosodic parameters trigger the use of the 
external PM — that is, (4) in cases in which the external PM is realized as 
a separate unit or (5) in a negation structure.

• In three conditions, pragmatic reasons trigger the external PM — that is, (6) 
in contrast structures, (7) in cases in which the speaker wants to emphasize 
the verb and make it the focus of the unit, and (8), in the case of the second-
person-singular PC, when the speaker uses the external PM to create a 
predictive meaning rather than a future or imperative meaning (which 
is the default meaning of this form). Such use creates a complementary 
distribution between structures in which an external PM is added and those 
in which it is not (with the same verb form). In all the pragmatic uses of 
the external PM, a specific prosody is used as well.

In participle forms, the lack of the PM where it is expected occurs in two types 
of units: before the modal verb ‘want’ and in yes/no questions that end with 
a final tone of appeal. This finding reveals a complementary distribution of 
the use of PMs between morphological tenses: with explicit verbs, an external 
PM is used in cases in which it is not expected, and with nonexplicit verbs, no 
external PM is used in cases in which it is expected.

In the imperative, we find all verb forms in all persons, as expected, with no 
external PM added to them.
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9.8. A pro-drop or a pro-add language
I hypothesized that particular conditions require specific uses of PMs. Following 
from this, I then hypothesized that external PMs are not obligatory in verbal 
structures in SSIH, since the subject affixes within the verb complex serve as 
the main sentence subject. The participle form (“present tense”) does not carry 
an inherent PM, so it was expected that an external PM will appear next to the 
participle in its verbal use. Also, structures in which both an internal PM (affix) 
and an external PM appear were hypothesized to be explainable.

This study provides an opportunity to describe the complete PM system in SSIH 
at the beginning of the third millennium. From the findings described in this 
study — and in this discussion chapter in particular — it is clear that SSIH is 
at least partially a pro-add language. The cases in which speakers use external 
PMs next to the explicit verbs are explainable; they are subject to specific 
conditions. This means that the use of external PMs with explicit verb forms 
can most economically be described in terms of the addition of an external PM 
under those specific conditions. SSIH thus behaves as a pro-add language with 
respect to the explicit verb forms.

The participle forms diachronically developed from nonverbal forms; hence, 
they do not carry an inherent PM. In SSIH, the participle forms assume a verbal 
function; in this function, an external PM is required. The cases in which the 
external PM can nevertheless be dropped are subject to specific conditions. This 
means that the use of external PMs with participle forms can most economically 
be described in terms of the dropping of the external PM under those specific 
conditions. SSIH thus behaves as a pro-drop language with respect to the 
participle form.220 However, it should be mentioned that nowadays the use 
of participle forms without an external PM added to them is more and more 
widespread, and it seems as a trend that will end in the gramaticalization of 
this structure and use.

9.9. Conclusions
This study is a corpus-based investigation of the PM system in SSIH. From 
a diachronic point of view, this study demonstrates that there are crucial 
typological developments and changes in the PM system in SSIH. Some of 

220 Hengeveld (2012) examined the prediction that the positional possibilities of markers of agreement 
(agreement markers) and those of crossreference (referential markers) are different. He gives an 
explanation for this difference and thus the predicted behavior in the sentence or the prosodic unit. 
This theory of discourse analysis can be used to explain the findings in this study as well.
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those changes were already pointed out randomly and sporadically by other 
scholars of Modern Hebrew (Schwarzwald [2003], Ariel [1990], and others), 
and in a few cases, evidence for the same trends were documented in previous 
layers of spoken Hebrew and were pointed out in earlier research (see Cohen 
[1992], Mor [2009], and others). However, it is clear that the trends described 
for SSIH reveal one stage of a language in change: they represent the SSIH 
used in the specific period when the recordings were made.

In conclusion, the study lays out a complete system of PMs in SSIH and their 
conditions of use. This study is, of course, only a first step toward a complete 
description of the grammar of SSIH.
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Person markers in Spoken Spontaneous Israeli 
Hebrew: A systematic description and analysis

(Summary)

Corpus-based research of spoken languages has become widespread during the 
past few decades, and research into Spoken Spontaneous Israeli Hebrew (SSIH) 
has become part of this trend during the past fifteen years.

The term spoken Hebrew can indicate any kind of Hebrew that is produced 
orally — including texts read aloud, job interviews, and even written samples of 
speech in books in which the characters’ language represents a specific register 
of the language, according to the writer’s perception of it.

SSIH, on the other hand, is the language one uses spontaneously, without 
considering the circumstances, listeners, or the expected register. Until recently, 
most essays presenting findings on spoken Hebrew focused on less spontaneous 
Hebrew rather than on SSIH — or at least not exclusively on SSIH.

This study investigates the system of person markers (PMs) in SSIH at 
the beginning of the third millennium. PMs are generally found in closed 
sets called paradigms, sets of linguistic expressions that occur in the same 
morphosyntactic slot in the language. Moreover, each member of the paradigm 
is in complementary distribution with every other member of the same paradigm 
(Siewierska 2004, 4).

In most of the literature on the grammar of Biblical Hebrew (Gesenius 1909; 
Joüon 1996), on the history of Hebrew grammar (Kutscher 1982), in Hebrew 
textbooks (Bahat and Blau 1970), and in literature about Modern Hebrew 
grammar (Schwarzwald 1981, 1997), the PMs are described and classified in 
two separate paradigms: independent pronouns and dependent pronouns. An 
independent pronoun (in verbal units, also called an external PM in this study) 
refers to a PM that can be distinguished in speech as a phonological word and 
that is shown in the written medium as a distinct orthographic word. It functions 
mostly as a topic and takes the subject position. A dependent pronoun (called 
an internal PM in this study) is a morpheme affixed to a verb, a noun, or a 
preposition.

Almost all the comprehensive literature on Hebrew grammar describes written 
Hebrew, in all of its layers. There are not many sources that describe spoken 
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Modern Hebrew; they are sporadic, are not particularly systematic, and are 
generally based on the researcher’s impressions rather than on a recorded corpus 
of spontaneous speech.

This study provides a systematic (morphological, syntactic, semantic, pragmatic 
and prosodic) analysis of person and the PMs in SSIH and describes their 
morphological structure, their phonological shape, the changes they exhibit with 
respect to previous layers of Hebrew, and their syntactic behavior. Of course, 
it also examines the speakers’ choices of PMs in changing contexts.

The Hebrew verb is a morphological complex consisting of the subject and 
the predicate stem. Therefore, in cases in which there is an explicit verb — that 
is, when the person (the unit’s subject) is inherently marked in the verb — and 
when there is no other explicit nominal subject in the unit, it is not obvious that 
an external pronoun would be added as an explicit syntactic subject. There are 
two main approaches in typological linguistics to describe how the external 
pronoun can be related to the subject in the explicit verb complex:1

• In one approach, the independent (or, in this study, external) pronoun is 
considered a necessary component, and if it is not used, the sentence is 
considered elliptical (Pro-drop language; Holmstedt 2013);

• In another approach, any independent (or, again in this study, external) 
pronoun added to the verb complex is considered redundant, from a purely 
syntactic point of view (Pro-add language; Goldenberg 1985).

This study investigates what the PM system in SSIH is, whether all its 
components are allomorphs, and whether the system in use nowadays is the 
same as the systems described in grammar books and in textbooks of all Hebrew 
layers. The study also provides an interesting view of the gender system in SSIH 
regarding the PMs. As a result of these findings, the research also arrives at an 
answer to the question whether SSIH is a pro-drop or a pro-add language.

The system that is represented in this research is based on findings from a 
corpus of SSIH that I created, designed specifically for the research project. 
The corpus includes recordings made during the years 1999–2002, and 
it contains approximately 50,000 words uttered by 20 main informants 
and their conversation partners. The informants were chosen according to 
sociodemographic parameters, and there is a complete correlation of gender, 
age, ethnic origin (Sephardi or Ashkenazi), and education parameters within 

1 See Sections 1.5.1.1.–1.5.1.3. and 1.5.2.1.–1.5.2.3. 
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the groups investigated. All analyses are based on this corpus, and all examples 
are actually spoken data.

I lay out the paradigms and rules according to which PMs in SSIH are arranged. 
I present and discuss the morphosyntactic behavior of PMs, the way they are 
organized in a system, and how the relationship between morphology, prosody, 
syntax, semantics, and pragmatics affects their realization and appearance. The 
following paragraphs describe some of the main findings:

There is a crucial typological change in the external PM system in SSIH — that 
is, there are clitic PMs. The corpus reveals four forms, two further forms have 
been attested outside the investigated corpus. The four forms encountered in the 
corpus are first-person singular, first-person plural, second-person-masculine 
singular, and second-person-feminine singular. This finding represents the stage 
in which the clitics had developed at the time the corpus was being recorded; 
in other words, this is a stage of a language in change.

There are nine external PMs in SSIH, rather than the ten that are described 
in all textbooks and grammars. Also, one of them is a person that was never 
described as a PM in that literature: the masculine-singular demonstrative 
functions as a PM. These PM morphemes and their uses are discussed in Sections 
6.1.4.5.5.1.1.1.3, 6.1.4.5.5.1.1.2.3, 6.1.4.5.5.1.1.3.2 and 6.2.4.2.3.2.4.1.

This finding reveals that there is a trigender system in SSIH: masculine, feminine, 
and neuter (nonhuman). The masculine-singular demonstrative functions as a 
PM and is used to indicate nonhumans: masculine singular, feminine singular, 
and the plural of both genders. Another finding concerning the gender system 
is that there is no distinction between masculine and feminine in both plural 
external and internal PMs.

A substantial difference is found in the first-person singular as well: in the prefix 
conjugation (PC), the dominant and almost exclusive form of person marking 
is a combination of the external PM and the verb form lacking the inherent 
first-person PM [ˀ]. This is further discussed in Chapters 6 and 7.

There is a large difference between the first person and second person, on the 
one hand, and the third person, on the other hand. This difference concerns 
not only the conversion paradigm for these persons but also their syntactic and 
grammatical behavior, just as in many other spoken languages (see Siewierska 
[2004]). The main grammatical difference is that verbs in the third person 
require an explicit subject in addition to the verb form, even though there is an 
inherent PM in the verb. With first-person plural and second-person explicit 
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verbs, no external PM (or any other explicit subject) is needed. This difference 
between first- and second persons on the one hand, and the third person on 
the other hand is due to the different role of these persons in the conversation. 
Whereas the first and second persons are participants in the conversation, the 
third person is the object that the participants are talking about, which therefore 
is not known in advance and needs to be defined. The explicit subject defines 
the third person.

As for the first-person singular: in the SC, no explicit subject is required, but 
in the PC, it is obligatory, due to morphophonological changes that causes the 
PC verb in first-person singular to be identical with the third-person singular. 
The addition of the external PM enables these two persons to be differentiated 
from each other.  

There are seven conditions under which an external (both independent and clitic) 
PM is used with an explicit verb: with a modal verb, with a mental-perception 
verb, with a statement verb, in a contrastive structure, in a negative construction, 
when it is used in a separate prosodic unit, and in the feminine-singular PC 
form to produce a predictive meaning. The external clitic PMs are used in a 
modal environment: with modal verbs in verbal units and with modal adjectives 
in nonverbal units. External clitic PMs also appear in negative constructions 
in verbal units. In nonverbal units or in units with the participle conjugation, 
there is a reduction of the first syllable of the adjective or the participle form 
that comes right after the negation word.

In conclusion, the study successfully lays out a complete system of PMs in 
SSIH and suggests that SSIH is a partial pro-add language. This is, of course, 
only a first step toward a complete description of the grammar of SSIH.
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Persoonsmarkeerders in het Spontaan Gesproken 
Israelisch Hebreeuws: Een systematische 
beschrijving en analyse

(Samenvatting) Summary in Dutch

Het corpus-gebaseerde onderzoek van gesproken talen heeft de afgelopen 
decennia een grote vlucht genomen, en het onderzoek naar het Spontaan 
Gesproken Israëlisch Hebreeuws (SGIH) is gedurende de afgelopen 15 jaar 
onderdeel geworden van deze trend.

De term gesproken Hebreeuws kan verwijzen naar iedere vorm van het 
Hebreeuws die mondeling wordt geproduceerd —  met inbegrip van teksten 
die worden voorgelezen, sollicitatiegesprekken, en zelfs geschreven fragmenten 
van gesproken taal in boeken waarin de taal van de hoofdpersonen een specifiek 
register vertegenwoordigen, in de interpretatie van de auteur.

SGIH daarentegen is een taal die spontaan gebruikt wordt, zonder rekening 
te houden met de omstandigheden, de toehoorders, of het verwachte register 
(Miller en Weinert 1998, voorwoord). Tot kort geleden concentreerden de 
meeste behandelingen van het gesproken Hebreeuws zich op minder spontane 
vormen van het Hebreeuws in plaats van op het SGIH —  of tenminste niet 
exclusief op het SGIH.

In deze studie wordt het systeem van persoonsmarkeerders (PMs) in het 
SGIH aan het begin van het derde millennium onderzocht. PMs worden 
over het algemeen aangetroffen in gesloten sets die paradigma’s worden 
genoemd, sets van linguïstische uitdrukkingen die gebruikt worden in dezelfde 
morfosyntactische positie in een taal. Bovendien is ieder lid van het paradigma 
in complementaire distributie met alle andere leden van hetzelfde paradigma 
(Siewierska 2004, 4).

In de meeste publicaties over de grammatica van het Bijbels Hebreeuws, 
(Gesenius 1909; Joüon 1996), over de geschiedenis van de grammatica van 
het Hebreeuws (Kutscher 1982), in Hebreeuwse leerboeken (Bahat en Blau 
1970), en in de literatuur over de grammatica van het Modern Hebreeuws 
(Schwarzwald 1981, 1997), worden de PMs beschreven en onderverdeeld 
in twee onderscheiden paradigma’s: onafhankelijke voornaamwoorden en 
afhankelijke voornaamwoorden. Een onafhankelijk voornaamwoord (in 
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verbale eenheden, ook wel externe PM genoemd in deze studie) is een PM 
die onderscheiden kan worden in de gesproken taal als een fonologisch woord 
en die in de geschreven taal verschijnt als een apart orthografisch woord. Het 
functioneert voornamelijk als een topic en verschijnt in de subject positie. Een 
afhankelijk voornaamwoord (die in deze studie een interne PM wordt genoemd) 
is een morfeem dat wordt geaffigeerd aan een werkwoord, een zelfstandig 
naamwoord of een voorzetsel.

Bijna alle literatuur die aan de grammatica van het Hebreeuws wordt gewijd 
beschrijft het geschreven Hebreeuws, in alle periodes. Er zijn niet veel bronnen 
die het gesproken Moderne Hebreeuws beschrijven; ze komen sporadisch voor, 
zijn niet bijzonder systematisch, en zijn over het algemeen meer gebaseerd op 
impressies van de onderzoeker dan op een vastgelegd corpus van spontane taal.

Deze studie presenteert een systematische (morfologische, syntactische, 
semantische, pragmatische en prosodische) analyse van de categorie persoon 
en PMs in het SGIH en beschrijft hun morfologische structuur, hun fonologische 
vorm, de veranderingen die zij laten zien met betrekking tot eerdere fases van 
het Hebreeuws, en hun syntactische gedrag. Uiteraard wordt ook gekeken naar 
de keuzes die de spreker maakt met betrekking tot de verschillende PMs in 
wisselende contexten.

Het Hebreeuwse werkwoord heeft een morfologisch complexe vorm 
bestaande uit het subject en de stam van het predicaat. Om die reden is het niet 
vanzelfsprekend dat wanneer er sprake is van een expliciete werkwoordsvorm-
dat wil zeggen, wanneer de persoon (het subject) inherent wordt gemarkeerd in 
de werkwoordsvorm-en wanneer er geen ander expliciet nominaal subject is, dat 
een extern pronomen zou moeten worden toegevoegd als expliciet syntactisch 
subject. Er zijn twee hoofdbenaderingen in de taaltypologie met betrekking tot 
de beschrijving van hoe het externe pronomen kan worden gerelateerd aan de 
subjectsmarkeerder in het expliciete werkwoordscomplex:1

• In de ene benadering wordt het onafhankelijke (of, volgens de terminologie 
van deze studie, het externe) pronomen opgevat als een noodzakelijke 
component. Als het niet wordt gebruikt wordt de zin als elliptisch gezien 
(Pro-drop language; Holmstedt 2013);

• In de andere benadering wordt ieder onafhankelijk (of, opnieuw in deze 
studie, extern) pronomen opgevat vanuit een zuiver syntactisch perspectief 
(Pro-add language; Goldenberg 1985).

1 Zie Secties 1.5.1.1–1.5.1.3 en 1.5.2.1–1.5.2.3. 
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Deze studie onderzoekt wat het PM systeem van het SGIH is, of alle onderdelen 
ervan allomorfen zijn, en of het systeem zoals dat op dit moment wordt 
gebruikt hetzelfde is als de systemen die in grammatica’s en leerboeken van 
het Hebreeuws in alle fasen worden gepresenteerd. De studie geeft ook een 
interessant visie op het geslachtssysteem van de PMs in het SGIH. Volgend op 
deze resultaten geeft de studie ook een antwoord op de vraag of het SGIH een 
pro-drop of een pro-add taal is.

Het systeem dat in deze studie wordt beschreven is gebaseerd op een corpus 
van het SGIH dat ik speciaal voor dit onderzoeksproject heb aangelegd. Het 
corpus omvat opnames die gedurende de jaren 1999–2002 zijn gemaakt, 
en bevat ongeveer 50,000 woorden geuit door 20 hoofdinformanten en hun 
conversatiepartners. De informanten werden geselecteerd met inachtneming 
van sociodemografische parameters: er is een volledige correlatie van geslacht, 
leeftijd, etnische achtergrond (Sefardi of Ashkenazi), en opleiding binnen 
de onderzochte groepen. Alle analyses zijn op dit corpus gebaseerd, en alle 
voorbeelden zijn feitelijk geattesteerde uitingen.

Ik leg de paradigma’s en regels uit die ten grondslag liggen aan de organisatie 
van PMs in SGIH. Ik presenteer en bediscussieer het morfosyntactische gedrag 
van PMs, de manier waarop ze georganiseerd zijn in een systeem, en hoe de 
relatie tussen morfologie, prosodie, syntaxis, semantiek en pragmatiek hun 
realisatie en verschijningsvorm beïnvloedt. De volgende paragrafen beschrijven 
enkele van de belangrijkste bevindingen:

Er is een cruciale typologische verandering in het systeem van externe PMs in 
het SGIH-dat wil zeggen, er zijn clitische PMs. Het corpus laat vier vormen zien, 
en buiten het onderzochte corpus zijn nog twee verdere vormen geattesteerd. De 
vier vormen die in het corpus zijn gevonden zijn de eerste persoon enkelvoud, 
eerste persoon meervoud, tweede persoon enkelvoud mannelijk en tweede 
persoon enkelvoud vrouwelijk. Deze bevinding representeert de fase waarin 
de ontwikkeling van de clitics zich bevond ten tijde van de opnames voor het 
corpus: in andere woorden, dit is een fase van een taal in verandering.

Er zijn negen externe PMs in het SGIH, in plaats van de tien die beschreven 
worden in alle leerboeken en grammatica’s. Bovendien is één van deze negen 
een PM die nooit eerder als zodanig was beschreven in de literatuur: het 
enkelvoudige mannelijke aanwijzende voornaamwoord funcioneert als een PM. 
Deze PMs en hun gebruik worden bediscussieerd in Secties 6.1.4.5.5.1.1.1.3, 
6.1.4.5.5.1.1.2.3, 6.1.4.5.5.1.1.3.2 en 6.2.4.2.3.2.4.1.

Deze bevinding laat zien dat er een drievoudig systeem van grammaticale 
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geslachten is in het SGIH: mannelijk, vrouwelijk en neutraal (niet-menselijk). 
Het enkelvoudige mannelijke aanwijzende voornaamwoord functioneert als 
een PM en wordt gebruikt om naar niet-menselijke referenten te verwijzen: 
mannelijk enkelvoudig, vrouwelijke enkelvoudig, en het meervoud van beide 
geslachten. Een andere bevinding met betrekking tot het geslachtssysteem is dat 
er geen onderscheid wordt gemaakt tussen mannelijk en vrouwelijk in zowel 
externe als interne PMs.

In de eerste persoon enkelvoud wordt ook een belangrijk verschil gevonden: 
in de prefix conjugatie (PC) is de dominante en vrijwel exclusieve vorm van 
persoonsmarkering een combinatie van de externe PM met een werkwoordsvorm 
waarin de inherente eerste persoonsmarkeerder [ˀ] ontbreekt. Dit onderwerp 
wordt besproken in hoofdstukken 6 en 7.

Er is een groot verschil tussen de eerste en tweede persoon aan de ene kant 
en de derde persoon aan de andere kant. Dit verschil betreft net alleen het 
conversieparadigma voor deze personen maar ook hun syntactische en 
grammaticale gedrag, net als in veel andere gesproken talen (zie Siewierska 
[2004]). Het belangrijkste grammaticale verschil is dat werkwoorden in de derde 
persoon een expliciet subject vereisen naast de werkwoordsvorm, zelfs als er 
een inherente PM in het werkwoord voorkomt. Bij expliciete werkwoorden in de 
eerste persoon meervoud en in de tweede persoon is geen externe PM (of enig 
ander expliciet subject) vereist. Dit verschil tussen de eerste en tweede persoon 
aan de ene kant en de derde persoon aan de andere kant is een gevolg van de 
verschillende rollen van deze personen in de conversatie. Terwijl de eerste en 
tweede persoon participanten zijn in de conversatie, is de derde persoon het 
object waar de gesprekspartners over spreken. Deze laatste is daarin niet van 
tevoren bekend en moet worden geïdentificeerd. Het expliciete subject zorgt 
voor deze identificatie.

Wat de eerste person enkelvoud betreft, is er in suffix conjugatie (SC) geen 
expliciet subject vereist, terwijl deze in de PC wel verplicht is, als gevolg van 
morfofonologische veranderingen die maken dat de vorm van het werkwoord 
in de PC in de eerste person enkelvoud gelijk is aan de vorm in de derde 
persoon enkelvoud. De toevoeging van de externe PM zorgt ervoor dat deze 
twee personen van elkaar onderscheiden kunnen worden.

Er zijn zeven condities waaronder een externe (zowel onafhankelijke als clitische) 
PM gebruikt wordt in combinatie met een expliciet werkwoord: met een modaal 
werkwoord, met een werkwoord van mentale waarneming, met een assertief 
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werkwoord, in een contrastieve constructie, in een negatieve constructie, wanneer 
het gebruikt wordt in een aparte prosodische eenheid, en in de vrouwelijke 
enkelvoudige vorm in de PC om een predictieve lezing te creëren. De externe 
clitische PMs worden gebruikt in een modale omgeving: met modale werkwoorden 
in verbale eenheden en met modale adjectieven in niet-verbale eenheden. Externe 
clitische PMs worden ook gebruikt in negatieve constructies in verbale eenheden. 
In niet-verbale eenheden en in eenheden in de participium-conjugatie is er sprake 
van een reductive van de eerste syllable van het adjectief of het participium dat 
direct op de negatie volgt.

Concluderend kan gesteld worden dat deze studie erin slaagt het volledige 
systeem van PMs in het SGIH bloot te leggen en suggereert dat het SGIH een 
gedeeltelijke pro-add taal is. Dit is uiteraard slechts een eerste stap op weg naar 
een volledige beschrijving van de grammatica van het SGIH.
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התנהגות הגוף הראשון יחיד מיוחדת אף היא: בנטיית הסופיות )"עבר"( אין משמש ציין גוף 
חיצוני נוסף על הפועל בצורה הבלתי־מסומנת, אבל בנטיית התחיליות ציין הגוף החיצוני 
מחויב, כאמור, בשל שינויים מורפו־פונולוגיים, שגרמו להזדהותו עם צורת הגוף השלישי 
יחיד. הוספת ציין הגוף החיצוני מאפשרת את הבידול במשמעות ובשימוש בין צורת הגוף 

הראשון יחיד לצורת הגוף השלישי יחיד.

בשבעה תנאים מוסף ציין גוף חיצוני )עצמאי או קליטי( לפועל מפורש: ליד פועל מודאלי, 
ליד פועל תפישה, ליד פועל אמירה, במבנה של ניגוד, במבנה שלילה, ביחידה לעצמו, וליד 
פועל בנקבה יחידה בנטיית התחיליות לשם הבעת משמעות מנבאת. הקליטיות משמשות 
וליד שמות תואר  פועליות  ביחידות  ליד פעלים מודאליים  בעיקר בסביבה מודאלית: 

מודאליים ביחידות שמניות. קליטיות מופיעות עוד במבני שלילה ביחידות פועליות.

ממצא אחר הוא השינוי המורפו־פונולוגי ביחידות שאינן פועליות או ביחידות שיש בהן 
צורת בינוני: חל צמצום בהברה הראשונה של התואר או של צורת הבינוני אם הן באות 

מיד אחרי מילת השלילה "לא".

לסיכום, המחקר הזה מעמיד מערכת סדורה ושלמה של צייני הגוף בעברית המדוברת 
בישראל בראשית האלף השלישי, של ההיערכות שלהם ושל ההתניות להופעתם. המחקר 
מעיד כי מדובר במערכת של אלומורפים שהבחירה בהם נעשית לפי התניות מורפולוגיות, 
תחביריות, סמנטיות, פרוזודיות ופרגמטיות. עוד עולה מן המחקר שהעברית המדוברת היא 
שפה המאפשרת הוספה באופן חלקי )partial pro-add language(. זהו כמובן רק צעד ראשון 

לקראת תיאור מערכת הדקדוק השלמה של העברית )הספונטנית( המדוברת בישראל.

Summary in Hebrew
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היחסים בין המורפולוגיה, הפרוזודיה, התחביר, הסמנטיקה והפרגמטיקה, המשפיעים על 
הבחירה בהם ועל אופן מימושם. אביא להלן כמה מהממצאים.

שינוי טיפולוגי מכריע התחולל במערכת צייני הגוף בעברית המדוברת בישראל — הוא קיומם 
של צייני הגוף הקליטיים. מן המאגר ששימש בסיס למחקר זה עלו ארבע צורות של ציינים 
קליטיים. עוד ציין קליטי נדגם, אך נראה כאידיולקט של מידענית אחת. על שני ציינים 
קליטיים נוספים )בהם הציין שנראה אידיולקט( שנמצאו מחוץ למאגר הזה, העידו חוקרים 
 .)Schwarzwald [forthcoming] וכן   Polak Yitzhki [2006–2007] אחרים )ראה למשל 
ארבע הצורות הקליטיות שנמצאו במחקר הנוכחי הן: ציין הגוף הראשון יחיד, גוף ראשון 
רבים, גוף שני יחיד זכר וגוף שני יחידה נקבה. הממצא הזה מעיד על השלב שבו נמצאו 
 language( "הציינים הקליטיים בעת איסוף הקורפוס, כלומר זהו שלב של "שפה משתנה

.)in change

תשעה צייני גוף נמצאו במערכת העברית המדוברת, ולא עשרה כמתואר בספרי הדקדוק; יתר 
על כן, אחד הציינים שנמצא במחקר הזה לא תואר מעולם בספרות כציין גוף — זהו כינוי 
הרמז לזכר יחיד )זה(. צייני הגוף הללו והשימושים בהם מתוארים בפרקים 6.1.4.5.5.1.1.1.3, 

6.1.4.5.5.1.1.2.3, 6.1.4.5.5.1.1.3.2 וכן 6.2.4.2.3.2.4.1.

הממצא הזה מוביל להבנה שבעברית המדוברת בישראל היום יש מערכת תלת־מינית, ולא 
בינארית, כמתואר בספרי הדקדוק והלימוד: זכר, נקבה ונטראלי )הוא, היא, זה(. כינוי הרמז 
"זה" מתפקד כציין גוף ומשמש לציין שמות שאינם אנושיים: זכר, נקבה וגם רבים משני 
המינים. ממצא נוסף באשר למערכת המין של צייני הגוף הוא שאין הבחנה בין זכר לנקבה 

בצורות הריבוי הן באשר לצייני הגוף החיצוניים הן באשר לפנימיים.

הבדל מהותי נמצא גם בציין הגוף הראשון יחיד: בנטיית התחיליות )"עתיד"( ציין הגוף 
המרכזי וכמעט היחיד הוא צורה המצרפת את ציין הגוף החיצוני )אני( לצורת הפועל בהעדר 

מורפמת הגוף הפורמלית — התחילית 'א'. עניין זה נדון בפרקים 6 ו־7.

יש לציין הבדל של ממש בין הגוף הראשון והשני מצד אחד לגוף השלישי מצד שני. הבדל 
זה נוגע לא רק לפרדיגמת ההמרה של הגופים אלא גם לתפקידים התחביריים שהם ממלאים 
ולהתנהגותם הדקדוקית. הבדל זה בין שתי מערכות הגופים הללו עולה גם בשפות מדוברות 
אחרות )ראה על כך Siewierska [2004](. ההבדל הדקדוקי המרכזי הוא שפעלים בנטיית 
נוסף על הנושא הפנימי  הגוף השלישי מחייבים שימוש בנושא תחבירי מפורש לצדם, 
האינהרנטי בפועל. בגוף הראשון רבים ובגוף השני אין משתמשים בציין גוף חיצוני )או 
בנושא תחבירי מפורש אחר( נוסף על הנושא הפנימי בפועל. ההבדל הזה בין גוף ראשון 
ושני לגוף שלישי נוצר בשל התפקיד האחר שיש להם בשיחה. בעוד הגוף הראשון והשני 
תמיד שותפים לשיחה, והם הדוברים בה, הגוף השלישי הוא תמיד מושא השיחה, מדברים 
עליו, ולכן יש לדייק ולהגדיר אותו, שכן אין הוא ידוע מראש. הנושא המפורש מגדיר אפוא 
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ספורדיים ולא מערכתיים בדרך כלל, שבמקרים רבים מושתתים על "תחושת בטן" )או אוזן( 
של החוקר ולא על מחקר קורפוס מוקלט ומקיף.

במחקר זה מתאפשרת התבוננות מערכתית )מורפולוגית, תחבירית, סמנטית, פרגמטית 
ופרוזודית( בצייני הגוף בעברית המדוברת בישראל. מתוארים בו המבנה המורפולוגי של 
צייני הגוף, אופיים הפונולוגי, השינויים שחלו בהם בהשוואה לרבדיה הקדומים של העברית 
וכן ההתנהגות התחבירית שלהם. עוד בוחן המחקר הזה את בחירותיו של הדובר בשימוש 

בצייני הגוף בהקשרים משתנים.

 P(( פרדיקציה   ~  )S( נושא  ַהֶקשר  הפועל העברי הוא קומפלקס פרדיקטיבי שבבסיסו 
Goldenberg 1985((. לפיכך במקרים שיש ביחידה פועל מפורש — כאשר ציין הגוף, נושא 
היחידה, מובנה בתוך הפועל — ואין בה נושא מפורש אחר, צפוי שהדובר לא יוסיף נושא 
תחבירי מפורש לנושא המצוי כבר בפועל. בבלשנות הטיפולוגית מקובלות שתי גישות 

עיקריות לסיווג שפה על פי קיומו של ציין גוף חיצוני לקומפלקס הפועלי במשפט:1

הציין הפרוד )או במחקר זה "החיצוני"( נחשב רכיב הכרחי, ואם הוא אינו מופיע ביחידה,   .1
.)Pro-drop language; Holmstedt 2013( המשפט נחשב משפט חסר

 Pro-add( המוסף לפועל נחשב מיותר מצד התחביר )הציין הפרוד )או ה"חיצוני", כאמור  .2
.)language; Goldenberg 1985

המחקר המובא כאן בודק מהי מערכת הגופים בעברית המדוברת בישראל, ואם כל רכיביה 
אלומורפים, וכן אם המערכת המשמשת היום היא המערכת המוכרת והמתוארת בכל ספרי 
הדקדוק והלימוד או שונה ממנה. עוד מספק המחקר הצצה מעניינת למערכת המין של 
צייני הגוף בעברית המדוברת — ומברר אם היא מערכת בינארית של זכר ונקבה, כמוכר 
מכל רבדיה של העברית או שמא מערכת תלת־גופית היא. בעקבות הממצאים בשאלות 
הללו המחקר מספק תשובה גם לשאלה אם העברית היא "שפה המאפשרת הוספה" של 
Pro-( או שמא היא "שפה המאפשרת השמטה" שלהם )Pro-add language( צייני הגוף

.)drop language

לשם עריכת המחקר כוננתי מאגר נתונים המושתת על הקלטות שנעשו בשנים 1999-
2002, מקצתן מתוך הקלטות מעמ"ד ואחרות שהקלטתי בעצמי. בהקלטות השתתפו 20 
מידענים )אינפורמנטים( ראשיים ועוד כעשרים בני שיח שלהם, ובסך הכול כולל המאגר 
50,000 מילה. המידענים נבחרו לפי מאפיינים סוציו־דמוגרפיים שנקבעו מראש, ובהם 
מין, גיל, מוצא אתני )ספרדי או אשכנזי(, שיוך דתי )חילוני, דתי, חרדי( ורמת השכלה. 
מערכת צייני הגוף המוצעת בספר זה מבוססת על המאגר הזה, וכל הדוגמות המובאות בו 

הן דיבור ספונטני אמתי.

בבואי לחקור את צייני הגוף בעברית המדוברת ביקשתי להעמיד את מערכת החוקים 
והפרדיגמות שבהם הם מאורגנים ולתאר את ההתנהגות המורפו־תחבירית שלהם ואת 

ראה על כך סעיפים 1.5.1.3-1.5.1.1, 1.5.2.3-1.5.2.1 וכן 9.8.  1
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 צייני הגוף בעברית המדוברת בישראל
תיאור שיטתי וניתוח הממצאים

)תקציר(

בעשורים האחרונים החלו מתפתחים מחקרים ענֵפים של שפות מדוברות המבוססים על 
מחקר קורפוס, וזה חמש־עשרה שנים מחקר העברית המדוברת בתוכם.

"שפה דבורה" היא המונח הבלתי־מסומן לציון כל סוג של דיבור פה — ספונטני או 
קרוי מן הכתב )כולל טקסטים מוקראים, ראיונות עבודה, ואפילו טקסטים שהושמו בפי 
דמויות ספרותיות אלה או אחרות בידי מחברים וכותבים שביקשו לייצג באמצעותם 

משלב ספציפי של השפה, מנקודת מבטם שלהם(.

"שפה מדוברת" היא המונח שישמש במחקר הזה לציון הלשון הטבעית והספונטנית 
המבוצעת בדיבור פה, בלא הכנה מראש ובלא השפעה של נסיבות חיצוניות, בהן התאמה 
לשומע או למשלב ספציפיים )Miller and Weinert 1998, preface(. עד העת האחרונה 
עסקו רוב מחקרי השפה ה"מדוברת" בשפה הדבורה דווקא, היינו לא הבחינו בין שפה 

ספונטנית לשפה המבוצעת בדיבור פה גם אם אינה ספונטנית.

המחקר המובא כאן עוסק במערכת צייני הגוף של העברית המדוברת )הספונטנית( 
בישראל בראשית האלף השלישי. צייני הגוף מתוארים במחקר כמערכת של מורפמות 
דקדוקיות המופיעות באותן הנסיבות וממלאות את אותו התפקיד התחבירי, כלומר הם 
שייכים לאותה פרדיגמה. יתרה מזאת, כל אחד מהרכיבים בפרדיגמה נמצא בתפוצה 

.)Siewierska 2004, 4( משלימה עם כל אחד מהרכיבים האחרים בה

בדקדוק העברית המקראית )Gesenius 1909; Joüon 1996(, בתיאור דיאכרוני של הדקדוק 
העברי )Kutscher 1982(, בספרי הלימוד )Bahat and Blau 1970( וכן בדקדוקי העברית 
בת־זמננו )Schwarzwald 1981, 1997( צייני הגוף הנושאיים מתוארים בשתי פרדיגמות 

נפרדות: "כינויי הגוף הפרודים" ו"כינויי הגוף החבורים".

זה: "צייני גוף  )ביחידות המדוברות הפועליות במחקר  כל אחד מכינויי הגוף הפרודים 
חיצוניים"( הוא מילה פונולוגית וכן מילה אורתוגרפית. הם משמשים בדרך כלל נושא 
תחבירי ופסיכולוגי של יחידת הדיבור. "כינויי הגוף החבורים" )במחקר זה: "צייני גוף 

פנימיים"( הם מורפמות החבורות לפועל, לשם או למילת יחס.

רוב הספרות הבלשנית העוסקת בדקדוק העברי מתארת את השפה הכתובה לכל רבדיה. 
ויש בה בעיקר תיאורים  ספרות המחקר המתארת את העברית המדוברת עודנה חסרה, 
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